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)N EARLY *ULY  ) PARTICIPATED AT THE INVITATION OF 0ROFESSOR +EITH 'ILYARD 
OF 0ENNSYLVANIA 3TATE 5NIVERSITY IN THE "IENNIAL 0ENN 3TATE #ONFERENCE 
ON  2HETORIC  AND  #OMPOSITION  AND  THE  THEME  OF  THE  CONFERENCE  WAS 
h!MERICAN %THNIC 2HETORICSv "Y THAT TIME ) HAD JUST BEGUN TO CONCEPTUAL
IZE THE ROLE OF RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS IN THE FORMATION OF !SIAN !MERICAN 
AND #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC ) WAS THEREFORE ANXIOUS TO SHARE WITH MY 
COLLEAGUES AND OTHER CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS SOME OF THESE INITIAL MOSTLY 
UNSETTLED THOUGHTS ON THE SUBJECT .OT ONLY DID THE AUDIENCE WHO CAME 
TO MY SESSION RESPOND TO MY TALK QUITE WARMLY BUT ALSO THEY OFFERED MANY 
THOUGHTFUL AND CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS 4HE FACT THAT THIS SHORT TALK HAS 
NOW TURNED INTO A BOOK HAS A LOT TO DO WITH THEM AND WITH WHAT WENT ON 
AT THAT CONFERENCE IN THE SUMMER OF  )N PARTICULAR ) THANK 0ROFESSOR 
'ILYARD FOR HIS  INVITATION FOR ORGANIZING THE CONFERENCE AND FOR ABOVE 
ALL HIS SUPPORT OF THIS PROJECT AND OF ALL OTHER WORK ) DO
)N THE INTERVENING YEARS ) HAVE ACCUMULATED MANY DEBTS FROM FRIENDS 
AND COLLEAGUES 4O WRITE A BOOK OF THIS KIND IS NEVER A SOLITARY UNDERTAK
ING BUT ONE THAT CALLS ON THE KINDNESS AND GENEROSITY OF MANY OTHERS 
7HILE IT IS PERHAPS A FUTILE EXERCISE TO MENTION HERE ALL THE PEOPLE WHO 
HAVE HAD A HAND IN HELPING ME TO BRING THIS PROJECT TO FRUITION ) WOULD 
BE REMISS INDEED SHOULD ) FAIL TO ACKNOWLEDGE THESE INDIVIDUALS
-Y FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES IN THE $EPARTMENT OF %NGLISH AT MY OWN 
INSTITUTION HAVE ALWAYS BEEN QUITE SUPPORTIVE OF MY WORK 4HEIR GENEROS
ITY AND THEIR CAPACITY FOR UNDERSTANDING ARE WHAT ) TREASURE AND DEPEND 
ON DAY IN AND DAY OUT &OR THEIR ENCOURAGEMENT AND MANY PRODUCTIVE 
CONVERSATIONS  )  THANK $ONALD $AIKER -ARY  &ULLER  "RITTON (ARWOOD 
*EAN ,UTZ -AX -ORENBERG WHO IS NOW AT "OCA 2ATON RETIRED ONLY IN 
NAME	 3USAN -ORGAN +ATE 2ONALD *EROME 2OSENBERG $IANNE 3ADOFF 
$AVID  3CHLOSS  +AY  3LOAN  %DWARD  4OMARKEN  AND  -ORRIS  9OUNG  -Y 
CHAIR +EITH 4UMA WAS PARTICULARLY SUPPORTIVE AS THE PROJECT MOVED INTO 
ITS FINAL PHASE !ND 7ILLIAM 7ORTMAN OUR HUMANITIES LIBRARIAN IS ALWAYS 
WILLING AND ABLE TO ASSIST ME WHENEVER ) NEED HIM AND OFTEN WITHOUT ANY 
ADVANCE NOTICE ) AM VERY THANKFUL TO THE $EPARTMENT AND THE 5NIVERSITY 
FOR PROVIDING ME WITH RESEARCH TIME AND FUNDING WHICH HAVE MADE IT 
POSSIBLE FOR ME TO COMPLETE THIS PROJECT IN A TIMELY FASHION
_   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
) HAVE LEARNED MUCH FROM MY STUDENTS WITH WHOM ) HAVE ENGAGED 
IN MANY FRUITFUL DISCUSSIONS BOTH IN AND OUTSIDE CLASS 4HESE DISCUSSIONS 
HAVE  PROPELLED ME  TO  ASK  TOUGHER  QUESTIONS  AND  TO  SEARCH  FOR MORE 
SATISFYING  ANSWERS  )  SIMPLY  COULD  NOT  HAVE  ASKED  FOR  MORE  ENGAGING 
INTERLOCUTORS
) AM ALSO IN DEBT TO MANY FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES BEYOND MY OWN INSTI
TUTIONINDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE  LISTENED  TO MY  IDEAS WITH UNDERSTANDING 
AND WHO HAVE INSPIRED MY WORK WITH THEIR OWN EXEMPLARY CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO  THE  FIELD  )  THANK 0ATRICIA "IZZELL -ARILYN #OOPER ,ISA %DE (ELEN 
&OX -ARY  'ARRETT  ,AWRENCE  'REEN  8IAO-ING  ,I  8ING  ,U  !NDREA 
,UNSFORD -ARILYN -OLLER #HARLES 3CHUSTER AND *AN 3WEARINGEN !ND ) 
AM GRATEFUL TO MEMBERS OF !SIAN!SIAN !MERICAN #AUCUS AT THE ANNUAL 
#ONFERENCE OF #OLLEGE #OMPOSITION AND #OMMUNICATION FOR THE KIND 
OF  COMMUNITY  THAT  THEY HELP  TO NURTURE  AND  THAT  IN  TURN HAS HELPED 
TO NURTURE AND SUSTAIN MY WORK ) AM EQUALLY GRATEFUL TO MY #INCINNATI 
#HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY FOR THEIR UNWAVERING SUPPORT OF THIS PROJ
ECT !S A MATTER OF FACT IT IS MY ASSOCIATION WITH THIS COMMUNITY THAT HAS 
IN PART LED ME TO DEVELOP AND PRACTICE A DIFFERENT RHETORICA DIFFERENT 
WAY OF SPEAKING FOR OURSELVES AND FOR THE WORLD
)N  LATE  /CTOBER    0ROFESSOR  3USAN  *ARRATT  AT  5NIVERSITY  OF 
#ALIFORNIA  )RVINE  ORGANIZED  A  COLLOQUIUM  ON  COMPARATIVE  RHETORIC 
TITLED  h2HETORICAL  %NCOUNTERS  0ERSUASION  0EDAGOGY  AND  0RACTICE  IN 
#OLONIAL AND )MMIGRANT #ONTEXTSv ) WAS INVITED TO BE PART OF THIS COL
LOQUIUM WHICH ALLOWED ME TO HEAR WHAT MY COLLEAGUES WERE SAYING ON 
THIS IMPORTANT SUBJECT AND TO PRESENT SOME OF MY OWN FINDINGS THAT GREW 
INTO PART OF #HAPTERS 4HREE AND &IVE OF THIS BOOK ) AM GRATEFUL TO HER 
FOR PROVIDING ME WITH THIS OPPORTUNITY AND FOR HER CONTINUING COUNSEL 
AND FRIENDSHIP
)N FALL  0ROFESSOR 3USAN 2OMANO AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF .EW -EXICO 
ASKED HER GRADUATE STUDENTS IN HER #OMPARATIVE 2HETORIC CLASS TO READ 
AN  EARLIER  VERSION  OF  #HAPTER  4HREE  OF  THIS  BOOK  )  WAS  GRATIFIED  TO 
LEARN LATER THAT THEY WERE NOT ONLY INTERESTED IN THE KIND OF ARGUMENT 
) WAS DEVELOPING BUT ALSO OFFERED SOME VERY CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS ) 
AM GRATEFUL  TO  THEM  FOR  THEIR  INTEREST  AND  SUPPORT  )  THANK 0ROFESSOR 
2OMANO FOR MAKING MY WORK AVAILABLE IN HER CLASS AND FOR HER SUPPORT 
OF THIS PROJECT
-ICHAEL  3POONER DIRECTOR OF 5TAH 3TATE 5NIVERSITY 0RESS HAS BEEN 
ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT THIS PROJECT THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE PROCESS (IS SUP
PORT UNDERSTANDING AND PROFESSIONALISM HAVE BEEN SO COMFORTING AND 
(JRUV^SLKNTLU[Z   _P
REASSURINGESPECIALLY AT TIMES WHEN THEY MATTER MOST ) OWE HIM A LAST
ING DEBT OF GRATITUDE
4WO READERS FOR 5TAH 3TATE 5NIVERSITY 0RESS READ MY MANUSCRIPT WITH 
CARE AND INSIGHT ) THANK THEM FOR THEIR GENEROUS THOUGHTFUL RESPONSES 
4HANKS TO THEIR WORK MY REVISED MANUSCRIPT IS A MUCH BETTER PRODUCT 
NOW  .ATURALLY  ANY  ERRORS  OR  SLIPPAGES  THAT MIGHT  STILL  REMAIN  IN  THE 
BOOK ARE MINE ALONEAND IN SPITE OF THEIR BETTER JUDGMENT
)  WISH  TO  THANK  MY  TEACHER  -ICHAEL  (ANCHER  AT  THE  5NIVERSITY  OF 
-INNESOTA FOR WHAT HE HAS TAUGHT ME 7ORDS ARE INADEQUATE TO CONVEY 
HOW MUCH ) HAVE LEARNED FROM HIM AND FROM ALL THOSE WHO HAVE TAUGHT 
AND GUIDED ME IN THE PAST
&INALLY ) MUST EXPRESS MY GRATITUDE TO MY WIFE !I0ING AND TO MY PRE
TEEN DAUGHTER 7EI7EITO MY WIFE FOR HER UNFAILING TRUST AND PATIENCE 
TO MY DAUGHTER FOR HER AMAZING ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND THAT A BOOK ON THE 
MEANING OF #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE IS ACTUALLY WORTH WHATEVER TIME $AD 
WAS SPENDING ON IT EVEN AT HER OWN EXPENSE )T IS THEIR LOVE AND SACRIFICE 
THAT HAVE MADE THE COMPLETION OF THIS BOOK A REALITY
) DEDICATE THIS BOOK TO MY PARENTS IT IS TO THEIR ENDURING LOVE AND TO 
THEIR FAITH IN THEIR SON IN WHAT HE IS DOING ON THIS SIDE OF THE 0ACIFIC
THOUGH THIS BOOK AND WHATEVER ELSE HE CLAIMS TO HAVE ACCOMPLISHED SO 
FAR MAY NOT BE AFTER ALL DESERVING OF OR EQUAL TO WHAT THEY HAVE GIVEN 
HIM OVER THESE YEARS
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-EN OF THE WORLD WHO VALUE THE 7AY ALL TURN TO BOOKS "UT BOOKS ARE 
NOTHING MORE THAN WORDS 7ORDS HAVE VALUE WHAT IS OF VALUE IN WORDS 
IS MEANING -EANING HAS SOMETHING IT IS PURSUING BUT THE THING THAT 
IT IS PURSUING CANNOT BE PUT INTO WORDS AND HANDED DOWN
:HUANGZI 	
,ATELY ) HAVE BEEN INCREASINGLY DRAWN TO A GROWING PARADOXONE THAT 
HAS PRODUCED A POLARIZING DISCOURSE PITTING UNRESERVED ENTHUSIASM ON 
ONE SIDE AGAINST DOWNRIGHT RESISTANCE ON THE OTHER /N THE ONE HAND 
WE  NOW  LIVE  IN  THIS  INCREASINGLY  INTERCONNECTED  AND  INTERDEPENDENT 
WORLD BROUGHT  ABOUT  IN PART BY  RAPID  TECHNOLOGICAL  ADVANCES  SUCH AS 
THE )NTERNET AND THE 7ORLD 7IDE 7EB AND BY THE SPREAD OF %NGLISH AS 
A  LANGUAGE OF COMMERCE AND SCIENCE AS A  LINGUA FRANCA 4HESE DEVEL
OPMENTS NOT ONLY MAKE  IT POSSIBLE  TO COLLAPSE  TIME AND SPACE  IN WAYS 
THAT HAVE NEVER BEEN IMAGINED BEFORE BUT ALSO SEEM TO HAVE RENDERED 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTANCE AND CULTURAL DIFFERENCES  LESS RELEVANT  LESS MATE
RIAL #ONSEQUENTLY THERE IS ALMOST A RUSH IN OUR MEDIA AS WELL AS IN OUR 
NATIONAL  DISCOURSE  TO  EMBRACE  SUCH  DEVELOPMENTS  AS  VALIDATION  THAT 
GLOBALIZATION HAS NOW ENTERED INTO A BRANDNEW PHASE AND THAT BOUND
ARIES BOTH PHYSICAL AND METAPHORICAL CAN INDEED BE BLURRED AND EVEN 
OBLITERATED /R AS #ARPENTER AND -C,UHAN PREDICTED WAY BACK IN  
OUR WORLD WOULD TURN INTO A hGLOBAL VILLAGEv WHERE hEVERYTHING HAPPENS 
TO EVERYONE AT THE SAME TIME EVERYONE KNOWS ABOUT AND THEREFORE PAR
TICIPATES IN EVERYTHING THAT IS HAPPENING THE MINUTE IT HAPPENSv XI	
/N THE OTHER HAND SKEPTICISM AND RESISTANCE TOWARD INTEGRATION AND 
UNIFORMITY  ABOUND $IFFERENT NATIONS  AND COMMUNITIES  ARE BECOMING 
MORE AND MORE VOCAL AND INSISTENT ON CLAIMING THEIR DISTINCTIVE IDENTI
TIES  AND ON  CELEBRATING  THEIR  CULTURAL  HERITAGES 4HEY  ARE  DETERMINED 
TO  REASSERT  THEIR  RIGHTFUL  AGENCY  AND  TO  FORGE  THEIR  OWN  ALLIANCES  AND 
AFFILIATIONS 4HESE KINDS OF DISCURSIVE PERFORMANCES SERVE TO COUNTER THIS 
SEEMINGLY  UNSTOPPABLE  MARCH  TOWARD  WHAT  "ARBER  CALLS  hA  -C7ORLDv 
	A  WORLD  THAT  HAS  BEEN  MADE  POSSIBLE  BY  TECHNOLOGY  ECOLOGY 
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
COMMUNICATIONS  AND  COMMERCE  4HEY  SERVE  TO  CHALLENGE  THIS  NEW 
WORLD  ORDER  THAT  SEEMS  EITHER  TO  REINFORCE  THE  EXISTING  RELATIONS  OF 
POWER OR TO PROMOTE DIFFERENT HIERARCHIES OR CONTROL STRUCTURES THAT ARE 
NO LESS IN FAVOR OF THE DOMINANT THE POWERFUL
! FEW RANDOM EXAMPLES HAVE RECENTLY CAUGHT MY ATTENTION AND THEY 
SPEAK VOLUMESAT LEAST TO MY MINDFOR THE LEVEL OR EXTENT OF THIS RESIS
TANCE &IRST IN FORMER 9UGOSLAVIA SINCE THE EARLY S WHEN THE COUNTRY 
BROKE UP WHAT WERE CONSIDERED DIALECTS ARE NOW REGARDED AS DIFFERENT 
NATIONAL LANGUAGES 4HIS PROLIFERATION OF LANGUAGES IS LARGELY PROMPTED 
BY A GROWING DESIRE AMONG THESE NEW NATIONS TO RECLAIM THEIR IDENTITY 
AND TO BRING BACK WHAT HAS BEEN LOST EITHER THROUGH VIOLENT IMPOSITION 
OR FORCED ADOPTION 3ECOND WHILE %NGLISH SEEMS TO HAVE BECOME A DE 
FACTO GLOBAL  LANGUAGE  IT  IS NOW AS  IS  STATED  IN  THE  3OUTH !FRICAN 
#ONSTITUTION  ONLY  ONE  OF  ELEVEN  NATIONAL  LANGUAGES  IN  3OUTH  !FRICA 
!ND  IN .IGERIA  LINGUISTIC MULTICULTURALISM  SEEMS  TO  BE  REPLACING  THE 
USE  OF  %NGLISH  AS  A  UNIFYING  LANGUAGE  4HIRD  IN  !SIA  AND  ELSEWHERE 
LOCAL %NGLISHES WITH DISTINCTIVE NATIONAL OR REGIONAL CHARACTERISTICS HAVE 
MUSHROOMED TO COMPETE WITH "RITISH OR !MERICAN %NGLISH &OURTH IN 
OUR OWN CONTINENT .ATIVE !MERICAN TRIBES AND OTHER ETHNIC COMMUNI
TIES HAVE BEEN ACTIVELY  INVOLVED  IN RECOVERING  THEIR  LOST  LANGUAGES AND 
CULTURES IN TRYING TO MAKE THEIR VOICES HEARD AND LISTENED TO WITH THEIR 
OWN  LANGUAGES  &IFTH  INDIVIDUALS  HAVE  COME  OUT  IN  GREATER  NUMBERS 
THAN EVER TO RECLAIM WHAT HAS BEEN HIDDEN FROM OR DENIED TO THEMBE 
IT  ETHNIC AND  LINGUISTIC  IDENTITY  SEXUAL ORIENTATION OR  RELIGIOUS AFFILIA
TION )N SHORT THERE IS NO SHORTAGE OF SELFASSERTING DISCOURSE OR COUNTER
DISCOURSE AMIDST THIS ONGOING CLAMOR FOR GLOBALIZATION OR GLOBAL ORDER
2EADING #HINESE &ORTUNE #OOKIE 4HE -AKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 2HETORIC IS 
SITUATED WITHIN THIS BROAD CONTEXT AND IN FACT CONNECTED TO THIS GROWING 
PARADOX 4HE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC REPRESENTS AN EXAM
PLE OF TOGETHERNESS BROUGHT ABOUT BY TWO DIFFERENT RHETORICAL TRADITIONS 
COMING IN CONTACT WITH EACH OTHER AND IT IS A PHENOMENON OF RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS OR CONTACT ZONES 0RATT h#ONTACT :ONEv	 !S AN EXAMPLE OF 
TOGETHERNESS THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC ENABLES ME TO 
ENGAGE TO THINK THROUGH THIS PARADOX IN A MORE PRODUCTIVE WAY )NDEED 
IT ALLOWS ME TO PROBLEMATIZE AND MOVE BEYOND THIS DISCOURSE OF DUALISM 
THAT  SEEMS  TO HAVE PERMEATEDIN VARYING DEGREES OF EXPLICITNESS AND 
OFTEN  WITH  SIGNIFICANT  CONSEQUENCESBOTH  OUR  NATIONAL  DIALOGUE  AND 
OUR EVERYDAY PRACTICE BE THEY ABOUT GLOBALIZATION OR WAR ON TERRORISM
4HAT  IS  TO  SAY  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  GROWS  OUT  OF  #HINESE 
AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  AND  IT  IS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF 
0U[YVK\J[PVU!;OPURPUN;OYV\NO7HYHKV_LZ   
HYBRIDITY BORN OF TWO VERY DIFFERENT IF NOT ENTIRELY INCONGRUOUS TRADI
TIONS !S A HYBRID #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC BLURS THE BOUNDARY AND 
SERVES TO CHALLENGE TO TRANSCEND THIS DUALISTIC DISCOURSE OR IMPULSE /N 
THE OTHER HAND AS A HYBRID #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC SO ) WILL ARGUE 
SHORTLY SHOULD NOT THEN BE CONCEIVED OF AS AN EXAMPLE OF HARMONYIN
DIFFERENCE BUT ONE OF WHAT 0ROFESSOR )EN !NG CALLS hTOGETHERNESSINDIF
FERENCEv 	 )N OTHER WORDS WHILE #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC DOES 
BLUR  THE BOUNDARY AND DOES PROVIDE  THE POTENTIAL  FOR POSITIVE CHANGE 
AND TRANSFORMATION IT ENTAILS NECESSARY PERILS TOOPERILS OF MISUNDER
STANDING  MISREPRESENTATION  AND  OUTRIGHT  REJECTION  0RATT  h#ONTACT 
:ONEv 	 )NSTEAD OF A STANDIN FOR HAPPY FUSION OR HARMONY IT IS IN FACT 
INFUSED WITH CONFLICTS CONTESTATIONS AND AMBIGUITIES 3EEN IN THIS LIGHT 
THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC CONSTITUTES A VIABLE RESPONSE 
TO  THIS  GROWING  PARADOX  AND  TO  ITS  CORRESPONDING  DISCOURSENOT  SO 
MUCH  AS  A  HARMONIOUS  HYBRID  THAT  MAGICALLY  DISSOLVES  ALL  THE  DIFFER
ENCES BUT AS A CREATIVE DIALECTICAL FORM OF COMMUNICATION THAT PRACTICES 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE WITHOUT ANY hEXAGGERATED NOTIONS OF UNIQUE
NESS AND INCOMMENSURABILITYv !NG 	 AND hIN A WAY THAT MAKES THE 
SAME  NO  LONGER  THE  SAME  THE  DIFFERENT  NO  LONGER  SIMPLY  DIFFERENTv 
2 9OUNG 	
) HARBOR NO ILLUSION THAT MY PROJECT WILL MAKE THIS PARADOX GO AWAY 
0ARADOXICALLY  )  ALMOST  FEEL ENABLED BY  ITS  ALMOST UBIQUITOUS PRESENCE 
.OT ONLY DO ) FEEL  INSPIRED TO DEVELOP A DISCOURSE THAT IS NOT DUALISTIC 
THAT REFUSES TO DRAW THE LINE BETWEEN hUSv AND hTHEMv BUT ALSO ) HAVE 
BEEN ENABLED  TO  THINK  IN  TERMS  THAT WOULD NOT HAVE BECOME AVAILABLE 
WITHOUT  CONFRONTING  THIS  PARADOX  WITHOUT  FACING  UP  TO  THOSE  DUALIST 
RESPONSES  -ORE  SPECIFICALLY  )  HAVE  NOW  COME  TO  REALIZE  THE  NEED  TO 
GO BEYOND  JUST DISRUPTING OR OPPOSING THE BINARY THAT DIVIDES #HINESE 
AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL PRACTICES ) NO LONGER FEEL ADEQUATE 
ENOUGH TO APPEAL TO INTERNAL COHERENCE AND LOCAL IDENTITY TO RESIST EITHER 
GLOBALIZATION OR FRAGMENTATION ) AM MORE THAN READY TO ASK THE QUES
TION OF HOW TO HOLD ON TO #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS A HYBRID AS A 
LIVING EXAMPLE OF TOGETHERNESS WITHOUT IT BEING IDEALIZED OR EXOTICIZED 
WITHOUT  IT  BEING  EASILY  COOPTED  FOR  REPRODUCTION 4O  APPROPRIATE  CUL
TURAL GEOGRAPHER $OREEN -ASSEY ) WANT TO CHARACTERIZE THE MAKING OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS hARTICULATED MOMENTS IN NETWORKS OF SOCIAL 
RELATIONS  AND  UNDERSTANDINGSv  	TO  BE  CREATED  NEGOTIATED  AND 
EXPERIENCED  BETWEEN  hBORDER  RESIDENTSv  -  ,U  h#ONFLICTv  	  AND 
THEIR %UROPEAN !MERICAN COUNTERPARTS !ND SUCH ARTICULATIONS CAN BE 
MOTIVATED BY #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES AT 
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
THE BORDERLANDS AS WELL AS BY OUR CRITICAL REFLECTIONS OF #HINESE RHETORI
CAL EXPERIENCES TRANSPORTED AS IT WERE TO THE BORDERLANDS FOR DIALOGUE 
7HAT BEARS EMPHASIZING IS THAT THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 
IS NOT A RETREAT INTO OUR OWN DISCURSIVE ENCLAVE SEALED OFF WITH A BOUND
ARY OF ITS OWN 2ATHER IT IS ANOTHER INDICATION THAT DISCURSIVE EXPERIENCES 
AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  CANNOT  HELP  BEING  IMPLICATED  BY  BOTH  SIDES 
AND BY THEIR OWN SIGNIFYING PRACTICES hWITH LAYER UPON LAYER OF DIFFERENT 
SETS OF LINKAGES BOTH LOCAL AND TO THE WIDER WORLDv -ASSEY 	
4HIS  PROJECT  ALSO  OWES  ITS  GENESIS  IN NO  SMALL  PART  TO  THE #HINESE 
FORTUNE COOKIEHENCE THE FIRST HALF OF ITS TITLE (ERE IS WHY 7HILE IT IS 
COMMON KNOWLEDGE THAT A #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE SERVES AS THE FINALE 
OF A #HINESE MEAL IN #HINESE RESTAURANTS IN !MERICA IT IS PERHAPS NOT 
AS WIDELY KNOWN THAT IT EMBODIES TWO VERY DIFFERENT TRADITIONS .AMELY 
ON THE ONE HAND THE FORTUNE COOKIE REPRESENTS A CENTURIESOLD #HINESE 
TRADITION OF USING MESSAGESTUFFED PASTRY AS A COVERT MEANS OF COMMU
NICATIONA TRADITION THAT STARTED IN FOURTEENTHCENTURY #HINA /N THE 
OTHER HAND SERVING DESSERT AT THE END OF A MEAL IS A %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
TRADITION BECAUSE THE #HINESE TRADITIONALLY DO NOT EAT DESSERT AT THE END 
OF A MEAL 4HAT IS WHY ONE DOES NOT FIND FORTUNE COOKIES IN RESTAURANTS 
IN  MAINLAND  #HINA  (ONG  +ONG  4AIWAN  OR  %UROPE  AT  ALLAND  ONE 
DOESNT FEEL CHEATED EITHER FOR NOT EATING THEM AT THE END OF SUCH MEAL 
OVER THERE
)N A SENSE THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE BECOMES A PRODUCT OF CONTRA
DICTIONS IT IS BORN OF TWO VERY DIFFERENT TRADITIONS AND MADE VIABLENOT 
TO MENTION FOR SOME AT LEAST ITS TASTINESSIN A BORDER ZONE WHERE TWO 
CULTURES COME INTO CONTACT WITH EACH OTHER AND WHERE RHETORICAL EXPERI
ENCES INTERMINGLE WITH GASTRONOMICAL NARRATIVES &URTHER THE READING OF 
A #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE EMBODIES A JOINT MEANINGMAKING ACTIVITY WE 
SHARE EACH OTHERS hFORTUNESv EITHER WITH COMFORTING LAUGHS WHEN THERE 
IS A hGOOD FITv OR WITH LOUD PROTESTATIONS WHEN THE ENCODED MESSAGE IS 
DEEMED TO BE hINAUSPICIOUSv TO THE RECIPIENT
)  ARGUE  THAT  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  BEARS  AN 
UNMISTAKABLE  RESEMBLANCE  TO  THE BIRTH OF  THE #HINESE  FORTUNE COOKIE 
AND TO ITS UNDERLYING DYNAMICS 3UCH RESEMBLANCE DOES NOT STEM OBVI
OUSLY FROM ANY SHARED ESSENCE OR IDENTITY BETWEEN THE #HINESE FORTUNE 
COOKIE  AND  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  2ATHER  THEIR  RESEMBLANCE  IS 
PREDICATED UPON THE KINDS OF ASSOCIATIONS THEY INVOKE WITH BOTH #HINESE 
AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  TRADITIONS  4O  BE  MORE  SPECIFIC  #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC IS ALSO BORN OF TWO RHETORICAL TRADITIONS AT RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS AND IT BECOMES VIABLE AND TRANSFORMATIVE NOT BY SECURING 
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A LOGICAL OR UNIFIED ORDER BUT BY PARTICIPATING IN A PROCESS OF BECOMING 
WHERE MEANINGS  ARE  SITUATED  AND  WHERE  SIGNIFICATIONS  ARE  CONTINGENT 
UPON EACH AND EVERY PARTICULAR EXPERIENCE &URTHER IN THIS PROCESS OF 
BECOMING #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS NOT TO BE HAD EITHER BY ABSTRAC
TION OR BY US SEARCHING FOR FIXED FEATURES OF HARMONY OR SEAMLESS BLEND
ING 2ATHER THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC LIES IN THE PROCESS 
OF CONTESTATION INTERROGATION AND REFLECTIONOR IN WHAT ) CALL hHETERO
GENEOUS  RESONANCEv  4HAT  IS  TO  SAY  WHILE  THERE  IS  NO  SHARED  ESSENCE 
BETWEEN THESE TWO TRADITIONS THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF PROXIMITYINDUCED 
INTERACTION  REALIGNMENT  AND  UNSETTLED  ASSOCIATION  &URTHER  HETERO
GENEOUS VOICES AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ARE BEING HEARD AND LISTENED 
TO  THROUGH  COMPETING  EXPRESSIONS  AND  SITUATED  EXPERIENCESBOTH  OF 
WHICH ARE INEXTRICABLY CONNECTED TO A PARTICULAR PAST AND BOTH OF WHICH 
ARE NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF A SHIFTING SUBJECT POSITION
!S YOU MIGHT HAVE NOTICED ALREADY ) HAVE LEFT IN THE TITLE OF THIS BOOK 
THE NOUN PHRASE h#HINESE &ORTUNE #OOKIEv IN THE SINGULAR WITHOUT THE 
DEFINITE  ARTICLE MODIFYING  IT  /MITTING  THE  DEFINITE  ARTICLE  BEFORE  THIS 
NOUN PHRASE IS A CONSIDERED CHOICE THOUGH ) KNOW IN THE BACK OF MY 
MIND THAT IT RISKS VEXING SOME OF MY READERS WHO MIGHT VIEW WITH GOOD 
REASON THIS OMISSION AS A GRAMMATICAL INFELICITY AS SIMPLY TOO JARRING OR 
DISRUPTIVE (OWEVER BY FLOUTING AS IT WERE THE PROPER %NGLISH USAGE IN 
THE TITLE ) AM GESTURING TOWARD #HINESE SYNTAX TOWARD THE FACT THAT IT IS 
QUITE PROPER NOT TO USE THE DEFINITE ARTICLE BEFORE SUCH A NOUN PHRASE 
IN #HINESE BECAUSE THE ARTICLE AS A GRAMMATICAL CATEGORY IS NONEXISTENT 
IN  #HINESE  )N  OTHER  WORDS  THIS  FLOUTING  ENABLES  ME  TO  ENCODE  THIS 
NOUN PHRASE IN %NGLISH LEXICON BUT WITH #HINESE SYNTAX )N A WAY ) AM 
ALMOST YOKING %NGLISH AND #HINESE OR THEIR TWO VERY DIFFERENT SYNTACTIC 
PREFERENCES TOGETHER IN A NEW CREOLELIKE FORM )N SO DOING ) WANT TO 
EFFECT AN INSTANCE OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE AT  THE VERY OUTSET AND 
TO INITIATE THE PROCESS OF INVITING MY READERS TO JOIN ME IN EXPERIENCING 
THE KIND OF HETEROGENEOUS RESONANCE THAT WILL INFORM AND PERMEATE THE 
REST OF THIS BOOK
"Y DUBBING AS  )  AM DOING  IN  THIS PROJECT  AN EMERGENT HYBRID DIS
COURSE #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  ) HAVE ALSO BECOME QUITE MINDFUL OF 
THE COMPLICATIONS OR DANGERS INVOLVED &OR STARTERS ) HAVE NO INTENTION 
OF  SUGGESTING  THAT  THIS  RHETORIC  IS  NECESSARILY  AND  SUFFICIENTLY  UNIQUE 
NOR AM ) SUGGESTING THAT IT IS UNIFIED OR UNCHANGING 7HAT ) DO WANT TO 
SUGGEST  IS THAT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC SHOULD BE CONCEIVED OF AS A 
PROCESS  OF  BECOMING  AS  UNSETTLED  ASSOCIATIONS  INFUSED  WITH  HETEROGE
NEOUS  RESONANCE &URTHER  THIS PROCESS OF BECOMING UNFOLDS  IN  SPACES 
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
WHERE #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL PRACTICES MEET FACE 
TO  FACE  AND  WHERE  THEY  ENGAGE  IN  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
RHETORICHENCE THE SECOND HALF OF THE TITLE FOR THIS PROJECT /R TO PUT 
THE MATTER ANOTHER WAY THIS PROCESS TAKES PLACE hIN THE TRAVEL BETWEEN 
CULTURAL SITES AND IN THE MULTIVOCALITY OF HETEROGENEOUS AND CONFLICTING 
POSITIONSv ,OWE 	
3O WHAT IS THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC (OW CAN THIS 
PROCESS  OF  BECOMING  WHICH  TAKES  PLACE  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  BE 
MOST EFFECTIVELY ARTICULATED AND PROMOTED ) ANSWER THESE CENTRAL QUES
TIONS IN #HAPTER /NE WHERE ) THEORIZE AND SITUATE MY WORK WITHIN THE 
CONTEXT  OF  EMERGENT  ETHNIC  AND  BORDERLAND  RHETORICS  )  THEN  FOCUS 
ON  FOUR  SPECIFIC  EXAMPLESEACH  OF  WHICH  CONSTITUTES  A  CHAPTERTO 
ILLUSTRATE HOW #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES 
HAVE  COME  TO BE  IN  CONTACT  AND  IN  CONFLICT WITH  EACH OTHER  AND HOW 
THEIR REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS BECOME THE FORM AND EXPRESSION OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC ) CONCLUDE IN #HAPTER 3IX ) RETURN TO THE #HINESE 
FORTUNE COOKIE AGAIN  TO EXERT  SOME PRODUCTIVE PRESSURE ON  ITS AFFINITY 
TO  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AND  TO  STIMULATE  MORE 
REFLECTIONS ON  THESE ENCOUNTERS ON  THESE EMERGENT  VOICES "ELOW  IS  A 
BRIEF OUTLINE OF THESE SIX CHAPTERS
#HAPTER /NEh/PENING 4OPICS 2EADING #HINESE &ORTUNE #OOKIEv
SEEKS TO MAP OUT BOTH THE CONTEXT AND CONTENT FOR THE ARTICULATION OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AS  AN EMERGENT  ETHNIC  RHETORIC  AT  RHETORI
CAL  BORDERLANDS  AS  A HYBRID  THAT  OFFERS  BOTH PROMISES  AND PITFALLS  )N 
PARTICULAR  ) UNDERSCORE  THE NEED  TO  TRACE  THOSE  SPECIFIC  CONTEXTS  THAT 
HAVE  INFORMED  BOTH  THE  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  RHETORICAL 
PRACTICES UNDER DISCUSSION !ND  )  CONSIDER  IT  ESSENTIAL  TO BE  REFLECTIVE 
IN  THIS  PROCESS  TO  BE  ABLE  TO  INTERROGATE  WHERE WE  ARE  AND WHERE WE 
WANT  TO BE AS WE BORDER RESIDENTS PARTICIPATE IN THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC )N THE SAME CHAPTER ) ALSO BEGIN TO EXPERIMENT WITH 
A  STYLE OF WRITING  THAT  SEEKS  TO DISRUPT  THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN #HINESE 
AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL PRACTICES AND TO PROMOTE A SENSE OF 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE DISCURSIVELY
#HAPTER  4WOh&ACE  TO  &ACE  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICANv
BEGINS THE FIRST OF FOUR SPECIFIC EXAMPLES ) ENGAGE IN THIS BOOK #HAPTER 
4WO FOCUSES ON HOW #HINESE FACE MEETS WITH %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE 
AND ON HOW SUCH ENCOUNTER ENACTS NEW SETS OF DISCURSIVE ARTICULATIONS 
IN WHICH BORDERS AND ETHNIC BOUNDARIES ARE BLURRED AND hWHERE PRO
CESSES  OF  HYBRIDIZATION  ARE  RIFE  INEVITABLY  BECAUSE  GROUPS  OF  DIFFERENT 
BACKGROUNDS  ETHNIC  AND  OTHERWISE  CANNOT  HELP  BUT  ENTER  INTO  RELA
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TIONS WITH EACH OTHER NO MATTER HOW GREAT THE DESIRE FOR SEPARATENESS 
AND THE ATTEMPT TO MAINTAIN CULTURAL PURITYv !NG n	 ) DRAW UPON 
CLASSROOM INTERACTIONS AND ENCOUNTERS  FROM THE REAL AND THE  FICTIONAL 
WORLD TO ILLUSTRATE MOMENTS OF ARTICULATION AS WELL AS WITHDRAWAL AND TO 
ARGUE HOW SUCH ONGOING hFACETOFACEv EXPERIENCES AND REFLECTIONS CAN 
CONTRIBUTE TO THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
#HAPTER  4HREEh)NDIRECTION  VERSUS  $IRECTNESS  !  2ELATION  OF 
#OMPLEMENTARITYvDIRECTS ITS ATTENTION TO #HINESE INDIRECTION TO HOW 
IT DIALOGUES WITH AND INDEED CONSTITUTES .ORTH !MERICAN DIRECTNESS ) RE
EVALUATE #HINESE INDIRECTNESS BY PLACING IT IN ITS LARGER CULTURAL CONTEXT 
AND IN TERMS OF THE TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE OF THE #HINESE LANGUAGE 
) ARGUE THAT #HINESE INDIRECTION SHOULD BE SEEN NOT AS AN EXAMPLE OF A 
NONTRANSPARENT STYLE OF COMMUNICATION BUT AS PART OF AN EVEREXPANDING 
EFFORT TO ESTABLISH A FIELD OF CONDITIONS AND CONTINGENCIES &OR #HINESE 
INDIRECTION ) HIGHLIGHT COEXISTENCE OR INTERDEPENDENCE FOR %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN DIRECTNESS ) POINT TO THE NEED TO GO DIRECTLY  TO THE MARROW 
OF A SUBJECT AND FOR BOTH #HINESE INDIRECTION AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
DIRECTNESS ) PROPOSE A hYINYANGv RELATIONSHIP ) USE 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR 
AND OTHER DISCURSIVE EXAMPLES INCLUDING MY OWN PERSONAL NARRATIVE TO 
ILLUSTRATE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AND TO DEMONSTRATE 
THIS RELATION OF COMPLEMENTARITY BETWEEN INDIRECTION AND DIRECTNESS
#HAPTER  &OURh4ERMS  OF  #ONTACT  2ECONFIGURED  ඝ  h3HUv  OR 
2ECIPROCITY	 %NCOUNTERING  )NDIVIDUALISMvIS  IN PART MOTIVATED BY  THE 
NEED TO PROBLEMATIZE AND TO MOVE BEYOND THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY 
OR DIFFERENCE THAT SEEMS TO BE UNDERPINNING MUCH OF OUR CONVERSATION 
AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  $RAWING  UPON  THE  WORK  OF  #ONFUCIUS  AND 
CONTEMPORARY  SINOLOGISTS AND COMPARATIVE PHILOSOPHERS  ) DEVELOP  THE 
DISCOURSE OF ඝ hSHUv	 TO FOCUS ON RECIPROCITY AND INTERDEPENDENCE AND 
) USE  THIS DISCOURSE  TO EMBRACE hTHE UNITY OF  TWO ORGANISMIC PROCESSES 
WHICH REQUIRE EACH OTHER AS A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR BEING WHAT THEY 
AREv !MES h4HE -EANINGv 	 4HE DISCOURSE OF ඝ AS ) WILL SOON DEM
ONSTRATE NOT ONLY HELPS  RECUPERATE  SOME #HINESE  RHETORICAL PRACTICES 
BUT  ALSO  INITIATES  A  DIALOGUE  THAT  INTERROGATES  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF 7ESTERN 
INDIVIDUALISM  AND  THAT  PRODUCTIVELY  ENGAGES  hETHOSv  IN  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN RHETORICAL  TRADITION  )N  THE PROCESS  ITS DEVELOPMENT CONTRIB
UTES SIGNIFICANTLY TO A REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTER THAT NURTURES A THIRD VOICE
ONE THAT IS BOTH CRITICAL AND INVENTIVE 0RATT h#RITICISMv n	 AND ONE 
THAT BECOMES THE STUFF THAT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS MADE OF
#HAPTER &IVEh&ROM #LASSROOM  TO #OMMUNITY #HINESE !MERICAN 
2HETORIC  ON  THE  'ROUNDvADDRESSES  THE  LAST  OF  MY  FOUR  EXAMPLES 
   9 ,(+ 05.  */ 05,:,  -69;<5,  *662 0 ,
3PECIFICALLY #HAPTER &IVE FOCUSES ON HOW MY FELLOW #HINESE !MERICANS 
USE LANGUAGE TO COMBAT RACISM TO RECLAIM AGENCY AND TO EFFECT POSITIVE 
CHANGES THROUGH THEIR PARTICIPATION IN A PARTICULAR SPEECH EVENT ) ASK 
FOR  EXAMPLE  (OW  DOES  THEIR  LANGUAGE  BEHAVIOR  IMPLICATE  OR  SIGNIFY 
#HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITIONS AND HOW DOES IT 
EMPOWER  THEM AS  THEY  FIGHT  FOR  SOCIAL  JUSTICE AND FOR RACIAL HARMONY 
$IFFERENTLY  STATED  HOW  IS  #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  BEING  BORN  AND 
EXPERIENCED ON THE GROUND AND THROUGH THE SPEECH ACTS OF MY FELLOW 
BORDER RESIDENTS !ND HOW DO THESE ACTIONS VALIDATE AND EXEMPLIFY THE 
AUTHENTICITY  AND  EFFECTIVENESS  OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  )N  ADDI
TION HOW DO THESE ACTIONS FIND RESONANCE  IN OTHER ETHNIC OR MINORITY 
RHETORICS SUCH AS PROTEST RHETORIC )N SHORT #HAPTER &IVE TAKES THE MAK
ING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC TO THE STREET
#HAPTER 3IXh#LOSING #OMMENT #HINESE &ORTUNE #OOKIE AS A 4OPIC 
!GAINvSERVES AS A CONCLUDING CHAPTER )N THIS CHAPTER ) NOT ONLY SEEK 
TO ILLUSTRATE FURTHER THE IMPORTANCE AND IMPLICATIONS OF SUCH A STUDY BUT 
ALSO ) WANT TO TEASE OUT INSTANCES OF hRICHLY VAGUE SIGNIFICANCEv (ALL AND 
!MES !NTICIPATING #HINA 	 IN MY USE OF THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE AS 
A hFITTINGv ANALOGY !S A MATTER OF FACT MY RETURN TO THE #HINESE FORTUNE 
COOKIE AIMS TO SIGNIFY THAT ) HAVE NOW COME FULL CIRCLE BOTH IN CONTENT 
AND  IN  FORM ) NOW WANT  TO  IMAGINE MY WHOLE PROJECT AS ONE GIGANTIC 
#HINESE  UTTERANCE  INFORMED  AND  INDEED  CONSTITUTED  BY  A  TOPICCOM
MENT STRUCTURE 4HAT IS TO SAY THIS )NTRODUCTION AND MY NEXT FIVE CHAP
TERS ARE A SERIES OF INTERCONNECTED TOPICS OR FRAMES SPELLING OUT CLUSTERS 
OF CONTINGENT CONDITIONS OR RELATIONSHIPS AND #HAPTER 3IX FUNCTIONS AS 
A CLOSING COMMENTARY "Y REVISITING THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE AGAIN 
) WANT TO END WHERE ) BEGAN IN ORDER TO COMPLETE AS IT WERE THE CIRCLE 
)N DOING SO ) HAVE NO PLAN TO hSQUARE THE CIRCLEv OR TO RATIONALIZE THE 
hIRRATIONALv 2ATHER ) INTEND TO FOREGROUND THOSE DISSIMILARITIES WHICH 
MAY HAVE SO FAR BEEN OBSCURED BETWEEN #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIES AND 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AND TO FLUSH OUT THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR THE 
MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC OR OF  ANY OTHER ETHNIC  RHETORIC 
FOR THAT MATTER
)  BEGIN  THIS  INTRODUCTORY  CHAPTER  WITH  A  PASSAGE  BY  :HUANGZI 
#HUANG 4ZU	 A $AOIST PHILOSOPHER n "#%	 IN ANCIENT #HINA 
"Y CHOOSING THIS PASSAGE AS MY FIRST EPIGRAPH  ) AM NOT  JUST  INTERESTED 
IN  INTRODUCING  :HUANGZI  OR  HIS  PHILOSOPHICAL  AND  RHETORICAL  IDEAS  TO 
MY INTERLOCUTORSWHICH PROBABLY WOULD BE REASON ENOUGH AT LEAST TO 
MY MIND 2ATHER  ) WANT  TO USE  THE EPIGRAPH BOTH TO  LEND A  THEME TO 
THIS INTRODUCTION AND TO PUT IN MOTION A SELFREFLECTIVE PROCESS THAT WILL 
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INFORM MY NEXT SIX CHAPTERS 4HAT  IS  TO SAY PARADOXESINCLUDING THIS 
EPIGRAPH BY :HUANGZIOFTEN INFECT OR ADHERE TO OUR DISCURSIVE EXPERI
ENCESA PHENOMENON THAT IS BOTH CONSTRAINING AND ENABLING
7ITHOUT A DOUBT ) WANT TO ACKNOWLEDGE IN NO UNCERTAIN TERMS THE 
LIMITATION OR  INADEQUACY OF  LANGUAGE  IN  REPRESENTING  IDEAS  IN GENERAL 
AND  IN  ARTICULATING  THE MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  IN  PAR
TICULARAS  :HUANGZI  REMINDED  US  WELL  OVER  TWO  THOUSAND  YEARS  AGO 
THROUGH HIS OWN MINDJOLTING PARADOXES (AVING NOW ACKNOWLEDGED THIS 
INADEQUACY ) FEEL LIBERATED ) FEEL ANXIOUS TO GET ON WITH THE BUSINESS AT 
HAND AND TO USE LANGUAGE TO ARTICULATE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC 4HIS NEWLY ACQUIRED SENSE OF FREEDOM ON MY PART IS CERTAINLY 
NOT  BASED  ON  THE  BELIEF  THAT  )  CAN  NOW  USE  LANGUAGE  FREELY  TO MEAN 
WHAT  )  CHOOSE  TO MEAN  IN  ORDER  TO  TRANSCEND  ITS  INADEQUACY 2ATHER 
MY  SENSE  OF  FREEDOM  COMES  FROM  THE  REALIZATION  THAT  THE  USE  OF  LAN
GUAGE AT ANY GIVEN MOMENT IN TIME ALSO CREATES WITH THE PARTICIPATION 
OF THE AUDIENCE NEW MEANINGS NEW ASSOCIATIONS AND NEW POSSIBILITIES 
(OWEVER INADEQUATE AMBIVALENT OR INFLECTED BY THEIR OWN PRECEDENTS 
AND BY THEIR ATTENDING ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWER THESE ARTICULATED 
MOMENTS FOSTER A NEW SENSE OF AUTHENTICITY AND AGENCY AND THEY ENABLE 
BORDER  RESIDENTS  TO  PRACTICE  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  WITH  HUMILITY 
WITH HOPE  FOR  A  BRIGHTER  FUTUREA  FUTURE  THAT  FINDS  ECHOES  AND  RESO
NANCES BOTH IN OUR PRESENT AND IN OUR PAST
&INALLY  ) MUST  COME  TO  TERMS WITH MY OWN POSITION  IN  THE MAKING 
OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  WITH  MY  OWN  RESIDENCY  AT  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS  )N  h7ORLDLINESSWITHOUT7ORLD  (OMELESSNESSAS(OMEv 
*AN-OHAMED  IDENTIFIES  FOUR  MODES  OF  BORDERCROSSINGS  BETWEEN  THE 
7EST AND THE /THER AND THEY ARE ASSOCIATED RESPECTIVELY WITH THE EXILE 
THE  IMMIGRANT  THE  COLONIALIST  AND  THE  ANTHROPOLOGIST  !CCORDING  TO 
*AN-OHAMED THE EXILE IS MARKED BY THE ABSENCE AND LOSS OF THE HOME 
CULTURE SUCH A SUBJECT POSITION IN TURN MAKES THE EXILE hINDIFFERENT TO 
THE VALUES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOST CULTUREv 	 BUT ) MIGHT ADD 
MORE LOYAL TOWARD THE FORMATIVE CULTURE OF BIRTH "Y CONTRAST THE IMMI
GRANT IS MOTIVATED BY hA PURPOSIVE DIRECTEDNESS TOWARD THE HOST CULTUREv 
AND BY hA VOLUNTARY DESIRE TO BECOME A FULLFLEDGED SUBJECT OF THE NEW 
SOCIETYv  	  &AR  FROM  BEING  TROUBLED  BY  hSTRUCTURAL  NOSTALGIAv  THE 
IMMIGRANT IS EAGER TO DISCARD THE FORMATIVE CULTURE OF BIRTH AND TO TAKE 
ON THE VALUES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOST CULTURE 	
,IKE THE EXILE ) FEEL THIS hSTRUCTURAL NOSTALGIAv AND ) SECRETLY NURSE 
IF  ONLY  IN MY  IMAGINATION  THIS  LONGING  FOR MY  ANCESTRAL  CULTURE  "UT 
UNLIKE  THE  EXILE  )  ALSO  FEEL  ENABLED BY  THE  FACT  THAT  )  AM OUTSIDE  THE 
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HOME CULTURE THE DISTANCE BOTH PHYSICAL AND METAPHORICAL HAS ALLOWED 
ME TO GAIN A CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE TO DEVELOP WHAT "AKHTIN CALLS hCREATIVE 
UNDERSTANDINGv !GAIN UNLIKE THE EXILE ) DO NOT FEEL INDIFFERENT AT ALL 
TO THE VALUES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MY HOST CULTURE /N THE CONTRARY AS 
) ENGAGE IN THESE REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS ) FEEL IT ALL THE MORE NECESSARY TO 
UNDERSTAND AND TO DIALOGUE WITH ITS HISTORY AND ITS UNDERLYING IDEOLOGY 
!S A MATTER OF FACT ) CANNOT HELP IT
,IKE  THE  IMMIGRANT  ) WANT  TO BE  hA  FULLFLEDGED  SUBJECT OF  THE NEW 
SOCIETYv  *AN-OHAMED  	  7ANTING  TO  BE  ACCEPTED  )  HAVE  TURNED 
FROM A  RESIDENT  ALIEN  TO  A NATURALIZED  CITIZEN  FOR  SOME  TIME NOW "UT 
IN SO DOING ) HAVE NO DESIRE TO DISCARD THE FORMATIVE INFLUENCES OF MY 
CULTURE OF BIRTH NOR DO ) WANT  TO EMBRACE THE SUBJECTIVITY OF  THE HOST 
CULTURE  WITHOUT  INTERROGATION  OR  REFLECTION  !ND  )  ALSO  KNOW  FULL  WELL 
THAT THE CHANGE IN MY LEGAL STATUS WILL NOT PREVENT ME FROM BEING hREC
OGNIZEDv AND THAT MY YEARNINGS FOR THE ANCESTRAL HOME WILL ALWAYS INFLECT 
AND INTRUDE UPON THE EVERYDAY REALITY OF THE HOST CULTURE
)N  SHORT  AS  )  ENGAGE  IN  THIS  UNDERTAKING  OF  MINE  )  FIND  MYSELF 
INCREASINGLY CULTIVATING A SUBJECTIVITY THAT CONNECTS TO AND DISTANCES FROM 
THE SUBJECT POSITION OF	 BOTH THE EXILE AND THE IMMIGRANT .EITHER THE 
EXILE NOR  THE  IMMIGRANT  )  AM  LITERALLY  SITUATED  AT  A  CROSSROADS  LEARN
ING  TO  DEPLOY  A  MODE  OF  REPRESENTATION  THAT  ENABLES  ME  TO  PRACTICE 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  THROUGH  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
RHETORIC 7HILE  )  AM MINDFUL OF  THE  CHALLENGES  AND  SETBACKS  AHEAD  ) 
AM QUITE EXCITED ABOUT THE TRANSFORMATIVE OPPORTUNITIES SUCH PRACTICE 
OFFERS AND INDEED CONSTITUTES !S A MATTER OF FACT ) CANNOT WAIT FOR THIS 
TO COMMENCE
 
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#HINESENESS BECOMES AN OPEN SIGNIFIER WHICH ACQUIRES ITS PECULIAR FORM 
AND CONTENT IN DIALECTICAL JUNCTION WITH THE DIVERSE LOCAL CONDITIONS IN 
WHICH ETHNIC #HINESE PEOPLE WHEREVER THEY ARE CONSTRUCT NEW HYBRID 
IDENTITIES AND COMMUNITIES .OWHERE IS THIS MORE VIGOROUSLY EVIDENT 
THAN IN EVERYDAY POPULAR CULTURE 4HUS WE HAVE THE FORTUNE COOKIE A 
UNIQUELY #HINESE!MERICAN INVENTION QUITE UNKNOWN ELSEWHERE IN THE 
#HINESE DIASPORA OR FOR THAT MATTER IN #HINA ITSELF
!NG 	
!S A DESCRIPTIVE CATCHALL TERM hHYBRIDITYv PER SE FAILS TO DISCRIMINATE 
BETWEEN THE DIVERSE MODALITIES OF HYBRIDITY FOR EXAMPLE FORCED ASSIMILA
TION INTERNALIZED SELFREJECTION POLITICAL COOPTATION SOCIAL CONFORMISM 
CULTURAL MIMICRY AND CREATIVE TRANSCENDENCE
3HOHAT 	
)  PAUSE  AND  STRUGGLE  ALREADYEVEN  BEFORE  )  STARTOVER  HOW  )  SHOULD 
PROCEED OR IN WHAT FORMS ) SHOULD PRESENT MY THESIS AND ADVANCE MY ARGU
MENT 3HOULD ) SITUATE MYSELF RIGHT AWAY IN %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL 
TRADITION WHERE ) ASSUME A DIRECT LOGICAL AND AGONISTIC PERSONASO THAT 
) CAN STAND A BETTER CHANCE OF BEING RECOGNIZED UNDERSTOOD AND EVENTU
ALLY ACCEPTED /R SHOULD ) ENACT AND ADOPT NOT A MINUTE TOO SOON SOME 
OTHER RHETORICAL APPROACHES OR TROPES THAT ARE NOT INFORMED BY OR IMPLI
CATED IN THE DIRECTNESS PARADIGM OR THE IDEOLOGY OF INDIVIDUALISM -ORE 
SPECIFICALLY  CAN  )  PRESENT MY  ARGUMENTS  SAY  WITH  INDIRECTION  IN  SMALL 
INCREMENTS OVER TIME ANDOR THROUGH REPEATED ANALOGY AND ALLUSION /R 
CAN ) COMPLETELY DO AWAY WITH SUBHEADINGS WITHIN EACH OF MY CHAPTERS AND 
KEEP OTHER TRANSITIONAL SIGNPOSTS  TO A MINIMUM SO AS TO GESTURE TOWARD 
HIGHCONTEXT  COMMUNICATION  (ALL  	 /R  CAN  )  EVEN  TRY  SOME  OTHER 
STRATEGY SAY BY THROWING IN SOME #HINESE ALONG THE WAY OR BY FLOUTING AS 
) HAVE ALREADY DONE IN THE TITLE OF THIS BOOK SOME GRAMMATICAL CONVENTION 
IN %NGLISH IN ORDER TO CREATE TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE !S ) REFLECT UPON 
THESE QUESTIONS UPON THE OPPOSING OPPORTUNITIES THESE QUESTIONS IMPLY 
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) FIND MYSELF SOMEWHAT BEING SUCKED INTO OR INVOLUNTARILY REINSCRIBING 
A DISCURSIVE DICHOTOMYONE THAT ) VERY MUCH WANT TO REJECT AND REPLACE 
WITH THIS PROJECT AT HAND #AN ) THEREFORE DEVELOP A NARRATIVE THAT MOVES 
AWAY FROM THIS SHADOWY DICHOTOMY AND THAT SERVES AS ANOTHER LIVING EXAM
PLE  OF #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  )S  IT  RHETORICALLY  APPROPRIATE  IN  OTHER 
WORDS TO TRY TO DEFINE AND ARTICULATE AN OBJECT OF STUDY IE THE MAKING 
OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC	 WITH A NARRATIVE THAT IS INEXTRICABLY INFUSED 
WITH AND DELIBERATELY CONSTITUTED BY THE SAME OBJECT
-Y  APPREHENSION  AND  MY  HESITATION  ARE  NOT  WITHOUT  MERIT  )  AM 
AFRAID  .OT  ONLY  BECAUSE  )  AM  ACUTELY  MINDFUL  OF  MY  OWN  SPACEIN 
BOTH ITS LITERAL AND METAPHORICAL SENSEWHERE DIFFERENT TRADITIONS AND 
COMPETING VOICES CANNOT HELP BUT SPEAK AND LISTEN TO EACH OTHER WITHIN 
SOME HIGHLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWER BUT ALSO BECAUSE ) CANNOT 
SHAKE OFF THE DIRE WARNING 0RATT GIVES IN HER h!RTS OF THE #ONTACT :ONEv 
OF THE INDETERMINATE OFTEN PERILOUS STATUS THAT CAN BE THE FATE OF SUCH 
NARRATIVE  	  4HE  STAKES  ARE  HIGH  AND  THE  CONSEQUENCES  ARE  HUGE 
(OWEVER  LIKE  (ALL  AND  !MES  !NTICIPATING  #HINA  	  )  KNOW  ) MAY 
NEVER hGET IT RIGHTv BUT ) ALSO KNOW THAT ) CANNOT LET THIS REALIZATION STOP 
ME AND THAT ) CANNOT LET MY OWN APPREHENSION OR HESITATION HANDICAP 
MY ACTION STIFLE MY NARRATIVE )N SHORT ) MUST hGET ON WITH ITv EVEN AS ) 
CONTINUE TO PAUSE TO REFLECT AND TO PERSUADE
)T  IS  PERHAPS  NOT  SURPRISING  TO  SEE  EMERGENT  DISCOURSES  TRYING  TO 
DEFINE  THEMSELVES  IN  TERMS  OF  THEIR  UNIQUENESS  IN  RELATION  TO  OTHER 
ALREADYESTABLISHED  DISCOURSES  3UCH  EFFORT  TO  A  LARGE  EXTENT  IS  IN 
RESPONSE  TO  A  TRADITIONAL  DEMAND  FOR  IDENTIFICATION  FOR  A  STABLE  SYS
TEM OF REFERENCE THAT SERVES AS SIGNS OF DISCRIMINATION AND DISTINCTION 
%MERGENT  DISCOURSES  THAT  SECURE  THEIR  UNIQUENESS  FROM  THIS  KIND  OF 
INTERNAL COHERENCE HELP COUNTER POTENTIAL SKEPTICISM AND REMOVE MIS
COMPREHENSION OR INCOMPREHENSION 4HEY CREATE A SENSE OF AUTHENTIC
ITY AND AUTHORITY WHEN THEY BEGIN TO BE HEARD AND LISTENED TO AS UNIQUE 
DISCOURSESTHOUGH  IT MUST  BE  STATED  SUCH  DISCOURSES  ARE  NOT  NECES
SARILY EQUAL  IN DISCURSIVE VALUE  TO OTHER COMPETING OR MORE DOMINANT 
DISCOURSES "EFORE TOO LONG HOPEFULLY THEY COULD ACHIEVE STABILITY AND 
IDENTITYBOTH OF WHICH SEEM ESSENTIAL  IF EMERGENT DISCOURSES WANT  TO 
SHED THE STATUS OF BEING hEMERGENTv AND TO SECURE THE STATUS OF AN ESTAB
LISHED DISCOURSE 4HE QUESTION THEN BECOMES THIS 3HOULD THE MAKING 
OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC EXHIBIT  THIS  IDEALIZED GROWTH PATTERN OR 
FOLLOW THIS UNCOMPLICATED TELEOLOGICAL TRAJECTORY 0UT IN A SLIGHTLY DIFFER
ENT WAY SHOULD #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC BE EXPECTED TO DEMONSTRATE 
OR TO BE CONSTITUTED BY WHAT ) CALL hUNIQUENESSQUACOHERENCEv
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$EFINITIONS OF RHETORIC VARY RELATIVE TO FOR EXAMPLE HISTORICAL PERIODS 
AND  SOCIAL  AND  TECHNOLOGICAL  CONTEXTSNOT  TO  MENTION  RHETORICIANS 
OWN IDEOLOGICAL AND ETHNIC COMMITMENTS )N THIS GLOBAL CONTEXT OF OURS 
RHETORIC  FOR ME AT  LEAST  REPRESENTS  THE  SYSTEMATIC ORGANIZED USE AND 
STUDY OF DISCOURSE AND DISCOURSE STRATEGIES IN INTERPERSONAL INTERCULTUR
AL CONTEXTS REFLECTING AND REINFORCING RHETORICIANS OWN IDEOLOGY THEIR 
OWN NORMS  OF  DISCOURSE  PRODUCTION  AND  DISCOURSE  CONSUMPTION  AND 
THEIR ABILITY TO PERSUADE TO ADJUST AND TO REALIGN )N LIGHT OF THIS DEFINI
TION OF RHETORIC ONE MAY WANT TO DEVISE FOR #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC A 
CORE SET OF DISCURSIVE FEATURES THAT COULD BE VIEWED AS INTERNALLY COHERENT 
AND THAT COULD BE REALIZED BY DIFFERENT FORMS OF ENUNCIATIONS OR REPRE
SENTATIONS IN PARTICULAR CONTEXTS AND PRACTICES )N OTHER WORDS ONE MAY 
EXPECT #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  TO  BE  ABLE  TO  SHOW  ITS  OWN UNIQUE 
CHARACTERISTICSTHAT  ARE  CONSISTENTLY  DIFFERENT  FROM  OTHER  RHETORICAL 
TRADITIONS AND FROM THEIR CORRESPONDING MANIFESTATIONSIN ORDER FOR IT 
TO ACHIEVE BOTH VISIBILITY AND VIABILITY &OR EXAMPLE #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC WHATEVER DISCURSIVE FEATURES IT MAY END UP COMMANDING MUST 
BE #HINESE !MERICAN ENOUGH SO THAT IT CAN BE COHERENTLY DIFFERENTIATED 
FROM SAY !FRICAN !MERICAN RHETORIC OR .ATIVE !MERICAN RHETORIC
4HE  PROCESS  OF  DIFFERENTIATION  UNFORTUNATELY  IS  NEVER  AN  INNOCENT 
ONE IT ALWAYS EMBEDS A LIKELY RISK OF DIFFERENTIATING ONE TRADITION ACCORD
ING TO OR IN RELATION TO THE NORM OF SOME OTHER TRADITION )N LIGHT OF OUR 
RECENT EXPERIENCES THE LATTER REGULARLY TURNS OUT TO BE MORE RECOGNIZED 
MORE DOMINANT AND IT IS INVARIABLY ALIGNED WITH THE POWERSTHATBE )T IS 
NOT UNUSUAL AT ALL AS A RESULT TO FIND OUT THAT SUCH A NORM ENJOYS A WIDER 
CIRCULATION AND A LONGER DISCIPLINARY CANONIZATION )N FACT TO ALL INTENTS 
AND PURPOSES IT IS THE WIDELY CIRCULATED THE PERENNIALLY CANONIZED THAT 
PERSISTENTLY  SERVES  AS  THE  INTERPRETIVE  EXAMPLE OF  GENERAL  APPLICABILITY 
IN SPITE OF ITS APPARENT UNMARKEDNESS /NE CONCEIVABLE OUTCOME FROM 
THIS KIND OF DIFFERENTIATION AND EVALUATION IS A BODY OF KNOWLEDGE THAT 
HOWEVER COHERENTLY DISTINCT REPRODUCES THIS HIERARCHICAL RELATIONSHIP OR 
THIS EXISTING ORDER OF DISCOURSE )RONICALLY OF COURSE IT  IS THIS EXISTING 
ORDER OF DISCOURSE THAT EMERGENT DISCOURSES ARE PURPORTED TO CHALLENGE 
AND TRANSFORM IN THE FIRST PLACESO MUCH SO THAT  IT CAN BECOME BOTH 
POSSIBLE  AND  VIABLE  TO  THINK AND COMMUNICATE OUTSIDE  SUCH AN ORDER 
OUTSIDE ITS LARGELY INVISIBLE	 DISCURSIVE RULES AND CATEGORIES
-Y EFFORT TO CONCEPTUALIZE #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC WITHOUT REVERT
ING  BACK  TO  THE  DOMINANT  TRADITION  AS  ITS  MEASURING  NORM  COINCIDES 
WITH AND IN FACT DRAWS INSPIRATION FROM A GROWING NUMBER OF PROJECTS 
THAT AIM TO ARTICULATE AND TO CONCEPTUALIZE EMERGENT ETHNIC RHETORICS AS 
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SITES OF DIFFERENCE AS TRANSFORMATIVE PRACTICES AND AS VIABLE ALTERNATIVES 
TO THE OFTINVISIBLE BUT NO LESS DOMINANT %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC 
4HESE  PROJECTS  ARE  PREDICATED MORE  ON  THEIR  OWN  TERMS  THAN  ON  THE 
TERMS OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC OR ON THE TERMS OF WHAT 'LENN 
CALLS  hTHE MALEDOMINATED  AND MALEDOCUMENTED  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONv 
	 !S  ALTERNATIVE  TRANSFORMATIVE  RHETORICS  THEY  hCHALLENGE AND PUT 
PRESSURE  ON  TRADITIONAL  CANONS  OF  RHETORICAL  THOUGHTv  AND  THEY  hGIVE 
VOICE  TO  THOSE  WHOSE  DISCURSIVE  ACTS  HAVE  GONE  UNRECOGNIZED  WITHIN 
7ESTERN  CULTUREv  'RAY2OSENDALE  AND 'RUBER 	 "Y  hREADING  IT  ;THE 
RHETORICAL TRADITION= CROOKEDLY AND TELLING IT SLANTv AND BY MAKING hTHE 
UNFAMILIAR FAMILIAR AND THE FAMILIAR UNFAMILIARv 'LENN 	 THESE EFFORTS 
MAKE WHAT USED TO BE INVISIBLE RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES VISIBLE AND CONSE
QUENTIAL AND THEY TRANSFORM WHAT USED TO BE AT BEST MARGINALIZED PLAY
ERS INTO LEGITIMATE VIABLE CONTENDERS
! WORD OF CAUTION IS PERHAPS IN ORDER HERE WITH RESPECT TO OUR CHARAC
TERIZATION OF EMERGENT ETHNIC RHETORICS AS hALTERNATIVEv AS hTRANSFORMA
TIVEv &IRST  THE USE OF  THE  TERM hALTERNATIVEv  TO CHARACTERIZE EMERGENT 
ETHNIC  RHETORICS  IS NOT WITHOUT PROBLEMS 'RAY2OSENDALE  AND 'RUBER 
ARE MINDFUL OF THE FACT THAT hNO RHETORIC IS FULLY @ALTERNATIVE BUT ALWAYS 
BOTH  REWRITES  THE  TRADITION  AND  INEVITABLY  BECOMES  PART  OF  ITv  	 
.EVERTHELESS  THEY  SEE  ALTERNATIVE  RHETORICS  AS  SIGNIFICANT  IN  THEIR  OWN 
RIGHT BECAUSE THEY hADVANCE A CRITICAL COUNTERPOINT TO THE TRADITIONv AND 
THEY  hEXPAND  THE  TERRITORY OF WHAT  CONSTITUTES  STUDENTS  AND  TEACHERS 
PERCEPTIONS OF RHETORIC AND RHETORICAL TEXTSv n	
/N  THE OTHER HAND  THERE  IS  A PARADOX  LURKING HERE  THAT MAY HAVE 
ESCAPED 'RAY2OSENDALE AND 'RUBER 'IVEN  THE  FACT  THAT WORDS HARDLY 
EVER SHAKE OFF THEIR PAST !USTIN h! 0LEA FOR %XCUSESv  'EE $ISCOURSE 
!NALYSIS 	  THE USE OF  hALTERNATIVEv  ACKNOWLEDGES  AND  IN  FACT  REPRO
DUCES  A  HIERARCHICAL  DIVISION  BETWEEN  THE  DOMINANT	  ONE  AND  THE 
SUBORDINATE	 OTHERBECAUSE IT IS PRECISELY SUCH DIVISION THAT MOTIVATES 
THE EMERGENCE OF AN ALTERNATIVE AS THE hDISRUPTIVEv OTHER 3UCH DIVISION 
FURTHER  RISKS  MARGINALIZING  THE  ALTERNATIVETHE  OTHER  GIVEN  THE  VALUE 
DIFFERENTIAL EVIDENCED IN CULTURAL CAPITAL THAT EACH ELEMENT IN THIS DIVI
SION  REPRESENTS  AND  DELIVERS  4HE  USE  OF  hALTERNATIVEv MAY  ALSO  IMPLY 
HOWEVER INCORRECTLY THAT ITS COUNTERPART READ AS THE DOMINANT OR THE 
MAINSTREAM	 IS PURE AND STABLE AND THAT IT  IS OTHERWISE IMMUNE FROM 
ALTERNATIVE  INFLUENCES  OR  INFILTRATIONS  !S  A MATTER  OF  FACT  THOUGH  THE 
EMERGENCE OF ANY RHETORIC WHETHER IT BE ALTERNATIVE OR ETHNIC IN PART 
OWES ITS GENESIS BOTH TO THE INTERNAL DIVISIONS AND INSTABILITY EXPERIENCED 
BY ITS COUNTERPART AND TO AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE DISCURSIVE DIFFERENCES 
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CANNOT BE FULLY DISSOLVED AND WHERE THE PROCESS OF ASSIMILATION IS FILLED 
WITH ELEMENTS OF RESISTANCE
3ECOND  TO  VIEW EMERGENT ETHNIC  RHETORICSLIKE #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORICAS TRANSFORMATIVE IN RELATION TO %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC 
SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN TO SUGGEST AT ALL THAT THE LATTER IS MONOLITHIC RIGID 
AND UNCHANGING !FTER ALL  RHETORIC  IS ABOUT DISCOURSE PRODUCTION AND 
DISCOURSE  CONSUMPTION  IN  PARTICULAR  COMMUNITIES  AND  ENVIRONMENTS 
!S ) HAVE PROPOSED ELSEWHERE SINCE %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC LIKE 
ANY OTHER RHETORIC CHANGES OVER TIME IT MIGHT BE MORE ACCURATE TO VIEW 
SUCH DOMINANT	 RHETORIC AS CONSISTING OF CERTAIN CLUSTERS OF DISCURSIVE 
FEATURES ON A DISCURSIVE CONTINUUM AND OVER TIME NEW CLUSTERS OR NEW 
ALLIANCES  EMERGE  THAT  CAN  OVERLAP WITH  THE  OLD  -AO  h2E#LUSTERINGv 
n	 3UCH DISCURSIVE CLUSTERS ARE LIKELY TO GIVE RISE TO CODIFIED EXPRES
SIONS AND PATTERNS THAT SERVE AS PREFERRED THOUGH UNMARKED MODES OF 
COMMUNICATION FOR PEOPLE IN POSITIONS OF POWER )T IS THE SAME GROUP OF 
PEOPLE THAT HAVE A STAKE IN ENSURING THE CONTINUITY OR STABILITY OF THESE 
DISCURSIVE  FEATURESBECAUSE  THE  LATTER  HELP  ENCODE  AND  REINFORCE  A 
PATTERN OF ASSUMPTIONS BELIEFS VALUES AND INTERPRETATIONS OF THE WORLD 
BY WHICH  THESE  PEOPLE  OPERATE  &OSS  	 /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  THESE 
hINSTITUTIONALIZEDv  FEATURES  MAY  NOT  NECESSARILY  REFLECT  OR  SQUARE  WITH 
EVERCHANGING  MULTIFACETED  PRACTICES  ON  THE  GROUNDEVEN  THOUGH 
IRONICALLY  INDIVIDUALS  OR  PEOPLE  OF  LOWER  SOCIAL  STATUS  MIGHT  RELY  ON 
THESE FEATURES OR THESE DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTS TO READ OR CRITIQUE THEIR OWN 
DIVERGENT  BEHAVIORS  THUS  PERPETUATING  THE  EXISTING  POWER  IMBALANCE 
4O APPROPRIATE "IZZELL h4HE )NTELLECTUAL 7ORKv 	  IT  IS  THE PRIVILEGED 
SOCIAL POSITION THAT HAS REMAINED CONSTANT AND THAT HAS IN TURN ALLOWED 
SUCH DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTS TO COUNT AS %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC
%FFECTIVE AS THESE ALTERNATIVE TRANSFORMATIVE ARTICULATIONS MIGHT BE IN 
CONTESTING THE NORMATIVE POWERS OF THE DOMINANT RHETORIC THEIR EFFEC
TIVENESS CANNOT BE ACHIEVED ) WANT TO SUGGEST BY APPEALING TO RHETORICAL 
UNIQUENESS BY CLAIMING AN ABSTRACT PATTERN OF COHERENCE 3IMILARLY THE 
MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC CANNOT BE REALIZED THROUGH RHE
TORICAL UNIQUENESSQUACOHERENCE .OT ONLY BECAUSE THERE IS NONE TO BE 
HAD BUT ALSO BECAUSE SUCH A MOVE LEADS TO AT LEAST THREE PROBLEMS
&IRST RHETORICAL UNIQUENESS  IS EVIDENTLY PREDICATED UPON THE IMPOR
TANCE OF BEING DIFFERENT "UT THE NOTION OF hDIFFERENCEv DESERVES SOME 
CRITICAL  REFLECTION  2ENATO  2OSALDO  IN #ULTURE  AND  4RUTH  CRITICIZES  THE 
METHODOLOGICAL  NORMS  IN  ETHNOGRAPHICAL  STUDIES  THAT  CONFLATE  THE 
NOTION OF CULTURE WITH THE IDEA OF DIFFERENCES &OR HIM THE TERM hCUL
TURAL DIFFERENCEv BECOMES JUST AS REDUNDANT AS THAT OF hCULTURAL ORDERv 
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BECAUSE  hTO  STUDY  A  CULTURE  IS  TO  SEEK OUT  ITS  DIFFERENCES  AND  THEN  TO 
SHOW HOW  IT MAKES  SENSE AS  THEY  SAY ON  ITS OWN  TERMSv 	  )N  THIS 
REGARD  THE NOTION OF DIFFERENCE POSES A PROBLEM BECAUSE  SUCH DIFFER
ENCES CAN NEVER BE ABSOLUTE AND BECAUSE THEY ARE ONLY hRELATIVE TO THE 
CULTURAL PRACTICES OF  ETHNOGRAPHERS  AND  THEIR  READERSv  	 &URTHER 
AN EXCLUSIVE FOCUS ON DIFFERENCES RISKS OBSCURING THE DYNAMICS OF POWER 
AND CULTURE &OR EXAMPLE THERE ARE THOSE WHO ARE CULTURALLY LESS VISIBLE 
BUT ENJOY ENORMOUS POWER TO PERFORM THIS KIND OF CULTURAL ANALYSIS AND 
TO EVALUATE DIFFERENCES ACCORDING TO A PREFERRED	 NORM !ND THERE ARE 
THOSE WHO POSSESS  RICH  CULTURE BUT WIELD NO POWER  AND WHO ARE ONLY 
SUPPOSED TO BE DISSECTED AND DISSEMINATED n	
&URTHER  ANY  DISCUSSION  OF  DIFFERENCEBE  IT  CULTURAL  OR  RHETORI
CALHAS TO DEAL WITH THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENCE TOO 4HAT IS TO SAY THERE 
IS  A  DIFFERENCENO  PUN  INTENDEDBETWEEN  THOSE  WHO  SET  OUT  TO 
IDENTIFY  DIFFERENCES  ONLY  TO  CONTAIN  THEIR  EFFECTS  WITH  SAY  A METAPHOR 
OF hOTHERNESSv AND THOSE WHO PERCEIVE SUCH DIFFERENCES NOT  SIMPLY AS 
THE OBJECT OF INTERPRETATION BUT AS hTHE ACTIVE AGENT OF ARTICULATIONv AS 
POSSESSING THE POWER hTO SIGNIFY TO NEGATE TO INITIATE ITS HISTORIC DESIRE 
TO ESTABLISH  ITS OWN  INSTITUTIONAL AND OPPOSITIONAL DISCOURSEv "HABHA 
,OCATION  OF  #ULTURE  	  )N  OTHER  WORDS  ANY  RECOGNITION  OF  RHETORICAL 
DIFFERENCES  PERTAINING  TO #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  OR  TO  ANY  OTHER 
ETHNIC  RHETORIC  FOR  THAT MATTER  DOES  HELP  CHALLENGE  RHETORICAL  HOMO
GENEITY OR THE NORMS OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC (OWEVER IF SUCH 
RECOGNITION PRESUPPOSES AN INSISTENCE TO MAINTAIN A BOUNDARY BECAUSE 
OF THESE DIFFERENCES AND TO FRAME THEM WITHIN AN OVERALL BOUNDARY OF A 
NATIONSTATE WE THEN RUN THE RISK OF REDUPLICATING A POWER DYNAMIC THAT 
WOULD PROBABLY MAKE IT QUITE DAUNTING  IF NOT  IMPOSSIBLE  FOR #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC TO BE HEARD AND LISTENED TO ON ITS OWN TERMS
3ECOND  INTERNAL  COHERENCE  IS  BASED  ON  AN  ASSUMED  BOUNDEDNESS 
IN THIS CASE ON A BELIEF  THAT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC CAN BE CLEANLY 
SET APART FROM OTHER ETHNIC RHETORICS AND THAT IT CAN BE INTERPRETED OR 
ILLUMINATED AS  A  SELFCONTAINED  SYSTEM OF  SIGNS $RAWING UPON  LEADING 
CULTURAL THINKER )EN !NGS PROVOCATIVE WORK ) SEE OUR APPEAL TO SUCH A 
BELIEF ALMOST AS ANALOGOUS TO CLAIMING AN ESSENTIALIZED #HINESE IDENTITY 
IN A POSTCOLONIAL NATIONSTATE BECAUSE BOTHTHE BELIEF AND THE CLAIM
WOULD  BE  hTANTAMOUNT  TO  OVERLOOKING  THE  COMPLEX  HISTORICALLY  DETER
MINED RELATIONS OF POWERv !NG 	 4HESE RELATIONS OF POWER INEVITABLY 
SHAPE AND CONTAMINATE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS THE 
LATTER HAS COME TO BE CONSTRUCTED IN RELATION TO #HINESE RHETORICAL TRA
DITION ON THE ONE HAND AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITION 
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ON THE OTHER 4HESE COMPLEX INTERRELATIONSHIPS ARE FRAUGHT WITH UNCER
TAINTIES  AMBIGUITIES  AND  CONTRADICTIONSSO  MUCH  SO  THAT  #HINESE 
!MERICAN  RHETORIC  CAN NEVER BE UNIQUE NOT ONLY BECAUSE  THERE  IS NO 
INTERNAL COHERENCE  TO  SPEAK OF BUT ALSO BECAUSE  IT  IS ALWAYS  IN A  STATE 
OF  ADJUSTING  AND  BECOMING  BOTH  IN  RELATION  TO  ITS  hNATIVEv  #HINESE	 
IDENTITY AND IN RELATION TO ITS hADOPTEDv !MERICAN	 RESIDENCY !ND THE 
PROCESS OF ADJUSTING AND BECOMING IS  FOREVER  INFUSED WITH ITS OWN TEN
SIONS STRUGGLES AND VULNERABILITIES WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF EACH AND EVERY 
BORDERLAND SPEECH EVENT
4HIRD IF hOUR EVERYDAY LIVES ARE CRISSCROSSED BY BORDER ZONES POCKETS 
AND ERUPTIONS OF ALL KINDSv 2OSALDO 	 AND IF hWE ARE ALL IMPLICATED 
IN EACH OTHERS LIVESv !NZALDÞA 	 THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC  IS NO EXCEPTION )T  IS HOPELESSLY  INTERTWINED WITH OTHER ETHNIC 
RHETORICS  BECAUSE  ITS  VOICES  AND  ASPIRATIONS  CAN  EASILY  FIND  RESONANCE 
AND  EMPATHY  IN  THE  CHAMBERS  OF  OTHER  PEOPLES  HEARTS  BOTH  AT  CROSS
ROADS  AND  ACROSS  SPACE  AND  TIME  -OREOVER  ANY  ONGOING  EFFORTS  FOR 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC TO STAKE OUT RHETORICAL UNIQUENESS THROUGH 
INTERNAL COHERENCE MAY IN FACT BETRAY A NAGGING ANXIETY BOTH DISTORTED 
AND REVEALING TO VALIDATE ITS EXISTENCE BY IRONICALLY ) MIGHT ADD CLING
ING  TO  A  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  IDEAL  OF  hA  BOUNDED  DISTINCTIVE  AND 
INDEPENDENT WHOLEv 'EERTZ 	 *UST AS SUCH A WHOLE IS  IN FACT ALWAYS 
BOTH  SITUATED  AND  hDISTRIBUTEDv  SO  THE MAKING  OF  #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC CANNOT BE NOT SITUATED AND DISTRIBUTEDIN THE SENSE THAT  IT  IS 
ALWAYS  LOCATED  IN PARTICULAR  SPECIFIC  CONTEXTS  AND  THAT  IT  ALWAYS  OPER
ATES AT MANY DIFFERENT BUT INTERLOCKING LEVELS INFORMED OR IMPLICATED BY 
BOTH #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITIONS .OT ONLY IS 
THIS  IDEAL OF A hCOHERENT WHOLEv DEEPLY  FLAWED BUT ALSO ANY STABILIZED 
UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS COULD QUICKLY BECOME CANDIDATES FOR STEREOTYPING 
AND FOR EASY REPRODUCTION
(OW DO WE THEN MOVE BEYOND UNIQUENESSQUACOHERENCE (OW CAN 
WE ARTICULATE  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC WITHOUT  INCUR
RING THESE PROBLEMS ) THINK THE ANSWER TO THESE QUESTIONS MAY BE FOUND 
IN  THE #HINESE  FORTUNE COOKIENOT  SO MUCH  IN  THE hGOOD  FORTUNEv  IT 
REGULARLY DISPENSES AS IN THE WAYS IN WHICH IT EVOKES AND EMBODIES TWO 
DISTINCTIVE TRADITIONS
) OFTEN GIVE OUT #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIES TO MY WRITING STUDENTS AT MY 
OWN SCHOOL .OT THAT ) NECESSARILY BELIEVE IN THE ABILITY OF GOOD FORTUNES 
INSIDE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIES TO LIFT UP THE SPIRITS OF MY STUDENTS BUT 
THAT  )  SEE  THESE  FORTUNE  COOKIES  AS  A  GENERATIVE  ANALOGY  FOR  THE  KIND 
OF RHETORIC ) WANT TO ARTICULATE AND PROMOTE BOTH FOR MY STUDENTS AND 
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FOR  MYSELF  #RISPY  SUGARY  AND  DUMPLINGSHAPED  A  #HINESE  FORTUNE 
COOKIE  SERVES  AS  THE  FINALE  OF  AND  IN  FACT  REPRESENTS  A  CONSTITUTIVE 
INGREDIENTRITUAL OF A #HINESE MEAL IN #HINESE RESTAURANTS IN !MERICA 
7E  WOULD  PROBABLY  FEEL  CHEATED  IF  WE  DIDNT  GET  SERVED  WITH  FORTUNE 
COOKIES AT  THE END OF SUCH A MEAL 7HILE WE MAY  INDULGE OURSELVES  IN 
EATING A FORTUNE COOKIE WE MAY NOT BE COGNIZANT OF THE TWO TRADITIONS 
IT FAITHFULLY REPRESENTS /N THE ONE HAND THE FORTUNE COOKIE REPRESENTS 
A  CENTURIESOLD #HINESE  TRADITION  OF  USING MESSAGESTUFFED  PASTRY  AS  A 
MEANS  OF  COMMUNICATIONA  TRADITION  THAT  STARTED  IN  FOURTEENTHCEN
TURY #HINA AS A COVERT MEANS TO SHARE INFORMATION AND TO GET ORGANIZED 
WITHOUT BEING DETECTED BY THE AUTHORITIES /N THE OTHER HAND SERVING 
DESSERT AT THE END OF A MEAL IS A %UROPEAN !MERICAN TRADITION BECAUSE 
THE #HINESE TRADITIONALLY DO NOT EAT DESSERT AT THE END OF A MEAL 4HAT 
IS WHY WE DO NOT FIND FORTUNE COOKIES IN RESTAURANTS IN MAINLAND #HINA 
(ONG +ONG 4AIWAN OR %UROPE AT ALLAND WE DONT FEEL CHEATED EITHER 
FOR NOT EATING THEM AT THE END OF SUCH A MEAL OVER THERE
)N  A  SENSE  THE #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE BECOMES  A PRODUCT  OF  CON
TRADICTIONS  IT  IS BORN OF  TWO COMPETING  TRADITIONS AND MADE VIABLE  IN 
A  BORDER  ZONE WHERE  TWO  CULTURES  COME  INTO  CONTACT WITH  EACH OTHER 
AND WHERE  GASTRONOMICAL NARRATIVES  ARE PUNCTUATED BY  RHETORICAL  PER
FORMANCES  !T  THE  SAME  TIME  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  MAKES  NO 
EFFORT TO MEDIATE THESE TWO VERY DIFFERENT TRADITIONS OR TO DENY EACH ITS 
OWN HISTORY AND  ITS PROPER PLACE  IN A #HINESE MEAL /N  THE CONTRARY 
THE TWO TRADITIONS ARE ALLOWED TO COEXIST WITH EACH OTHER IN EVERY SINGLE 
#HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE WHICH IN TURN HAS SERVED ITS DUAL FUNCTION FAITH
FULLYBOTH TO  INITIATE A  FORTUNESHARING COMMUNICATIVE ACTIVITY AND TO 
REMIND ITS PARTICIPANTS THAT ITS TIME TO PACK THEIR BAGS
7HILE ) KNOW HOW QUICKLY ONE CAN OVEREXTEND THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ANY 
USEFUL  ANALOGY  )  CANNOT  HELP  BUT  SUBMIT  THAT  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE 
!MERICAN  RHETORIC  BEARS  AN  UNMISTAKABLE  RESEMBLANCE  TO  THE  BIRTH  OF 
THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIEA RESEMBLANCE STEMMING NOT SO MUCH FROM 
ANY  SHARED ESSENCE BETWEEN  THEM AS  FROM  THE ASSOCIATIONS  THEY  INVOKE 
WITH BOTH #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN  TRADITIONS  ) DRAW COMFORT 
TOO FROM )EN !NG WHO AS INDICATED IN THE FIRST EPIGRAPH FOR THIS CHAPTER 
ALSO APPEALS TO THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE IN HER EFFORTS TO HIGHLIGHT HOW 
#HINESENESS TAKES ON NEW FORM AND CONTENT IN ITS NEW DIASPORIC ENVIRON
MENT ,IKE THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC IS BORN OF TWO RHETORICAL TRADITIONS AND MADE BOTH VISIBLE AND 
VIABLE AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS AS A PROCESS OF BECOMING )T IS THIS KIND OF 
RHETORIC THAT ) WANT TO DEVELOP AND ADVOCATE IN THIS BOOK AND BEYOND 
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! WORD OR TWO MAY BE ENTERED AT THIS EARLY JUNCTURE TO CLARIFY MY USE OF 
h#HINESE !MERICANv "Y CHARACTERIZING THIS EMERGENT HYBRID RHETORIC AS 
#HINESE !MERICAN ) DO NOT INTEND TO SUGGEST THAT ONLY #HINESE !MERICANS 
USE  AND  EXPERIENCE  THIS  RHETORIC  2ATHER  IT  CAN  BE  USED  AND  EXPERI
ENCED NOT ONLY BY #HINESE !MERICANS BUT ALSO BY #HINESE %UROPEAN 
!MERICANSOR  ANY  OTHER  INDIVIDUALS  FOR  THAT  MATTER  !T  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS  WHICH  HAVE  BECOME  INCREASINGLY  MORE  VISIBLE  AND  GEO
GRAPHICALLY  LESS CONFINED #HINESE #HINESE !MERICANS AND %UROPEAN 
!MERICANS CAN PARTICIPATE IN THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 
AS  LONG  AS  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  ARE 
BEING BROUGHT  TOGETHER AND AS  LONG AS  RELATIONS OF POWER CONTINUE  TO 
MAKE THEIR PRESENCE FELT IN THE PROCESS
&URTHER THE REALIZATION OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC CAN BE OBSERVED 
BY EITHER OUR SUCCESS IN ACHIEVING THOSE hARTICULATED MOMENTS IN NETWORKS 
OF  SOCIAL  RELATIONS  AND UNDERSTANDINGSv  -ASSEY 	  OR  OUR  FAILURE  TO 
ENGAGE TO OVERCOME SILENCE AND PREJUDICEALMOST LIKE ONE CAN OBSERVE 
AN EXISTING RULE BY EITHER HONORING OR BREACHING IT #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC  CAN  BE  REALIZED  NOT  ONLY  BY  OUR  OWN  SUCCESSFUL  OR  FAILED	 
PRACTICES  BUT  ALSO  BY  OUR  REFLECTIONS  OF  OTHERS  EXPERIENCESBE  THE 
LATTER ARTICULATED SILENCED OR EMBEDDED IN THEIR OWN HISTORICAL SOCIAL 
AND LINGUISTIC CONTEXTS 4HESE REFLECTIONS ENABLE US BORDER RESIDENTS TO 
IMAGINE WHAT IS LIKE FROM THE OTHER TRADITIONS PERSPECTIVEWHETHER IT 
BE  #HINESE  OR  %UROPEAN  !MERICANAND  TO  INTERROGATE  ITS  DISCURSIVE 
PRACTICES  AND MATERIAL  CONDITIONS  )N  THE PROCESS  OUR  REFLECTIONS  AND 
OUR  INTERROGATIONS  HELP  CULTIVATE  AND  NURTURE  A  SUBJECT  POSITION  THAT 
NEGOTIATES  BETWEEN  TWO  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  AND  THAT  CHALLENGES  AND 
CONTESTS THE DISCOURSE OF ESSENTIALISM AND DUALITY 4HEY IN FACT BECOME 
) SUBMIT THE STUFF THAT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS MADE OF
)N  ADDITION  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  DOES  NOT 
NECESSARILY  EMBODY  THE  hGROWTH  PATTERNv  IN  WHICH  IT  EVOLVES  FROM  AN 
EMERGENT ETHNIC RHETORIC TO AN ESTABLISHED ONE .OR DOES IT NECESSARILY 
FOLLOW THE MODEL IN WHICH IT COULD BE PASSED FROM GENERATION TO GENERA
TION TO A POINT WHERE IT MAY BECOME INDISTINGUISHABLE FROM %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN RHETORIC !S A PROCESS OF BECOMING #HINESE !MERICAN RHETO
RIC MAY NOT SETTLE INTO A DISCOURSE OF ESTABLISHED OR BLURRED IDENTITY ANY 
TIME SOON 4HE REASON IS PERHAPS STRAIGHTFORWARD NOT ONLY WILL RELATIONS 
OF POWER REMAIN HIGHLY ASYMMETRICAL FOR A LONG TIME TO COME BUT ALSO 
COMMUNICATION AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS WILL CONTINUE TO BE INFLECTED 
WITH  AMBIGUITIES  UNCERTAINTIES  AND  EVEN  CONTRADICTIONS  )N  A  WORD 
CONTINGENCY  AND  CONTESTATION  ARE  ALMOST  IMMANENT  TO  THE MAKING  OF 
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#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC INSOFAR AS THERE ARE BORDER RESIDENTS AT RHE
TORICAL BORDERLANDS
,ET ME NOW START WITH THE CONCEPT OF BORDER ZONES OR BORDERLANDS 
WHICH 2OSALDO AND !NZALDÞA TALK ABOUT AND WHICH ) HAVE SO FAR REFERRED 
TO ONLY BRIEFLY )N HER PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION OF "ORDERLANDS !NZALDÞA 
CHARACTERIZES BORDERLANDS AS hPHYSICALLY PRESENT WHEREVER TWO OR MORE 
CULTURES  EDGE  EACH OTHER WHERE PEOPLE  OF  DIFFERENT  RACES  OCCUPY  THE 
SAME  TERRITORY  WHERE  UNDER  LOWER  MIDDLE  AND  UPPER  CLASSES  TOUCH 
WHERE  THE  SPACE  BETWEEN  TWO  INDIVIDUALS  SHRINKS WITH  INTIMACYv  	 
!ND 'IROUX  DESCRIBES  THE  BORDERLANDS  AS  A  SPACE  hCRISSCROSSED WITH  A 
VARIETY OF LANGUAGES EXPERIENCES AND VOICESv THAT hINTERMINGLE WITH THE 
WEIGHT OF PARTICULAR HISTORIES THAT WILL NOT FIT INTO THE MASTER NARRATIVE OF 
A MONOLITHIC CULTUREv 	 )N FACT WE CAN GO SO FAR AS TO SAY THAT WE ALL 
NOW LIVE AT BORDERLANDS GIVEN THE FACT THAT THIS WORLD OF OURS HAS BECOME 
INCREASINGLY  INTERCONNECTED AND  INTERDEPENDENT  )T  IS AT  THESE BORDER
LANDS BOTH LITERAL AND METAPHORICAL THAT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC OR 
ANY OTHER ETHNIC RHETORIC HAS THE POTENTIAL TO BECOME VISIBLE AND VIABLE 
THOUGH THE RISK IS EQUALLY GREAT OF IT BECOMING hFROZEN FOR INSPECTIONv 
2OSALDO 	 OR NOT GETTING LISTENED TO AND HEARD ON ITS OWN TERMSA 
POINT TO WHICH ) WILL RETURN SHORTLY .OT BECAUSE #HINESE !MERICAN RHET
ORIC CAN ACHIEVE ITS UNIQUENESS AND THUS LEGITIMACY THROUGH COHERENCE 
AT  THE BORDERLANDS BUT BECAUSE  THE BORDERLANDS PROVIDE A GENERATIVE 
SPACE WHERE  !NG WRITES  hFIXED  AND  UNITARY  IDENTITIES  ARE  HYBRIDIZED 
SHARP DEMARCATIONS BETWEEN SELF AND OTHER ARE UNSETTLED SINGULAR AND 
ABSOLUTE  TRUTHS  ARE  RUPTURED  AND  SO  ONv  	 4O DESCRIBE  THE MAT
TER  ANOTHER  WAY  THE  BORDERLANDS  BECOME  IN  THE  WORDS  OF  "HABHA  A 
hTHIRD SPACEv THAT hENABLES OTHER POSITIONS TO EMERGEv AND hSETS UP NEW 
STRUCTURES OF AUTHORITY NEW POLITICAL INITIATIVESv h4HIRD 3PACEv 	 !S 
A  RESULT #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  CAN GESTATE  AND COALESCE  AT  THESE 
SPACES )T CAN BEGIN TO YIELD MULTIPLE ACTSOF SIGNIFICATION AMBIGUITY AS 
WELL AS CONTRADICTIONCREATING IDENTITIES THAT ARE IMPLICATED IN THE OLD 
RELATIONSHIPS AND INDICATIVE OF THE NEW ONES !S SUCH DISCOURSE EMERGES 
AS A CREATIVE AND VIABLE FORM OF COMMUNICATION THESE INBETWEEN SPACES 
BECOME BOTH HIGHLY RHETORICAL AND INTENSELY INTERPERSONAL
!NZALDÞA  FURTHER  CHARACTERIZES BORDERLANDS  AS  hVAGUE  AND UNDETER
MINEDv AS PLACES  THAT ARE  hIN A CONSTANT  STATE OF  TRANSITIONv 	 &OR 
HER  TOO  BORDERLANDS  ARE  BOTH  METAPHORICAL  AND  PHYSICAL  THEY  ARE 
PLACES  WHERE  THE MESTIZA  hOPERATES  IN  A  PLURALISTIC MODENOTHING  IS 
THRUST  OUT  THE  GOOD  THE BAD  AND  THE UGLY  NOTHING  REJECTED  NOTHING 
ABANDONEDv  	  !ND  THESE  ARE  PLACES  WHERE  DIVERGENT  THINKING  IS 
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TAKING PLACE  hCHARACTERIZED BY MOVEMENT AWAY  FROM  SET PATTERNS AND 
GOALS  AND  TOWARD  A MORE WHOLE  PERSPECTIVE  ONE  THAT  INCLUDES  RATHER 
THAN  EXCLUDESv  	  &URTHER  HER  OWN  EXPERIENCE  OF  LIVING  ON  THE 
BORDERLAND BETWEEN -EXICO AND THE 5NITED 3TATES OF CLAIMING AND CEL
EBRATING THIS MESTIZA STATUS IS NOT A MATTER OF DESIRE BUT ONE OF SURVIVAL 
AND  RESISTANCE  !NG  	  2HETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  ARE  NO  EXCEPTION 
THEY ARE VAGUE AND UNDETERMINED NOT ONLY BECAUSE THEY ARE IN TRANSI
TION  IN MOVEMENT BUT  ALSO BECAUSE  THERE  IS  ALWAYS  FOR  EACH DISCRETE 
COMMUNICATIVE ACT AN EXCESS OF MEANING YET TO BE PROCESSED YET TO BE 
FULLY GRASPED )T IS THIS EXCESS OF MEANING BOTH IN ITS PRODUCTION AND IN 
ITS CONSUMPTION THAT FURTHER AGGRAVATES THIS SENSE OF AMBIGUITY INDETER
MINACY AND VULNERABILITY
) CANNOT HELP AT THIS MOMENT BUT RECALL EXPERIENCES BOTH MY OWN 
AND OTHERS OF READING FORTUNES INSIDE FORTUNE COOKIES IN #HINESE RES
TAURANTS  IN !MERICA -ORE OFTEN  THAN NOT OUR  FORTUNES BE  THEY  TERSE 
PREDICTIONS  PITHY PROVERBS  OR #ONFUCIAN  SAYINGS  TEND  TO BE  hHAPPYv 
OR  hAUSPICIOUSv (OWEVER WE NEVER  FAIL  TO  FRET  OVER  PERHAPS HALF  SERI
OUSLY  THE  UNSPOKEN  THE  SILENCED  AND  THE  YETTOBEDECODED  7E 
KNOW THAT THERE IS ALWAYS A NAGGING hBUTv READY TO PUNCTUATE THE GOOD 
FORTUNE POPPING OUT OF  EVERY  FORTUNE  COOKIE 4AKE  FOR  EXAMPLE  THIS 
APPARENTLY AUSPICIOUS PREDICTION h9OU SHALL NEVER WORRY ABOUT WEALTH 
IN YOUR  LIFEvONE  THAT POPS OUT OFTEN  FROM FORTUNE COOKIES WE EAT AT 
THE END OF A #HINESE MEAL "UT SUCH FORTUNE IS NO LESS BURDENED WITH 
AN  EXCESS  OF  MEANING  THAT  COULD  QUICKLY  DEFLATE  THE  HAPPY MOMENT 
h$OES THAT ALSO IMPLYv A GOOD FRIEND OF MINE ONCE REMINDED ME WITH 
ALL  SERIOUSNESS AS ) EXHIBITED SOME JEALOUSY FOR NOT GETTING SUCH GOOD 
FORTUNE AT  REGULAR  INTERVALS  hTHAT  THE PERSON  IN QUESTION  IS NOT GOING 
TO BE AROUND FOR TOO LONGv 7HILE ) REFUSE TO SUBSCRIBE TO THIS KIND OF 
OMINOUS READING ) HAVE BECOME MORE CAUTIOUS ABOUT OR LESS BOASTFUL 
OF THE HAPPY FORTUNES ) HAVE COME INTO POSSESSION OF THESE DAYS BECAUSE 
OF THEIR POTENTIAL AMBIGUITY INDETERMINACY AND VULNERABILITY !ND AS ) 
MOVE BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN GASTRONOMICAL NARRATIVES OVER THE IMPORT 
OF  FORTUNES  STUFFED  INSIDE  FORTUNE  COOKIES  AND  DISCURSIVE  EXPERIENCES 
FELT AND REALIZED AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ) HAVE BECOME ALL THE MORE 
MINDFUL OF HOW UNSETTLED OR  INDETERMINATE  THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION 
AND CONSUMPTION CAN BEWHICH PRESENTS IN TURN BOTH OPPORTUNITIES 
AND CHALLENGES
2HETORICAL BORDERLANDS BEAR AN UNMISTAKABLE FAMILY RESEMBLANCE TO 
WHAT 0RATT CALLS hCONTACT ZONESv #ONTACT ZONES ACCORDING TO 0RATT ARE 
hSOCIAL SPACES WHERE CULTURES MEET CLASH AND GRAPPLE WITH EACH OTHER 
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OFTEN IN CONTEXTS OF HIGHLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWERv h#ONTACT 
:ONEv  	  !T  THE  SAME  TIME  CONTACT  ZONES  PROVIDE  SHE  SUGGESTS 
CREATIVE ENERGY FOR NEW FORMS OF EXPRESSION AND ONE SUCH FORM IS WHAT 
SHE CALLS hAUTOETHNOGRAPHIC TEXTvWHERE hPEOPLE UNDERTAKE TO DESCRIBE 
THEMSELVES  IN WAYS THAT ENGAGE WITH REPRESENTATIONS OTHERS HAVE MADE 
OF THEMv 	 4HAT IS AUTOETHNOGRAPHIC TEXTS COMPOSED BY CONQUERED 
OTHERS ARE hIN RESPONSE TO OR IN DIALOGUE WITH THOSE TEXTSv THAT %UROPEANS 
HAVE  CONSTRUCTED  OF  THEIR  CONQUERED  OTHERS    EMPHASIS  ORIGINAL	 
4HESE TEXTS ARE OUTCOMES OF hA SELECTIVE COLLABORATION WITH AND APPRO
PRIATION  OF  IDIOMS  OF  THE METROPOLIS  OR  THE  CONQUERORv  AND  THEY  ARE 
hMERGED OR INFILTRATED TO VARYING DEGREES WITH INDIGENOUS IDIOMS TO CRE
ATE SELFREPRESENTATIONS INTENDED TO INTERVENE IN METROPOLITAN MODES OF 
UNDERSTANDINGv 	 4HESE AUTOETHNOGRAPHIC TEXTS WHILE REPRESENTING 
hA MARGINALIZED  GROUPS  POINT  OF  ENTRY  INTO  THE  DOMINANT  CIRCUITS  OF 
PRINT CULTUREv 	 HAVE TO NEGOTIATE WITH BOTH METROPOLITAN AUDIENCES 
AND INDIGENOUS OR LOCAL DISCOURSE COMMUNITIES 4HUS THEIR FATE CAN BE 
HIGHLY INDETERMINATE IF NOT PERILOUS THEY COULD SUFFER hMISCOMPREHEN
SION  INCOMPREHENSION  DEAD  LETTERS  UNREAD  MASTERPIECES  ABSOLUTE 
HETEROGENEITY OF MEANINGv 	 )N SHORT AUTOETHNOGRAPHIC TEXTS ARE 
hA PHENOMENON OF THE CONTACT ZONEvSIMILAR TO 0RATT TELLS US THE PRO
CESS OF TRANSCULTURATION WHEREBY hMEMBERS OF SUBORDINATED OR MARGINAL 
GROUPS SELECT AND  INVENT  FROM MATERIALS  TRANSMITTED BY A DOMINANT OR 
METROPOLITAN CULTUREv 	 !ND ) MIGHT ADD THAT THIS PROCESS OF SELEC
TION AND INVENTION BY SUBORDINATED OTHERS IS ALWAYS FILTERED THROUGH THEIR 
OWN PARTICULAR EXPERIENCES THROUGH THEIR OWN HISTORICAL MEMORIES AND 
THROUGH THEIR OWN hTERMINISTIC SCREENSv "URKE ,ANGUAGE 	
2HETORICAL BORDERLANDS CREATE AND NURTURE NEW FORMS OF EXPRESSION 
TOO 4HAT IS TO SAY RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC TO BE CREATED AND TO BE EXPERIENCED ,IKE AUTOETHNO
GRAPHIC TEXTS #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC MAY FACE SIMILAR PERILS RANGING 
FROM MISUNDERSTANDING  TO  MISREPRESENTATION  TO  WHOLESALE  REJECTION 
!T  THE  SAME  TIME  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  DOES  NOT  JUST  hSELECT 
AND  INVENT  FROM MATERIALS  TRANSMITTED BY A DOMINANT OR METROPOLITAN 
CULTUREv  0RATT  	  2ATHER  IT  SELECTS  AND  INVENTS  FROM  BOTH  #HINESE 
RHETORICAL TRADITION AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITION AND IT 
ENGAGES THESE TWO TRADITIONS IN A WAY THAT MAY BLUR BOUNDARIES AND THAT 
MAY DISRUPT ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWER 3UCH RHETORIC MAY FURTHER 
ENABLE ITS BORDER RESIDENTS TO TAKE THE OTHERS PERSPECTIVES AS SERIOUSLY 
AS ONE TAKES ONES OWN 2OSALDO 	HOWEVER ANTAGONISTIC OR AMBIGU
OUS THE OTHERS PERSPECTIVES MAY SOMETIMES TURN OUT TO BE
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#AUTION  MUST  BE  EXERCISED  HERE  !S  A  METAPHOR  hBORDERLANDv  OR 
hCONTACT ZONEv IS LIKELY TO BE HEIR TO SOME OF THE ILLS THAT AFFECT MOST IF 
NOT ALL METAPHORS 'ENERALLY  SPEAKING  THE USE OF METAPHOR ALLOWS US 
TO REPRESENT OR UNDERSTAND ONE KIND OF EXPERIENCE OR CONCEPT IN TERMS 
OF ANOTHER ' ,AKOFF AND *OHNSON 	 &URTHER OUR UNDERSTANDING OR 
REPRESENTATION  IS  NORMALLY  FOCUSED  ON  ONE  PARTICULAR  ASPECT  OF  THAT 
EXPERIENCE OR THAT CONCEPT 3O BY STATING THAT h!RGUMENT IS WARv ONE 
IS  SINGLING  OUT  THE  BATTLING  WINNERTAKINGALL  ASPECT  OF  ARGUING  WHILE 
NEGLECTING OR OVERLOOKING OTHER ASPECTS OR CHARACTERISTICS ABOUT ARGUING 
	 !S WE ALL KNOW IN ALMOST ANY SINCERE ARGUMENT THERE IS THE BASIC 
NEED TO DEMONSTRATE ONES WILLINGNESS TO UNDERSTAND THE OTHERS POINT 
OF VIEW AND TO BE COOPERATIVE IN SECURING EACH OTHERS UPTAKE !ND TAKE 
h4IME IS MONEYv AS ANOTHER EXAMPLE "Y COMPARING TIME TO MONEY WE 
ARE HIGHLIGHTING THE ECONOMIC MONETARY ASPECT OF TIME SO THAT WE CAN 
PUT OUR TIME TO GOOD USE TO GENERATING ECONOMIC CAPITAL "UT IN DOING 
SO WE ARE OBSCURING OTHER ASPECTS THAT ARE PERHAPS JUST AS IMPORTANT TO 
OUR UNDERSTANDING OF TIMESUCH AS THE FACT THAT TIME NORMALLY CANNOT 
LEAD TO GREEDINESS AND CORRUPTION BUT MONEY CAN OR THE FACT THAT TIME 
DOES NOT FLUCTUATE IN VALUE BUT MONEY DOES 4HEREFORE THE USE OF META
PHOR  IS  NEVER  TOTAL  BUT  ALWAYS  PARTIAL  INCOMPLETE  AND  INFLECTED WITH 
A PARTICULAR ORIENTATION OR  IDEOLOGY !S ' ,AKOFF AND  *OHNSON RIGHTLY 
POINT OUT hIF IT WERE TOTAL ONE CONCEPT WOULD ACTUALLY BE THE OTHERv  
EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
)N )MPERIAL %YES 0RATT TELLS US THAT SHE BORROWS THE TERM hCONTACTv FROM 
THE  PHRASE  hCONTACT  LANGUAGEv  USED  IN  LINGUISTICS  #ONTACT  LANGUAGE 
REFERS IN LINGUISTICS TO AN IMPROVISED LANGUAGE THAT DEVELOPS IN PLACES 
SUCH  AS  PORTS  TRADING POSTS  PLANTATIONS  AND  COLONIAL  GARRISON  TOWNS 
WHERE MOST  SPEAKERS HAVE NO  COMMON  LANGUAGE "Y USING  THE  TERM 
hCONTACTv  0RATT  AIMS  TO  hFOREGROUND  THE  INTERACTIVE  IMPROVISATIONAL 
DIMENSIONS OF  COLONIAL  ENCOUNTERS  SO  EASILY  IGNORED OR  SUPPRESSED BY 
DIFFUSIONIST ACCOUNTS OF CONQUEST AND DOMINATIONv 	 AND SHE WANTS TO 
TREAT SUCH RELATIONS BETWEEN COLONIZERS AND COLONIZED IN TERMS OF hCOPRES
ENCE INTERACTION INTERLOCKING UNDERSTANDINGS AND PRACTICESv 	
(OWEVER  AS  WE  EMBRACE  THE  PROMISES  OF  THIS  METAPHOR  (ALL  AND 
2OSNER  REMIND US  WE  TEND  TO  GLOSS  OVER  ITS  PERILS  OR  TO  OVERSTATE  hITS 
POTENTIAL FOR CULTURAL MEDIATIONv 	 /R AS !NG POINTS OUT THERE IS A 
CLEAR INCLINATION hTO VALUE IF NOT CELEBRATE AND ROMANTICIZE NOTIONS OF 
THE BORDERLAND THE @THIRD SPACE THE LIMINAL INBETWEENv 	 -ORE 
BLUNTLY PUT BORDERLAND OR CONTACT ZONE TENDS TO BE IMAGINED hAS A UTO
PIAN SITE OF TRANSGRESSIVE INTERMIXTURE HYBRIDITY AND MULTIPLICITYv !NG 
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	 &OR (ALL AND 2OSNER THIS KIND OF CHARACTERIZATION REFLECTS A DESIRE 
TO  STABILIZE  AND  TAME  WHAT  IS  OTHERWISE  A  DYNAMIC  CONCEPT  	A 
POSITION  THAT  )  SHARE (OWEVER  THE  DYNAMIC  PROCESSUAL  CHARACTERISTIC 
THEY  ASCRIBE  TO  THE  DEFINITION  OF  0RATTS  hCONTACT  ZONEv  DOES  NOT  STEM 
FROM HER OWN REVISIONS OF THE CONCEPT IN HER SUBSEQUENT WORK AS THEY 
SEEM TO BE SUGGESTING 	 2ATHER WHAT HAS EMERGED FROM 0RATTS LATER 
WORK IS A MORE FOCUSED EFFORT ON HER PART TO ADDRESS hHIGHLY ASYMMETRI
CAL RELATIONS OF DOMINATION AND SUBORDINATIONv )MPERIAL %YES  ALSO SEE 
	 AND  TO HIGHLIGHT hHOW DIFFERENCES AND HIERARCHIES ARE PRODUCED  IN 
AND  THROUGH  CONTACT  ACROSS  SUCH  LINES  ;OF  DIFFERENCE=v  h#RITICISMv   
EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	 ,IKEWISE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETO
RIC IS NECESSARILY DYNAMIC AMIDST SOME HIGHLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS NOT 
BECAUSE THE CONCEPT OF RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS IS hIN THE MAKINGv (ALL 
AND 2OSNER 	 BUT BECAUSE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 
IS ALWAYS A PROCESS AN INSTANCE OF COMINGSTOBE
&OR !NG THIS CELEBRATORY ROMANTICIZED INCLINATION SIMPLY FAILS TO REC
OGNIZE THAT BORDERLANDS OR CONTACT ZONES ARE hNOT A POWERFREE SITE FOR 
UNRESTRAINED AND HETEROGLOSSIC DIALOGUE AND EXCHANGE BUT A CONTESTED 
TERRAIN WHERE CONCRETE DIFFERENTIALLY POSITIONED SUBJECTS HAVE TO FORGE 
PARTICULAR  STRATEGIES  TO  SPEAK  AND  TO BE HEARDv  	 %VEN  IN  A MOST 
IDEALIZED SPEECH SITUATION WHERE COOPERATION IS ASSUMED AND EXPECTED 
'RICE 	 THERE IS STILL  THIS MATTER OF THE TRANSFER OF MEANING WHICH 
FOLLOWING 'RICE AGAIN n	 IS TO BE ACCOMPLISHED NOT BY SECURING A 
ONETOONE  CORRESPONDENCE  BETWEEN WORDS  AND MEANINGS  BUT  BY  CAL
CULATING WHETHER OR NOT THE IDEAL	 SPEAKER MEANS MORE THAN OR OTHER 
THAN WHAT HE OR SHE SAYS )N PLACES LIKE RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS IT SHOULD 
COME AS NO SURPRISE  THAT EFFORTS  TO COMMUNICATE AND TO MAKE ONESELF 
UNDERSTOOD BECOME EXPONENTIALLY MORE PROBLEMATIC AND CONTENTIOUS
)N  LIGHT OF  THESE CAUTIONARY OBSERVATIONS WE SHOULD  THEN RESIST ANY 
MOVE  TO  IDEALIZE  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  AS  SIMPLY  LIBERATING  EMPOW
ERING  OR  EQUALIZING  BECAUSE  WE  CANT  LOSE  SIGHT  OF  THE  PARTIALITY  AND 
INCOMPLETENESS  IMMANENT  TO  THE  METAPHORICAL	  IMAGE  OF  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS OR CONTACT ZONES !FTER ALL BORDERLAND HETEROGENEITY AND 
INTERLOCKING COPRESENCE WHILE POTENTIALLY TRANSFORMATIVE MAY VERY WELL 
IN  THE  PROCESS  AGGRAVATERATHER  THAN  ALLEVIATECOMMUNICATION  AND 
MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING
4HERE IS ANOTHER RELATED QUESTION ) MUST ADDRESS AT THIS POINT .AMELY 
IS IT THEN APPROPRIATE TO VIEW THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 
AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS AS AN EXAMPLE OF HYBRID RHETORIC GIVEN THE FACT 
THAT IT IS CONSTITUTED BY BOTH #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL 
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TRADITIONS  )T  IS PERHAPS  REASONABLE  AND EVEN  LOGICAL  TO  VIEW #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC AS A HYBRID BECAUSE IT INDEED INVOKES AND INVOLVES TWO 
KINDS OF RHETORICAL PRACTICES AND THEIR UNDERLYING TRADITIONS (OWEVER 
JUST AS  THE CHARACTERIZATION OF ANY ETHNIC  RHETORIC AS  hALTERNATIVEv MAY 
HAVE ALREADY MARGINALIZED IT RELATIVE TO ITS DOMINANT COUNTERPART SO THE 
USE OF hHYBRIDv TO CHARACTERIZE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 
ENGENDERS ITS OWN PROBLEMSPROBLEMS THAT HAVE TO BE CONFRONTED AND 
PROPERLY DEALT WITH IF WE WANT TO ACHIEVE A MORE INFORMED UNDERSTAND
ING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS A BORDERLAND RHETORIC
4O BE BLUNT THE USE OF hHYBRIDv AS A BORDERLAND IMAGE MAY FOSTER AN 
ILLUSION THAT THE CREATION OF HYBRID RHETORIC WILL CONTRIBUTE TO A DISCURSIVE 
HARMONY WHICH IN TURN WILL MAKE OUR BORDERCROSSING EXPERIENCES BOTH 
EASIER  AND MORE  RISKFREE  "IZZELL  h"ASIC 7RITINGv n	 "Y DEFINITION 
THE  TERM hHYBRIDITYv ENTAILS  THE EMERGENCE OF  THINGS NEW OR DIFFERENT 
OUT OF TWO OR MORE HETEROGENEOUS OR INCONGRUOUS SOURCES 4HE /XFORD 
%NGLISH $ICTIONARY ND ED	 /R AS 2 9OUNG PUTS IT IT IMPLIES hA DISRUP
TION  AND  FORCING  TOGETHER  OF  ANY  UNLIKE  LIVING  THINGSv  	  .OT  ONLY 
DOES THE TERM SUGGEST THE hIMPOSSIBILITY OF ESSENTIALISMv 2 9OUNG 	 
BUT  ALSO  IT  CAN  REPRESENT  A PROMISING  RESPONSE  THAT MEDIATES  THE  REAL 
AND POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ITS TWO OR MORE	 ORIGINATING SOURCES 
4HEREFORE  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AS  A HYBRID  CAN 
SERVE TO FUSE OR SYNTHESIZE DIFFERENCES EVIDENCED IN THESE TWO INDIVIDUAL 
RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS 4HE FACT  THAT #HINESE AND !MERICAN RHETORIC ARE 
NOW MIXED INTO AND CONTAINED WITHIN ONE SINGLE IF NOT UNIFIED WHOLE 
CALLED  h#HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORICv  SUGGESTS  AT  LEAST  A BLURRING  IF NOT 
ERASURE OF RHETORICAL HIERARCHIES AND DISCURSIVE BOUNDARIES
 (OWEVER IT IS QUITE EASY !NG REMINDS US AGAIN TO hEXTOL UNCRITICALLY 
THE  VALUE  OF  HYBRIDITY  WITHOUT  CAREFULLY  UNDERSTANDING  ITS  COMPLEXITY 
AND ITS CONTRADICTIONSv 	 )T IS INDEED TEMPTING TO TOUT AN EMERGENT 
HYBRID  LIKE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AS  A  SYMBOL  OF  hHARMONIOUS 
FUSION OR SYNTHESISv WHICH !NG DUBS hLIBERAL HYBRIDISMv 	 "UT SUCH 
OPTIMISM  FAILS  TO  RECOGNIZE  THE  BASIC  FACT  THAT  DIFFERENCES  OR  DIVISIONS 
MAY NOT BE COMPLETELY ERASED NO MATTER WHAT !ND AS MY SECOND EPI
GRAPH BY 3HOHAT INDICATES THE HYBRID AS A SYMBOL OF HAPPY FUSION FAILS 
TO CONSIDER OR DISCRIMINATE THOSE SPECIFIC POWER RELATIONS AND HISTORICAL 
CONDITIONS THAT CONFIGURE OUR ENCOUNTERS AND THAT DETERMINE THE NATURES 
OF OUR HYBRIDITYNOT TO MENTION THE FACT THAT ANY HYBRID LIKE #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC ONCE STABILIZED INTO A HARMONIOUS WHOLE CAN SIMPLY 
BE OVERWHELMED BY  THE DOMINANT  TRADITION GIVEN  THE UNEQUAL  IMBAL
ANCED POWER RELATIONSHIP THAT EXISTS BETWEEN THEM $OBRIN n 	
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4HEN THERE IS THIS INTRACTABLE	 PROBLEM WITH THE USE OF METAPHOR 
4HE CHARACTERIZATION OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS A HYBRID  IN  THIS 
CONTEXT  OF  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  IS  METAPHORICAL  AND  QUITE  APPEAL
ING  &OR  ONE  THING  THE  IMAGE  OF  A  HYBRID  CERTAINLY  BLURS  THE  BOUND
ARY  BETWEEN  TWO  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  &OR  ANOTHER  IT  CAN  LEAD  US  TO 
RECOGNIZE THE INESCAPABLE IMPURITY OF ALL RHETORICAL TRADITIONS "UT AS ) 
HAVE SUGGESTED ABOVE THE USE OF METAPHOR IS INEVITABLY PARTIAL BECAUSE 
IT KEEPS US  FROM FOCUSING ON  THOSE OTHER ASPECTS OF  THE  SAME CONCEPT 
THAT ARE OFTEN INCOMMENSURABLE WITH THE METAPHOR IN QUESTION )N THIS 
CASE  THE  IMAGE  OF  A  HYBRID  WHEN  APPLIED  UNCRITICALLY  TO  THE MAKING 
OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  SIMPLY  ABSTRACTS DIFFERENT HISTORIES  AND 
EXPERIENCES FROM SITUATED PRACTICES 4HAT IS TO SAY THE IMAGE OF A HYBRID 
SEVERS  THE  CONCRETE  LINK  BETWEEN  DIFFERENT  HISTORIES  AND  EXPERIENCES 
AND THEIR CORRESPONDING PARTICULARIZING CONTEXTS BUT IT IS PRECISELY THE 
INTERMINGLING  OF  THESE  TWO  SIDES  THAT  PRODUCES  AND  INFORMS  THE  PAR
TICULAR MANIFESTATIONS AND DISTINCTIVE EXPERIENCES OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC (EREIN ACTUALLY LIES A PARADOX THE IMAGE OF A HYBRID PURPORTS 
TO TRANSCEND SITUATED RHETORICAL DIFFERENCES AND DOMINANCE BUT IT IS THE 
SITUATED THE SPECIFIC THAT GROUNDS OUR EXPERIENCES AND THAT UNDERPINS 
OUR COMPLEX FORMS OF PARTICIPATION
"Y  OPENING  UP  THE  PROBLEMS  AND  COMPLEXITIES  ASSOCIATED  WITH  THE 
TERM hHYBRIDITYv OR THE IMAGE OF A HYBRID ) AM NOT SUGGESTING THAT WE 
REJECT THE TERM OR THE IMAGE ALTOGETHERBECAUSE THAT WOULD BE ALMOST 
LIKE FIGHTING A LOSING BATTLE GIVEN THE FACT THAT WE ARE ALL IMPLICATED IN 
EACH OTHERS LIVES OR THAT WE LIVE IN WHAT !NG CALLS hCOMPLICATED ENTAN
GLEMENTv 	 )N OTHER WORDS HYBRIDITY IS HERE TO STAY
&OR THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS ) HAVE BEEN ATTENDING THE ANNUAL PARTY SPON
SORED BY MY  LOCAL #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY  TO CELEBRATE #HINESE 
.EW 9EAR  ) ENJOY  THE  FOOD  THE COMPANY AND  THE  FESTIVE ATMOSPHERE 
4HE HIGHLIGHT FOR ME AT LEAST HAS TO BE THE PERFORMANCES THAT SHOWCASE 
#HINESE  CULTURE  AND  TRADITION  PERFORMANCES  THAT  )  LOOK  FORWARD  TO 
EVERY YEAR "UT ) AM ALSO NO LESS EAGER TO SEE HOW THE ORGANIZERS EVERY 
YEAR MIX THE SHOW WITH PERFORMANCES THAT CELEBRATE %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
CULTURE AND TRADITION AS WELL 3O IN ONE YEAR ) WATCH #HINESE !MERICAN 
AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN GIRLS PERFORM JAZZ AND TAP DANCES TOGETHER TO 
BE FOLLOWED BY #HINESE FOLK DANCE FEATURING A GROUP OF #HINESE STUDENTS 
WEARING AUTHENTIC ETHNIC #HINESE COSTUMES )N ANOTHER YEAR ) BECOME 
ALMOST MESMERIZED BY A GROUP OF LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL !MERICAN STUDENTS 
PERFORMING  #HINESE  MARTIAL  ARTS  ໺ඓ  hWUSHUv	  WITH  BOTH  GRACE 
AND  PRECISION  AND  THEIR  PERFORMANCE  IS  PRECEDED  BY  TWELVE  #HINESE 
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!MERICAN  COUPLES  PARTICIPATING  IN  BALLROOM  DANCES  ACCOMPANIED  BY 
#HINESE TRADITIONAL FOLK MUSIC
) MARVEL AT THESE MIXED PERFORMANCESEXAMPLES OF HYBRIDITYBUT 
) ALSO WONDER WHAT  THEY MEAN EXACTLY  TO  THESE PERFORMERS AND  TO  THE 
SPECTATORS #OULD THEY MEAN THAT CULTURAL DIFFERENCES CAN BE OVERCOME 
AND TRADITIONAL BOUNDARIES CROSSED #OULD THEY ALSO MEAN THAT MULTIRA
CIAL HARMONY CAN BE ATTEMPTED AND INDEED BECOME QUITE SUCCESSFULAT 
LEAST AT THESE LEVELS AND ON THESE OCCASIONS 7HILE ) AM NOT A SKEPTIC BY 
NATURE ) CANNOT RESIST ASKING IN MY HEART OF HEARTS IF THERE ARE TENSIONS 
THAT CANNOT BE REDUCED OR IF THERE ARE DIFFERENCES THAT CANNOT BE FULLY 
ABSORBED !ND WHAT ARE SOME OF THOSE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OR POWER RELA
TIONS THAT HAVE MOTIVATED THESE PERFORMANCES AND THAT HAVE SHAPED IF 
NOT  FORCED OTHER  ENCOUNTERS  AND  THEIR HYBRID  CONSEQUENCES  )  BEGIN 
TO FEEL AMBIVALENT ABOUT THESE PERFORMANCES AND ) BEGIN TO FEEL EVEN 
VULNERABLEBECAUSE  ) AM  JUST AS  IMPLICATED  IN  THESE PERFORMANCES AS 
MY FELLOW PERFORMERS
) MARVEL AT THE IMAGE OF THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE TOO BECAUSE IT 
IS NIFTY AND REAL AND BECAUSE IT LITERALLY EMBODIES A HAPPY FUSION OF TWO 
TRADITIONSONE USES MESSAGESTUFFED PASTRY AS A MEANS OF COMMUNICA
TION AND THE OTHER SERVES DESSERT AT THE END OF A MEAL "UT ) ALSO BEGIN 
TO SPOT THE RUPTURE AND FISSION SNEAKING UP ON THIS FUSION &OR EXAMPLE 
THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE WHILE IT CONSIDERS !MERICA ITS hHOMEv IS NO 
LESS ATTACHED  TO A #HINESE  TRADITION BECAUSE  IT  IS ALWAYS KNOWN AS  THE 
#HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE !ND ALTHOUGH THE FORTUNE INSIDE IS REGULARLY WRIT
TEN IN AND COMMUNICATED THROUGH !MERICAN %NGLISH THEIR CONSUMP
TION  HAS  NEVER  BEEN  FULLY  DISENGAGED  FROM  A  SUPERSTITIOUS	  #HINESE 
FRAME OF MIND OPERATING IN THE BACKGROUND 3UCH SIGNS OF TENSION ARE 
ALMOST IRREDUCIBLE READY TO DISRUPT THE HARMONY PROJECTED BY THE OTH
ERWISE COHERENT FORTUNE COOKIE )N SPITE OF THIS NEWLYFOUND AWARENESS 
ON MY PART THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE INSOFAR AS ) CAN TELL CONTINUES 
TO SERVE ITS DUAL FUNCTION WITHOUT MISSING A BEAT
7HAT SHOULD WE DO THEN WITH HYBRIDITY WITH THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC BEING CHARACTERIZED AS A HYBRID RHETORIC )N VIEW OF 
THE COMPLEXITIES AND CHALLENGES MADE REAL BY THE DISCOURSE OF HYBRIDITY 
!NG WRITES
7HAT WE NEED TO QUESTION THEN IS NOT SO MUCH HYBRIDITY AS SUCH WHICH 
WOULD BE A FUTILE ENTERPRISE BUT THE DEPOLITICIZATION INVOLVED IN THE REDUC
TION OF HYBRIDITY TO HAPPY FUSION AND SYNTHESIS ) WOULD ARGUE THAT IT IS THE 
AMBIVALENCE WHICH IS IMMANENT TO HYBRIDITY THAT NEEDS TO BE HIGHLIGHTED 
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AS  WE  ALSO  NEED  TO  EXAMINE  THE  SPECIFIC  CONTEXTS  AND  CONDITIONS  IN  WHICH 
HYBRIDITY OPERATES  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
)T IS THESE hSPECIFIC CONTEXTS AND CONDITIONSv THAT ) AM MOST INTERESTED 
IN UNCOVERING  IN  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC !ND  IT  IS 
BOTH THE AMBIVALENCE AND VULNERABILITYWHICH ARE IN FACT CONSTITUTIVE 
OF HYBRIDITYTHAT ) AM COMMITTED TO ELUCIDATING
4O BEGIN TO EXAMINE THESE hSPECIFIC CONTEXTS AND CONDITIONS IN WHICH 
HYBRIDITY  OPERATESv  WE  MUST  FIRST  RECOGNIZE  THAT  THERE  WILL  BE  TIMES 
WHEN INSTANCES OF  INCOMMENSURABILITY BECOME IRREDUCIBLE )N FACT WE 
SHOULD NOT TREAT DISCURSIVE ENCOUNTERS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS AS LIVING 
EXAMPLES OF HOW DIFFERENCES FROM TWO INCONGRUOUS TRADITIONS CAN NOW 
COEXIST IN A NEW BENIGN HYBRID 2ATHER WE SHOULD SEIZE SUCH ENCOUN
TERS OR MOMENTS OF COPRESENCE AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO TRACE THE COMPLEX 
PAST THAT HAS INFORMED THEIR RESPECTIVE EXPERIENCES AND TO RECOVER THE 
DIFFERENT PATHS EACH HAS TRAVELED TO ARRIVE AT THIS BORDERLAND DESTINATION 
!FTER ALL RHETORICAL  FORMS ARE NEVER  INNOCENT AND THEY ALWAYS ENCODE 
PARTICULAR STANCES SITUATED MODALITIES )N SO DOING WE CAN BEGIN TO SEE 
AND  ADDRESS  THOSE  PARTICULARIZING  ASPECTS  AND  THEIR  UNDERLYING  STRUC
TURES THAT A METAPHORICAL HYBRID MAY VERY WELL HIDE OR ELIDE
3ECOND  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  AS  AN  EMERGENT 
HYBRID  SHOULD  NOT  BE  SEEN  AS  AN  OCCASION  FOR  CELEBRATION  BECAUSE 
THERE IS NOTHING TO CELEBRATE 4O BRING BACK !NZALDÞA AGAIN TO PRACTICE 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS IS NOT A MATTER OF 
DESIRE BUT ONE OF SURVIVAL "ECAUSE IDENTITY CONTINUES TO BE PRIVILEGED 
AS  hTHE  NATURALIZED  PRINCIPLE  FOR  SOCIAL  ORDERv  !NG  	  HYBRIDITY  IS 
STILL SEEN AS PROBLEMATIC AS ANOMALOUS EVEN THOUGH PARADOXICALLY IT IS 
ALMOST EVERYWHERE IN OUR WORLD NOW )N THIS REGARD WE SHOULD MOBILIZE 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS AN EMERGENT RHETORIC TO ADDRESS AND DEAL 
WITH THIS PARADOX 7E NEED TO HIGHLIGHT THE FACT THAT OUR RHETORICAL PRAC
TICES ARE FOREVER ENTANGLED NOW AND THAT OUR IDENTITIES ARE BEING SHAPED 
AND NURTURED BY A MULTITUDE OF INTERRELATIONSHIPS BY A WEB OF INTERWEAV
ING MOVEMENTS 4O  THE EXTENT  THAT WE  SUCCEED WE  CAN  THEN BEGIN  TO 
CHALLENGE hTHE FUNDAMENTAL UNEASINESS INHERENT IN OUR GLOBAL CONDITION 
OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCEv !NG  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
4HIRD WHILE ) HAVE NO INTENTION OF DIMINISHING THE DIALOGIC OPPORTU
NITY THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC PRESENTS ) DONT WANT US 
TO OVERLOOK THE FACT THAT HYBRIDITY IS ALSO hABOUT THE CONTESTATIONS AND 
INTERROGATIONS  THAT GO HAND  IN HAND WITH  THE HETEROGENEITY DIVERSITY 
AND MULTIPLICITY WE HAVE TO DEAL WITH AS WE LIVE TOGETHERINDIFFERENCEv 
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!NG  	  4O  PUT  IT MORE MATTEROFFACTLY  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS 
WHERE  THERE  IS MORE  THAN ONE  LANGUAGE MORE  THAN ONE CULTURE AND 
MORE THAN ONE RHETORICAL TRADITION IF NOTHING ELSE THE BASIC QUESTION 
OF COMMUNICATION NEVER GOES AWAY IN TERMS OF WHO HAS THE FLOOR WHO 
SECURES THE UPTAKE AND WHO GETS LISTENED TO 4HEREFORE UNLESS WE ARE 
PREPARED  TO  DEAL  WITH  THESE  CHALLENGES  AND  COMPLEXITIES  INHERENT  IN 
THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC OR ANY OTHER EMERGENT ETH
NIC  RHETORIC WE MAY END UP EITHER  IDEALIZING  THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN  RHETORIC  OR  OVERLOOKING  ALTOGETHER  HOW  TENSIONS  BETWEEN 
TWO  TRADITIONS  BECOME MANIFESTED  IN  PARTICULAR  SPECIFIC  PRACTICES  )N 
SHORT WHAT ) INTEND TO FOCUS ON IN THIS BOOK IS A RHETORIC THAT SEEKS NOT 
UNIQUENESSQUACOHERENCE  FROM  WITHIN  BUT  COMPLEXITY  HETEROGENE
ITY AND AMBIGUITY FROM BOTH WITHIN AND WITHOUTFROM A SPACE WHERE 
DIFFERENT RHETORICAL PRACTICES MEET CLASH AND GRAPPLE WITH EACH OTHER 
AND WHERE THEIR ENCOUNTERS ARE ALWAYS INFLECTED WITH HIGHLY ASYMMETRI
CAL RELATIONS OF POWER 7HILE THERE MAY NOT BE ANY RECOGNIZABLE LOGIC 
TO ITS FORMATION THERE IS A LOT OF AUTHENTICITY IN ITS REPRESENTATION IN ITS 
EXPRESSIVENESS IN ITS ARTICULATED MOMENTS )T IS TO USE !NGS FELICITOUS 
TERM  hTOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCEvRATHER  THAN  HARMONYINDIFFER
ENCETHAT BECOMES  CONSTITUTIVE OF  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC
)F  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC  IS NOW ABOUT  TOGETHER
NESSINDIFFERENCE ONE MAJOR QUESTION REMAINS (OW SHOULD WE BORDER 
RESIDENTS ACTUALLY GO ABOUT PRACTICING OR REALIZING THIS TOGETHERNESSIN
DIFFERENCE AS WE ENTER INTO THESE HIGHLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWER 
/R HOW CAN WE EFFECTIVELY NEGOTIATE  THIS COPRESENCE OF  TWO RHETORICAL 
TRADITIONSDEEPLY  INFLECTED  WITH  THEIR  OWN  HISTORICAL  IDENTITIES  WITH 
THEIR  OWN  MODALITIESWITHOUT  EITHER  UNDERESTIMATING  THEIR  INHERENT 
CHALLENGES OR IDEALIZING THEIR COMBINED CREATIVE POTENTIAL #RITICAL DIS
COURSE ANALYSIS IN MY VIEW MAY PROVIDE SOME HELPFUL PERSPECTIVES OVER 
THESE PARADOXICAL MOMENTS
#RITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS VIEWS LANGUAGE AS A TYPE OF SOCIAL PRACTICE AS 
A  SOCIALLY  CONDITIONED  PROCESS  &AIRCLOUGH  n	  !NY  COMMUNICATIVE 
ACTIONAN EXAMPLE OF DISCOURSEINVOLVES NOT ONLY A TEXT BUT ALSO A COR
RESPONDING PROCESS OF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION TO BE COMPLETED IN 
SOCIAL CONTEXT !S A MATTER OF FACT IT IS SOCIAL CONTEXT THAT SERVES TO INFLU
ENCE AND TO DETERMINE THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION n
	 #ONSEQUENTLY ANY TEXT BE IT WRITTEN OR SPOKEN IS NO LONGER SEEN AS AN 
INNOCENT INSTRUMENT OF REPRESENTATION BUT AS THE DISCURSIVE PERFORMANCE 
OF SOCIALLY SITUATED SPEAKERS AND WRITERS WHO ARE NECESSARILY CONNECTED TO 
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THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION ON THE ONE HAND AND TO THE 
STRUCTURES OF POWER AND DOMINATION ON THE OTHER +RESS n	
)N FACT CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AIMS TO PUT INTO CRISIS OR DENATURALIZE 
THESE KINDS OF CONNECTIONS -ORE PRECISELY PUT IT SEEKS TO PROBLEMATIZE 
THOSE UNDERLYING  hCOMMON  SENSEv  ASSUMPTIONS  THAT  hRATIONALIZEv  THESE 
CONNECTIONS &AIRCLOUGH n n	 4O THE EXTENT THAT THESE hCOM
MON SENSEv ASSUMPTIONS ACT TO DISADVANTAGE TO CONTROL PARTICULAR GROUPS 
OR SUBJECT POSITIONS AT A GIVEN MOMENT IN SOCIETY CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALY
SIS SEEKS TO EFFECT CHANGE hNOT ONLY TO THE DISCURSIVE PRACTICES BUT ALSO TO 
THE SOCIOPOLITICAL PRACTICES AND STRUCTURES SUPPORTING THE DISCURSIVE PRAC
TICESv +RESS 	 )N THIS SENSE IT IS UNABASHEDLY PARTIAL AND IT BECOMES 
IN MY OWN WORDS hDISCOURSE ANALYSIS WITH AN ATTITUDEv
!T RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS WE BORDER RESIDENTS ARE DEEPLY SITUATED AND 
OUR RHETORICAL PRACTICES ARE INTENSELY SOCIAL 7E THEREFORE FACE ENORMOUS 
CONSTRAINTS FOR EXAMPLE ON WHAT WE SAY ON WHAT RELATIONS WE ENTER INTO 
AND ON WHAT SUBJECT POSITIONS WE OCCUPY )N TURN SUCH CONSTRAINTS EXERT 
STRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON HOW WE FORM OUR KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEFS ON HOW 
WE ESTABLISH OUR SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND ON HOW WE CULTIVATE OUR SOCIAL 
IDENTITIES &AIRCLOUGH n n	 (OWEVER &AIRCLOUGH REMINDS US 
CONSTRAINTS ARE ENABLING TOO 4HAT IS TO SAY SOCIALLY SITUATED PARTICIPANTS 
ARE hONLY THROUGH BEING SO CONSTRAINED THAT THEY ARE MADE ABLE TO ACT 
AS SOCIAL AGENTSv 	 AND IN FACT BEING CONSTRAINED FOR &AIRCLOUGH IS 
hA PRECONDITION FOR BEING ENABLEDv 	 )N THIS REGARD WE STILL HAVE TO 
ACT  AS  SUBJECTS  IN  ORDER  TO  DRAW UPON DISCOURSE  TYPES  AND PATTERNS  TO 
PERFORM OUR OWN SPEECH ACTS TO ENTER INTO OR DEAL WITH PARTICULAR RELA
TIONS AND TO ENGAGE WITH REPRESENTATIONS THAT OTHERS HAVE MADE OF US 
0RATT h#ONTACT :ONEv 	 4HROUGH THESE INSTANCES OF INTERACTION AND 
INTERROGATION MADE POSSIBLE BY BORDERLAND HETEROGENEITY AND MULTIPLIC
ITY WE CAN BEGIN TO CHALLENGE AND TO PUT PRESSURE ON THESE CONSTRAINTS 
AND ON THESE ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWERTHOUGH WE SHOULD HAVE 
NO ILLUSION THAT DIFFERENCES WILL DISAPPEAR BECAUSE OF COPRESENCE -ORE 
IMPORTANTLY WE CAN BEGIN TO REPRESENT AND NAME OUR BORDERLAND EXPE
RIENCES WITH OUR OWN VOICES WITH OUR OWN HYBRID RHETORICA NECESSARY 
FIRST STEP TOWARD CREATING NEW CULTURAL DISCURSIVE REALITIES
4HERE  IS  ANOTHER  PARADOX  THAT  WE  MAY  EXPERIENCE  IN  PRACTICING 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  !S  )  HAVE  SUGGESTED  ABOVE  THE  MAKING  OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC INVOLVES THE PROCESS OF SELECTING AND INVENT
ING  FROM BOTH #HINESE  AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS 
/N  THE  OTHER  HAND  WE MAY  NOT  BE  FREE  ALL  THE  TIME  IN  PERFORMING 
THE  ACT  OF	  SELECTING  AND  INVENTING  FROM  THESE  TWO  TRADITIONS  OR  FROM 
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THEIR  SPECIFIC  PRACTICESWHETHER  OUR  PURPOSE  IS  TO  FACILITATE  EVERYDAY 
COMMUNICATION  OR  TO  INITIATE  SOCIAL  TRANSFORMATION  4O  PUT  IT  BLUNTLY 
BORDERLAND CHOICES CAN BE QUITE LIMITED AND BORDERLAND ACCESS CAN BE 
VERY RESTRICTEDHEREIN LIES THE PARADOX
#RITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS RECOGNIZES THIS KIND OF PARADOX TOO !S +RESS 
POINTS OUT THE AVAILABLE LINGUISTICAND RHETORICAL ) MUST ADDFORMS HAVE 
BEEN FORMED BY PAST INTERACTIONS WHICH ARE IMBUED WITH POWER DIFFEREN
TIALS AND WHICH ARE FILLED WITH PREFERRED CANONICAL STRUCTURES OR PATTERNS 
!S A  RESULT NO  LINGUISTIC  RHETORICAL  FORMS ARE NEUTRAL OR  IMMUNE  FROM 
THEIR OWN HISTORIES AND PRECEDENTS  ALSO SEE 'EE $ISCOURSE !NALYSIS 	 
4HERE ALSO EXISTS THIS URGE REGULARLY EMBRACED AND ACTIVELY PROMOTED BY 
THE DOMINANT CULTURE IN SOCIETY TO STANDARDIZE OR TO FORECLOSE ON MEANING 
POTENTIAL  IN ORDER  TO  FORESTALL  THE POTENTIAL OF MEANING HETEROGENEITY 
)N  ADDITION  THE  VALUE  OF  A  WORD  VERY  MUCH  DEPENDS  ON  THE  RELATION
SHIP OF THAT WORD TO ALL OTHER RELATED WORDS IN THE SAME CLUSTER OR IN THE 
SAME DISCURSIVE FIELD &AIRCLOUGH n	 &OR EXAMPLE THE VALUE OF THE 
WORD hINDIVIDUALISMv DEPENDS ON AND IS INDEED MADE COMPLETE BY OTHER 
RELATED TERMS SUCH AS hRIGHTSv hINDEPENDENCEv hPERSONAL PROPERTYv AND 
hDEMOCRACYv  4OGETHER  THEY  FORM  THEIR  OWN  CLUSTER  AND  TOGETHER  THEY 
CONVEY A SET OF MEANINGS PARTICULAR TO THE DISCURSIVE FIELD THEY INHABIT
(OWEVER TEXTS OR COMMUNICATIVE BEHAVIORS DONT JUST INSTANTIATE PRIOR 
MEANINGS EMBEDDED IN A SINGLE WORD IN A CLUSTER OF WORDS OR IN A STRETCH 
OF UTTERANCES 2ATHER TEXTS OR COMMUNICATIVE BEHAVIORS ENACT THEIR OWN 
MEANINGS AND ENGENDER THEIR OWN ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS AND 
IN PARTICULARIZING CONTEXTS 3IMILARLY WHAT MAKES #HINESE !MERICAN RHET
ORIC ENABLING AND GENERATIVE IS NOT SO MUCH THE BIRTH OF A HYBRID AS WHAT ) 
CALL hTHE OCCASION OF USEv WHICH MAKES THE BIRTH OF A HYBRID BOTH POSSIBLE 
AND POTENTIALLY PROMISING 4HAT IS TO SAY THE OCCASION OF USE NECESSARILY 
ASCRIBES  AGENCYHOWEVER  CONSTRAINEDTO  US  BORDER  RESIDENTS  AND  IT 
YIELDS NEW MEANINGSHOWEVER LIMITEDTO EACH AND EVERY COMMUNICA
TIVE PROCESS )N FACT IT IS THROUGH THESE RECURRING OCCASIONS OF USE THAT WE 
CULTIVATE NEW WAYS TO THINK OF OURSELVES OF OTHERS AND OF OUR WORLD
)  OFTEN  GROW  RESTIVE  IF  NOT  DEFENSIVE WHENEVER  THE  SUBJECT  OF  CON
VERSATION  TURNS  TO  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIES  -Y  PAST  EXPERIENCE  TELLS 
ME THAT IN SPITE OF ITS PRESENTDAY UBIQUITOUSNESS THE #HINESE FORTUNE 
COOKIE  CONTINUES  TO  INSPIRE  A  SENSE  OF  EXOTICISM  AND  IT  CONTINUES  TO 
GENERATE A DISCOURSE THAT SHOWS BOTH AN APPRECIATION OF THE OTHER AND A 
DESIRE TO FRAME THE OTHER IN A CONTEXT THAT OFTEN IS NOT ITS OWN &OR SOME 
INDIVIDUALS IT SEEMS A #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE CAN ONLY BECOME hPALAT
ABLEv IF IT IS hPEPPEREDv WITH THIS KIND OF DISCOURSE
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)  INVARIABLY  WANT  TO  CHALLENGE  THIS  KIND  OF  DISCOURSE  BECAUSE  IT 
SIMPLY  FAILS  TO  REPRESENT  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  )  WANT  TO  TELL 
THIS  hMIGRATION  STORYv  ABOUT  THESE  TWO  TRADITIONS  INSIDE OR BEHIND  THE 
#HINESE  FORTUNE COOKIE AND  ) WANT  THE #HINESE  FORTUNE COOKIE  TO BE 
REPRESENTED NOT  AS  SOME DETACHED  EXOTIC  ARTIFACT  BUT  AS  AN  EXAMPLE 
OF CULTURAL HYBRID THAT IS BOTH UNIFIED AND CONTRADICTORY "UT ) AM ALSO 
NERVOUS BECAUSE ) DONT WANT MY NARRATIVE TO BE MISCONSTRUED AS  JUST 
CRITIQUING THIS DISCOURSE OF VACILLATION 7HILE IT IS A CRITIQUE THE NARRA
TIVE IS ALSO MY SINCERE ATTEMPT TO NARRATE AS DIRECTLY AS POSSIBLE A HISTORY 
FOR THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE AND TO TRACE THE PATH THAT IT HAS TRAVELED 
.OT INFREQUENTLY ) FEEL UNSURE OF ITS UPTAKE BY MY INTERLOCUTORS
)  WORRY  ABOUT  THE  FATE  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  TOO  !S  AN 
EMERGENT ETHNIC RHETORIC #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC LIKE OTHER EMER
GENT MINORITY VOICES CHALLENGES A SOCIETY hTHAT ESPOUSES UNIVERSALISTIC 
UNIVOCAL  AND MONOLOGIC HUMANISMv *AN-OHAMED AND ,LOYD 	 4O 
THE  EXTENT  THAT  IT  DOES  AND  TO  THE  EXTENT  THAT  IT  SERVES  TO  EMPOWER 
ITS  USERS  AND  TO  ENHANCE  THEIR  AGONISTIC  EFFECTIVENESS  ITS  OPPOSI
TIONAL	  SIGNIFICANCE  SHOULD  BE  VALUED  AND  CELEBRATED 7HAT  BECOMES 
PROBLEMATIC  IS  WHEN  WE  TREAT  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  SIMPLY  AS 
AN  OPPOSITIONAL  DISCOURSE  AS  A MODE  OF  RESISTANCE  TO  THE  DOMINANT 
RHETORIC  !S  )  HAVE  ARGUED  ABOVE  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
RHETORIC IS PROMISING BECAUSE IT REPRESENTS A HYBRID THAT SERVES TO BLUR 
THE BOUNDARY AND TO DESTABILIZE THE BINARY BETWEEN THE DOMINANT AND 
THE  SUBORDINATED  4O  COME  BACK  THEN  TO  SET  UP  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
RHETORIC  ONLY  AS  AN  OPPOSITIONAL  DISCOURSE MAY  DETRACT  FROM  HOWEVER 
INADVERTENTLY  THE  VERY  ATTEMPT  TO  CHALLENGE  THE  DISCOURSE  OF  DUALITY 
AND TO ARTICULATE THE POSITIVE VALUES OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC OR ITS 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE
(ERE IT IS USEFUL TO REFLECT ON *AN-OHAMED AND ,LOYDS EFFORTS TO WARD 
OFF ATTEMPTS TO VIEW MINORITY DISCOURSE AS SIMPLY OPPOSITIONAL OR ANTAGO
NISTIC &OR THEM THAT IS TO SAY hAN EMERGENT THEORY OF MINORITY DISCOURSE 
MUST  NOT  BE MERELY NEGATIVE  IN  ITS  IMPLICATIONSv    EMPHASIS  ADDED	 
2ATHER  SUCH THEORY SHOULD ARTICULATE  THE POSITIVE PRACTICES AND VALUES 
EMBEDDED  IN  THE  WORKS  OF MINORITIES  AND  IT  SHOULD  FURTHER  REAFFIRM 
THAT hEVEN THE VERY DIFFERENCES THAT HAVE ALWAYS BEEN READ AS SYMPTOMS 
OF INADEQUACY CAN BE REREAD TRANSFORMATIVELYv 	 3O SHOULD ) SUGGEST 
THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC !S A MATTER OF FACT #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC AS AN EMERGENT RHETORIC CANNOT BE TREATED ONLY AS AN 
OPPOSITIONAL DISCOURSE BECAUSE IT IS ALWAYS IN THE STATE OF CONSTANT NEGO
TIATION AND ADJUSTMENT AND BECAUSE  IT  IS ALWAYS ATTENDED BY  THIS  FLUID 
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DYNAMIC PROCESS )T IS BEST THEREFORE TO CHARACTERIZE #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC AS A RHETORIC OF BECOMING
!LMOST OPPOSITE OF  THIS  TREATMENT  IS A  LIBERAL DESIRE TO ENDORSE AND 
EMBRACE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  OR  ANY  OTHER  EMERGENT  ETHNIC 
RHETORIC AS PART OF AN ONGOING DRIVE TO PROMOTE MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS 
7HILE ) AM NOT NECESSARILY OPPOSED TO MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS ) DO WANT 
TO ADDRESS A FEW PROBLEMS THAT THIS KIND OF EMBRACE AND INCLUSION SEEMS 
TO HAVE IGNORED OR PUSHED INTO THE BACKGROUND
4HE EMERGENCE OF MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS REPRESENTS A SERIOUS ATTEMPT 
TO  CHALLENGE  RHETORICAL  HOMOGENEITY  AND  TO  RECOGNIZE  AND  VALIDATE  THE 
NEED FOR DIFFERENT RHETORICS AND THEIR COMMUNITIES TO COEXIST WITH EACH 
OTHER "UT IT DOES NOT ADDRESS THE COMPLEXITIES AS WELL AS UNCERTAINTIES THAT 
NECESSARILY ARISE WHEN THESE DIFFERENT RHETORICS COME TO INTERACT WITH EACH 
OTHER AS THEY HAVE TO $RAWING UPON !NGS CRITIQUE OF MULTICULTURALISM THE 
PROMOTION OF MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS IS ALMOST BASED ON A RHETORICAL FANTASY 
THAT hTHE SOCIAL CHALLENGE OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE CAN BE ADDRESSED 
BY REDUCING IT TO AN IMAGE OF LIVINGAPARTTOGETHERv  ALSO SEE n	
&URTHER THE INCLUSION AND CELEBRATION OF RHETORICAL DIVERSITY BY MULTI
CULTURAL  RHETORICS DOES NOT  SOLVE  THE ASYMMETRICAL  RELATIONS  THAT  REMAIN 
BETWEEN THE DOMINANT RHETORIC AND OTHER EMERGENT ETHNIC RHETORICS SUCH 
AS #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 4O BE SURE MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS ARE PRED
ICATED  UPON  AN  UNDERSTANDING  THAT  DIFFERENCES  SHOULD  BE  ENCOURAGED 
INCLUDED  AND  EMBRACEDAN  UNDERSTANDING  THAT  SHOULD  BE  APPLAUDED 
AND ENCOURAGED ON ITS OWN 4HE QUESTION THOUGH BECOMES THIS 7HO IS 
GIVING AND WHO IS RECEIVING THIS ENCOURAGEMENT  THIS  INCLUSION AND THIS 
EMBRACE !ND IS THIS PROCESS UNIDIRECTIONAL OR BIDIRECTIONAL )T SEEMS CLEAR 
THAT IT IS STILL THE DOMINANT RHETORIC THAT DOES THE GIVING WHEREAS EMERGENT 
ETHNIC RHETORICS SERVE AS PASSIVE RECIPIENTS )N OTHER WORDS THE EMBRACE 
AND INCLUSION PROMOTED BY MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS ARE NOT WITHOUT CONDI
TIONS AND CONSTRAINTSNOT  TO MENTION  THE  FACT  THAT  hNEWv RHETORICS CAN 
QUICKLY  BE  FRAMED OR  CONTAINED WITHIN  THE  OLD  PARADIGM MULTICULTURAL 
RHETORIC OR NOT !BSENT ANY IMMEDIATE SOLUTIONS TO SUCH PROBLEMS ) FEEL 
INCREASINGLY  AMBIVALENT  ABOUT  THESE  hADDITIVEv  MOMENTS  IN  OUR  DESIRE 
TO  CELEBRATE PLURALISM  IN  GENERAL  AND  ABOUT  ANY  SPECIFIC  EFFORTS  TO  ADD 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC TO MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS IN PARTICULAR
) THINK 0RATT IS RIGHT WHEN SHE WARNS US OF THE COMPLEXITIES AND PERILS 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE RECEPTION OF AUTOETHNOGRAPHIC TEXTS AT CONTACT 
ZONES !S ) HAVE BEEN ARGUING SO FAR SUCH COMPLEXITIES AND PERILS ATTEND 
IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AT RHETORICAL BORDER
LANDS  !S  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  hCOMPLICATED  ENTANGLEMENTv  !NG  	  THE 
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MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC  IS  INTENSELY PERFORMATIVE AS  TWO 
DIFFERENT RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS COME TO GRAPPLE WITH EACH OTHER AMIDST 
SOME HIGHLY COMPLEX RELATIONS OF POWER !ND !NG IS EQUALLY RIGHT WHEN 
SHE REMINDS US THAT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ARE FILLED WITH CONTESTATIONS 
AND INTERROGATIONS BECAUSE OF  THEIR  IMMANENT HETEROGENEITY DIVERSITY 
AND MULTIPLICITY 	 !T THE SAME TIME ) WANT TO EMPHASIZE THE IMPOR
TANCE OF BEING REFLECTIVE BEING ABLE TO IMAGINE WHAT IT IS LIKE FROM THE 
OTHER TRADITIONS PERSPECTIVE AS WE PARTICIPATE IN THESE CONTESTATIONS AND 
INTERROGATIONS )NDEED REFLECTION IS A MUST AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS AND 
IT MUST GO HAND IN HAND WITH OUR COMPLICATED ENTANGLEMENT /THERWISE 
STATED  OUR  PRACTICES  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  HAVE  TO  BE  COUPLED 
WITH THE ABILITY  TO  INTERROGATE OURSELVES  TO  IMAGINE WHAT OUR PRACTICES 
MAY LOOK LIKE FROM THE OTHER SIDE FROM THE OTHERS PERSPECTIVE
4O BE REFLECTIVE IN THESE KINDS OF MOMENTS IS MORE THAN JUST PROFESS
ING OUR OWN POSITION OR IDEOLOGYA FAMILIAR MOVE REGULARLY ADOPTED IN 
PERSONAL NARRATIVES THESE DAYS 4HAT IS TO SAY IT MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED 
THAT WE ALWAYS START FROM SOMEWHERE IN THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC -ORE BLUNTLY PUT WE USUALLY START FROM WHERE WE ARE AND WITH 
TERMS CONCEPTS AND LIVED EXPERIENCES THAT ARE CLOSE TO OUR ANCESTRAL	 
HOME AND  TRADITION  TO WHICH WE OFTEN  CLAIM A  REAL  OR  IMAGINED ALLE
GIANCE 7ITTINGLY OR UNWITTINGLY WE TAKE PART IN THIS CONSTRAINED	 CRE
ATIVE PROCESS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS BY RELYING ON OUR OWN TRADITION 
ON OUR OWN PRIMARY $ISCOURSE
4HERE IS MORE 4O BE REFLECTIVE ALSO MEANS TAKING OURSELVES BEYOND 
ADMITTING WHERE WE INITIALLY ARE AND EXAMINING WHERE WE HAVE BEEN 4O 
PUT IT MORE DIRECTLY WE MUST REFLECT ON HOW WE USE OUR OWN LIVED EXPERI
ENCES TO ENGAGE THE UNFAMILIAR TO GRAPPLE WITH THE OTHERS REPRESENTA
TION OF US AND TO DIRECT OUR CRITICAL GAZE AT DISCURSIVE EXPERIENCES AND 
MATERIAL CONDITIONS THAT CONSTITUTE THE OTHER RHETORICAL TRADITION READ 
AS %UROPEAN !MERICAN	 "Y USING OUR OWN hTERMINISTIC  SCREENSv  SO  TO 
SPEAK WE CAN BETTER ASSESS AND ENGAGE ITS HISTORY ITS UNDERLYING IDEOL
OGY  AND  ITS  ENTANGLED  RELATIONSHIP WITH OUR OWN #HINESE	  RHETORICAL 
TRADITION 3ELFREFLECTION AS A RESULT HELPS YIELD AN AWARENESS OF DIFFER
ENCES  BETWEEN  THESE  TWO  TRADITIONS  WITHOUT  ANY  hEXAGGERATED  NOTIONS 
OF  UNIQUENESS  AND  INCOMMENSURABILITYv  !NG  	  AND  WITHOUT  ANY 
ASSUMED OR IMPOSED NOTIONS OF HIERARCHY AND SUPERIORITY
)N A WORD TO BE REFLECTIVE IS TO REFUSE LINEAR PROGRESSION AND CLOSURE AS 
THE ONLY MODE OF REPRESENTATION )NDEED EACH REFLECTIVE MOMENT BEGETS 
ANOTHER AND EACH PROCESS RAISES THE LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING AND FURTHER 
ENRICHES AND PERHAPS COMPLICATES SUBSEQUENT REFLECTION 4O DRAW UPON 
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"AKHTIN JUST AS EACH SITUATED UTTERANCE IS hA LINK IN THE CHAIN OF SPEECH 
COMMUNICATIONv  h3PEECH 'ENRESv  	  SO  EACH  ONGOING  REFLECTION  IS 
RELATED NOT ONLY TO PRECEDING BUT ALSO TO FUTURE REFLECTION 4OGETHER THEY 
BECOME A FORM OF METADISCOURSE AS WELL THEY SERVE AS A RUNNING COM
MENTARY THAT UNPACKS THE HISTORY AND IDEOLOGY OF EACH EMBODIED TRADI
TION AND THAT CRITICALLY REFLECTS UPON THE TENSIONS AMBIVALENCES INCOM
MENSURABILITIES AS WELL AS THE CREATIVE POTENTIALS AT THE POINT OF CONTACT 
WHEN  ONE  TRADITION  MEETS  WITH  THE  OTHER  AND  WHEN  TO  APPROPRIATE 
'EERTZ hEXPERIENCENEARv AND hEXPERIENCEDISTANTv CONCEPTS ARE BROUGHT 
TOGETHER INTO SIMULTANEOUS AND INTERCONNECTED VIEW  n	
!LLOW ME TO RETURN TO THE ANALOGY OF THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE TO 
CONCLUDE THIS CHAPTER )F MY READING SO FAR OFFERED OF #HINESE FORTUNE 
COOKIES  IS PERSUASIVE ENOUGH  IT  IS  FAIR  TO  SAY  THAT NO  SHARED ATTRIBUTES 
HAVE  EXISTED  OR  HAVE  BEEN  DEVELOPED  BETWEEN  THE  TRADITION  OF  USING 
MESSAGESTUFFED PASTRY AS A MEANS OF COMMUNICATION AND THAT OF EATING 
DESSERT AT THE END OF A MEAL !T THE SAME TIME THE LACK OF COMMONALITY 
BETWEEN THE TWO HAS NOT PREVENTED BOTH TRADITIONS FROM SHARING A JOINT 
MEMBERSHIP THAT EMERGES OUT OF AND FURTHER SOLIDIFIES  ITSELF  THROUGH 
EACH AND EVERY #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIEIN SPITE OF THOSE TENSIONS AND 
CONTRADICTIONS INHERENT IN ALMOST ANY HYBRID PRODUCT
,IKEWISE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS AN EMERGENT 
HYBRID  INVOLVES  AND  EMBODIES  TWO  VERY  DIFFERENT  TRADITIONS  (OWEVER 
THESE  TWO  TRADITIONS  HAVE  ALSO  ESTABLISHED  AN  EMERGENT  JOINT  MEM
BERSHIP  IN  A  SPACE  THAT  IS  INHABITED  BY  ASYMMETRICAL  POWER  RELATIONS 
CRISSCROSSING MOVEMENTS AND COEXISTING BUT DIVERGENT VOICES &URTHER 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH CONTESTATION INTER
ROGATION AND REFLECTION )N FACT THIS KIND OF INTERACTIVE PROCESS CAN BE 
CHARACTERIZED  AS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  hHETEROGENEOUS  RESONANCEv  "Y  hHET
EROGENEOUS  RESONANCEv  ) MEAN  THAT WHILE  THERE  IS NO  SHARED ESSENCE 
BETWEEN THESE TWO TRADITIONS THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF PROXIMITYINDUCED 
INTERACTION AND REALIGNMENT &URTHER THESE INSTANCES OF INTERACTION AND 
REALIGNMENT ARE TIED TO EACH PARTICULAR SPEECH EVENT OR TO SPECIFIC ACTS OF 
COMMUNICATION AND THEY ARE REALIZED THROUGH COMPETING VOICES AND 
THROUGH AMBIVALENT YEARNINGS )N THE PROCESS THEY CONTRIBUTE IN WAYS 
BIG AND SMALL TO THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC )N SHORT IT 
IS  THESE BORDERLAND MOMENTS OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE THAT ) WANT 
TO FOCUS ON AND ARTICULATE IN THE REST OF THE BOOK )T IS THESE PROCESSUAL 
INSTANCES OF HETEROGENEOUS RESONANCE THAT ARE IN FACT SCAFFOLDING MUCH 
OF MY DISCUSSION IN THIS CHAPTER AND THAT WILL SOON PERVADE MY DISCUS
SIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS IN THE NEXT FIVE CHAPTERS
 
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)T SHOULD BE ADDED THAT THE PRINCIPLES WHICH REGULATE hFACEv AND ITS 
ATTAINMENT ARE OFTEN WHOLLY BEYOND THE INTELLECTUAL APPREHENSION OF 
THE /CCIDENTAL WHO IS CONSTANTLY FORGETTING THE THEATRICAL ELEMENT AND 
WANDERING OFF INTO THE IRRELEVANT REGIONS OF FACT 4O HIM IT OFTEN SEEMS 
THAT #HINESE hFACEv IS NOT UNLIKE THE 3OUTH 3EA )SLAND TABOO A FORCE OF 
UNDENIABLE POTENCY BUT CAPRICIOUS AND NOT REDUCIBLE TO RULE DESERVING 
ONLY TO BE ABOLISHED AND REPLACED BY COMMON SENSE 
3MITH 	
! PERSON MAY BE SAID TO HAVE OR BE IN OR MAINTAIN FACE WHEN THE 
LINE HE EFFECTIVELY TAKES PRESENTS AN IMAGE OF HIM THAT IS INTERNALLY CON
SISTENT     !T SUCH TIMES THE PERSONS FACE CLEARLY IS SOMETHING THAT 
IS NOT LODGED IN OR ON HIS BODY BUT RATHER SOMETHING THAT IS DIFFUSELY 
LOCATED IN THE FLOW OF EVENTS IN THE ENCOUNTER AND BECOMES MANIFEST ONLY 
WHEN THESE EVENTS ARE READ AND INTERPRETED FOR THE APPRAISALS EXPRESSED 
IN THEM 
'OFFMAN h/N &ACEWORKv n EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
) HAVE CHOSEN TO BEGIN THIS CHAPTER WITH !RTHUR 3MITH AN !MERICAN MIS
SIONARY WHO WENT TO #HINA IN  AND LIVED THERE FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS 
(IS FIRSTHAND EXPERIENCES IN #HINA LED HIM TO WRITE #HINESE #HARACTERISTICS 
WHICH WAS PUBLISHED WELL OVER A CENTURY AGO  )  FIND HIS DESCRIPTION OF 
THE /CCIDENTAL  WITH  RESPECT  TO  #HINESE  FACE  PRACTICES  EERILY  RELEVANT 
4HE  /CCIDENTAL  PORTRAYED  BY  3MITH  SAW  #HINESE  FACE  PRACTICES  AS 
IRREGULAR IRREDUCIBLE AND FUNDAMENTALLY IRRATIONAL AND SUCH PRACTICES 
THEREFORE SHOULD BE REPLACED BY %UROPEAN !MERICAN hCOMMON SENSEv 
7HILE 3MITHS /CCIDENTAL MAY LARGELY HAVE BEEN DISCREDITED THE BINARY 
DISPOSITION EVIDENCED IN THESE DESCRIPTIONS CONTINUES TO COLOR PEOPLES 
PERSPECTIVES AND TO CLOUD THEIR VISION #OMMENTING ALMOST FOUR DECADES 
AGO ON THE LONGEVITY OF THIS KIND OF DICHOTOMIZING DISCOURSE 2AYMOND 
$AWSON CONCLUDED AS FOLLOWS h4HIS POLARITY BETWEEN %UROPE AND !SIA 
AND BETWEEN 7EST AND %AST IS ONE OF THE IMPORTANT CATEGORIES BY MEANS 
OF WHICH WE THINK OF THE WORLD AND ARRANGE OUR KNOWLEDGE OF IT SO THERE 
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CAN BE NO DOUBT THAT IT COLOURS THE THOUGHTS EVEN OF THOSE WHO HAVE A 
SPECIAL INTEREST IN /RIENTAL STUDIESv h7ESTERN #ONCEPTIONSv 	 7HAT 
FOLLOWS THEN IS MY ATTEMPT TO CHALLENGE THIS KIND OF POLARITY TO REPUDI
ATE THOSE EFFORTS TO REPLACE #HINESE FACE WITH %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE 
AND  TO  CULTIVATE  THE  RHETORIC  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  THROUGH  A 
FACETOFACE DIALOGUE BETWEEN #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE
.OTHING  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  IS  PROBABLY  MORE  EXPOSED  AND 
MORE VULNERABLE  THAN OUR  FACE !S BORDER RESIDENTS WE  LOOK DIFFERENT 
AND WE MAY CHOOSE TO ACT DIFFERENTLY TOOSO THAT WE CAN BETTER CLAIM 
ALLEGIANCE  TO OUR  FACE AND TO WHAT OUR  FACE REPRESENTS THAT  IS  TO OUR 
ANCESTRAL HOME AND CULTURE	 /UR FACE BECOMES BOTH A LIABILITYWE GET 
hRECOGNIZEDv BECAUSE OF ITAND AN ASSETWE ARE A hMODEL MINORITYv IN 
SPITE OF IT !S WE MEET WITH %UROPEAN !MERICANS FACE TO FACE BOTH SIDES 
MAY FIRST APPEAL TO EACH OTHERS FACE AS A WAY TO DISCERN MEANING FROM 
WHAT IS INSCRIBED ON THE FACE AND FROM WHAT IS LURKING BEHIND THE FACE 
)N A WORD WE ARE BOTH EMPOWERED AND TRAPPED BY OUR OWN FACE
!S A #HINESE !MERICAN AT MY OWN SCHOOL ) AM NO DOUBT QUITE VISIBLE 
TO MY STUDENTS AND TO MY %UROPEAN !MERICAN COLLEAGUES -Y FACE IN PART 
GIVES  AWAY MY  IDENTITY  AND  )  GET  RECOGNIZED  INSTANTLY  "UT MY  RHETORIC 
MY WAY OF  COMMUNICATION DOES NOT HAVE  TO BE  AS  VISIBLEESPECIALLY  IF 
AND WHEN ) CHOOSE TO PLAY IT SAFE TO AVOID TENSIONS OR SIMPLY TO BLEND IN 
)RONICALLY IT IS THIS ACUTE AWARENESS OF MY OWN FACE BOTH PHYSICAL AND META
PHORICAL THAT SERVES AS A SOURCE OF CONFLICT AND AS A CATALYST FOR THE MAKING 
OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 4O GET  THESE REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS UNDER 
WAY IT IS PERHAPS APPROPRIATE FOR ME TO BEGIN BY ENACTING THE %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN DIRECTNESS PARADIGMNAMELY BY TRYING TO GET TO THE BOTTOM OF 
THINGS AS DIRECTLY AS ) CAN !FTER ALL ) AM JUST AS IMPLICATED AND TRAINED 
TOO	 BY THIS PARADIGM AS ) AM BY THE #HINESE INDIRECTION PARADIGM
&ACE IS A REGULARLY INVOKED DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCT IN #HINESE RHETORICAL 
REPERTOIRE )TS VISIBILITY AND LONGEVITY HAVE RECENTLY CAUGHT THE ATTENTION 
OF 7ESTERN LINGUISTS COMMUNICATION SCHOLARS AND RHETORICIANSTHANKS 
IN PART  TO !RTHUR 3MITHS  INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF #HINESE  FACE AS hA 
KEY TO THE COMBINATION LOCK OF MANY OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CHARACTER
ISTICS OF THE #HINESEv 	 )RONICALLY THEIR ATTENTION IF NOT INFATUATION 
HAS ONLY MADE IT BECOME LESS VISIBLE 4HIS IS HOW 3OCIOLINGUISTS "ROWN 
AND ,EVINSON HAVE CHARACTERIZED FACE AS A PUBLICSELF IMAGE THAT PEOPLE 
ACROSS  DISCOURSE  AND  CULTURE  WANT  TO  CLAIM  FOR  THEMSELVES  IN  FACETO
FACE COMMUNICATION &URTHER THEIR CHARACTERIZATION OF FACE CONSISTS OF 
TWO RELATED ASPECTS NEGATIVE  FACE AND POSITIVE  FACE 4HEY DEFINE NEGA
TIVE  FACE  AS  THE  BASIC  DESIRE  FOR  FREEDOM OF  ACTION  AND  FREEDOM  FROM 
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IMPOSITION  AND  ANY  GIVEN  INDIVIDUAL  IN  SOCIETY  IS  ENTITLED  TO  SUCH  A 
DESIRE 4HEY CHARACTERIZE POSITIVE  FACE AS  THE DESIRE  TO BE APPRECIATED 
AND APPROVED n	 4O PUT IT MORE MUNDANELY NEGATIVE FACE REFERS 
TO AN INDIVIDUALS DESIRE TO BE LEFT ALONE AND POSITIVE FACE REFERS TO AN 
INDIVIDUALS DESIRE TO BE STROKED ON HIS OR HER BACK
7HILE  RECOGNIZING  THAT  FACE  CONTENT  IS  CULTURESPECIFIC  AND  SUBJECT 
TO MUCH  CULTURAL  ELABORATION  "ROWN  AND ,EVINSON MAINTAIN  THAT  THE 
NOTION OF  FACE CONSTITUTED BY  THESE  TWO BASIC DESIRES  IS UNIVERSAL  	 
3UCH  A  CLAIM  HOWEVER  APPROPRIATE  OR  RELEVANT  TO  THE  COMMUNICATIVE 
DYNAMICS OF WHITE MIDDLECLASS %UROPEAN !MERICANS IS HIGHLY PROBLEM
ATIC TO #HINESE FACE BECAUSE CENTRAL TO #HINESE FACE IS AN EMPHASIS ON 
THE PUBLIC ON THE COMMUNITY 7HILE SUCH POPULAR EXPRESSIONS AS hSAV
ING FACEv OR hLOSING FACEv CONTINUE TO CIRCULATE IN .ORTH !MERICAN PUBLIC 
DISCOURSE THEIR POPULARITY IN FACT RIDES ON THE MYTH OF THE INDIVIDUAL OF 
THE INDIVIDUALS NEED EITHER TO BE FREE OR TO BE LIKED /N THE OTHER HAND 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS PUBLIC COMMUNAL ORIENTATION WHICH UNDERPINS 
THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT OF #HINESE FACE BECOMES INCREASINGLY DIMINISHED 
AS  FACE  BECOMES  MORE  OF  A  PERSONAL  RATHER  THAN  A  PUBLIC  PROPERTY 
(EREIN  LIES  FOR  ME  A  MOST  REVEALING  CONTRADICTION  THE  VERY  REASON 
THAT #HINESE FACE FASCINATED WESTERN SCHOLARS IN THE FIRST PLACE MAY HAVE 
SOMETHING TO DO WITH ITS VISIBLE EMPHASIS ON THE PUBLIC ON THE INTERDE
PENDENCE BETWEEN SELF AND OTHER "UT AS  THEIR  FASCINATION TURNED INTO 
CONCRETE EFFORTS TO DEVELOP %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE AND BEYOND THE 
CENTRAL FEATURE OF #HINESE FACE FAST RECEDES INTO THE BACKGROUND IF NOT 
INTO OBLIVION 7HILE #HINESE FACE HAS BECOME BETTER KNOWN ON THIS SIDE 
OF THE 0ACIFIC THANKS TO THESE EFFORTS IT HAS ALSO BECOME LESS VISIBLE AND 
THUS  LESS #HINESE BECAUSE IT  IS NOW JUST  LIKE %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE 
OR IT IS BEING ADJUDICATED ON THE STRENGTH OF IF NOT ALREADY REPLACED BY 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE 4HEREFORE ANY MOVE TO REVIVE OR TO REENACT 
THE PUBLIC CHARACTERISTIC OF	 #HINESE FACE RISKS EITHER BEING COOPTED OR 
BEING DUBBED hNOT INDIVIDUAL ENOUGHv
(OW  CAN  )  ADDRESS  THIS  CONTRADICTION  (OW  CAN  )  PRACTICE  TOGETH
ERNESSINDIFFERENCE  WITH  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  FACE  4O 
ANSWER SUCH QUESTIONS LET ME FIRST TURN TO CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGIST (SIEN 
#HIN (U )N AN INFLUENTIAL ESSAY TITLED h4HE #HINESE #ONCEPTS OF @&ACEv 
(U CHARACTERIZES #HINESE FACE AS CONSISTING OF TWO SPECIFIC CONSTITUENTS 
hLIANv  ਃ	  AND  hMIANZIv  ૲ሷ	  !CCORDING  TO  HER ਃ  REFERS  TO  hTHE 
RESPECT OF  THE GROUP FOR A MAN WITH A GOOD MORAL REPUTATIONv AND  IT 
EMBODIES hTHE CONFIDENCE OF SOCIETY IN THE INTEGRITY OF EGOS MORAL CHAR
ACTERv CONSTITUTING hBOTH A SOCIAL SANCTION FOR ENFORCING MORAL STANDARDS 
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AND  AN  INTERNALIZED  SANCTIONv  	  %CHOING  (US  CHARACTERIZATION 
#HENG SEES ਃ AS SIGNIFYING hTHE BASIC DIGNITY AND RESPECTABILITY THAT ONE 
HASv AND IDENTIFIES IT WITH hTHE SENSE OF HONOR INTEGRITY AND SHAME OF A 
PERSONv h4HE #ONCEPT OF &ACEv n	
/N THE OTHER HAND (U DEFINES ૲ሷ AS CONNOTING PRESTIGE OR REPUTA
TION WHICH  IS EITHER ACHIEVED THROUGH GETTING ON  IN  LIFE OR ASCRIBED OR 
EVEN IMAGINED ) MIGHT ADD	 BY MEMBERS OF ONES OWN COMMUNITY 	 
૲ሷ  IN  THIS  SENSE BECOMES A PROPERTY OBTAINED AND OWNED BY  THE  INDI
VIDUAL IN A PUBLIC ARENA AND IN RELATION TO ONES OWN COMMUNITY 3IMILARLY 
#HENG ASSOCIATES ૲ሷ WITH WHAT ONE HAS ACHIEVED IN ONES LIFE AND WITH 
THE POSITION ONE OFFICIALLY OCCUPIES OR  IS  IN CHARGE OF h4HE #ONCEPT OF 
&ACEv n	
7HILE  IT  IS  IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE THEIR DIFFERENT EMPHASIS  THE DIS
TINCTION BETWEEN ਃ AND ૲ሷ IS NOT ABSOLUTE AND THE TWO CHARACTERS CAN 
ON OCCASION BE USED INTERCHANGEABLY 4HE CONTEXT CAN ALSO LEAD ONE TO 
DETERMINE WHICH OF THE TWO MEANINGS IS BEING CONVEYED BY EITHER CHAR
ACTER (O 	 "UT ONE  THING  SEEMS  TO HAVE REMAINED CONSTANT  THE 
MORAL CONNOTATION OR SOCIAL JUDGMENT OF CHARACTER THAT INFORMS ਃ IS AT 
MOST SECONDARY IN ૲ሷ
$RAWING  UPON  THESE  CHARACTERIZATIONS  OF  #HINESE  FACE  )  WANT  TO 
DEFINE #HINESE FACE CONSISTING OF ਃ AND ૲ሷ AS A PUBLIC  IMAGE THAT 
SELF LIKES TO CLAIM OR ENHANCE FOR HIM OR HERSELF FROM OTHERS IN ANY COM
MUNICATIVE EVENT 4HIS IS AN IMAGE THAT SIGNIFIES A RECIPROCAL BALANCE AT 
ANY GIVEN POINT  IN TIME BETWEEN SELF AND THOSE OTHERS AS  THEY ENGAGE 
IN  A  FACETOFACE  INTERACTION  )N  THIS  SENSE  #HINESE  FACE  IN  GENERAL  IS 
NOT  A  PRIVATE  OR  AN  INTERNALIZED PROPERTY  hLODGED  IN  OR  ON HIS  BODYv 
BUT AN IMAGE THAT IS SUPPORTED BY THE JUDGMENT OF OTHERS IN THE SITUA
TION AND THAT IS hDIFFUSELY LOCATED IN THE FLOW OF EVENTSv 'OFFMAN h/N 
&ACE7ORKv  n	  -ORE  SPECIFICALLY  #HINESE ਃ  ENCODES  A  MORAL  AND 
NORMATIVE CONNOTATION AS IT PLACES SELF IN THE JUDGMENT OF OTHERS AND AS 
IT ESTABLISHES ANDOR REINFORCES A LINK BETWEEN THE INTEGRITY OF SELF AND 
HIS OR HER COMMUNITY !CCORDING TO #HENG ਃ CANNOT BE LOST OR BROKEN 
hWITHOUT  SUFFERING  A  DISGRACE  IN  THE  EYES  OF  OTHERS  OR  ONESELFv  h4HE 
#ONCEPT OF &ACEv n	 /N THE OTHER HAND #HINESE ૲ሷ PLACES ITS 
PRIMARY EMPHASIS ON SECURING PUBLIC ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ONES REPU
TATION OR PRESTIGE THROUGH SOCIAL PERFORMANCE OR BY THE SOCIAL POSITION 
ONE OCCUPIES IN THE COMMUNITY (O 	 4HEREFORE TO LOSE ૲ሷ IS NOT 
AS DAMAGING AS IS TO LOSE ਃTHOUGH TO SUFFER THE LOSS OF ૲ሷ CERTAINLY 
CAN RESULT IN SHAMEFULNESS RESENTMENT AND EVEN HATRED #HENG h4HE 
#ONCEPT OF &ACEv 	
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!S A DYNAMIC CONCEPT WHOSE SIGNIFICATIONS ARE TIED TO EACH AND EVERY 
INTERACTIVE MOMENT #HINESE  FACE  ਃ  AND ૲ሷ	  CANNOT BE HELD  CON
STANT IN VALUE NOR CAN IT BE HELD UP FOR INSPECTION DIVORCED FROM PAR
TICULARIZING CONTEXTS )N OTHER WORDS #HINESE FACE MUST BE NEGOTIATED 
AND CONSTRUCTED IN THE FLOW OF EVENTS BECAUSE IT IS ALWAYS EMBEDDED IN 
AND ENACTED THROUGH INDIVIDUAL PRACTICES 7HILE THE DANGERS ARE OBVI
OUSLY REAL OF PURSUING #HINESE FACE TO AN EXTREME AT THE EXPENSE OF ETH
ICS OR EVEN JUSTICE IT CAN POTENTIALLY SERVE AS AN EMPOWERING SITE WHERE 
OLD RELATIONSHIPS CAN BE SOLIDIFIED NEW RELATIONSHIPS CULTIVATED AND THE 
CIRCLE OF INTERDEPENDENCE FURTHER EXPANDED
4HERE IS A LOT OF ਃ AT STAKE THE MOMENT ) STEP INTO MY CLASSROOM )N 
ORDER FOR ME TO EARN MY ਃ ) MUST COMPLY WITH ALL THE NECESSARY CON
VENTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH GOOD EFFECTIVE TEACHING AND 
) MUST MEET AND EXCEED  THE EXPECTATIONS OF MY  STUDENTS !ND  FOR MY 
COLLEAGUES AND PEERS  IN  THE PROFESSION  ) MUST DEMONSTRATE MY ABILITY 
TO CHANNEL MY RESEARCH  TO CLASSROOM PRACTICES  )  CAN  FURTHER ENHANCE 
MY ਃ BY PROVING TO MY STUDENTS THAT ) AM AN INTELLIGENT DEDICATED AND 
CARING TEACHER IN THE CLASSROOM #ONSEQUENTLY MY FAILURE TO DO ALL OF THE 
ABOVE WOULD COST ME A GREAT DEAL OF ਃ BECAUSE BEING THOUGHT OF AS AN 
INEFFECTIVE UNINTELLIGENT TEACHER EXERTS A SMEARING EFFECT ON MY ਃ ON 
MY PROFESSIONAL INTEGRITY IN THE EYES OF MY ACADEMIC PEERS 3EEN IN THIS 
LIGHT MY ਃ IS NO LONGER SO MUCH ABOUT MY NEED TO BE LIKED OR APPRECI
ATED BY THE STUDENTS AND MY COLLEAGUES AS ABOUT THE KIND OF IMAGE ) CAN 
CLAIM FROM THEM IN MY ROLE AS THEIR TEACHER AND AS THEIR PEER "ECAUSE 
OF  THIS  STRONG  NORMATIVE  AND  COMMUNAL  CONNOTATION  ASSOCIATED  WITH 
ਃ ANY LOSS OF MY ਃ NECESSARILY ERODES IF NOT COMPLETELY DAMAGES MY 
૲ሷTHAT IS MY REPUTATION MY PRESTIGE
/N THE OTHER HAND MY ૲ሷ WILL ACCRUE IF FOR EXAMPLE ) NEVER MISS 
MY OFFICE HOURS IN ANY GIVEN SEMESTER OR IF ) GRADE AND RETURN MY STU
DENTS ASSIGNMENTS IN A TIMELY MANNER -Y ૲ሷ WILL SUFFER ACCORDINGLY 
IF ) DEVIATE FROM THESE PERFORMANCES "ECAUSE THEY ARE NOT DIRECTLY TIED 
TO MY OTHERWISE EXEMPLARY	 CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE THESE DEVIATIONS 
MAY  NOT  EXERT  ANY  IMMEDIATE  SMEARING  EFFECT  UPON MY ਃ  UPON MY 
EFFECTIVENESS AS A TEACHER IN THE CLASSROOM /N THE OTHER HAND IF SUCH 
LAPSES PERSIST  THE DAMAGE  TO MY ૲ሷ MAY BLEED  INTO  AND  EVENTUALLY 
IMPAIR MY  HARDEARNED ਃ  INSIDE  THE  CLASSROOM  )N  OTHER  WORDS  THE 
LONGER ) LET MY ૲ሷ DETERIORATE THE MORE LIKELY MY ਃ WILL BE ADVERSELY 
IMPACTED AND THE MORE LIKELY MY RELATIONSHIP TO MY STUDENTS TO THOSE 
)  AM MOST  INTIMATELY ASSOCIATED WITH WILL BE  STRAINED  IF NOT DAMAGED 
BEYOND  REPAIR 7HILE  #HINESE ૲ሷ  DOES  INVOLVE  AN  INDIVIDUALS  NEED 
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TO SECURE PUBLIC ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF HIS OR HER PRESTIGE OR REPUTATION 
THERE  ALWAYS  IS  A  FINE  LINE  BETWEEN  MAINTAINING  AN  APPROPRIATE  LEVEL 
OF ૲ሷ AND PURSUING IT AT ANY COST  TO THE POINT OF BEING SEEN AS VAIN 
OR  EXCESSIVE $IFFERENTLY  STATED  TOO MUCH OF ૲ሷ  HAS  TO BE  CAREFULLY 
AVOIDEDBECAUSE TO GAIN ૲ሷ AT THE EXPENSE OF ਃ WILL IN THE END COST 
BOTH -ANAGING THIS KIND OF  INTERLOCKING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ਃ AND 
૲ሷ CAN BE CHARACTERIZED AS PERFORMING FACEWORK 'OFFMAN h/N &ACE
WORKv	 OR FACETALK #HENG h4HE #ONCEPT OF &ACEv	
7HAT ABOUT THEN #HINESE DISCOURSE PATTERNS $O THEY MANIFEST AND 
REALIZE THE SAME KIND OF FACEWORK OR TUG OF WAR BETWEEN ਃ AND ૲ሷ 
)F #HINESE FACE ਃ AND ૲ሷ	 IS A QUINTESSENTIAL PUBLIC IMAGE TO BE CON
STRUCTED AND NEGOTIATED BETWEEN SELF AND OTHER IN A COMMUNICATIVE PRO
CESS WHY HAVE WE NOT MOBILIZED IT ON THIS SIDE OF THE 0ACIFIC TO ACCOUNT 
FOR  #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  AND  TO  INFORM  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF 
THEIR DISCURSIVE PATTERNS 7HY HAVE WE REGULARLY CHARACTERIZED #HINESE 
AND  #HINESE  !MERICAN  WRITERSOR  THEIR  %AST  !SIAN  COUNTERPARTS  FOR 
THAT MATTERAS BEING PRONE TO USE THEIR WRITINGS TO PROMOTE NOT  INDI
VIDUALISM BUT HARMONY AND SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 9UM n	 7HY IS 
IT STILL SO COMMON TO RESORT TO THIS BINARY DISCOURSE THAT PITS INDIVIDUAL
ISM AGAINST HARMONY AND COLLECTIVISM AND THAT CONTRIBUTES TO TERMS OF 
CONTACT MARKED NOT BY REFLECTION BUT BY OPPOSITION 7HY HAVE WE NOT 
ALREADY  APPEALED  TO  SOME  hEXPERIENCENEARv  CONCEPTSCONCEPTS  THAT 
THE NATIVES MIGHT NATURALLY AND EFFORTLESSLY USE  TO DEFINE WHAT  THEY OR 
THEIR FELLOWS SEE FEEL THINK OR IMAGINE 'EERTZ 	 AND CONCEPTS THAT 
RECOGNIZE THE /THER TO QUOTE :HANG ,ONGXIS APT DESCRIPTION hAS TRULY 
/THER THAT IS THE /THER IN ITS OWN /THERNESSv 	
)N LIGHT OF MY PRECEDING DISCUSSION ON #HINESE FACE IT SEEMS APPRO
PRIATE  TO  CHARACTERIZE  THE  DESIRE  TO  PROMOTE  AND  PRESERVE  SOCIAL  HAR
MONY ON THE PART OF #HINESE AND #HINESE !MERICAN WRITERS WRITING IN 
%NGLISH OR IN #HINESE AS A RHETORICAL MOVE TO APPEAL TO #HINESE ਃ AND 
TO CONNECT THEMSELVES TO THEIR COMMUNITY AND TO ITS HISTORY AND CULTURE 
4HAT IS TO SAY IF OUR DISCURSIVE PRACTICES PAST AND PRESENT ARE INTRICATELY 
LINKED TO EACH OTHER AND IF THEY TOGETHER CONSTITUTE AN INTEGRAL PART OF 
OUR  SOCIALCULTURAL  ENVIRONMENT  ANY  WRITERLY  EFFORTS  TO  REINFORCE  THIS 
CONNECTION  AND  TO  CULTIVATE  A  HARMONIOUS  WHOLE  AMOUNT  TO  DEMON
STRATING ONES MEMBERSHIP  AND  CONVICTION  IN  THIS  LARGER  SOCIALCULTURAL 
ENVIRONMENT 4O THE EXTENT ONE SUCCEEDS IN DOING SO ONE HAS ACTUALIZED 
AND ENHANCED ONES OWN ਃ ONES OWN CREDIBILITY AND AUTHORITY	 OR TO 
USE "OURDIEUS  TERM  ONES  SOCIAL  CAPITAL  OR  hMEMBERSHIP  IN  A  GROUPv 
h&ORMSv 	
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7HILE  IT  IS  IMPORTANT  TO  RECOGNIZE  AND  TO  RESTORE  THIS  CONNECTION 
BETWEEN #HINESE ਃ AND THE WRITERS DISCURSIVE PREFERENCE FOR HARMONY 
AND CULTURAL ORDER WE SHOULD RESIST THE TEMPTATION TO SEE THIS CONNEC
TION NECESSARILY AS AN EXAMPLE OF #HINESE AND #HINESE !MERICAN WRITERS 
CONSCIOUSLY  REJECTING  7ESTERN  INDIVIDUALISM  )NSTEAD  THIS  DISCURSIVE 
PREFERENCE AND THIS APPEAL TO ਃ SHOULD BE TREATED MORE AS AN OUTCOME 
RESULTING FROM THE WRITERS EARLIER LITERACY TRAINING OR FROM THEIR EARLIER 
EXPOSURES  TO  A  DISCURSIVE  CONSTRUCT  THAT  FAVORS  HARMONY  AND  CULTURAL 
CONTINUITY )T COULD ALSO BE AN INDICATION OF BORDER RESIDENTS CONNECTING 
TO  THEIR  FORMATIVE CULTURE OF BIRTH  FOR  INSPIRATION  FOR MEANS OF REPRE
SENTATION
/NE MAY ASK h$OES THIS DISCURSIVE PREFERENCE ALSO HAVE ANYTHING TO 
DO WITH #HINESE ૲ሷv 4HE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IS AFFIRMATIVE )F THIS 
CONNECTION BETWEEN #HINESE ਃ AND THE WRITERS GENERAL DESIRE TO PRO
MOTE HARMONY AND TO SECURE A SENSE OF CREDIBILITY IS PLAUSIBLE IT SHOULD 
COME AS NO SURPRISE FOR THE SAME INDIVIDUALS TO SHOW A CORRESPONDING 
PREFERENCE  FOR  PROVERBIAL  EXPRESSIONS  LITERARY  CITATIONS  OR  CANONICAL 
PRECEDENTS IN THEIR WRITINGS 4HE DEPLOYMENT OF SUCH STRATEGIES CAN BE 
VIEWED AS  THEIR WAY OF  SECURING AND ENHANCING  THEIR ૲ሷTHEIR  ABIL
ITY  TO  SHOWCASE  THEIR  KNOWLEDGE OF  A  LONG  VENERABLE  TRADITION  AND  TO 
COMPLY WITH THE CONVENTION TO  INCORPORATE  THESE DISCURSIVE MOVES 4O 
THE EXTENT THAT THEY HAVE THE ABILITY TO PULL THIS OFF THEY WILL HAVE SOLIDI
FIED THE APPROVAL OF THEIR AUDIENCE )N FACT THE SECURING OF ૲ሷ IN THIS 
CONTEXT ALMOST BECOMES A PREREQUISITE FOR ENLARGING THEIR ਃ FOR ESTAB
LISHING A LINK TO THEIR LARGER SOCIALCULTURAL ENVIRONMENT !S IS THE CASE 
WITH  ORAL  COMMUNICATION  ANY  TENDENCY  TO  SHOW  AN  OVERDEPENDENCE 
ON  PROVERBS  PRECEDENTS  OR  CITATIONSTHUS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  SHOWING
OFFAMOUNTS TO AN EXCESSIVE CONCERN OVER ONES ૲ሷ 3UCH A TENDENCY 
NECESSARILY WILL ERODE AND DAMAGE THE WRITERS CREDIBILITY AND AUTHORITY 
THAT IS THEIR ਃ
"Y BRINGING BACK AS IT WERE #HINESE FACE ਃ AND ૲ሷ	 TO THE FORE
GROUND SO THAT IT CAN BE hSEENv AGAIN ) AM HEEDING 'EERTZS CALL TO PAY 
MORE ATTENTION TO EXPERIENCENEAR CONCEPTS TO HOW SUCH CONCEPTS CAN 
HELP  US  OVERCOME  THIS  DISCURSIVE  BINARY -ORE  IMPORTANTLY  )  WANT  TO 
MAKE #HINESE FACE VISIBLE ON ITS OWN TERMS NOT ON TERMS THAT ARE DEEPLY 
INFLECTED WITH %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE OR WITH ITS  INDIVIDUALISTIC PARA
DIGMSO THAT ITS CHARACTERISTICS WILL BE CLEARLY RECOGNIZED AND SO THAT ITS 
hOTHERNESSv WILL BE NEITHER EXOTICIZED NOR EXORCIZED )N SO DOING ) DO 
NOT WANT TO SET UP HOWEVER INADVERTENTLY ANOTHER OPPOSITION BETWEEN 
#HINESE FACE ON THE ONE HAND AND RELATIONS OF POWER ON THE OTHER OR 
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TO HAVE THE FORMER SOMEHOW TRUMP OR OVERSHADOW THE LATTER )N FACT FOR 
ONE TO CLAIM A PUBLIC IMAGE FROM OTHERS IN ANY COMMUNICATIVE EVENT
AND VICE VERSAINVOLVES JUST AS MUCH CONSIDERATION OF POWER DYNAMICS 
AS DOES ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIVE ACT
/NE POINT  IS PERHAPS WORTH EMPHASIZING HERE THOUGH 4HAT  IS  THE 
RESTORED VISIBILITY TO #HINESE FACE MUST NOT BE AUTOMATICALLY TRANSLATED 
INTO AN ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF RHETORICAL UNIQUENESS !S ) HAVE ARGUED IN 
#HAPTER /NE OUR DISCURSIVE PRACTICES READILY FIND ECHOES AND RESONANC
ES IN OTHER INDIVIDUALS PRACTICES AND IN OTHER INDIVIDUALS VOICES !ND AS 
2OSALDO HAS RIGHTLY POINTED OUT hOUR EVERYDAY LIVES ARE CRISSCROSSED BY 
BORDER ZONES POCKETS AND ERUPTIONS OF ALL KINDSv 	 4HEREFORE THE 
EMPHASIS ENCODED IN #HINESE FACE ON AN INDIVIDUALS CONNECTION TO AND 
INDEED HIS OR HER DEPENDENCE UPON THE PUBLIC MAY VERY WELL BE FOUND 
IN OTHER hFACESv BELONGING  TO OTHER CULTURES OR  TO OTHER COMMUNITIES 
!FTER ALL WE ARE ALL  IMPLICATED  IN EACH OTHERS  FACEBOTH BECAUSE WE 
DETERMINE AND APPRAISE THE VALUE OF	 OUR OWN FACE THROUGH ANOTHERS 
FACE AND BECAUSE FACE IF ,EVINAS IS CORRECT hRENDERS POSSIBLE AND BEGINS 
ALL DISCOURSEv 	 /THERWISE STATED #HINESE FACE MAY FIND ITS OWN MIR
ROR IMAGE IN OTHER FACES IN OTHER DISCOURSES THAT SHARE THE SAME KIND OF 
COMMUNICATIVE DYNAMICS AND TRANSFORMATIVE POTENTIALS
7HAT HAPPENS  THEN WHEN #HINESE  FACE  ਃ  AND ૲ሷ	 MEETS WITH 
%UROPEAN  !MERICAN  FACE  POSITIVE  AND  NEGATIVE  FACE	  7HAT  ACTUALLY 
TRANSPIRES  WHEN  )  INTERACT  FACE  TO  FACE  WITH MY  STUDENTS  IN MY  OWN 
CLASSROOM  WHERE  DIFFERENT  CULTURES  INTERSECT  AND  WHERE  DIFFERENT  LAN
GUAGES  CLASH  4HERE  SURELY  WILL  BE  CONFLICTS  AND  CONFRONTATIONS  WHEN 
WE  FACE  EACH  OTHER  OR  WHEN  THESE  TWO  CONCEPTS  OF  FACE  ARE  BROUGHT 
TOGETHER  THROUGH  OUR  RESPECTIVE  FACE  PRACTICES  !S  )  HAVE  SUGGESTED 
ABOVE %UROPEAN !MERICAN  FACE  FOCUSES ON  THE NEEDS OR WANTS OF  THE 
SELF  AND ON DISCOVERING AND EXPRESSING ONES DISTINCT ATTRIBUTES %VEN 
WHEN OTHERS WANTS OR EXPECTATIONS ARE BEING CONSIDERED  THESE WANTS 
OR EXPECTATIONS ARE  hINCORPORATED  INTO  THE  INDIVIDUALS OWN  SUBJECTIVE 
FRAME OF REFERENCE THAT IS INTO HIS OWN DEFINITION OF THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 
FOR HIS OWN ACTIONv (O 	 )N CONTRAST #HINESE FACE PUTS AN EMPHASIS 
ON  THE  INTERCONNECTEDNESS BETWEEN  SELF  AND PUBLIC  AND  IT  SYMBOLIZES 
THIS  EVEREXPANDING  CIRCLE  OF  FACEGIVING  AND  RECEIVING  IN  ONES  OWN 
COMMUNITY AND BEYOND
*UST AS CONFLICTS AND CONFRONTATIONS ARE BOUND TO ARISE SO ARE CREATIVE 
RESPONSES  AND  REALIGNMENTS  OR  hARTICULATED  MOMENTS  IN  NETWORKS  OF 
SOCIAL  RELATIONS  AND  UNDERSTANDINGSv  -ASSEY  	  -ORE  SPECIFICALLY 
SUCH MOMENTS RECOGNIZE AND EMBRACE THESE FACETOFACE DIFFERENCES AND 
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CONFLICTS AND THEY REPRESENT INDIVIDUAL FACEEXPERIENCES AND FACEACTS ON 
THEIR OWN TERMS )N FACT THEY BECOME PART OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE 
BECAUSE  THE  EMPHASIS  NOW  IS  NO  LONGER  ON  ADJUDICATION  ASSIMILATION 
OR DISSOLUTION BUT ON COEXISTENCE ON PROCESSES OF HYBRIDIZATION CHAR
ACTERIZED BY DISCURSIVE  TENSIONS  SEMANTIC VAGUENESS AND ASYMMETRICAL 
RELATIONSHIPS OF POWER /UT OF  THESE MOMENTS EMERGES A NEW SENSE OF 
IDENTITY  THAT  IS BOTH RELATIONAL AND EXPANSIVE WHOSE ENERGY ACCORDING 
TO !NZALDÞA hCOMES FROM CONTINUAL CREATIVE MOTION THAT KEEPS BREAKING 
DOWN THE UNITARY ASPECT OF EACH NEW PARADIGMv 	 !ND IT IS THIS ENER
GYhA  SOURCE OF  INTENSE PAINv THAT NURTURES A  THIRD ELEMENT A NEW 
CONSCIOUSNESS  !NZALDÞA  n	  4HESE  ARTICULATED  MOMENTS  AS  THEY 
ACTIVELY CONSTRUCT RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES BROUGHT ON BY BORDERLAND FACE
TOFACE ENCOUNTERS BECOME EXAMPLES OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
-Y  CONCEPTUALIZATION  HERE  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  TO  SOME 
EXTENT  BEARS  SOME  IMPORTANT  RESEMBLANCE  TO  3COTT  ,YONS  EFFORTS  TO 
DEVELOP A MIXEDBLOOD PEDAGOGY OF CONFLICT AND CONTACT AND TO hREVISE 
THE  NARRATIVES  OF  CAPTIVITY  THAT  GOVERN  THE  DISCOURSES MATERIAL  CONDI
TIONS  AND  LIVED  EXPERIENCES  OF  PEOPLE  ALL  ACROSS  THE  EDUCATIONAL  SYS
TEMAND BEYONDv ,YONS 	 &OR ,YONS SUCH REVISION IN PART LIES IN 
THE RECOGNITION THAT HIS )NDIAN STUDENTS PRODUCE THEIR OWN MIXEDBLOOD 
NARRATIVES hAGAINST WITHIN AND IN TANDEM WITH THE GRAND NARRATIVES OF 
CONTEMPORARY !MERICAN LIFE AND CULTURE RACE AND RACISM INTELLIGENCE 
AND  LEARNING  LITERACY  AND  ORALITY  SUCCESS  AND  FAILURE  THEM  AND  USv 
n	 2EINSCRIBING  THE HISTORY OF CONFLICT AND CONTACT  THESE NARRA
TIVES  CONSTITUTE  EXAMPLES  OF  WHAT  ,YONS  CALLS  hCONTACT  HETEROGLOSSIAv 
	 hTRULY IRONIC PLAYFUL INFURIATING AND HOPEFUL SUBSTITUTING FOR THE 
PRISON NEITHER THE ASYLUM NOR THE BATTLEFIELD BUT RATHER A DIFFERENT LAN
GUAGEv  EMPHASIS ADDED	
3O ) SHARE MY ਃ AND ૲ሷ WITH MY WRITING STUDENTSMOST OF WHOM 
ARE  FROM WHITE MIDDLE OR UPPERMIDDLECLASS  FAMILY BACKGROUNDSTO 
TRY  TO  ESTABLISH  THIS  WEB  OF  INTERDEPENDENCE  WHERE  MY  PUBLIC  IMAGE 
NEEDS  THEIR BLESSINGS AS MUCH AS DO THEIRS  )N  THIS CONTEXT  )  TELL  THEM 
THAT IT IS NO LONGER MY NEED EITHER TO BE LIKED AS THEIR TEACHER	 OR NOT 
TO BE BOTHERED WHEN ) AM NOT IN THE CLASSROOM OR WHEN ) AM NOT HAV
ING MY OFFICE HOURS	  THAT  SHOULD BE  RESPECTED AND  SATISFIED 2ATHER  IT 
IS ABOUT WHETHER THEY CAN GRANT ME THE KIND OF PUBLIC TEACHERLY IMAGE 
THAT COMPORTS WITH THEIR OVERALL EXPECTATIONS AND WITH WHAT THEY BELIEVE 
TO  BE  APPROPRIATE  TEACHERLY  ACTIVITIES  AND  BEHAVIORS  BOTH  INSIDE  AND 
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM !T THE SAME TIME ) ASK MY STUDENTS TO TELL THEIR 
STORIES OF HOW THEIR OWN FACE WANTS HAVE BEEN LEFT UNFULFILLED BECAUSE OF 
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MY CONCERN OVER WHAT ) IMAGINE TO BE THEIR NEED FOR ਃ AND ૲ሷ 4HEY 
TELL MESOMEWHAT NERVOUSLY BECAUSE OF THE NATURE OF THEIR hOPPOSITION
ALv DISCOURSE AND BECAUSE OF  THE ASYMMETRICAL RELATION OF POWERTHAT 
MY  COMPLIMENTS  OR  GOOD  GRADES  ARE  NOT  AS  FORTHCOMING  AS  THEY  HAVE 
EXPECTED IN SPITE OF THEIR SOLID WORK AND THAT THEY ARE OFTEN PUZZLED AND 
FRUSTRATED BY MY TENDENCY NOT TO SPELL OUT WHAT ) WANT FROM THEM BUT TO 
EMPHASIZE WHAT SHOULD BE EXPECTED OF THEM BY THEIR PEERS AND BY THE 
IMAGINED	 COMMUNITY WITH WHICH THEY ARE AFFILIATED 4HEY THINK ) AM 
TOO hNONCOMMITTALv hHARD TO READv AND EVEN hTRICKYv 4HROUGH THESE 
KINDS OF EXCHANGES FRAGMENTED AND TENTATIVE WE BEGIN TO SEE BEYOND 
THE LIMITS OF OUR OWN FACE AND OF OUR OWN BOUNDARIES AND WE BEGIN TO 
EXPERIENCE PERHAPS STILL INDIRECTLY THE DYNAMICS OF THE OTHER FACE IN ITS 
OWN OTHERNESS 7E DO THAT  )  INSIST NOT  TO DISSOLVE OR DISOWN OUR OWN 
FACE BECAUSE WE CANT BUT  TO NURTURE  TO NEGOTIATE  TOGETHERNESSINDIF
FERENCE IN A SPACE THAT YIELDS A NARRATIVE FRAUGHT WITH INTERNAL TENSIONS 
BUT  INCONGRUENT  WITH  hTHE  MASTER  NARRATIVE  OF  A  MONOLITHIC  CULTUREv 
'IROUX 	
) USE DISCURSIVE EXAMPLES BY #HINESE SPEAKERS AND WRITERS IN MY WRIT
ING CLASSROOM TOO )N SO DOING ) SEEK TO SHARE FURTHER WITH MY STUDENTS 
THE DYNAMICS OF #HINESE FACE AND TO MOBILIZE THEM TO PUT THEMSELVES IN 
THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE OTHER 5SING THESE #HINESE EXAMPLES HELPS GENER
ATE THE KINDS OF REFLECTIONS THAT WILL ENGAGE BOTH #HINESE AND %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  FACE  AND  THAT  WILL  PROMOTE  AN  INBETWEEN  SUBJECT  POSITION 
AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDSJUST  AS MUCH  AS  DO #HINESE !MERICAN  AND 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN EXAMPLES )N OTHER WORDS THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC CAN EMANATE FROM BOTH OUR OWN BORDERLAND EXPERI
ENCES  INVOLVING  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  FACEWORK  AND  OUR 
BORDERLAND REFLECTIONS OF #HINESE FACEWORK OR ANY OTHER #HINESE RHE
TORICAL PRACTICES 4HAT IS TO SAY ) WANT MY STUDENTS AND MYSELF TO EXPERI
ENCE THE WAYS IN WHICH #HINESE FACEWORK CAN BE RECEIVED AT RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS  TO  INTERROGATE  THE  KNOWLEDGE  SUCH  RECEPTION  INDUCES  OR 
IMPLIES AND TO TALK ABOUT OUR OWN BIASES AND ABOUT OUR OWN POINTS OF 
ORIGINATION 4HESE REFLECTIVE THICK DESCRIPTIONS SO TO SPEAK HELP BRING 
TOGETHER #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE WITHOUT DENYING EACH ITS 
OWN HISTORY AND ITS OWN CULTURAL IMPERATIVES 4HEY IN TURN CONTRIBUTE IN 
NO SMALL WAY TO THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
&OR EXAMPLE  ) DISCUSS WITH MY WRITING  STUDENTS PERSONAL NARRATIVES 
WRITTEN IN %NGLISH BY SOME #HINESE STUDENTS AND ) POINT OUT TO THEM A 
TENDENCY IN THESE NARRATIVES TO PROVIDE A DETAILED CHRONOLOGICAL PAST AS 
A WAY TO ADDRESS THE FUTURE OR TO LINK THE FUTURE BACK TO THE PAST AND THE 
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PRESENT 3UCH A STRATEGY ) WANT TO SUGGEST TO MY STUDENTS IS INTRICATELY 
TIED TO THE DYNAMICS OF #HINESE ਃ AND ૲ሷ &OR EXAMPLE THE FOLLOWING 
IS THE FIRST PARAGRAPH OF A FOURPARAGRAPH STATEMENT OF PURPOSE SUBMIT
TED TO ONE OF OUR GRADUATE PROGRAMS BY A FEMALE #HINESE APPLICANT
"ORN  IN  A  DOCTOR  AND  TEACHERS  FAMILY  )  HAD  MY  CHILDHOOD  DREAM  OF 
BECOMING A DOCTOR OR TEACHER ) LEARNED TO BE DILIGENT AND INDEPENDENT AT 
AN EARLY AGE !T THE AGE OF  ) ATTENDED A PROVINCIAL KEY HIGH SCHOOL !S 
THE SCHOOL WAS ABOUT  MILES AWAY FROM HOME ) HAD TO LEAVE MY PARENTS 
AND LIVED AT SCHOOL DURING WEEKDAYS )T WAS CERTAINLY NOT EASY FOR A GIRL OF 
THAT  AGE  )N #HINA  KIDS  ESPECIALLY  GIRLS  ARE USUALLY NOT  EDUCATED  TO BE 
VERY INDEPENDENT BEFORE THEY GROW UP "ESIDES BEING THE CLASS MONITOR 
AND A MEMBER OF THE SCHOOLS &IELD AND 4RACK TEAM ) HAD TO DO MORE THAN 
JUST TAKING CARE OF MYSELF (OWEVER DESPITE ALL THE DIFFICULTIES ) MANAGED 
TO DO THINGS WELL
! STATEMENT OF PURPOSE SHOULD BE EXPECTED TO PROVIDE PERSONAL INFOR
MATION ABOUT  THE APPLICANTS PAST  IN ORDER  TO RESPOND TO  THE QUESTION 
OF HER PRESENT AND HER FUTURE 9ET IT IS QUITE STRIKING THAT THE APPLICANT 
FOCUSES ON HER PAST RIGHT FROM THE GETGO AND IN SUCH A DETAILED MAN
NER 2ATHER THAN TELLING HER AUDIENCE WHY SHE IS APPLYING FOR GRADUATE 
WORK THE APPLICANT CHOOSES TO FOCUS ON HOW SHE WAS BORN INTO A DOCTOR 
AND TEACHERS FAMILY AND HOW SHE BECAME VERY INDEPENDENT AND HARD
WORKING AT A  VERY EARLY AGE  )N  FACT EXCEPT  FOR  THE  LAST PARAGRAPH  THE 
REST  OF  HER  STATEMENT  AMOUNTS  TO  A  DETAILED  CHRONOLOGICAL  ACCOUNT  OF 
HER PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS WHICH NOT BY ACCIDENT ARE WRAPPED AROUND 
A NURTURING FAMILY AND A SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY "Y MAKING SO MUCH OF 
HER  PAST  INTO  HER  STATEMENT  SHE  HAS  IN  EFFECT  hLAMINATEDv  HER  PRIVATE 
SELF TO BORROW A TERM FROM 'OFFMAN &RAMING !NALYSIS 	 ONTO A PUBLIC 
THAT SHE EXPECTS WOULD ENDORSE AND EMBRACE SUCH A SELF )N THIS SENSE 
THIS PROCESS OF LAMINATION BECOMES A PROCESS OF EARNING HER ਃ )N OTHER 
WORDS HER SUCCESS IN SECURING HER ਃ ALMOST DEPENDS ON HER ABILITY TO 
PROJECT HER PAST ONTO THE PRESENT AND TO TIE HER FORESEEABLE FUTURE TO HER 
WORTHY PAST
3INCE ANY STATEMENT OF PURPOSE IS EXPECTED TO ANSWER THE QUESTION OF 
hNOW AND FUTUREv THE APPLICANT SAVES HER ANSWER IN THE LAST PARAGRAPH 
OF HER STATEMENT "UT EVEN THERE SHE STILL CLINGS ON TO HER VERY PAST TO 
HER ESTABLISHED ਃ
)  UNDERSTAND  THAT  THE  INTERESTING  CURRICULUM  AND  TRAINING  PROVIDED  IN 
THE PROGRAM WILL HELP TO ENRICH MY KNOWLEDGE IN SCIENCE AND TO IMPROVE 
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MY WRITING AND INTERPERSONAL SKILLS ) BELIEVE THAT WITH MY PREVIOUS BACK
GROUND AND HELP FROM THE FACULTY MEMBERS AND FELLOW STUDENTS FROM THE 
PROGRAM ) WILL BECOME A BETTER COMMUNICATOR IN SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL AND 
OTHER FIELDS )D LIKE TO USE THE SKILLS ) LEARNED TO HELP MAKE TECHNICAL AND 
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION MORE UNDERSTANDABLE AND USEFUL TO PEOPLE IN #HINA 
AND IN .ORTH !MERICA
4HIS PARAGRAPH CONSISTS OF  THREE ORDINARY  SENTENCES 7HAT  IS  SOME
WHAT  EXTRAORDINARY  THOUGH  IS  THE  FACT  THAT  EACH  SENTENCE  SERVES  AS  A 
COMPARISON WITH HER ESTABLISHED PAST THAT PRECEDES THIS LAST PARAGRAPH 
&IRST SHE COMPARES WHAT SHOULD BE HER FUTURE KNOWLEDGE OF SCIENCE AND 
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS WITH THE KNOWLEDGE SHE HAS SO FAR ACQUIREDKNOWL
EDGE THAT NEEDS TO BE ENRICHED AND EXPANDED 3ECOND SHE BELIEVES SHE 
hWILL  BECOME  A  BETTER  COMMUNICATORv  THAN  SHE  HAS  BEEN  4HIRD  SHE 
WILL DEVELOP THE NECESSARY SKILLS TO HELP OTHERS SKILLS THAT SHE DOES NOT 
HAVE RIGHT NOW 4HESE THREE SENTENCES IN A WORD TAKE HER FUTURE RIGHT 
BACK  INTO HER ALREADY ESTABLISHED PAST AND PRESENT /UT OF  THIS WEB OF 
INTERDEPENDENCE EMERGES A SECURE CONFIDENT ਃ ONE THAT IN TURN LENDS 
CREDIT AND RESPECTABILITY TO HER ૲ሷ THAT IS TO A SENSE OF WELLDESERVED 
RECOGNITION THAT SHE HAS ARRIVED
(OW DO .ORTH !MERICAN APPLICANTS COMPOSE THEIR STATEMENTS OF PUR
POSE (OW DO  THEY CONVEY  THEIR POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE  FACE WANTS AND 
HOW DO THEY GO ABOUT PROJECTING THEMSELVES TO THEIR INTENDED AUDIENCE 
4HE FOLLOWING IS THE FIRST PARAGRAPH OF A STATEMENT OF PURPOSE SUBMITTED 
TO ONE OF OUR GRADUATE PROGRAMS BY A .ORTH !MERICAN APPLICANT
)N APPLYING TO THE DOCTORATE PROGRAM IN 2HETORIC AND #OMPOSITION )M 
ENDEAVORING  TO  COMBINE MY  INTERESTS  IN  LANGUAGE  AND  ITS MULTITUDE  OF 
SYSTEMS AND PEDAGOGIES WITH A DUAL FOCUS ON SOCIOLINGUISTICS ATTEMPTING 
TO GAIN RELATABLE KNOWLEDGE OF THE INTERRELATEDNESS OF ALL ASPECTS OF COM
MUNICATION PROCESSES WITH SOCIAL AND CULTURAL IDEOLOGIES )N OTHER WORDS ) 
INTEND TO PURSUE INSIGHTS INTO HOW WE AS INDIVIDUALS AND AS A CULTURE AND A 
SOCIETY PERPETUATE AND MAINTAIN BEHAVIOR AND THOUGHT THROUGH LANGUAGE 
AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
5NLIKE  OUR  #HINESE  APPLICANT  THIS  APPLICANT  DOES  NOT  ADDRESS  HER 
PAST OR HER OWN SUCCESS  STORIES  RIGHT AWAY 2ATHER  SHE  FOCUSES ON WHY 
SHE  IS APPLYING TO OUR GRADUATE PROGRAM AND ON THE FUTURE WHAT SHE 
INTENDS  TO PURSUE  AFTER  JOINING US (ER NEED  TO BE  LIKED  AND  THUS  TO 
BE ACCEPTED DOES NOT DEPEND SO MUCH UPON INITIALLY SHARING HER PAST 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS  AS  UPON WHAT  SHE  CAN BECOME  IN  THE NEAR  FUTURE
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BECAUSE POSITIVE FACE IS NOT ABOUT THE PAST BUT ABOUT THE PRESENT AND THE 
FUTURE )N OTHER WORDS TO RELIVE YOUR GLORIOUS PAST ALONE PROBABLY WILL 
NOT GET YOU INTO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL BUT TO IMAGINE A REAL CHALLENGING 
FUTURE OF WHICH YOU WILL BE A PART WILL
4HESE REFLECTIONS LIMITED AND SELECTIVE ENABLE MY STUDENTS TO BECOME 
GRADUALLY AWARE OF THEIR OWN DISCURSIVE PREFERENCES OF THEIR OWN POSITIVE 
AND NEGATIVE FACE WANTS 4HEY HELP ENACT A DISCOURSE THAT ENGAGES BOTH 
#HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE AND THAT REFLECTS ON THE LIMIT EACH 
FACE PRESENTS TO THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE OTHER 3UCH DISCOURSE AT ONCE 
HETEROGENEOUS  IN  ITS  OWN  UTTERANCES  AND  POTENTIALLY  RESONATING  WITH 
OTHER ETHNIC DISCOURSES ALLOWS US TO BE BETTER PREPARED TO RESPOND TO 
FRUSTRATION INCOMPREHENSION OR REJECTION THAT HAS OFTEN BEEN THE FATE 
OF MANY EMERGENT ETHNIC DISCOURSES )T ALSO PROVIDES US A MEANS TO RESIST 
THE TEMPTATION hEITHER TO SILENCE OR TO CELEBRATE THE VOICES THAT SEEK TO 
OPPOSE CRITIQUE ANDOR PARODY THE WORK OF CONSTRUCTING KNOWLEDGE IN 
THE CLASSROOMv 2 -ILLER 	
!S MUST BE EMPHASIZED THERE IS ALWAYS A LIMIT TO THIS KIND OF REFLEC
TION  TO  THE  PRACTICE  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE !S !NG POINTS  OUT 
hTHERE IS ONLY SO MUCH OR SO LITTLE	 THAT WE CAN SHAREv AND hANY PROCESS 
OF @TRANSLOCAL CONNECTING NOT ONLY NEEDS HARD WORK BUT MORE IMPOR
TANTLY CAN ONLY BE PARTIAL ALSOv 	 4HE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC AS A HYBRID RHETORIC DOES NOT NECESSARILY DISSOLVE ALL THE DIFFER
ENCES AND CONFLICTS 7HAT IT REPRESENTS IS A CONTESTED ENCOUNTER EITHER OF 
ONES OWN CHOOSING OR BROUGHT ABOUT BY FORCES BEYOND ONES CONTROL
4O BE A BIT MORE SPECIFIC THE PROCESS OF REVEALING AND ARTICULATING OUR 
RESPECTIVE hFACE EXPERIENCESv CAN BE QUITE DISCOMFORTING BECAUSE FEELING 
TENSIONS AND CONFLICTS FACE TO FACE COUPLED WITH THE EXISTING TEACHERSTU
DENT HIERARCHY IN THE CLASSROOM CAN BE AT LEAST UNSETTLING IF NOT THREAT
ENING /N THE ONE HAND MY STUDENTS IN SPITE OF MY DISCLAIMERS TO THE 
CONTRARY WILL PROBABLY NEVER  STOP ASKING PERHAPS  IN  THE BACK OF  THEIR 
MINDS )S THIS WHAT THE PROFESSOR WANTS /R (OW CAN ) GET HIM TO LIKE MY 
WRITING OR MY ARGUMENT /N THE OTHER HAND ) CANNOT HELP BUT ASK HOW 
THIS WEB OF INTERDEPENDENCE CALLED FOR BY MY OWN YEARNINGS FOR ਃ AND 
૲ሷ WILL EVER GET PAST MY STUDENTS DISCOURSE OF hWANTSv AND hLIKESv AND 
WHETHER THEY WILL EVER BECOME AN INTEGRAL PART OF THIS WEB OF INTERDEPEN
DENCE UPON WHICH MY OWN FACE DEPENDS 4HESE UNSETTLING INTERROGATING 
VOICES ENTANGLE OUR ARTICULATIONS AND THEY FURTHER COMPLICATE OUR OWN 
FACE NEEDS AND OUR OWN NAGGING AMBIVALENCES ABOUT THEM (OWEVER AS 
THEY INFORM AND CONSTRUCT MY STUDENTS AND MYSELF IN THE CLASSROOM THEY 
BECOME NO LESS OF THE FORM AND CONTENT OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
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.OT  SURPRISINGLY  THESE  KINDS  OF  UNSETTLING  VOICES  ALSO  RESONATE  IN 
-IN:HAN ,US 3HANGHAI 1UARTET 4HE #ROSSINGS OF &OUR 7OMEN OF #HINAA 
MEMOIR  ADDRESSED  TO  ,US  OWN  DAUGHTER  OF  HER  (AOPO  GRANDMA	 
HER -MMA  HER  NANNY  AND  HERSELF  !  NATURALIZED #HINESE  !MERICAN 
WHO FIRST MOVED TO !MERICA IN  ,U TELLS US IN STORY AFTER STORY HOW 
THESE  FOUR WOMEN OVERCAME ADVERSITIES NOT OF  THEIR OWN MAKING  AND 
LEARNED TO  LIVE WITH DIFFERENCES AND WITH OTHERIMPOSED CIRCUMSTANCES 
THAT OFTEN CHALLENGED THEIR VERY EXISTENCE 4HROUGH THESE STORIES BOTH 
REAL AND IMAGINED AND DRAWING UPON hYIv ၔ	THE #HINESE WORD FOR 
hIMMIGRATEv OR hMOVEv TO WHICH ) MIGHT ADD hTRANSFORMv ,U POINTS OUT 
THAT WE ARE IN FACT ALL IMMIGRANTS BECAUSE WE MOVE FROM ONE PLACE TO 
ANOTHER AS BEST EXEMPLIFIED BY HER OWN CROSSING FROM #HINA TO !MERICA 
FROM ONE CIRCUMSTANCE TO ANOTHER LIKE HER (AOPO WHO HAD TO RELY ON 
HER  hCUNNING  OBEDIENCEv  3HANGHAI 1UARTET  	  TO  DEAL  WITH  HER  ALIEN
ATION AFTER SHE WAS MARRIED TO ,US GRANDPA A TRADITIONAL LESSEDUCATED 
MAN AND FROM SORROW TO TRIUMPH AND BACK TO SORROW AGAIN WHEN HER 
-MMA SWITCHED FROM HOT WATER TO COFFEE AND TEA AFTER #HINA SURVIVED 
THE  4HREE  9EARS  OF  .ATURAL  #ALAMITIES  IN  THE MIDS  AND  BACK  TO 
HOT WATER AGAIN DURING THE #ULTURAL 2EVOLUTION TO hKEEP PACE WITH THE 
DEPRIVATION HER HUSBAND SUFFERED BEHIND PRISON BARSv 3HANGHAI 1UARTET 
	 !S ,U TELLS HER DAUGHTER IN THE 0ROLOGUE hWE CANT KEEP OURSELVES 
FROM WANTING TO YIFUSE CONFUSE AND DIFFUSESET WAYS OF DOING THINGSv 
3HANGHAI 1UARTET XI	 )N MY TERMS IT IS THESE hTRANSPLANTINGv AND hTRANS
FORMINGv MOVEMENTS  THAT  GIVE  RISE  TO  SUCH  AMBIVALENT  AND  ENTANGLED 
ENCOUNTERSBOTH OF WHICH ARE TO BE FURTHER ENRICHED AND COMPLICATED 
AT  RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS BY BOTH  SIDES  AND ON  SOME MOST BASIC  COM
MUNICATIVE LEVELS
&OR EXAMPLE IN AS TRIVIAL OR MUNDANE AN ACTIVITY AS SETTING UP THE DIN
NER TABLE AND EATING DINNER WITH HER hFOREIGNER HUSBANDv ,U CONFRONTS 
AND  EXPERIENCES  ONE  OF  HER  hYIv  MOMENTS  )N  THIS  CASE  SHE  NEEDS  TO 
DECIDE WHETHER THE DINNERWARE SHOULD BE PLATE AND SILVERWARE OR BOWL 
CHOPSTICKS AND #HINESE PORCELAIN SPOON OR WHETHER BOTH SETS SHOULD BE 
MADE AVAILABLE ON  THEIR MISSION OAK  TABLE 7HAT  IS  AT  STAKE  IS WHETHER 
,U CAN CHOOSE TO SLURP SOUP AND SHOVEL RICE WITH CHOPSTICKS OR WHETHER 
HER HUSBAND CAN WORK THROUGH THE VEGETABLES MEAT AND RICEhONE AT A 
TIME ALWAYS IN THAT SAME ORDERv 3HANGHAI 1UARTET 	 4HIS MOMENT OF 
hTOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCEv WHILE IT HAS TAKEN THEM A LONG TIME TO ARRIVE 
AT IT 3HANGHAI 1UARTET 	 CONTINUES TO BE FILLED WITH AMBIVALENCE AND 
CONTRADICTION &OR SLURPING AND SHOVELING ON ,US PART NEVER FAIL TO EVOKE 
VISCERAL REACTIONS  IN HER HUSBAND WHEREAS HER HUSBANDS EATING HABITS 
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REMAIN  hFOREIGNv  TO  ,UBECAUSE  CUTTING  EVERYTHING  INTO  PIECES  JUST 
WASTES THE JUICE THE BEST PART ON THE PLATE AND SMEARING RICE ONTO THE 
FORK SIMPLY RUINS ITS VERY TEXTURE AND FLAVOR 3HANGHAI 1UARTET n	
)T IS THESE MOMENTS THAT MAKE THEM AWARE OF BOTH THEIR CULINARY NEEDS 
AND THEIR CULTURAL PREJUDICES 4HEIR VOICES EMERGING FROM THEM CAN BE 
QUITE UNSETTLING DISCOMFORTING AND NO LESS TRANSFORMATIVE 7HILE NOT SO 
EASILY GENERALIZABLE THESE MOMENTS SHARE A FAMILY RESEMBLANCE TO OTHER 
hYIv  MOMENTS  TO  OTHER  BORDER  ZONE  ENCOUNTERS  LIKE  MINE  4HROUGH 
ENCOUNTERS LIKE THIS ONE ,U AND HER hFOREIGNER HUSBANDv CAN ASK hARE 
WE MAKING LOVE WHEN WE SIT OVER BOWL CHOPSTICKS PORCELAIN SPOON AND 
STEAMY  TEA ACROSS  FROM PLATE  SILVERWARE  AND &RENCH WINEv  3HANGHAI 
1UARTET 	 4HEY CAN THEN hSTAY AND MOVE FORWARD TOGETHERv 3HANGHAI 
1UARTET 	 WITH DIFFERENCES WITH AMBIVALENCES
3IMILARLY BECAUSE OF OUR OWN YEARNINGS FOR OUR OWN FACE WANTS BOTH 
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM ) CAN ASK OF MY STUDENTS AND MYSELF 
!RE WE READY TO ACCEPT EACH OTHERS FACE DYNAMICS AND TO WEAVE THIS WEB 
OF  TENSIONFILLED  INTERDEPENDENCE  COLLECTIVELY  )  CAN  FURTHER  CHALLENGE 
US BY ASKING (OW CAN WE MOBILIZE AND PUT TO PRACTICE A HYBRID RHETORIC 
THAT CREATIVELY ENGAGES BOTH hEXPERIENCENEARv AND hEXPERIENCEDISTANTv 
TERMS AND THAT OPENLY CULTIVATES NOT A HARMONIOUS FUSION BUT A TOGETH
ERNESSINDIFFERENCE  RIFE  WITH  TENSIONS  AND  POTENTIALS  4HESE  VOICES 
PERHAPS HALTING AND PERHAPS ENABLING NONETHELESS SIGNIFY THE MAKING 
OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
4O CONTINUE THESE FACE ENCOUNTERS AND TO BRING ABOUT MORE OF THESE 
hYIv MOMENTS ) HAVE ALSO USED THE #HINESE FILM h4HE 3TORY OF 1IU *Uv 
IN MY CLASSROOM 4HIS  IS ONCE AGAIN MY EFFORT  TO BRING #HINESE  FACE
WORK TO OUR RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS IN ORDER TO HELP GENERATE REFLECTIONS 
THAT WILL CREATIVELY ENGAGE BOTH #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE 
)N SO DOING ) WANT TO CULTIVATE FURTHER THIS DISCOURSE THAT ENRICHES BOTH 
FACES WITHOUT  DENYING  EACH  ITS  CHARACTERISTICS  OR WITHOUT  TURNING  ONE 
INTO  MERELY  AN  OBVERSE  OF  THE  OTHER  $IRECTED  BY  :HANG  9IMOU  AND 
RELEASED  IN   THE  FILMWHICH  IS WIDELY AVAILABLE WITH %NGLISH  SUB
TITLES ON THIS SIDE OF THE 0ACIFICPORTRAYS HOW 1IU *U A VILLAGE WOMAN 
GOES ON A PERSONAL ODYSSEY TO SEEK JUSTICE AND TO RESTORE HER DAMAGED 
FACE 4HE FILM BEGINS WITH 1IU *U AND HER SISTERINLAW TAKING 1IU *US 
INJURED HUSBAND 7AN 3HANQING ON A RICKSHAW  TO  THE DOCTORS OFFICE 
(ER HUSBANDS INJURYHE WAS HIT BY THEIR 6ILLAGE #HIEF IN THE CROTCH
RESULTS FROM AN ARGUMENT BETWEEN HIM AND THE #HIEF OVER THE #HIEFS 
REFUSAL TO ALLOW HIS FAMILY TO BUILD A NEW DRYING SHED ON THEIR OWN LAND 
FOR  THE CHILI PEPPERS  THEY RAISE (ER HUSBAND RESENTFUL OF  THE #HIEFS 
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UNJUST USE OF AUTHORITY BOTH  IN HIS REFUSAL AND  IN HIS HAVING  FOUR GIRLS 
WHEN EVERYONE ELSE IS ONLY ALLOWED ONE CHILD INSULTS HIM THIS WAY h9OU 
WOULD HAVE NO HEIRS 9OU ONLY RAISE HENSv )N RESPONSE THE CHIEF KICKS 
HIM BETWEEN THE LEGS
)NITIALLY  THE #HIEF  SHOWS NO  REMORSE #ONFRONTED BY 1IU  *U  FOR  AN 
EXPLANATION HE  FLATLY  REFUSES  h$O WHATEVER YOU WANTv  IS HIS  RESPONSE 
4O  ISSUE  AN  APOLOGY  AMOUNTS  TO  AN  ADMISSION  OF  WRONGDOING  THUS 
CONSTITUTING A SERIOUS THREAT TO HIS ૲ሷHIS PRESTIGE IN THE EYES OF HIS 
FELLOW VILLAGERSAND EVENTUALLY  TO HIS ਃ  AS  SUCH AN ADMISSION WOULD 
SIGNIFICANTLY  CONTRIBUTE  TO  THEIR  POOR  JUDGMENT  OF  HIM 4HE  SAME  IS 
ALMOST  TRUE  OF 1IU  *U  NOT  TO  RECEIVE  AN  APOLOGY  FROM  THE #HIEF  IS  A 
THREAT  TO  HER ૲ሷ  HER  STANDING  IN  THE  EYES  OF  HER  FELLOW  VILLAGERS	 
AND SUBSEQUENTLY  TO HER ਃ  THEIR NORMATIVE  JUDGMENT OF HER	 'IVEN 
HER LOWER SOCIAL STATUS HOWEVER THE DAMAGE PROBABLY WOULD NOT BE AS 
SEVERE BECAUSE THE hSIZEv OF HER FACE SO TO SPEAK IS SMALL IN COMPARISON 
WITH THAT OF THE #HIEFS 2EGARDLESS THE DYNAMICS OF #HINESE ૲ሷ AND 
ਃ SHAPE THEIR RESPECTIVE BEHAVIORS WHICH IN TURN ENHANCE OR DIMINISH 
THEIR OWN ૲ሷ AND ਃ
$ETERMINED TO REDRESS THE WRONG INFLICTED UPON HER ૲ሷ AND ਃ BY 
THE #HIEFS REFUSAL TO ISSUE AN APOLOGY 1IU *U WHO IS PREGNANT BEGINS 
HER LONG QUEST FOR JUSTICEFIRST WITH THE 6ILLAGE 0UBLIC 3ECURITY "UREAU 
THEN  WITH  THE  #OUNTY  0UBLIC  3ECURITY  "UREAU  AND  FINALLY  WITH  THE 
-UNICIPAL 0UBLIC 3ECURITY "UREAU !FTER THE INITIAL MEDIATION BY /FFICER 
,I FROM THE 6ILLAGE 0UBLIC 3ECURITY "UREAU THE #HIEF AGREES TO OFFER 1IU 
*U  YUANA SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTFOR THE MEDICAL COST AND LOST WAGES 
BUT NO APOLOGY )N FACT AS HE PUTS IT HIS PAYMENT IS NOT AN INDICATION OF 
HIS REGRET OVER HIS ASSAULT BUT A GESTURE TO hGIVE ૲ሷv TO /FFICER ,I WHO 
IS BEING INCONVENIENCED BY THEIR DISPUTE !ND 1IU *U IS ALSO ADVISED BY 
/FFICER ,I NOT TO TAKE AWAY ALL OF THE #HIEFS ૲ሷ WHICH HER INSISTENCE 
ON AN APOLOGY MIGHT JUST DO 4O ASSERT FURTHER THAT HIS FACE ૲ሷ AND 
ਃ	  IS NOT DIMINISHED AT  ALL WITH HIS  AGREEMENT  TO  THE MEDIATION  THE 
#HIEF  TOSSES  THE MONEYTWENTY YUAN BILLSAT 1IU  *US  FEET  SO  THAT 
SHE WILL HAVE TO PICK THEM UP BY BOWING HER HEAD IN FRONT OF HIM !S HE 
TAUNTINGLY PUTS IT h9OULL BOW YOUR HEAD TO ME TWENTY TIMES 4HEN WELL 
BE EVENv 1IU *U REFUSES TO OBLIGE AND WALKS AWAY WITH THIS RESPONSE h)LL 
DECIDE WHEN WELL BE EVENv !ND THIS ENTIRE CONFRONTATION PLAYS OUT IN 
FRONT OF A GROUP OF THEIR NEIGHBORS WATCHING IN THE DISTANCE AND MOST 
LIKELY  WEIGHING  IF  THE  #HIEF  STILL  hDESERVESv  ALL  THE  FACE  THAT  HAS  BEEN 
ACCORDED HIM SO FAR AND IF 1IU *U CAN FACE UP TO SOMEONE THE SIZE OF 
WHOSE FACE IS PRESUMABLY BIGGER THAN HERS
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1IU *U NOW DECIDES TO TAKE HER CASE TO THE COUNTY AND LATER TO THE CITY 
AFTER SHE LEARNS THAT THE COUNTY HAS AGREED WITH /FFICER ,IS MEDIATION 
AND THAT THE #HIEF SHOWS NO SIGN OF COMPROMISE UNWILLING FOR EXAMPLE 
TO  SAY  ANY  h૲ሷ v  hMIANZI  HUAv  hWORDS  THAT  ANOINT  ONES ૲ሷv	 
!ND THE -UNICIPAL 0UBLIC 3ECURITY "UREAU RETURNS WITH THE SAME DECI
SION EXCEPT  TO  INCREASE  THE MONETARY COMPENSATION BY  YUAN 4HIS 
TIME THE #HIEF INVITES HER HUSBAND TO HIS HOUSE AND LEAVES THE MONEY 
ON THE TABLE FOR HIM TO TAKE HOME )N SPITE OF THIS CONCILIATORY GESTURE 
THE #HIEF  STILL MANAGES  TO KEEP HIS  FACE  INTACT (E NOT ONLY MAKES NO 
APOLOGY BUT ALSO AVOIDS  FACING UP TO 1IU *U !FTER ALL  IT  IS  THE #HIEFS 
WIFE WHO ACTUALLY HANDS THE MONEY TO HER HUSBAND WHO IN TURN TAKES 
THE MONEY HOME
1IU *US ૲ሷ AND ਃ WOULD DEFINITELY SUFFER IF SHE AGREED TO RESOLVE 
THE MATTER ON THESE TERMS AND UNDER THESE CONDITIONS )NSTEAD SHE CON
FRONTS THE #HIEF FACE TO FACE AND TOSSES HIS MONEY BACK AT HIS FEET THUS 
CHALLENGING IN PARTICULAR THE #HIEFS ਃTHAT IS HIS MORAL COMMUNAL 
SUPERIORITY 3HE  TRAVELS BACK  TO  THE CITY AND WITH  THE HELP OF A  LAWYER 
TAKES HER CASE TO COURTONLY TO BE TOLD LATER THAT THE COURT STANDS BY THE 
CITYS  DECISION 5NDETERRED  SHE  APPEALS  TO  THE  )NTERMEDIATE  0EOPLES 
#OURT AND EVENTUALLY WINS HER CASE ONLY BECAUSE THE XRAY SHOWS THAT THE 
#HIEF HAS ALSO BROKEN HER HUSBANDS RIB WHICH CONSTITUTES THE CRIME OF 
ASSAULT PUNISHABLE BY FIFTEEN DAYS IN DETENTION
(OWEVER WHEN /FFICER ,I ARRIVES AT HER HOUSE TO DELIVER THE VERDICT 
AND TO  INFORM HER THAT  THE #HIEF  IS BEING TAKEN AWAY TO SERVE OUT  THE 
PUNISHMENT 1IU *U IS STUNNED .OT ONLY BECAUSE EARLIER THE #HIEF CAME 
TO HER RESCUE WHEN HER  LABOR WENT BADLY BUT ALSO BECAUSE  THE VERDICT 
COMES IN THE MIDDLE OF HER FAMILYS PARTY WHERE THE WHOLE VILLAGE HAS 
BEEN INVITED TO CELEBRATE HER BOY BEING ONE FULL MONTH OLD !S THE NEWS 
BREAKS AND AS THE PEOPLE AT THE PARTY SLOWLY START TO COMPREHEND WHAT 
HAS TRANSPIRED IN FRONT OF THEIR VERY EYES 1IU *U RUNS OUT TO CHASE AFTER 
THE POLICE CAR APPARENTLY TO STOP THE POLICE FROM TAKING THE #HIEF AWAY 
!S THE SIREN GRADUALLY FADES AWAY WITH THE FILM COMING TO THE END 1IU 
*U LOOKS UTTERLY LOST AND DEEPLY DISTRESSED !LTHOUGH SHE HAS FINALLY WON 
HER CASE SHE HAS ALSO LOST A GOOD DEAL OF HER ૲ሷ AND ਃ (ER ૲ሷ SUF
FERS BECAUSE SHE HAS  FAILED TO SECURE AN APOLOGY -ORE DAMAGINGLY BY 
HELPING PUT AWAY SOMEONE WHO HAS JUST SAVED HER AND HER CHILDS LIFE 
1IU *U NOW APPEARS TO BE COMPLETELY hUNGRATEFULv AND hUNREASONABLEv 
)N THE EYES OF HER COMMUNITY SHE HAS LOST HER ਃ AND SHE MAY ALSO HAVE 
hLOST HER PERSONHOODv hDIU RENv װಭ	 WHICH EXACTS BY  FAR  THE MOST 
SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES
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(OW WOULD THEY REACT IF THEY WERE IN 1IU *US SITUATION ) ASK MY STU
DENTS 7OULD THEY TAKE THE MONEY THE SECOND TIME AROUNDINSTEAD OF 
TOSSING IT BACK AT THE #HIEFS FEETAND MOVE ON 7HO IS TO BLAME HERE 
FOR HER NOT GETTING AN APOLOGY AND FOR HER LOSING HER ૲ሷ AND ਃ AND 
MOST LIKELY HER PERSONHOOD IN THE END !ND HOW WOULD THEY CHARACTER
IZE  THE #HIEF A  LOCAL BULLY WHO ABUSES HIS POWER AND WHO DESERVES  TO 
BE DETAINED FOR FIFTEEN DAYS OR A TRAGIC FIGURE THAT LOST HIS ૲ሷ AND ਃ 
BECAUSE IRONICALLY HE IS INCAPABLE OF SACRIFICING SOME OF IT FOR THE SAKE 
OF SOMEONE ELSES ૲ሷ AND ਃ #AN WE TRANSFORM #HINESE FACE WITHOUT 
ERASING  ITS OTHERNESS READ AS  ITS EMPHASIS ON THE PUBLIC ON THE COM
MUNAL	SO THAT THE #HIEF CAN APOLOGIZE WITHOUT SEVERELY DAMAGING HIS 
૲ሷ AND ਃ AND SO  THAT 1IU *U CAN MOVE ON WITH HER  LIFE WITHOUT AN 
APOLOGY BUT WITH HER ૲ሷ AND ਃ RELATIVELY INTACT
!S PERHAPS EXPECTED MY STUDENTS AND ) DO NOT AGREE ON OUR ANSWERS 
TO  THESE QUESTIONSIN PART BECAUSE OF OUR OWN IRRESISTIBLE  FACE YEARN
INGS  0ARADOXICALLY  THOUGH  BECAUSE  OF  THESE  DIFFERENT  YEARNINGS  OUR 
ENCOUNTERS WITH THE FILM AND WITH EACH OTHER HAVE ALSO FOSTERED A NEW 
AWARENESS AND THEY HAVE YIELDED HOWEVER TENTATIVELY OR HALTINGLY A NEW 
DISCOURSEONE THAT BRINGS OUR TWO FACES TOGETHER NOT TO FORM A HARMO
NIOUS WHOLE BUT TO CREATE A REFLECTIVE DIALOGUE WHERE ONE FACE DOES NOT 
IMPOSE ITSELF UPON THE OTHER AND WHERE REALIGNMENTS AND NEW IMAGIN
INGS BECOME POSSIBLE AND INDEED NECESSARY
&OR EXAMPLE MY STUDENTS BEGIN TO USE #HINESE ૲ሷ AND ਃ OR WHAT 
EACH STANDS FOR TO ANALYZE THE FACEWORK OF 1IU *U AND THE #HIEF 4HEY 
BEGIN TO SEE #HINESE FACE IN ITS OWN OTHERNESS RATHER THAN THROUGH THE 
LENS  OF  NEGATIVE  AND  POSITIVE  FACE  WANTS  !S  A  RESULT  THEY MOVE  FROM 
h"OTH 1IU *U AND THE #HIEF HAVE TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR OWN ACTIONS 
THOUGH BOTH SEEM TO BE DEALT AN UNKIND HANDv OR h/NE HAS  TO PAY A 
PRICE FOR WHAT ONE BELIEVES INv TO h4HEY JUST DONT HAVE A LOT OF CHOICES 
TO BEGIN WITH BECAUSE THEIR HANDS ARE TIED BY THE DICTATES OF	 THEIR FACEv 
OR h#HINESE FACE  IS SIMPLY BEING MESSED UP BY THE #HINESE  JUSTICE SYS
TEMESPECIALLY WHEN THE LATTER FINALLY DELIVERS @JUSTICEv 4HROUGH THESE 
MOVEMENTS OR hYIv THEY HAVE COME TO SEE THE COMPLEXITIES OF #HINESE 
FACE TO REALIZE MORE CONCRETELY HOW #HINESE FACE IS INEXTRICABLY LINKED 
TO SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS TO NORMATIVE EXPECTATIONS
&OR ME ) HAVE COME TO SEE MORE CLEARLY BOTH THE LIMITS OF #HINESE 
FACE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF NEGOTIATING A PROPER BALANCE BETWEEN SELF 
AND PUBLIC /N THE ONE HAND THE #HIEF IS SO DETERMINED NOT TO LOSE HIS 
OWN FACE THAT HE LOSES SIGHT OF HIS OWN AGENCYHIS WILL POWER TO PROVIDE 
SOME ૲ሷSOOTHING REMARKS AND TO ISSUE AN APOLOGY WHEN IT COUNTS THE 
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MOST /N THE OTHER HAND 1IU *U IS CONVINCED THAT HER DAMAGED FACE CAN 
ONLY BE RESTORED BY THE #HIEFS APOLOGY SO THAT SHE FAILS TO MOVE BEYOND 
APOLOGIES TO REDRESS THE FACE IMBALANCE BETWEEN HERSELF AND THE #HIEF 
AND  TO  REGAIN HER  STANDING  IN  THE  EYES OF HER PEERS "ECAUSE OF  THEIR 
RESPECTIVE FAILURES THEY BOTH HAVE LOST THEIR FACE THE #HIEF IS DEPRIVED 
OF HIS FREEDOM FOR FIFTEEN DAYS AND 1IU *U IS SEEN AS hUNGRATEFULv AS NOT 
POSSESSING hRENQINGv ಭ౭ hHUMAN FEELINGSv	
4HESE  KINDS  OF  REFLECTIVE  ENCOUNTERS  ONCE  AGAIN  ENABLE  US  TO  SEE 
EACH  OTHERS  FACE  WITHOUT  ASSUMED  OR  IMPOSED  BIASES  &OR  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN FACE MY STUDENTS AND ) CAN NOW CONTEMPLATE DISCURSIVE POS
SIBILITIES WHERE THE NEED TO BE LIKED OR TO BE LEFT ALONE DOES NOT HAVE TO 
BE CENTERED UPON THE INDIVIDUAL AS THE POINT OF ORIGINATION AND WHERE 
THE SAME NEED CAN BE IMAGINED AS BEING DISCURSIVELY DISTRIBUTED AT EVERY 
POINT  OF  CONTACT  AND  AS  BEING  SHARED  AND  EXPERIENCED  BY  BOTH  SIDES 
&OR #HINESE  FACE WE  CAN NOW  RETURN  TO  THIS  PERVASIVE PREFERENCE  FOR 
THE PUBLIC NOT TO ERASE IT BUT TO NURTURE IT IN A WAY THAT WILL ENABLE US 
TO CRITIQUE ૲ሷ AND ਃ WITH SELFREFLECTION AND SELFRENEWAL AND TO SEE 
THROUGH THE  FALSE  SENSE OF  SECURITY PROMISED BY OR ASSOCIATED WITH  THE 
PERFORMANCE OF AN APOLOGY 4O DO SO IS TO ELIMINATE THOSE COMMUNICA
TIVE OCCASIONS WHERE ONE EITHER BECOMES SO OBSESSED WITH ONES FACE THAT 
ONE LOSES ONES NECESSARY AGENCY OR RISKS HAVING ONES FACE REDUCED TO 
SUCH AN EXTENT THAT ONE COULD LOSE ONES PERSONHOOD ALTOGETHER
&ACE  ENCOUNTERS  AND  THE  DISCURSIVE  OPPORTUNITIES  THEY  PRESENT  FOR 
THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC ARE CERTAINLY NOT CONFINED TO 
CLASSROOM  INTERACTIONS  OR  TO  ACADEMIC  WRITINGS  4HE  CONSEQUENCES  OF 
NOT  SEEING EACH OTHERS  FACE  IN  THEIR OWN OTHERNESS OF NOT PRACTICING 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  CAN BE  FAR MORE  SERIOUS OUTSIDE OR BEYOND 
THE CLASSROOM .O EXAMPLE IS PROBABLY MORE TELLING THAN THE ACCIDENT 
THAT EXPLODED OVER THE 3OUTH #HINA 3EA SEVERAL YEARS AGO
/N  !PRIL  THERE WAS A MIDAIR COLLISION OVER THE 3OUTH #HINA 
3EA BETWEEN AN !MERICAN %0 SPY PLANE AND A #HINESE & JET FIGHTER 
4HE COLLISION CRIPPLED THE %0 AND FORCED IT TO LAND ON #HINAS (AINAN 
)SLAND  WITHOUT  PRIOR  CLEARANCE  -EANWHILE  THE  #HINESE  &  CRASHED 
INTO THE SEA  IMMEDIATELY AFTER  THE  IMPACT AND THE PILOT WAS PRESUMED 
DEAD !FTER THE COLLISION #HINA DEMANDED THAT THE 5NITED 3TATES MAKE 
AN APOLOGY TO THE #HINESE GOVERNMENT AND ITS PEOPLE BUT THE 5NITED 
3TATED INITIALLY REFUSED BECAUSE THE 5NITED 3TATES HAD NOTHING TO APOLO
GIZE  FOR  ACCORDING  TO  3ECRETARY  OF  3TATE #OLIN  0OWELL  3ANGER	  !FTER 
ELEVEN DAYS OF INTENSE NEGOTIATION WHICH HAS SINCE BEEN DUBBED hAPOL
OGY DIPLOMACYv 'RIES AND 0ENG 	 A COMPROMISE WAS WORKED OUT 
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A LETTER OF hREGRETv BY !MBASSADOR *OSEPH 0RUEHER WAS SENT TO #HINESE 
&OREIGN -INISTER 4ANG  *IAXUAN  IN EXCHANGE  FOR  THE  SAFE  RETURN OF  THE 
ENTIRE %0 CREW 7HILE THE WORD hAPOLOGYv WAS NEVER USED !MBASSADOR 
0RUEHER DID STATE IN THE LETTER THAT 0RESIDENT "USH AND 3ECRETARY OF 3TATE 
0OWELL HAD EXPRESSED hTHEIR SINCERE REGRETv TO THE #HINESE PEOPLE AND 
TO THE FAMILY OF THE PILOT AND THEY WERE hVERY SORRY FOR THEIR LOSSv
$IFFERENT  EXPLANATIONS  HAVE  SINCE  SURFACED  IN  THE 5NITED  3TATES  TO 
ACCOUNT FOR #HINAS INSISTENCE ON AN APOLOGY -ANY SEEM TO HAVE SINGLED 
OUT  THE #HINESE CONCEPT OF  FACE OR  ITS  FACESAVING CULTURE AS  THE ROOT 
CAUSE  OF  THIS  hINTRANSIGENT  BEHAVIORvTHOUGH NONE  OF  THESE  EXPLANA
TIONS  DISTINGUISHES  BETWEEN ૲ሷ  AND ਃ  7HAT  SEEMS  MOST  IRONIC  IS 
THAT  AS  THESE  EXPLANATIONS  APPEAL  TO  #HINESE  FACE  FOR  ITS  EXPLANATORY 
POWER  THEY  STOP  SEEING  IT  IN  ITS OWN OTHERNESS OR  THEY  SIMPLY CHARAC
TERIZE  IT  AS  THE OBVERSE OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN  FACE  3UCH  INTERPRETIVE 
EFFORTS  NOT  ONLY  PERPETUATE  THE  STEREOTYPES  ABOUT  #HINESE  FACESAVING 
CULTURE AS MYSTERIOUS AS  IRRATIONAL  REMINISCENT OF 3MITHS DESCRIPTION 
OF THE /CCIDENTAL BUT ALSO REINFORCE THIS PERCEIVED DICHOTOMY BETWEEN 
#HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE AND BETWEEN THE #HINESE PREFER
ENCE FOR	 EMOTION AND THE %UROPEAN !MERICAN DISPOSITION FOR	 REASON 
.OT  TO MENTION  OF  COURSE  THE  DIPLOMATIC  IMPASSE  AND  INTERNATIONAL 
INSTABILITY SUCH A DISCURSIVE MOVE CONTRIBUTED TO
+AGAN AND +RISTOLS EDITORIAL IN THE 7EEKLY 3TANDARD IS AN EXAMPLE OF THIS 
MISGUIDED STEREOTYPING EFFORT !S THE TITLE OF THEIR EDITORIALh! .ATIONAL 
(UMILIATIONvINDICATES  THEY  VIEW  THE  "USH  ADMINISTRATIONS  DECISION 
TO  EXPRESS  hTHEIR  SINCERE  REGRETv  AS  A  hPROFOUND NATIONAL  HUMILIATIONv 
	 /N THE OTHER HAND THEY ATTRIBUTE IN LARGE MEASURE THE #HINESE 
LEADERS INSISTENCE ON AN APOLOGY TO A CULTURE THAT hPLACES AN UNUSUALLY 
HIGH PREMIUM ON HONOR AND  @FACEv  AND  THAT MAKES  IT  IMPOSSIBLE  FOR 
THEM TO hADMIT ERROR AND TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITYv 	 &URTHER +AGAN 
AND +RISTOL  CHARACTERIZE  FACE  ENCOUNTERS  AS  A  GAME OF  ONEUPMANSHIP 
WHERE ONE SAVES FACE AT THE EXPENSE OF THE OTHER LOSING FACE AND WHERE 
THE LOCUS OF ATTENTION IS FOCUSED ON HOW FACE CAN EITHER BE SAVED OR LOST 
THROUGH ANTAGONISTIC ENCOUNTERS NOT ON HOW IT CAN BE SAVED ENHANCED 
OR LOST THROUGH COLLECTIVELY MANAGING EACH OTHERS RELATIONSHIP TO A SERIES 
OF EVENTS ON A PUBLIC CONTINUUM 4HEREFORE ACCORDING TO THEM BY INSIST
ING ON A PUBLIC APOLOGY FROM THE 5NITED 3TATES THE #HINESE GOVERNMENT 
NOT ONLY IS SAVING ITS OWN FACE BUT ALSO IS FORCING THE 5NITED 3TATES TO LOSE 
FACE AND TO ADMIT ITS WEAKNESS 	 3UCH BEHAVIOR BECOMES IN THEIR EYES 
AND MINDS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  hIRRATIONAL  EMOTIONALISMv  'RIES  AND  0ENG 
	 AND IT SHOULD NATURALLY BE REJECTED OUT OF HAND
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4HEREFORE  UNLESS  +AGAN  AND  +RISTOL  STOP  SEEING  #HINESE  FACE 
THROUGH THE MIRROR OF THEIR OWN %UROPEAN !MERICAN	 FACE THEY CAN
NOT HELP BUT  CHARACTERIZE #HINESE  FACE  IN  SUCH  A WAY  THAT  IT  BECOMES 
EITHER hA PETTY ISSUE OF @FACEv 	 OR UTTERLY UNRECOGNIZABLE IN THE EYES 
AND MINDS OF THE #HINESE ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE 0ACIFIC OR OF US BORDER 
RESIDENTS ON THIS SIDE OF THE 0ACIFIC
&ROM  THE POINT  OF  VIEW OF  THE #HINESE  LEADERSHIP  THE  JUSTIFICATION 
FOR APOLOGY READ AS #HINESE  FACE	 CANNOT BE BASED SOLELY ON  ISOLATED 
INCIDENTS  ON  INDIVIDUAL  FACE  WANTS  OR  ON  INDIVIDUAL  RESPONSIBILITY 
AND CULPABILITY 2ATHER  IT HAS  TO BE BASED ON A CLUSTER OF  INTERLOCKING 
EVENTS BOTH PRESENT AND PAST  )T  IS  THESE EVENTS  THAT SHOULD FRAME THE 
EXPECTATIONS AND THAT SHOULD DETERMINE CORRESPONDING FACEWORK &OR 
THE #HINESE  LEADERSHIP  THE  hPRESENTv EVENTS  INCLUDE  THE  FACT  THAT  THE 
ACCIDENT  OCCURRED  JUST  OFF  THE #HINESE  COAST  AND  AT  A  TIME WHEN  THE 
5NITED  3TATES  WAS  INCREASING  THE  FREQUENCY  OF  ITS  SURVEILLANCE  FLIGHTS 
4HE hPASTv EVENTS HAVE TO DO WITH THE  !MERICAN ACCIDENTAL	 BOMB
ING OF THE #HINESE %MBASSY IN "ELGRADE WITH THE "USH ADMINISTRATIONS 
REPUDIATION  OF  #LINTONS  #HINA  POLICY  OF  hENGAGEMENTv  AND  WITH  ITS 
DECISION  TO  BRAND  #HINA  AS  A  hSTRATEGIC  COMPETITORv  'RIES  AND  0ENG 
	 #ONSEQUENTLY  IT  SEES THE 5NITED 3TATES REFUSAL  TO hAPOLOGIZEv AS 
ITS SELECTIVE BLINDNESS TO THESE hINCRIMINATINGv EVENTS AS ANOTHER SIGN OF 
THE SOLE SUPERPOWERS ARROGANCE AND HEGEMONY
/N THE OTHER HAND BY BEING SO STEADFAST ON ITS DEMAND THE #HINESE 
LEADERSHIP MAKES THE ISSUING OF AN APOLOGY THE ONLY REMEDY TO FORCE THE 
OTHER  SIDE  TO  ACKNOWLEDGE  THE  LARGER  CONTEXT  "UT  IN  SO  DOING  IT  ONLY 
PUSHES THE OTHER SIDE FURTHER AWAYAWAY FROM SEEING ITS FACE DYNAMICS 
૲ሷ AND ਃ	 AWAY FROM UNDERSTANDING ITS YEARNINGS FOR INTERCONNECTED
NESS FOR APPEALING TO THE PAST AS A WAY TO FACE UP TO THE PRESENT AND THE 
FUTURE
"ECAUSE EACH SIDE CHOSE TO CLING TO ITS OWN FACE THE LETTER OF hREGRETv 
AND THE SAFE RETURN OF THE ENTIRE %0 CREW DID NOT HELP AT ALL TO DISSOLVE 
THE FUNDAMENTAL BIASES THAT LED TO THE DIPLOMATIC IMPASSE BETWEEN THE 
TWO COUNTRIES IN THE FIRST PLACE )N OTHER WORDS EACH SIDE SEEMED TO BE 
HANDICAPPED IF NOT CRIPPLED BY ITS OWN FRAME BY ITS OWN FACESO MUCH 
SO THAT THE OTHER FACE BECOMES EITHER TOO EXOTIC THUS THREATENING AND 
DESERVING TO BE REPLACED	 OR TOO INVISIBLE BECAUSE THE OTHER SIDE SIM
PLY COULDNT IMAGINE ANOTHER WORLD IN WHICH SOME DIFFERENT FACE COULD 
POSSIBLY EXIST AND OPERATE	 #ONSEQUENTLY THE CALL FOR RETALIATION AGAINST 
#HINA FOR  ITS hIRRATIONAL BEHAVIORv HAD ALREADY BEEN MADE EVEN WHEN 
THE PLANE CARRYING THE ENTIRE CREW OF THE %0 WAS STILL ON ITS WAY TO THE 
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5NITED 3TATES +AGAN AND +RISTOL 	 3IMILARLY ON  !PRIL   THE 
SAME DAY WHEN THE RESOLUTION OF THIS IMPASSE WAS ANNOUNCED TO THE PUB
LIC THE 0EOPLES $AILY WROTE AN EDITORIAL PRAISING THE #HINESE LEADERSHIP 
FOR STANDING UP TO !MERICAS HEGEMONY AND FOR FORCING IT TO hAPOLOGIZEv 
TO  THE #HINESE  PEOPLE  h,ET  0ATRIOTISMv	  )N  A  WORD  BOTH  SIDES  WERE 
BACK WHERE THEY STARTED OR WORSE IN SPITE OF ELEVEN DAYS OF FACETOFACE 
NEGOTIATION #HINA WAS SEEN TO BE OBSESSED WITH ITS FACE AND THE 5NITED 
3TATES WITH ITS SUPERPOWER SELF	 STATUS
!S ) HAVE ARGUED IN #HAPTER /NE RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS CONSTITUTE 
A POTENTIALLY TRANSFORMATIVE SPACE WHERE NEW VOICES AND NEW CONSCIOUS
NESSES EMERGE AND  TAKE  SHAPE /N  THE OTHER HAND  RHETORICAL BORDER
LANDS ARE NO GUARANTEE THAT THIS CREATIVE PROCESS SHOULD MATERIALIZE OR 
THAT SOME HYBRID RHETORIC SHOULD BE BORN OUT OF THIS CONTACT OR OUT OF 
THIS COPRESENCE OF TWO DIFFERENT CULTURES )N ADDITION THE MAKING OF ANY 
HYBRID RHETORIC IS INEVITABLY ATTENDED BY THE POSSIBILITY THAT IT MAY SUFFER 
THE FATE OF MISCOMPREHENSION OR INCOMPREHENSION
4HE #HINESE LEADERSHIP BY INSISTING THAT ITS #HINESE FACE BE ANOINTED 
ONLY WITH AN OUTRIGHT APOLOGY IS OBVIOUSLY NOT CONTRIBUTING TO THE MAK
ING OF hINTERLOCKING UNDERSTANDINGv 0RATT )MPERIAL %YES 	 "Y EXTRACT
ING A LETTER OF hREGRETv FROM THE 5NITED 3TATES  IT MAY HAVE SUCCEEDED 
HOWEVER  TEMPORARILY  IN  ASSERTING  SOME  FORM  OF  MORAL  AND  SYMBOLIC 
POWER (OWEVER BY NOT ENGAGING  THE OTHER  FACE  IN  ITS OWN OTHERNESS 
THE #HINESE LEADERSHIP UNFORTUNATELY COMPOUNDS THE FACE DIVIDE )N SO 
DOING IT WITHDRAWS INTO ITS OWN DISCURSIVE ENCLAVE INTO ITS OWN CULTURAL 
ARENA )N THE END THE #HINESE LEADERSHIP MAY HAVE FAILED TO CHALLENGE 
SUBSTANTIVELY THE EXISTING POWER IMBALANCE ON THE INTERNATIONAL STAGE
+AGAN AND +RISTOL BY  INSISTING  THAT ALL #HINA  IS CONCERNED ABOUT  IS 
SAVING  FACE  AND MAKING  THE OTHER  LOSE  FACE	  ARE NOT  CONTRIBUTING  TO 
THE MAKING OF INTERLOCKING UNDERSTANDING EITHER "Y EQUATING #HINESE 
FACEWORK WITH hIRRATIONAL EMOTIONALISMv THEY HAVE CERTAINLY SUCCEEDED 
IN USING THIS POLARIZING DISCOURSE TO ACCOUNT FOR #HINESE FACE DYNAMICS 
TO THEIR OWN SATISFACTION )N SO DOING THEY MAY HAVE ACCOUNTED FOR NOTH
ING  )N THE END  THEY HAVE ONLY MANAGED TO PERPETUATE  THE STEREOTYPE 
AND TO REINFORCE THE EXISTING POWER IMBALANCE
7HAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN 7HY DOESNT ANY INTERLOCKING UNDERSTAND
ING OR HYBRID RHETORIC TAKE SHAPE WHEN TWO CULTURES OR TWO FACES COME 
INTO  CONTACT  WITH  EACH  OTHER  ,ET ME  DEVELOP  THREE  ANSWERS  TO  THESE 
QUESTIONS AS A WAY TO BRING THIS CHAPTER TO A CLOSE
&IRST WHEN  TWO CULTURES OR  TWO  FACES ARE BROUGHT  TOGETHER  hIN CON
TEXTS OF HIGHLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWERv 0RATT h#ONTACT :ONEv 
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	 SUCH A FACEUP OR COPRESENCE DOES NOT NECESSARILY TRANSLATE INTO THE 
MAKING OF A THIRD FACE OR A HYBRID RHETORIC !S THIS hAPOLOGY DIPLOMACYv 
HAS FORCEFULLY DEMONSTRATED IF EITHER SIDE CHOOSES TO APPLY ITS OWN FACE 
LOGIC  TO  THE  OTHER  NO  REFLECTIVE  ENCOUNTERS  ARE  EVER  POSSIBLE  AND NO 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  IS  EVER GOING  TO  COME  TO  FRUITION (OWEVER 
THE  INABILITY  TO  NURTURE  THE  RHETORIC  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  HAS 
FARREACHING CONSEQUENCES
7ITHOUT  THE  RHETORIC  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  PREJUDICES  AND 
STEREOTYPES MAY CONTINUE TO BE TOUTED AS hTRUTHSv AS hCOMMON SENSEv 
&URTHER THE BINARY DISPOSITION THAT PITS hUSv AGAINST hTHEMv WILL REMAIN AS 
THE DOMINANT MODE OF DISCOURSE IN THINKING OF OURSELVES AND THE WORLD 
AND  IN  CREATING  KNOWLEDGE  AND MEANINGWITH  THE  DOMINANT  CULTURE 
INVARIABLY DECIDING WHO CAN SPEAK WHAT SHOULD BE SPOKEN OF AND WHOSE 
FACE SHOULD SERVE AS THE NORM OF BOTH PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION "Y 
NOT ENGAGING EACH OTHER IN A TRULY DIALOGIC FASHION BOTH SIDES SQUANDER 
THE OPPORTUNITY FOR SELFDISCOVERY AND SELFRENEWAL THEY TOGETHER FAIL TO 
CULTIVATE A THIRD DISCOURSEONE THAT HAS THE POTENTIAL TO TRANSCEND HIER
ARCHICAL BINARIES AND ONE THAT HELPS NURTURE AND PROMOTE AN INTERLOCK
ING UNDERSTANDING OF DIFFERENT CULTURES DIFFERENT FACES
3ECOND  )  AGREE  WITH  0RATT  THAT  AUTOETHNOGRAPHIC  TEXTS  ARE  A  PHE
NOMENON OF CONTACT ZONES h#ONTACT :ONEv 	 "UT WHAT NEEDS TO BE 
EMPHASIZED HERE IS THAT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ARE ALSO A DOUBLEEDGED 
SWORD THERE ARE JUST AS MANY ARTICULATED MOMENTS OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC AS THERE ARE FAILED OR SILENCED ONES 4HAT IS TO SAY FOR ANY CUL
TURE  THAT  HAS  SUFFERED  THE  SLINGS  AND  ARROWS  OF  COLONIALISM  AND OTHER 
FORMS OF HUMILIATION SELF OR OTHERIMPOSED SILENCE  IS  LIKELY  TO ACCOM
PANY MOMENTS OF COMMUNICATION AND ARTICULATION AND TEMPTATIONS TO 
WITHDRAW INTO ONES OWN DISCURSIVE SPACE FOR SELFPROTECTION ARE NEVER FAR 
BEHIND THE NEED TO CHALLENGE hCOMMON SENSEv AND TO PRACTICE TOGETHER
NESSINDIFFERENCE !ND FOR  THE DOMINANT CULTURE  IT  IS NOT UNCOMMON 
TO VACILLATE BETWEEN EXOTICIZING AND EXCORIATING THE OTHER AND TO DEPLOY 
THE DISCOURSE OF APPROPRIATION THAT DECIDES WHICH FEATURES OF THE OTHER 
SHOULD NOW BE hON LOANv OR hON DISPLAYv FOR THEIR hNEWLYFOUND USEFUL
NESSv )N A WORD NEITHER THE EXISTENCE OF RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS NOR THE 
CLASHING OF TWO FACES IS A SURE TICKET TO A CELEBRATION OF HYBRID RHETORIC 
7HAT BOTH DO PROVIDE IS A SET OF CONDITIONS CONDUCIVE TO OR GENERATIVE 
OF  PRACTICES  AND  INTERLOCKING  UNDERSTANDINGS  THAT  CAN  DESTABILIZE  THE 
HIERARCHICAL BOUNDARY AND PROMOTE A SENSE OF INTERCONNECTEDNESS
&INALLY FROM THESE FAILED MOMENTS OR MISSED OPPORTUNITIES WE BORDER 
RESIDENTS CAN IN FACT DRAW SOME ADDITIONAL LESSONS 4HAT IS CONTACTS OR 
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FACETOFACE ENCOUNTERS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ARE ONE THING BUT TO 
BE  ABLE  TO  FACE  EACH  OTHER WITHOUT  PREJUDICE  AND WITHOUT  THE  hOTHER
INGv  IMPULSEBY  SAY  NOT  hDISFIGURINGv  THE  OTHER  FACE  OR  DISOWNING 
ONES OWN BUT SEEING BOTH FACES IN RELATION TO THEIR OWN CONTEXTS AND 
IMAGINING  THEM  TOGETHER  IN  A  NEW  ENVIRONMENTIS  ENTIRELY  ANOTHER 
4HEREFORE WE SHOULD GUARD AGAINST CONFUSING SIGHT WITH VISION AND WE 
SHOULD NOT FORGET THAT VISION IS SEEING THROUGH BOTH FACES BY MEANS OF 
CULTIVATING AN  INBETWEEN SUBJECTIVITY  THAT ENGAGES BOTH  FACES AND  THAT 
REALIGNS THEM IN RELATION TO EACH AND EVERY INSTANCE OF CONTACT OF hYIv 
)F WE WANT TO MOVE BEYOND THE DISCOURSE OF DUALISM AND BEYOND WHAT 
IT  ENTAILS  WE MUST  TAKE  THE  INITIATIVE  TO  CULTIVATE  SUCH  A  VISION  AND  TO 
DEVELOP A DIFFERENT WAY OF NAMING AND COMMUNICATING 7HILE ) AM FULLY 
AWARE  THAT  VISION OF  THIS  KIND  IS  TO BE  ACHIEVED  THROUGH PRACTICE  AND 
THAT THE RHETORIC OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE IS TO BE HAD THROUGH JOINT 
EFFORTS ) AM ANXIOUS TO MOVE AHEAD TO DO MY PART AND TO SPUR MY INTER
LOCUTORS TO BE PART OF THIS BORDERLAND INTERLOCKING DIALOGUE )N A WORD 
) WANT TO CONTINUE THESE REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF 
THE TRANSFORMATIVE POTENTIAL SUCH ENCOUNTERS EMBODY AND TO CONTRIBUTE 
FURTHER TO THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
 
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4HUS FOR SOMETHING TO BE NOBLE IT MUST TAKE THE HUMBLE AS ITS ROOT
&OR SOMETHING TO BE HIGH IT MUST TAKE THE LOW AS ITS FOUNDATION
$AODEJING 	
! HUMAN ACT IS A POTENTIAL TEXT AND CAN BE UNDERSTOOD AS A HUMAN 
ACT AND NOT A PHYSICAL ACTION	 ONLY IN THE DIALOGIC CONTEXT OF ITS 
TIME AS A REJOINDER AS A SEMANTIC POSITION AS A SYSTEM OF MOTIVES	 
"AKHTIN h0ROBLEM OF THE 4EXTv  EMPHASIS ADDED	
!S  A  STYLE OF  COMMUNICATION #HINESE  INDIRECTION  IS  QUITE  VISIBLE .OT 
ONLY  HAVE  #HINA  OBSERVERS  FROM  MISSIONARIES  TO  SINOLOGISTS  STUDIED 
IT  LINKING  IT  TO  THE  #HINESE  PREFERENCE  FOR  HARMONY  AND  STABILITY  IF 
NOT TO THE IMAGE OF INSCRUTABILITY BUT IT HAS ALSO BEEN CONSISTENTLY CON
TRASTED AS A QUINTESSENTIAL FEATURE OF #HINESE COMMUNICATION WITH THE 
DIRECT  STYLE  OF  COMMUNICATION  IN  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  CULTURE  7HILE 
#HINESE  INDIRECTION  HAS  BEEN  ATTRIBUTED  TO  THE  LONGHELD  TRADITION  IN 
#HINA  hTO  NURTURE  THE  SUBTLE  FRAGILE  BONDS  AND  LINKS  IN  HUMAN  RELA
TIONSv , 9OUNG n	 THIS STYLE OF COMMUNICATION IS NOT THAT UNIQUE 
)NDIRECTION HAS  BEEN  FREQUENTLY  CHARACTERIZED  IN  TERMS  THAT  ARE  REMI
NISCENT OF (ALLS hHIGHCONTEXTv COMMUNICATION IN WHICH hVERY  LITTLE  IS 
IN  THE  CODED  EXPLICIT  TRANSMITTED  PART  OF  THE  MESSAGEv  	  OR  OF 
"ERNSTEINS CHARACTERIZATION OF hRESTRICTED CODEv AS VERBAL SIGNALING WITH 
CONDENSED MEANINGS AND REDUCED CLUES n	 &URTHER AS &OX HAS 
DEMONSTRATED  THIS  TENDENCY  TO COMMUNICATE  THROUGH  SUBTLE  INDIRECT 
STRATEGIES THROUGH INNUENDOES AND ALLUSIONS ARE SHARED BY MANY OTHER 
CULTURES IN THE WORLD n	 -ANY OF HER WORLD MAJORITY STUDENTS SHE 
TELLS US ARE PUZZLED AND FRUSTRATED BY hTHE WESTERN NEED FOR CLARITY EVEN 
TRANSPARENCY  IN WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONv AND BY  hTHE  SPARE  RELENTLESS 
LOGIC OF THE WESTERN TRADITIONv 	 4HESE KINDS OF FRUSTRATIONS OR CONFU
SIONS ONLY ADD PERHAPS NOT IN THE MOST POSITIVE LIGHT TO THE VISIBILITY OF 
INDIRECTION AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS BE IT #HINESE OR OTHERWISE
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!ND MORE DIRECTLY PUT #HINESE  INDIRECTION HAS OFTEN BEEN  SINGLED 
OUT AS A WEAKNESS AS A LACK &OR EXAMPLE MANY #HINESE ARE SAID TO BE 
RELUCTANT TO MAKE THEIR REQUESTS AT THE OUTSET EVEN THOUGH THERE IS NO 
PERCEIVED  POWER  HIERARCHY  BETWEEN  THEIR  INTERLOCUTORS	  AND  THEM
SELVES 4HEY ARE ALSO SAID TO BE RELUCTANT TO DEVELOP BOLD TRANSPARENT 
STATEMENTS  UP  FRONT  IN  THEIR  WRITTEN  DISCOURSEWHETHER  OR  NOT  THESE 
STATEMENTS ARE TO BE SUBSTANTIATED LATER IN THE SAME TEXT )NSTEAD THEY 
PREFER  TO  ESTABLISH  FIRST  A  SHARED  SOMETIMES  ELABORATE  CONTEXT  WHERE 
THEIR  REQUESTS  OR  STATEMENTS  CAN  BE  BETTER  JUDGED  AND  APPRECIATED 
&URTHER SUCH A CONTEXT MAY NOT BE TIED DIRECTLY TO THE REQUESTS OR STATE
MENTS THAT THEY WILL LATER MAKE OR DEVELOPA CONNECTION THAT THE INTER
LOCUTORSREADERS MAY HAVE  TO MAKE ON THEIR OWN )N  THIS MANNER  THE 
REQUESTS CAN THEN BE SEEN AS EXPRESSIONS OF COOPERATION AND THE DELAYED 
STATEMENTS  AS  GESTURES  OF  DEFERENCE  ,  9OUNG  n	 5NFORTUNATELY 
SUCH DISCURSIVE MOVES HAVE NOT BEEN APPRECIATED AS SUCH AT RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDSEXCEPT AT  TIMES  TO ASSOCIATE THEM WITH AN !SIAN PREFER
ENCE FOR INDUCTIVE REASONING 3COLLON AND 3COLLON h4OPIC #ONFUSIONv	 
.OR HAS ANY SERIOUS EFFORT BEEN MADE TO RECONFIGURE #HINESE  INDIREC
TION TO CHARACTERIZE IT NOT AS A DIRECT OPPOSITE BUT AS A COMPLEMENTING 
EQUAL OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESSA POINT ) WILL COME BACK TO IN 
GREATER DETAIL SHORTLY
)N THE WIDELY ANTHOLOGIZED h4HE ,ANGUAGE OF $ISCRETIONv !MY 4AN 
TACKLES SIMILAR MISCONCEPTIONS &OR EXAMPLE IT IS SAID THAT THE #HINESE 
LANGUAGE  LACKS  DIRECT  LINGUISTIC MEANS  TO  PERFORM  ASSERTIONS  OR  DENI
ALS  AND  THAT #HINESE PEOPLE ARE  INCREDIBLY DISCREET  AND MODEST ONLY 
CAPABLE OF PERFORMING PHATIC OR INDIRECT	 SPEECH ACTS  	 "UT AS 
4AN TELLS US THESE ARE NO MORE THAN MISCONCEPTIONS AND STEREOTYPES
THOUGH THEY ARE NOT ONLY ANNOYING BUT ALSO  INSIDIOUS  IN PERPETUATING 
STEREOTYPES AND  IN COMPOUNDING MISUNDERSTANDINGS (ER OWN EXPERI
ENCES GROWING UP IN A BICULTURAL BILINGUAL FAMILY TELL HER THAT #HINESE 
PEOPLE IN FACT KNOW HOW TO ANSWER hYESv OR hNOv DIRECTLY RELATIVE TO EACH 
SPECIFIC  SPEECH  EVENT  AND  THAT  THEIR  LANGUAGE  MAY  SEEM  INDIRECT  OR 
CRYPTIC ONLY TO THOSE UNINITIATED OR ON THE OUTSIDE LOOKING IN n	 
&URTHER  AS  SHE  EXPLAINS  ELSEWHERE  IT  IS  THE  RICHNESS  OF  HER  LINGUISTIC 
EXPERIENCES  NEGOTIATING  BETWEEN  HER  MOTHERS  hBROKENv  %NGLISH  AND 
HER OWN hWATERED DOWNv TRANSLATION OF HER MOTHERS #HINESE h-OTHER 
4ONGUEv  n	  NOT  ANY  PERSONAL  PREFERENCES  FOR  hWISHYWASHINESSv 
THAT HELPS 4AN SPEAK hOF TWO MINDSv h,ANGUAGEv 	 AND THAT MAKES 
SUCH A STYLE OF COMMUNICATION AN ILL CANDIDATE FOR THE CHARACTERIZATION 
OF hINDIRECTIONv
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"UT THERE IS MORE #HINESE INDIRECTION HAS ALSO BEEN FEMINIZED &OR 
EXAMPLE ACCORDING TO , 9OUNG THE NEED TO BE INDIRECT AND TO NURTURE 
THIS SENSE OF COMMONALITY OR BONDS hBEARS A STRIKING SIMILARITY TO SOME OF 
THE GOALS PURSUED BY !MERICAN WOMEN WHEN CONVERSING WITH !MERICAN 
MENv  	  &OLLOWING  'ILLIGAN  AND  4ANNEN  ,  9OUNG  TELLS  US  THAT 
WHEN %UROPEAN !MERICAN WOMEN ASK QUESTIONS IN A CONVERSATION WITH 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN MEN  THEY  ARE  OFTEN DOING  SO NOT  TO  GET  ANSWERS 
TO  THEIR  QUESTIONS  BUT  TO  KEEP  THE  CONVERSATION  GOING  	  ,IKE  THE 
#HINESE %UROPEAN !MERICAN WOMEN WANT TO hNURTURE AND AFFIRM THE 
OTHERS EXISTENCE AND PRESENCEv 	 BECAUSE THEY ARE MORE INTERESTED 
hIN  SEEING  THEMSELVES  FUNCTIONING  WITHIN  A  NETWORK  OF  RELATIONSHIPSv 
	 "UT AS 'ARRETT WARNS US  SUCH A COMPARISON CAN BECOME PART OF 
THIS RECURRING EFFORT TO ASSOCIATE #HINESE CULTURE#HINESE INDIRECTION 
BEING AN IMPORTANT PART OF ITWITH hA VALORIZED FEMININEv THAT hHARDLY 
SQUARES WITH THE OVERTLY PATRIARCHAL NATURE OF THE #HINESE FAMILY STATE 
AND  CULTUREv  h-ETHODOLOGICAL  2EFLECTIONSv  	  0UT  DIFFERENTLY  THIS 
KIND OF COMPARISON HOWEVER GOODINTENTIONED INEVITABLY RUNS THE RISK 
OF OVERGENERALIZING EACH COMMUNICATIVE STYLE AND OF DECONTEXTUALIZING 
ITS INTERNAL COMPLEXITIES .OT SURPRISINGLY FEMINIZING #HINESE INDIRECT
NESS MAY  IN  THE  END HELP  TURN  THE  VISIBLE#HINESE  INDIRECTIONINTO 
THE  LESS  VISIBLE  BECAUSE  FOR  NOW  AT  LEAST  THE  #HINESE  TALK  JUST  LIKE 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN WOMEN
4HIS  hVALORIZED  FEMININEv  INCIDENTALLY  ALMOST  BECOMES  THE MIRROR 
IMAGE OF THE hDEMONIZED FEMININEv ASSOCIATED WITH COLONIAL DISCOURSE 
4HAT IS TO SAY THE CATEGORY OF hWOMANv ONE OF THE IMPORTANT MARKERS 
IN COLONIAL DISCOURSE REGULARLY SIGNIFIES IRRATIONALITY HYSTERIA AND BACK
WARDNESS AND THESE NEGATIVE ATTRIBUTES THEN FEED INTO AND FURTHER JUS
TIFY MASCULINE SUPREMACY AND COLONIAL DOMINATION 0ENNYCOOK n	 
)MAGES OF THE FEMININEBE THEY hVALORIZEDv OR hDEMONIZEDvSERVE TO 
CONSTRUCT AND SUBSEQUENTLY CONTROL THE hOTHERv WHICH ALWAYS SEEMS SO 
ALIEN OR SO THREATENING TO THE ESTABLISHED ORDER
#HINESE WRITTEN DISCOURSE  IS REGULARLY CITED OR SIGHTED	 AS A TYPICAL 
EXAMPLE  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTIONTHOUGH  NO  ADEQUATE  CONSIDERATION 
HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO ACCOUNT FOR ITS UNDERLYING CULTURAL CONTEXT (OW 
CAN WE  THEN  EVALUATE #HINESE  INDIRECTION  SEEN  FROM  THIS  SIDE OF  THE 
0ACIFIC WITHOUT APPLYING AN ORIENTALIST LOGICA LOGIC THAT RELIES ON INVOK
ING  THE 7ESTERN PUBLIC ADDRESS PARADIGM AS  ITS NORM AS  ITS ADJUDICAT
ING AUTHORITY  IN  STUDYING #HINESE  INDIRECTION !ND HOW SHOULD WE AS 
TEACHERSWRITERS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS RESPOND WHEN WE ENCOUNTER 
WELLKNOWN QUOTATIONS LITERARY ALLUSIONS AND CELEBRATED SAYINGS IN OUR 
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#HINESE OR #HINESE !MERICAN STUDENTS PROSE 7HAT SHOULD WE SAY WHEN 
WE DISCOVER THAT SOME OF THESE REFERENCES MIGHT NOT INCLUDE THEIR SPE
CIFIC SOURCES OR THAT SOME OF THEM MIGHT NOT BE DIRECTLY LINKED TO THE 
MAIN IDEAS THEY WANT TO GET ACROSS !S EXPECTED WEVE SEEN A WIDE ARRAY 
OF RESPONSES OVER TIME TO THESE EXAMPLES OF #HINESE INDIRECTION RANG
ING FROM ROMANTIC ADULATION OR IDEALIZATION TO UTTER CONDESCENSION TO 
TOTAL FRUSTRATION
!MID  THESE  RESPONSES  )  OFTEN  FEEL  SO  OUT  OF  PLACE  SIMPLY  BECAUSE 
)  SHARE NONE OF  THEM  )  FEAR  THAT  ) WOULD PROBABLY BE DEEMED OUT OF 
ORDER SHOULD ) DECIDE TO SPEAK OUT DIRECTLY ) WONDER WHY AND ) WANT TO 
KNOW HOW THE CONTEXT THAT UNDERPINS #HINESE INDIRECTNESS HAS BEEN SO 
CONVENIENTLY LEFT OUT
4HE  DISCOURSES  SO  FAR  PRODUCED  ON  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  HAVE  ALSO 
CREATED  THEIR  OWN  DISCURSIVE  REALITYHOWEVER  REMOVED  THAT  REALITY  IS 
FROM  THE  REAL  DYNAMICS  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  OR  FROM  ITS  UNDERLY
ING  CONTEXT  3UCH DISCURSIVERATHER  THAN ONTOLOGICALREALITY  IN  TURN 
HELPS CONSTRUCT CULTURAL  STEREOTYPES AND SHAPE  INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES 
EVEN THOUGH THESE EXPERIENCES MAY NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH INDI
RECTNESS #HINESE  OR  OTHERWISE  )N  OTHER WORDS #HINESE  AND #HINESE 
!MERICAN  STUDENTS MAY  END  UP  INVOKING  THESE  KINDS  OF  DISCOURSES  IN 
ORDER FOR THEIR OWN COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICES TO hMAKE SENSEv BOTH FOR 
THEMSELVES AND FOR THEIR %UROPEAN !MERICAN AUDIENCE /R THEY SIMPLY 
RELY ON THESE DISCOURSES TO hSELFCRITIQUEv THEIR WRITINGS AND TO SHOWCASE 
THEIR METAKNOWLEDGE 4HESE MANEUVERS MAY NOT  BE PREDICATED  AT  ALL 
UPON THEIR ABILITY TO SPEAK ANDOR WRITE IN #HINESE BECAUSE WHAT THEY 
ARE NEGOTIATING  IS NOT NECESSARILY BETWEEN TWO  LANGUAGES BUT BETWEEN 
TWO DISCURSIVE CULTURAL REALITIES OF INDIRECTION AND DIRECTNESS	 THAT ARE 
CONSTRUCTED SHAPED AND DISSEMINATED BY SUCH DISCOURSES
&OR  EXAMPLE  ACCORDING  TO  *ARRATT  ,OSH  AND  0UENTE  ONE  OF  THEIR 
#HINESE !MERICAN STUDENTS #HAO WHEN ASKED TO ANALYZE HIS OWN WRIT
ING DESCRIBED IT AS hINDIRECTv AS CONTAINING TOO MANY PASSIVE SENTENCE 
STRUCTURES 	 4HEY WERE VERY SURPRISED BY HIS CHARACTERIZATION BECAUSE 
THERE WAS SUCH A WIDE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN HIS WRITING AND HIS OWN CHARAC
TERIZATION OF IT &OR ONE THING HE USED ONLY EIGHT PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN 
A NINE AND A HALF PAGE PAPER AND SEVERAL OF THESE CONSTRUCTIONS WERE hOF 
A CONVENTIONAL TYPE THAT WOULD HAVE SOUNDED AWKWARD IN AN ACTIVE VOICEv 
	 &OR ANOTHER THE ARGUMENTS HE PRESENTED IN THE PAPER WERE GENER
ALLY FREE FROM QUALIFICATION OR HEDGING AND HIS TREATMENT OF SOURCES WAS 
QUITE SUMMARY 	 )N SHORT THERE WAS NOTHING hINDIRECTv ABOUT #HAOS 
WRITING IN SPITE OF HIS OWN METADISCURSIVE EFFORTS TO THE CONTRARY
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7HAT WE ARE SEEING HERE IS A DISCONNECT BETWEEN REFERENCING OR NAM
ING ON THE ONE HAND AND THE REFERENT OR WHAT IS BEING NAMED ON THE 
OTHER  3UCH A DISCONNECT ONLY  SPEAKS  TO  THE DISCURSIVE POWER OF  THESE 
DISCOURSES  ON  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  THEY  CREATE  KNOWLEDGE  AND  THEY 
CONDITION OUR WAYS OF THINKING BECAUSE THEY NOW OPERATE AS A SOCIAL AND 
DISCURSIVE  REALITY  3UCH DISCOURSES  PERFORM  IN  THE WORDS  OF !NG  hTHE 
CONTINUING AND CONTINUOUS OPERATION OF @FIXINGv 	 ON THE FORMATION 
OF OUR RHETORICAL PRACTICES ANDOR ON THE FORMATION OF OUR METAKNOWL
EDGE ABOUT THESE PRACTICES 4HEY INEVITABLY PRODUCE A hTRUTHv EFFECT A 
BELIEF THAT THERE IS A hFITv BETWEEN THE PROPOSITION AND THE WORLDEVEN 
THOUGH MOST  IRONICALLY  SUCH DISCOURSES HARDLY  REFLECT  TRUTH  AND  THEY 
HARDLY hWORDv THE WORLD
3O WHAT THEN IS THE UNDERLYING CONTEXT THAT INFORMS #HINESE INDI
RECTION  7HAT  IS  THE  REAL  REFERENT  THAT  HAS  BEEN  SO  OBSCURED  IF  NOT 
ERASED  ALTOGETHER  BY  THESE  KINDS  OF  DISCOURSES  3IMPLY  PUT  #HINESE 
INDIRECTION BECOMES MUCH MORE COMPLEX WHEN VIEWED IN ITS LARGER CUL
TURAL CONTEXT AND IN FACT IT SHOULD NOT BE VIEWED AS JUST THE INFERIOR	 
OPPOSITE OF DIRECTNESSBE IT %UROPEAN !MERICAN OR THAT OF ANY OTHER 
SPEECH COMMUNITY
"EFORE ) PROCEED TO UNCOVER THIS CONTEXT THIS MUCH HAS TO BE NOTED 
RIGHT  AWAY  &IRST  MY  EFFORT  TO  REEVALUATE  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  SHOULD 
NOT BE RATIONALIZED DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY AS AN EXAMPLE ON MY PART OF 
CULTIVATING HARMONY OVER DISCORDANCE BETWEEN #HINESE INDIRECTION AND 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS .OR SHOULD SUCH AN EFFORT BE CONSTRUED 
IN ANY SHAPE OR  FORM AS AN ATTEMPT  TO ACCOMMODATE #HINESE  INDIREC
TION TO THE TERMS OF THE DIRECTNESS PARADIGM %ITHER INTERPRETIVE MOVE 
IS AT BEST  TO CANCEL  IMPORTANT PRODUCTIVE OPPORTUNITIES  FOR REFLECTIVE 
ENCOUNTERS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS 3UCH ENCOUNTERS INTERROGATE AND 
CONTEST  HIERARCHICAL  STEREOTYPES  AND  STRUCTURES  THAT  HAVE  IN MY  VIEW 
SO  CRIPPLED  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  DIRECTNESS  !S  )  HAVE  ARGUED  IN  #HAPTER  /NE  ENCOUNTERS 
OF  THIS  KINDTHROUGH  HETEROGENEOUS  RESONANCEHELP  RECONNECT  TO 
THE COMPLEX PAST  THAT HAS  INFORMED  THEIR  RESPECTIVE MANIFESTATIONS AT 
PRESENT 4HEY GENERATE DYNAMIC COMPLEX RELATIONSHIPS YIELDING A NEW 
AWARENESS THAT IS  INTRICATELY  IMPLICATED IN THOUGH NOT CAUSALLY DERIVED 
FROM  POINTS  OF  CONTACT  BETWEEN  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN DIRECTNESS
3ECOND  MY  REEVALUATION  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  IN  RELATION  TO 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS SHOULD NOT ENTAIL THAT THE LATTER IS MONO
LITHIC OR UNCHANGINGTHOUGH IT IS QUITE TEMPTING TO DESCRIBE %UROPEAN 
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!MERICAN DIRECTNESS OR %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITION FOR THAT 
MATTER AS SUCHSO THAT WE CAN USE IT AS OUR OWN EASY TARGET AS OUR OWN 
RHETORICAL  FOIL .OT ONLY DOES %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS  LIKE  ANY 
OTHER MODE OF COMMUNICATION MANIFEST ITSELF IN EACH AND EVERY PARTICU
LAR CONTEXT OF SITUATION WHICH NECESSARILY IS CAUSE ENOUGH FOR VARIATION 
IMPROVISATION AND TRANSFORMATION BUT ALSO %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECT
NESS CAN QUICKLY FIND ITSELF OVERLAPPING WITH OTHER MODES OF COMMUNICA
TION ASSOCIATED WITH OTHER RHETORICAL TRADITIONS 7HAT REMAINS CONSTANT 
THEREFORE HAS TO BE PEOPLE IN POSITIONS OF POWER WHO HOLD %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN DIRECTNESS IN PLACE AND WHO FURTHER REIFY IT AS THEIR OWN PRE
FERRED CELEBRATED NORM )NCIDENTALLY THE DISCONNECT BETWEEN REFERENC
ING AND THE REFERENT THAT ) DISCUSSED ABOVE CONCERNING #HINESE INDIREC
TION APPLIES JUST AS FITTINGLY TO %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESSTHOUGH 
WITH  DIFFERING  CONSEQUENCES  4HAT  IS  TO  SAY  FOR  #HINESE  AND  #HINESE 
!MERICAN STUDENTS TO DESCRIBE THEIR COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICES AS hINDI
RECTv  REPRODUCES  AND  REINFORCES  CULTURAL  STEREOTYPES  AND  IT  SQUARELY 
PLACES THEM AT THE BOTTOM OF THIS HIERARCHY THAT PITS INDIRECTION AGAINST 
DIRECTNESS &OR %UROPEAN !MERICAN STUDENTS TO DUB THEIR COMMUNICA
TIVE PRACTICES hDIRECTv PROVIDES A POSITIVE COVER FOR THEM IF NOT CULTURAL 
CAPITAL 3UCH AN OUTCOME SERVES THEM WELL IT MATCHES WITH AND FURTHER 
ENHANCES THE DISCURSIVE DESIRE FOR CLARITY AND TRANSPARENCY
4HERE ARE ADMITTEDLY A MULTITUDE OF COMPONENTS  SHAPING #HINESE 
CULTURAL CONTEXTIF WE CONSIDER #HINAS LONG HISTORY AND ITS CHANGING 
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CONDITIONS )N THIS CHAPTER ) WANT TO FOCUS ON TWO OF 
THEMCORRELATIVE  THINKING  AND  THE  TOPICPROMINENT  CHARACTERISTIC  OF 
THE #HINESE LANGUAGEBECAUSE THESE TWO ARE QUITE CENTRAL IN MY VIEW 
TO THE SUBJECT MATTER AT HAND AND TO MY OVERRIDING CONCERN TO RECONNECT 
THE ACT OF	 REFERENCING TO THE REFERENT THE PAST TO THE PRESENT .ATURALLY 
MY SELECTED FOCUS HERE DOES NOT  IMPLY THAT OTHER COMPONENTS ARE NOT 
IMPORTANT RATHER IT MEANS THAT THEY ARE PRESENTLY NOT AS IMPORTANT
#ORRELATIVE  THINKING  HAS  BEEN  CHARACTERIZED  AS  A  FUNDAMENTAL 
#HINESE  CHARACTERISTIC  ONE  THAT  IS  hGROUNDED  IN  INFORMAL  AND HENCE 
AD  HOC  ANALOGICAL  PROCEDURES  PRESUPPOSING  BOTH  ASSOCIATION  AND  DIF
FERENTIATIONv (ALL AND !MES !NTICIPATING #HINA 	 "Y PUTTING ITEMS 
OR EVENTS IN GROUPS AS INTERRELATED SETS WITHIN A SCHEME EXPLAINABLE IN 
TERMS OF ANALOGICAL RELATIONS CORRELATIVE THINKING USES THE ASSOCIATION OF 
IMAGE OR CONCEPTCLUSTERS  TO YIELD SIMILARITIES OR CONTRASTS AND TO PRO
DUCE RICHLY VAGUE SIGNIFICANCES 4HIS MODE OF THINKING PARTS WITH OTHER 
MODES OF  THINKING  THAT RELY UPON hNATURAL KINDS PARTWHOLE RELATIONS 
AN  IMPLICIT OR EXPLICIT  THEORY OF  TYPES OR UPON CAUSAL  IMPLICATIONS OR 
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ENTAILMENTS OR ANYTHING LIKE THE SORT ONE FINDS IN !RISTOTELIAN OR MODERN 
7ESTERN LOGICSv  ALSO SEE n	 4O USE (ALL AND !MES EXAMPLE 
OF TOTEMIC CLASSIFICATIONS FOR  ILLUSTRATION WHEN A CLAN OR A FAMILY OR A 
GROUP IS ASSOCIATED WITH A PARTICULAR ANIMAL OR NATURAL OBJECT A MEAN
INGFUL CORRELATION GETS ESTABLISHEDTHOUGH NO SHARED ESSENCE OR CAUSAL 
CONNECTION  AS  WOULD  BE  EXPECTED  BY  7ESTERN  LOGIC  UNDERPINS  SUCH 
ASSOCIATION  4HE  SELECTED  ANIMAL  OR  NATURAL  OBJECT  HAS  CHARACTERISTICS 
THAT HELP CREATE FEELINGS AND BEHAVIORS IN THE HUMAN BEINGS ASSOCIATED 
WITH IT )N TURN THESE FEELINGS AND BEHAVIORS HELP TO ESTABLISH THEIR CHAR
ACTER AND IDENTITY AS INDIVIDUALS AS WELL AS THEIR PATTERNS OF COMMUNAL 
ASSOCIATION 	
,ET ME USE ANOTHER EXAMPLETHE TWELVE ANIMALS OF #HINESE ASTROLOGY 
!CCORDING TO THE #HINESE ZODIACAL SYSTEM WHICH CONSISTS OF A TWELVEYEAR 
CYCLE EACH YEAR OF THE CYCLE IS NAMED AFTER ONE OF THE TWELVE ANIMALS THE 
2AT /X 4IGER 2ABBIT $RAGON 3NAKE (ORSE 2AM -ONKEY 2OOSTER 
$OG AND "OAR %ACH ANIMAL ACCORDS A SET OF DISTINCT CHARACTERISTICS TO 
ITS YEAR AND A PERSON WHO IS BORN IN THAT YEAR THEN TAKES ON THESE CHAR
ACTERISTICS AND IN FACT HIS OR HER FUTURE OR FORTUNE IS DETERMINED BY THE 
YEAR OF HIS OR HER BIRTH BY THIS ASSOCIATION BY THIS ASSIGNED RELATIONSHIP 
&OR EXAMPLE IF YOU ARE BORN IN THE YEAR OF THE $OG YOU ARE THEN TRUST
WORTHY AND FAITHFUL AND YOU ARE ADEPT AT ASSESSING INFORMATION AND WILL 
ALWAYS FIGHT FOR TRUTH +WOK 	 &URTHER YOUR ASSOCIATION WITH THE $OG 
ALSO ENTITLES YOU TO CERTAIN KINDS OF RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER INDIVIDUALS 
!S A $OG YOU ARE SUITED TO THE (ORSE THAT IS THE INDIVIDUAL BORN IN THE 
YEAR OF THE (ORSE	 BUT NOT THE $RAGON 2AM OR 2OOSTER +WOK n	 
/NCE AGAIN NO EFFORTS ARE BEING EXPENDED TO CONNECT YOU TO THE CHAR
ACTERISTICS OF A GIVEN ANIMAL FROM A CAUSAL PERSPECTIVE NOR ARE ANY GES
TURES BEING MADE TOWARD ESTABLISHING SOME SHARED ESSENCE OR  IDENTITY 
BETWEEN YOU AND THE ANIMAL 2ATHER BY CLUSTERING TOGETHER THE IMAGES 
AND CHARACTERISTICS OF  THE  TWELVE ANIMALS WITHIN  THE  TWELVEYEAR  ZODIAC 
CYCLE #HINESE ASTROLOGY CREATES FOR INDIVIDUALS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH OF 
THESE TWELVE ANIMALS MEANINGS AND SIGNIFICANCES THAT ARE INFORMED BY 
A CORRELATIVE LOGICBY AN EXCLUSIVE FOCUS ON hTHE CORRELATIONAL IMPLICA
TIONS  BETWEEN DIFFERENT  SIGNSv  4 #HANG  	  AND ON  THEIR MUTUALLY
DEPENDENT CHARACTERISTICS
4O  SUGGEST  THAT  CORRELATIVE  THINKING  IS  A  CENTRAL  CHARACTERISTIC  OF 
#HINESE  CULTURE  SHOULD  NOT  LEAD  US  TO  CONCLUDE  THAT  IT  IS  NECESSAR
ILY  UNIQUE  TO  THE  #HINESE  MIND  3UCH  A  CONCLUSION  WOULD  BE  TOO 
EXTRAVAGANT  BECAUSE  hIT  IGNORES  OR  UNDERMINES  THE  WELLDEVELOPED 
'REEK INTERESTS  IN CORRELATIONSv AS  IS SEEN IN THE 0YTHAGOREAN 4ABLE OF 
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/PPOSITES REPORTED BY !RISTOTLE ,LOYD n	 3IMILARLY ACCORDING TO 
'RAHAM CORRELATIVE THINKING WAS THE DOMINANT MODE OF THOUGHT IN THE 
7EST UNTIL 'ALILEO AND THE CORRELATIVE COSMOS WAS THEN THE ONLY GAME 
IN TOWN SO TO SPEAK UNTIL THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN SCIENCE BEGIN
NING WITH THE 3CIENTIFIC 2EVOLUTION AROUND  $ISPUTERS n	 )N 
THE WORDS OF 'RAHAM h5NTIL  THE 3CIENTIFIC 2EVOLUTION  THE CHOICE WAS 
BETWEEN A CORRELATIVE COSMOS AND NO COSMOS AT ALLv $ISPUTERS 	 3UCH 
SCIENTIFIC	 DEVELOPMENT THEN BEGAN THE SHIFT AWAY FROM CORRELATIVE TO 
CAUSAL THINKING AND IT BEGAN TO ASSUME hAN OBJECTIVE GROUND THAT CAN 
UNDERWRITE STANDARDS OF EVIDENCE ALLOWING CLAIMS TO CERTITUDE OR PLAUSI
BILITYv (ALL AND !MES !NTICIPATING #HINA 	 !S A RESULT EVEN MODERN 
7ESTERN ASTROLOGYTHE MOST  RECOGNIZABLE ARTIFACT EVIDENTLY  SHAPED BY 
CORRELATIVE THINKING IS BEING RATIONALIZED AND MUCH OF ITS LANGUAGE IS 
NOT CORRELATIVE BUT CAUSAL 	
!LMOST BY THE SAME TOKEN THE DOMINANCE OF CORRELATIVE THINKING IN 
#HINESE CULTURE DOES NOT MEAN THAT CAUSAL THINKING IS NONEXISTENTTHE 
TECHNOLOGICAL  ACHIEVEMENTS  THROUGHOUT  #HINESE  HISTORY  PROVIDE  SUF
FICIENT  EVIDENCE  FOR  ITS  EXISTENCE  AND  FOR  ITS  INFLUENCE  !S  (ALL  AND 
!MES POINT OUT ALL CULTURES POSSESS BOTH CORRELATIVE AND CAUSAL MODES 
OF THINKING AND WHAT MAKES ONE MODE RUN ROUGHSHOD OVER THE OTHER 
IS  THAT  THE  DOMINANT MODE  TENDS  TO  hINFORM  AND  RECAST  THE  RECESSIVE 
MODEv 	 )RONICALLY BECAUSE OF  ITS  IMPORTANCE IN #HINESE CULTURAL 
TRADITION CORRELATIVE THINKING HAS BEEN SINGLED OUT AS ONE MAJOR hCUL
PRITv CONTRIBUTING TO THE LACK OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN 
#HINESE HISTORY .AMELY SINCE CORRELATIVE THINKING DOES NOT FOLLOW THE 
KIND OF RATIONAL DEDUCTIVE REASONING ASSOCIATED WITH 7ESTERN TRADITION 
WITH  THE %NLIGHTENMENT #HINA MISSED OUT ON  THE OPPORTUNITY  TO  JOIN 
THE RANKS OF THE 7EST IN THE AREA OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY !ND CORRELA
TIVE THINKING HAS ALSO BEEN RECAST IN CAUSAL LOGICAL TERMS AND IT HAS BEEN 
INVESTED IN A CONTEXT THAT IS ALTOGETHER NOT ITS OWN 4HE REASON APPEARS 
SIMPLE SINCE CORRELATIVE THINKING IS SO IMPORTANT IN #HINESE CULTURE IT 
MUST HAVE EMBODIED SOME LOGICAL DEEP STRUCTURE OR IT MUST HAVE SOME
HOW FOLLOWED THE SAME KIND OF RULES AND RATIONALE AS IN 7ESTERN CULTURE 
#ONSEQUENTLY THE #HINESE ZODIAC SYSTEM SHOULD NOW BE UNDERSTOOD LESS 
IN TERMS OF ITS IMMANENT ASSOCIATIONS AND CORRESPONDING SIGNIFICANCES 
BUT MORE IN TERMS OF METAPHOR SIMILARITY	 AND METONYMY CONTIGUITY	 
"ODDE n	
7HAT MUST BE UNDERSCORED IN ANY DISCUSSION OF #HINESE CORRELATIVE 
THINKING IS THAT INTERRELATED SETS OR CORRELATIVES WITHIN A GIVEN SCHEME OF 
TWOS THREES FIVES OR NINES ARE NOT LOGICALLY OR CAUSALLY RELATED .OR ARE 
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THEY NECESSARILY OR ALWAYS HIERARCHICALLY ORDERED OR DISTINGUISHED WITH 
ONE BEING SUPERIOR TO AND MORE VALUABLE THAN THE OTHER #ORRELATIVES 
LIKE  hDAYv  AND  hNIGHTv  hHEAVENv  AND  hEARTHv  AND  hACTIONv  AND  hINAC
TIONv  IN  A  CLASSIFICATORY  SCHEME  OF  TWOS  SHOULD  NOT  BE  CHARACTERIZED 
AS OFTEN BEEN THE CASE AS OPPOSITES THAT CONFLICT BUT AS OPPOSITES THAT 
COMPLEMENT 'RAHAM $ISPUTERS n	 /THERWISE STATED THE CONTRAST 
BETWEEN  THESE  CORRELATIVE  PAIRINGS  DOES  NOT  MEAN  THAT  ONE  EXCLUDES 
THE OTHER OR THAT ONE LOGICALLY ENTAILS THE OTHER .OR DOES IT MEAN THAT 
THEY TOGETHER YIELD COMPLETENESS OR TOTALITY 2ATHER THEY BECOME WHAT 
2APHALS CALLS hCOMPLEMENTARY POLARITYvA POLARITY THAT EMPHASIZES THE 
NEED FOR BALANCE AND INTERDEPENDENCE BETWEEN THE TWO ITEMS 3HARING 
THE ,IGHT 	
,ET ME USE  hYINv AND hYANGv  TO  ILLUSTRATE  FURTHER  THIS CHARACTERISTIC 
h9INv AND hYANGv INITIALLY APPEARED AS TWO OF SIX hQIv म hENERGYv	 IN 
FOURTHCENTURY "#%	 WORKS SUCH AS  THE :UO :HUAN ͣ෭ :UO !NNAL	 
WHICH CHRONICLED THE REIGNS OF TWELVE RULERS OF THE 3TATE OF ,U n 
"#%	 h9INv AND h9ANGv BEGAN TO ASSUME THE ROLE OF THE QUINTESSENTIAL 
POLARITY  IN  #HINA  IN  THE  THIRD  AND  SECOND  CENTURIES  "#%	  FIRST  AS  A 
CYCLIC MODEL THAT hEMPHASIZED THE ALTERNATION OF DAY AND NIGHT OR DARK
NESS  AND  LIGHT  ߺଃ	  AND  THE  FOUR  SEASONSv  BEFORE  IT  BECAME PART  OF 
THE  LANGUAGE  IN  AN  EXPLANATION  OF  SOCIAL  POLITICAL  AND  COSMOLOGICAL 
PROCESSES  2APHALS  3HARING  THE  ,IGHT    ALSO  SEE  'RAHAM  9IN9ANG 
n	  4HEREFORE  hYINv  AND  hYANGv  ARE  ALWAYS  INTERDEPENDENT  AND 
THEY  ARE  ALWAYS  IN  THE  PROCESS  OF  BECOMING  IN  RELATION  TO  ONE  OR MORE 
OTHER PAIRINGS OF POLARITIES 3O  THE CHEST  IS  hYINv  RECEPTIVE  SOFT  SUB
MISSIVE	 IN RELATION TO THE BACK WHICH IS hYANGv CREATIVE HARD AGGRES
SIVE	 (OWEVER IN RELATION TO THE ABDOMEN THE CHEST BECOMES hYANGv 
!ND THESE RELATIONS CAN BE FURTHER TRANSFORMED WITH ANY OTHER CHANGES 
IN  THE  HUMAN  BODY  SUCH  AS  A  BROKEN  LEG  OR  A  PINCHED  NERVE  !MES 
AND 2OSEMONT h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 /N THE OTHER HAND THE hYINYANGv 
COMPLEMENTARY  RELATIONSHIP  IS  NOT  IMMUNE  TO  SOCIAL  AND  POLITICAL 
FORCES WHICH HAVE IN FACT LED TO A SKEWED THOUGH SELFSERVING EMPHA
SIS ON MAINTAINING A HIERARCHICAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN SUBORDINATE AND 
SUPERORDINATE IN EACH AND EVERY PARING 2APHALS 3HARING THE ,IGHT 	 
!S A RESULT THE hYINYANGv POLARITY THE BASIS FOR ORDERING ALL BINARY COR
RELATIVES  IN  #HINESE  COSMOLOGY  HAS  BEEN  FREQUENTLY  INTERPRETED  AS 
REPRESENTING ONLY HIERARCHICAL IRREVERSIBLE CONTRASTS IN SOCIAL REALMS TO 
JUSTIFY FOR EXAMPLE THE SEPARATION OF THE SEXES WOMEN AS hYINv SUITED 
ONLY FOR THE hINSIDEv AND MEN AS hYANGv BELONGING TO THE hOUTSIDEvOR 
TO MAINTAIN  THE  STATUS QUOTHOSE WHO DARE  TO  CHALLENGE  THE EXISTING 
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SOCIAL SYSTEM ARE DESCRIBED AS UPSETTING THE hYINYANGv BALANCE AND THUS 
RULED OUT OF ORDER
/N THE STRENGTH OF THIS BINARY DISTORTED UNDERSTANDING OF THE hYIN
YANGv  CONTRAST #HINESE  INDIRECTION HAS OFTEN BEEN  CHARACTERIZED  AS  A 
DIRECT AND SUBORDINATE OPPOSITION TO THE %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS 
PARADIGM !NY ATTEMPTS TO COMPLICATE OR TO REJECT THIS BINARY CHARACTER
IZATION WILL  THEN BE NATURALLY  FAULTED  FOR NOT  OBSERVING  THE  hYINYANGv 
BALANCE  AND  THUS  DISMISSED  AS  HAVING  NO  VALUE  AT  ALL 7HILE  THE  USE 
OF THIS BINARY DISCOURSE TO DEFINE #HINESE INDIRECTION CAN CERTAINLY BE 
ATTRIBUTED TO A LACK OF CONTEXTUAL KNOWLEDGE IT REVEALS TO MY MIND A FAR 
MORE SERIOUS DEEPROOTED DISPOSITION TO CONSTRUCT IN THIS CASE #HINESE 
INDIRECTION ACCORDING TO THE hEXNOMINATEDv READ AS INVISIBLE	 NORM 
/NCE THIS KIND OF DISPOSITION  IS  SET  IN MOTION OR PUT  TO WORK  THE REST 
ABOUT #HINESE INDIRECTION IS AS WE SAY IN %NGLISH HISTORY
.OT TOO SURPRISINGLY THE #HINESE LANGUAGE SEEMS TO HAVE SUFFERED AN 
ALMOST  IDENTICAL  FATE !CCORDING  TO 4ONG #HINESE HAS BEEN CHARACTER
IZED AS  hLACKING PRINCIPLE AND  INCAPABLE OF  SELFGENERATIONv BECAUSE  IT 
DOES NOT HAVE A SYSTEM OF INFLECTION 	 3UCH A CHARACTERIZATION OR hFIX
INGv BECOMES POSSIBLE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE ADJUDICATION ADMINISTERED BY 
THE hEXNOMINATEDv NORM BY THE MODEL OF 7ESTERN %UROPEAN INFLECTED 
LANGUAGES 4HIS KIND OF CHARACTERIZATION TO QUOTE 4ONG IS BASED UPON 
hA FRAME OF REFERENCE THAT BELONGS TO THE 7ESTERN TRADITIONv 	 /R IN 
MY OWN WORDS IT IS MADE POSSIBLE AND DISCURSIVELY REAL BY THE DISCOURSE 
OF  HIERARCHICAL  POLARITY  THAT  OPPOSES  A  SUBORDINATE	  NONINFLECTIONAL 
#HINESE  LANGUAGE  TO  SUPERORDINATE	  INFLECTIONAL  7ESTERN  %UROPEAN 
LANGUAGES
!NALOGICAL  CORRELATIVE  ASSOCIATIONS  ARE NOT  ALWAYS  BINDING  THOUGH 
4HEIR DISCURSIVE  FORCES ARE PREDICATED UPON THE EXTENT  TO WHICH THESE 
ASSOCIATIONS  HAVE  BEEN  FULLY  INSTITUTIONALIZED  OR  FIRMLY  ENTRENCHED 
WITHIN  STRUCTURES OF POWER &OR  INSTANCE  THERE  IS  A NOTABLE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN  (ALL  AND  !MES  EXAMPLE  OF  TOTEMIC  CLASSIFICATIONS  AND  MY 
EXAMPLE OF  THE TWELVE ANIMALS OF #HINESE ASTROLOGY 7HEN A CLAN OR A 
FAMILY  BECOMES  ASSOCIATED  WITH  A  PARTICULAR  ANIMAL  OR  NATURAL  OBJECT 
THEY MAY NOT HAVE MUCH CHOICE EXCEPT TO EMBRACE OR TO ADJUST TO THOSE 
FEELINGS  AND  BEHAVIORS  THAT  EMANATE  FROM  SUCH  ASSOCIATIONS  AND  THAT 
HELP ESTABLISH THEIR IDENTITY AND THEIR FUTURE ALLIANCES 4HE REASON IS PER
HAPS EASY TO COMPREHEND SUCH TOTEMIC ASSOCIATIONS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED 
AN INSTITUTIONAL VALUE THAT IS BOTH EXPRESSIVE AND DETERMINISTIC 4O REJECT 
THEM IS TO REJECT THEIR OWN COMMUNITY TO UPSET THIS hYIN YANGv ORDER OF 
COMMUNAL SIGNIFICANCE
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/N THE OTHER HAND  INDIVIDUALS  THAT ARE BORN  IN  THE YEAR OF ONE OF 
THE TWELVE ANIMALS UNDER THE #HINESE ZODIACAL SYSTEM CAN INDEED SUB
SCRIBE TO OR CONSULT WITH CORRESPONDING ASSOCIATIONSWHETHER THEY ARE 
TRUSTWORTHY OR WHETHER THEY SHOULD ASSOCIATE THEMSELVES WITH INDIVIDUALS 
BORN IN THE YEAR OF A DIFFERENT ANIMAL /R THEY DONT HAVE TO TAKE THESE 
ASSOCIATIONS SERIOUSLY AND THEY CAN EVEN REJECT THEM ALTOGETHER WITHOUT 
NECESSARILY  INCURRING  ANY  SERIOUS  CONSEQUENCES  OR  PENALTIES  FROM  THE 
COMMUNITY 7HILE #HINESE  TWELVEANIMAL  ASTROLOGY  DOES  CREATE MEAN
INGS AND  IDENTITIES  FOR  INDIVIDUALS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH OF  THESE  TWELVE 
ANIMALS THESE MEANINGS AND IDENTITIES ARE YET TO BE INSTITUTIONALIZED OR 
INCORPORATED INTO THE LARGER CONSTITUTIVE ORDER OF DISCOURSE IN #HINESE 
SOCIETY 5NTIL AND WHEN THEY ARE INDIVIDUALS CAN EITHER REMAIN FREE OF 
THEIR ASSOCIATIVE INFLUENCES OR USE THEM TO THEIR ADVANTAGE
,ET  ME  NOW  TURN  TO  THE  SECOND  COMPONENTTHE  TOPICPROMINENT 
CHARACTERISTIC OF  THE #HINESE  LANGUAGE  )N  A QUITE  INFLUENTIAL  ESSAY ON 
LANGUAGE TYPOLOGY ,I AND 4HOMPSON DEMONSTRATE  IN SOME DETAIL  THAT 
#HINESE IS A TOPICPROMINENT LANGUAGE BECAUSE TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE 
IS ITS SIGNIFICANT TYPOLOGICAL FEATURE h3UBJECT AND 4OPICv 	THOUGH 
THEY ADMIT THAT THEY ARE NOT THE FIRST TO MAKE THIS PROPOSAL 	 5NLIKE 
%NGLISH  A  SUBJECTPROMINENT  LANGUAGE  WHICH  PROMINENTLY  FEATURES 
SUBJECTVERB  STRUCTURE  #HINESE  HAS  AS  ITS  BASIC  SENTENCE  TYPE  TOPIC
COMMENT  STRUCTURE WITH  THE  TOPIC ALWAYS BEING DEFINITE  IN  THE  INITIAL 
POSITION AND THE CENTER OF ATTENTION n	 &OR EXAMPLE
:;H=EIJIAN SHIQING NI BU NENG GUANG MAFAN YIGE REN
ᆊࡸൠ౭୍҉୆݂ગٗ၉۸ಭ	
THIS CLASSIFIER	 MATTER YOU NOT CAN ONLY BOTHER ONE PERSON
4HE  MATTER  TOPIC	  YOU  CANT  JUST  BOTHER  ONE  PERSON  h3UBJECT  AND 
4OPICv 	
(ERE THE RELATIONSHIP OF hZ;H=EIJIAN SHIQINGv hTHIS MATTERv	 AND hNI 
BU NENG GUANG MAFAN YIGE RENv hYOU CANT JUST BOTHER ONE PERSONv	 IS 
NOT SUBJECT TO OBJECT NOR IS IT SUBJECT TO PREDICATE 2ATHER hNI BU NENG 
GUANG MAFAN  YIGE  RENv  SERVES  AS  A  COMMENT  ON  THE  TOPIC  hZ;H=EIJIAN 
SHIQINGv $IFFERENTLY  STATED  hZ;H=EIJIAN  SHIQINGv PROVIDES A  FRAMEWORK 
OR  ESTABLISHES  A  THEME  FOR  THE  DISCOURSEHENCE  THE  TOPICCOMMENT 
STRUCTURE 4HE SAME SENTENCE ALSO CONTAINS BOTH THE SUBJECT hYOUv	 AS 
ACTOR AND THE TOPIC hTHIS MATTERv	 AS PATIENT
,I AND 4HOMPSON FURTHER SUGGEST THAT THE TOPIC IN #HINESE TOPICCOM
MENT STRUCTURE ESSENTIALLY BELONGS TO DISCOURSE &OR EXAMPLE BY RELATING 
THE SENTENCE OF WHICH IT IS A PART TO SOME PRECEDING SENTENCE THE TOPIC 
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FUNCTIONS IN hTHE CONTEXT IN WHICH A GIVEN SENTENCE OCCURS WHETHER IT IS A 
CONVERSATION A PARAGRAPH A STORY OR SOME OTHER KIND OF LANGUAGE SITUA
TIONv -ANDARIN #HINESE 	 4HE FUNCTION OF THE TOPIC AS A DISCOURSE ELE
MENT TO ESTABLISH A FRAMEWORK FOR THE REST OF THE DISCOURSE IS FURTHER REIN
FORCED BY OTHER CONNECTIVE PAIRS IN #HINESE LIKE hYINWEI xx SUOYIxxv 
ႀເxx෵ၢxx	 hBECAUSExSOxv	 ,IKE THE TOPIC IN TOPICCOMMENT 
STRUCTURE hYINWEIv hBECAUSEv	 ESTABLISHES A hCAUSALv FRAMEWORK ONE THAT 
IS NOT NECESSARILY CONFINED TO ONE DOMINANT FACTOR OR AGENCY NOR DOES IT 
HAVE TO BE REALIZED BY JUST ONE OR TWO SENTENCES !ND SUCH A FRAMEWORK IS 
ESSENTIAL FOR THE COMMENTLIKE hSUOYIv hSOv	 PART TO EMERGE
$RAWING UPON 3HUOWENJIEZI THE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE #HINESE LEXICON 
COMPILED BY 8USHEN IN THE SECONDCENTURY (AN $YNASTY , 9OUNG TAKES 
INTO ACCOUNT THE CLASSICAL MEANINGS FOR EACH CONSTITUENT IN THIS MODERN 
CONNECTIVE PAIR )N THIS CONTEXT hYINWEIv IS BETTER DEFINED AS h@ACCOMMO
DATING OR TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THOSE CONTINGENT CONDITIONSv AND hSUOYIv 
MEANS  h@THEREBY  A  PARTICULAR  @PLACE  OR  @POSITION  IS  CONFIGURED  AS  A 
CENTER OF THESE YIN ;ACCOMMODATION= CONDITIONSv 	 )N OTHER WORDS 
WHAT hYINWEIv CONNOTES IS A CLUSTER OF CONTINGENT CONDITIONS OR RELATION
SHIPS UPON WHICH THE hSUOYIv PART OF THE DISCOURSE DEPENDS 4HE hYINWEI 
xxSUOYIxxv CONSTRUCTION AS , 9OUNG POINTS OUT hSUGGESTS A PECU
LIARLY #HINESE SENSE OF CAUSALITY IN WHICH A FULL RANGE OF CONDITIONS MUST 
BE ELABORATED AND CONSIDERED AS CAUSES FOR A PARTICULAR EVENTv 	 AND 
IT REPRESENTS hA HOLISTIC DISPOSITION IN THE MOVEMENT OF FOCI FROM BIG TO 
SMALLv AND hA KIND OF BIDIRECTIONAL RESPONSIVENESS IN WHICH EACH PARTY 
@MOVES TOWARD THE OTHERv 	 )N SHORT BOTH TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE 
AND  CONNECTIVE  PAIRS  LIKE  hYINWEI xx  SUOYIxxv  IN #HINESE  FOSTER  A 
DISCURSIVE  TENDENCY  WHERE  hTOPICSv  OR  CLUSTERS  OF  CONDITIONS  PRECEDE 
hCOMMENTSv  OR  DEFINITIVE  STATEMENTS  AND WHERE  INFORMATION  IS  BEING 
PACKAGED AS hONE GIGANTIC UNITv , 9OUNG 	 ANALYZABLE ONLY IN TERMS 
OF  TOPICCOMMENT  STRUCTURE  OR  REGULARLY  SIGNIFIED  BY  CONNECTIVES  LIKE 
hYINWEI xx SUOYIxxv
$ISCUSSING THE WAYS IN WHICH SYNTACTIC UNITS IN #HINESE ARE SEQUENCED 
4AI PROPOSES THAT #HINESE WORD ORDER hCORRESPONDS TO THOUGHT FLOW IN A 
GENUINELY NATURAL WAYv 	 4HAT IS #HINESE WORD ORDER IN 4AIS TERMS IS 
hNATURALv OR ICONIC RATHER THAN hSALIENTv n	 &OR EXAMPLE h"ECAUSE 
*OHN  WENT  WALKING  IN  THE  FREEZING  RAIN  HE  CAUGHT  COLDv  IS  IN  NATURAL 
ORDER AND h*OHN CAUGHT COLD BECAUSE HE WENT WALKING IN THE FREEZING 
RAINv IS IN SALIENT ORDER 	 7HILE ONE MAY ARGUE OVER THE SEMANTICS OF 
THE WORD hNATURALv IN DESCRIBING THE SYNTACTIC ORDER OF A GIVEN LANGUAGE 
4AIS  CHARACTERIZATION  OF  #HINESE  WORD  ORDER  FURTHER  REINFORCES  THIS 
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DISCURSIVE  TENDENCY  EVIDENCED  IN  THE  TOPICCOMMENT  STRUCTURE  AND  IN 
THE USE OF CONNECTIVE PAIRS LIKE hYINWEI xx SUOYIxxvA TENDENCY TO 
CLUSTER INITIALLY A RANGE OF CONDITIONS AS CAUSES FOR A PARTICULAR EVENT THAT 
FOLLOWS OR TO PROVIDE A FRAME OF REFERENCE THAT PRECEDES THE PRESENTA
TION OF FACTS OR EVENTS
!LONG  A  SIMILAR  LINETHOUGH  WITH  MORE  OF  A  PHILOSOPHICAL  FOCUS 
!MES  AND  2OSEMONT  DESCRIBE  CLASSICAL  #HINESE  AS  hAN  EVENTFUL  LAN
GUAGEv WHEREAS  THEY CHARACTERIZE %NGLISH AS A  hSUBSTANTIVE AND ESSEN
TIALISTICv  LANGUAGE  h)NTRODUCTIONv  n	  -ORE  SPECIFICALLY  CLASSICAL 
#HINESE DISPLAYS WHAT THEY CALL hA MORE RELATIONAL FOCUSvA CONCERN TO 
DESCRIBE HOW EVENTS STAND IN RELATION TO OTHER EVENTS AT A GIVEN MOMENT 
IN TIME RATHER THAN HOW THEY ARE IN THEMSELVES DESPITE DIFFERING APPEAR
ANCES h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 "ECAUSE OF THIS RELATIONAL FOCUS THE MEAN
ING OF  A GIVEN WORD  IN  CLASSICAL #HINESE BECOMES DEPENDENT UPON  ITS 
RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER WORDS THAT IT BECOMES ASSOCIATED WITH OR THAT IT 
COMES  IN CONTACT WITH &OR EXAMPLE  hJUNv ळ	 hEXEMPLARY PERSONv	 
IS DEFINED BY  ITS COGNATE AND PHONETICALLY SIMILAR hQUNv ಜ	 hGATHER
INGv	 SIMILARLY hGUIv ݍ	 hGHOSTv	 IS DEFINED AS hGUIv ᔏ	 hRETURNv	 
BECAUSE  PRESUMABLY  THE  GHOST  hHAS  FOUND  ITS  WAY  BACK  TO  SOME MORE 
PRIMORDIAL STATEv h)NTRODUCTIONv n	 4HIS KIND OF DISCURSIVE INTER
DEPENDENCE  THUS UNDERSCORES  hTHE PRIMACY OF PROCESS OVER  FORM AS  A 
GROUNDING PRESUPPOSITION IN THIS TRADITIONv h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 4O PUT 
IT ANOTHER WAY THE hMEANINGFULNESSv NOT THE hESSENCEv OF THESE TERMS 
LIES NOT IN THE UNCHANGING &ORM THAT TRANSCENDS THE HUMAN REALM BUT 
IN A LONGHELD RECOGNITION THAT THE ONLY CONSTANT IS CHANGE ITSELF
4HE  EVENTFUL  PROPERTIES  OF  CLASSICAL  #HINESE  COUPLED  WITH  THE  FACT 
THAT CLASSICAL #HINESE DOES NOT HAVE DEFINITE ARTICLES COPULAS PLURALS OR 
TENSES HAVE OFTEN BEEN VIEWED AS EVIDENCE THAT #HINESE REMAINS HIGHLY 
AMBIGUOUS BECAUSE  THESE  hEVENTFULv PROPERTIES  LEAD  TO A  hCRYPTIC AND 
AMBIGUOUS STYLE "ECKER 	 4HIS VIEW IS PATENTLY MISTAKEN !S ) HAVE 
BEEN SUGGESTING  THE CONTEXTUAL  INTERDEPENDENCE IS  IN FACT hA DECIDED 
COMMUNICATIVE ASSETv OR AN EXAMPLE OF hPRODUCTIVE VAGUENESSv BECAUSE 
IT  hREQUIRES  THE  READER  TO PARTICIPATE  IN  ESTABLISHING  AN  INTERPRETATION 
AND TO INTERNALIZE THE GIVEN PASSAGE IN THE PROCESS OF DOING SOv !MES 
AND 2OSEMONT  h)NTRODUCTIONv  	  )N  ADDITION  SUCH  A  VIEW  ASSUMES 
WITHOUT ADEQUATE EXPLANATION  THAT  THIS  LACK OF  hPRECISIONv  IN CLASSICAL 
WRITTEN #HINESE NECESSARILY SHADES INTO SPEECH AND THAT CLASSICAL WRITTEN 
#HINESE WAS MORE OR LESS A TRANSCRIPTION OF SPEECH
-Y DISCUSSION SO FAR OF THE EVENTFUL CHARACTERISTICS OF CLASSICAL #HINESE 
IS PERHAPS FAR TOO BRIEF BUT IT SEEMS EVIDENT THAT THIS FOCUS ON DISCURSIVE 
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INTERDEPENDENCE  ON  HOW  EVENTS  STAND  IN  RELATION  TO  OTHER  EVENTS  IS 
SHARED BY BOTH CLASSICAL WRITTEN #HINESE AND MODERN #HINESE 4HE FACT 
THAT  THIS  AFFINITY  HAS  BEEN MAINTAINED  FOR  ALL  THESE  YEARS  IS  SIGNIFICANT 
IF ONE  JUST CONSIDERS HOW MUCH HAS CHANGED IN THE LANGUAGE SINCE THE 
USE OF ORACLE BONE  INSCRIPTIONS  hJIAGUWENv ࡑܧ໚	  IN  THE  LATE 3HANG 
$YNASTY CIRCA  "#%	FROM !RCHAIC #HINESE TO -EDIEVAL #HINESE 
TO 0RE-ODERN #HINESE TO -ODERN #HINESE 0 #HEN 	 /N THE OTHER 
HAND ONE MAY ALSO ARGUE AS ) AM DOING RIGHT NOW THAT NOTHING SUBSTAN
TIVE HAS CHANGED AFTER ALL BECAUSE THIS RELATIONAL  FOCUS HAS REMAINED A 
CENTRAL UNDERPINNING THAT INFORMS AND REINFORCES HOW #HINESE OPERATES 
AS A LANGUAGE HOW ITS USERS USE THE LANGUAGE TO INTERACT WITH THE WORLD 
)N  FACT  WITHOUT MAKING  ANY  EXPLICIT  CONNECTION  TO  THE  TOPICCOMMENT 
STRUCTURE IN MODERN #HINESE !MES AND 2OSEMONT PROPOSE A HEURISTIC 
FOR HOW TO READ CLASSICAL WRITTEN #HINESE READ PICTOGRAMS WHICH ARE STYL
IZED DIRECT REPRESENTATIONS OF OBJECTS AS NOUNS OR TOPICS AND READ IDEO
GRAMS WHICH ARE CREATED BY JOINING TWO IDEAS OR PICTURES AS COMMENTSAS 
LONG AS THERE IS NO CONTEXTUAL EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY 4HE !NALECTS OF 
#ONFUCIUS  EMPHASIS ADDED	 4HEREFORE NOT TO ARTICULATE THE EVENTFUL 
PROPERTIES OF CLASSICAL WRITTEN #HINESE AND NOT TO ASSOCIATE THEM WITH THE 
TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE IN MODERN #HINESE ARE TANTAMOUNT TO DENYING 
#HINESE ONE MAJOR DEFINING CHARACTERISTIC 3IMILARLY TO CHARACTERIZE THIS 
RELATIONAL FOCUS AS A DISCURSIVE LIABILITY RATHER THAN AN EXAMPLE OF PRODUC
TIVE VAGUENESS ONCE AGAIN REMINDS US OF THE ORIENTALIST LOGIC THAT RELIES ON 
SOME 7ESTERN MODEL TO EVALUATE NON7ESTERN PHENOMENA AND THAT TREATS 
THOSE hRECALCITRANT EXCEPTIONSv AS INSTANCES OF LIABILITY OR DEFICIENCY
3O  HOW  THEN  IS  OUR  UNDERSTANDING  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  GOING 
TO BE DIFFERENT IN THIS NEW CONTEXT INFORMED BOTH BY CORRELATIVE THINK
ING  IN  COSMOLOGY  AND  BY  THIS  RELATIONAL  TOPICCOMMENT  FOCUS  IN  THE 
LANGUAGE 4O BEGIN WITH #HINESE INDIRECTION SHOULD NOT BE SEEN WITH
OUT DISCRIMINATION  SIMPLY AS AN EXAMPLE OF A NONTRANSPARENT  STYLE OF 
COMMUNICATION OR WORSE STILL OF INDECISION AND INCOHERENCE #HINESE 
INDIRECTION  BE  IT  REALIZED  OR  ARTICULATED  BY  REPEATED  APPEALS  TO  TRADI
TIONAUTHORITY  OR  BY  RECURRENT  PARALLEL  STATEMENTS  WITH  OR  WITHOUT  A 
TRANSPARENT PROGRESSION OF IDEAS TAKES ON NEW MEANINGS OR ASSOCIATIONS 
WITHIN ITS NEWLYDEVELOPED	 CONTEXT 4O PUT THE MATTER ANOTHER WAY THE 
CONTEXTUALIZED NATURE OF  THE #HINESE  LANGUAGE AND THE DOMINANCE OF 
CORRELATIVE THINKING IN #HINESE CULTURE BOTH CONSTITUTE A CENTRAL CONTEXT 
TO UNDERSTAND THE RHETORIC OF #HINESE INDIRECTION MORE COMPLETELY AND 
PROVIDE  A  METADISCURSIVE  LANGUAGE  TO  TALK  ABOUT  AND  REFLECT  UPON  IT 
MORE FELICITOUSLY
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&OR  ONE  THING  THEY  CAN  NOW  BE  VIEWED  AS  PART  OF  AN  EVERPRESENT 
EFFORT  TO  ESTABLISH  A  FIELD  OF  CONDITIONS  OR  CONTINGENCIES  )T  IS  QUITE 
POSSIBLE  THAT  THESE DISCURSIVE MOVES MAY CONTRIBUTE  TO  THE  IMPRESSION 
THAT  THERE  ARE  TOO MANY PILES OF  FACTS  QUOTATIONS  AND ANECDOTES  THAT 
SEEM UNCONNECTED  TO  THE  ORIGINAL  ARGUMENT  "UT  IT  IS  PRECISELY  THESE 
FACTS QUOTATIONS AND ANECDOTES THAT HELP CREATE THIS RELATIONAL FOCUS 
.AMELY THEY HELP EXPLORE HOW ONE SET OF FACTS AND ANECDOTES STANDS IN 
RELATION TO AND BECOMES ANOTHER SET OF FACTS AND ANECDOTES AND HOW 
THE LATTER CREATES NEW MEANINGS AND ASSOCIATIONS FROM THE FORMER
&OR  ANOTHER  AS  EXAMPLES  OF  PRODUCTIVE  VAGUENESS  THEY  SERVE  AS 
hCONTEXTUALIZATION  CUESv  AS  LINGUISTIC  FEATURES  THAT  SIGNAL  CONTEXTUAL 
PRESUPPOSITIONS  AND  THAT  SUGGEST  HOW  THE  ENTIRE  DISCOURSE  SHOULD  BE 
UNDERSTOOD 'UMPERZ n	 )N OTHER WORDS THEY INITIATE AND INVITE 
THE AUDIENCE TO MAKE NECESSARY ASSOCIATIONS TO RECOGNIZE THE INTERDE
PENDENCE  OF  TEXTS  AND  TO  PARTICIPATE  IN  THE  OVERALL  MEANINGMAKING 
PROCESS  .ATURALLY  AUDIENCE  PARTICIPATION  IN  MEANINGMAKING  CAN  BE 
FRAUGHT WITH UNCERTAINTY AND INCOMPLETENESS !ND THERE WILL ALWAYS BE 
A SURPLUS OF MEANING IN COMMUNICATIONIN THE SENSE THAT MEANING IS 
BOTH  ALWAYS DEFERRED  AND  ALWAYS  YIELDING NEW MEANINGS  TO  THOSE WHO 
RESONATE WITH THIS MODE OF THINKING (ALL AND !MES !NTICIPATING #HINA 
n	 !ND #HINESE INDIRECTION MAKES NO EFFORT TO CONTROL THAT SUR
PLUS IN FACT IT THRIVES ON THIS KIND OF MEANING SURPLUS TO CREATE hRICHLY 
VAGUE SIGNIFICANCEv !NTICIPATING #HINA 	 4HEREFORE TO CHARACTERIZE 
#HINESE  INDIRECTION  SIMPLY  AS  AN  EXAMPLE  OF  A  hLACKv  OR  OF  h#HINESE 
INSCRUTABILITYv IS TO MISS THE POINT ALTOGETHER !ND NO LESS OFF THE MARK IS 
THE EFFORT TO FEMINIZE #HINESE INDIRECTION TO COMPARE IT HOWEVER CHARI
TABLY WITH %UROPEAN !MERICAN WOMENS STYLE OF COMMUNICATION
(ERE  THEN  IS  THE  QUESTION  (OW  WILL  THIS  NEW  UNDERSTANDING  OF 
#HINESE  INDIRECTION  INFLUENCE  OUR  ENCOUNTERS  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDER
LANDS AT PLACES WHERE DIFFERENT CULTURES ENGAGE EACH OTHER AND WHERE 
THE  DISADVANTAGED  THE  DISEMPOWERED  NEGOTIATE  WITH  THE  DOMINANT 
)T  SURELY  CREATES  TENSIONS  IF  )  CHOOSE  TO  COMPOSE  PROSE  IN  %NGLISH 
WITH  CLUSTERS  OF  INITIAL  hTOPICSv  OR WITH  REPEATED  EFFORTS  TO  EMBED MY 
ARGUMENT WITHIN  ALLUSIONS  AND  ANALOGIESBOTH  ARE  BEING  ATTEMPTED 
PERHAPS  INDIRECTLY  IN  THIS  CHAPTER  AND  THROUGHOUT  THIS  BOOK  3UCH  A 
MOVE MOST DEFINITELY CONFLICTS WITH THE hDIRECTNESS NORMv IN ANALYTICAL 
WRITING AND IT CHALLENGES THE EXPECTATION THAT PRECISE DEFINITIONS AND 
EXPLICIT STATEMENTS OF CAUSE AND EFFECT BE PROVIDED AND THAT PARAGRAPHS 
BEGIN WITH GENERAL STATEMENTS TO BE FOLLOWED BY APPROPRIATE EXAMPLES 
&OX XVIII	
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(OWEVER A CONFLICT OF  THIS KIND HELPS  FOSTER A MORE OPEN RIGOROUS 
RECOGNITION OF THE VALUES AND ASSUMPTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH STYLE OF 
COMMUNICATION WITH ITS CONCOMITANT VIEW OF THE WORLD !ND SUCH REC
OGNITION BECOMES CRUCIAL IN ANY DIALOGIC KNOWLEDGEMAKING PROCESS 4O 
BE MORE SPECIFIC BY CREATING THIS TENSION ) CAN BEGIN TO HIGHLIGHT FOR 
#HINESE INDIRECTION A SENSE OF COEXISTENCE OR INTERDEPENDENCE AND ) 
CAN EXPLORE THIS FOCUS ON HOW SOME hEVENTSv CAN BECOME OTHER hEVENTSv 
IN A WORLD  THAT DEPENDS NOT ON UNIVOCAL MEANINGS BUT ON CLUSTERS OF 
IMAGES  AND  INFERENCES  &OR  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  DIRECTNESS  )  CAN  BE 
MORE UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEED IF NOT THE COMPULSION TO GO DIRECTLY 
TO THE MARROW OF A SUBJECT IN ORDER TO BE CREDIBLE AND TO BE AUTHORITA
TIVE ) CAN BECOME EQUALLY ATTENTIVE TO THE HISTORY BEHIND THE hDIRECTNESS 
NORMv TO THE EMERGENCE OF ESSAYIST LITERACY IN %UROPE IN THE EIGHTEENTH 
CENTURY  WHEN  LANGUAGE  CAME  TO  BE  VIEWED  hAS  A  TRANSPARENT  REPRE
SENTATION  OF  THE  NATURAL  ORDER  OF  THE  UNIVERSEv  3COLLON  AND  3COLLON 
.ARRATIVE ,ITERACY AND &ACE 	 AND WHEN hAN EXPLICIT DECONTEXTUALIZED 
PRESENTATIONv WAS VALUED OVER AN UNCLEAR CONTEXTUAL AND SYMBOLIC PRE
SENTATION 	 !S ) REFLECT ON %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS FROM THIS 
POINT OF VIEW HOWEVER ) CONTINUE TO FEEL THE PULL FROM MY OWN YEARN
INGS FOR EVENTS CONTEXTS AND INDIRECTNESS
!SSOCIATED WITH THIS EMERGENT RECOGNITION  IS A CORRESPONDING SENSE 
OF INDETERMINACY AND AMBIGUITY 7HENEVER THERE IS MORE THAN ONE LAN
GUAGE INVOLVED AND WHENEVER THERE IS MORE THAN ONE STYLE OF COMMU
NICATION INVOKED ANY HOPE OF AN IMMEDIATE SEAMLESS CORRESPONDENCE 
BETWEEN WORDS AND THE WORLD DISSIPATES QUICKLY !ND THE FACT THAT NORMS 
OF PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION ARE YET TO BE LAID OUT FULLY AND EXPLICITLY 
FURTHER AGGRAVATES  THIS  SENSE OF  INDETERMINACY AND AMBIGUITY BOTH OF 
WHICH IN COMPETITION WITH WELLDEFINEDNESS AND CLARITY ARE BEING REAL
IZED THROUGH SYMBOLIC AND STRATEGIC ARTICULATIONS )T  IS  INDEED IN THESE 
RHETORICAL SPACES THAT WE BORDER RESIDENTS CAN BEGIN TO TAKE ADVANTAGE 
OF THIS OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP AND TRY OUT NEW WAYS OF SPEAKING AND TO 
RECONSTITUTE RULES OF RELATIONSHIPS AND PATTERS OF COMMUNICATIONWITH
OUT OF  COURSE UNDERESTIMATING  THE CONSTRAINTS  AND UNCERTAINTIES  THAT 
NECESSARILY WILL INTRUDE UPON THESE EFFORTS THESE EXPERIENCES
!NY SUCH ATTEMPTS ON MY PART TO UPSET THE DISCURSIVE OR hEXNOMINAT
EDv NORM IN %NGLISH ANALYTICAL WRITING ENTAIL CONSEQUENCES BOTH MATERI
AL AND RHETORICAL 7HILE THE REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS AND ENABLING PRACTICES 
THAT ) AM DESCRIBING HERE DO EMERGE FROM RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS BOTH 
IN AND OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM THEIR RECEPTION OR THE SECURING OF THEIR 
UPTAKE IS NEVER ASSURED AND IS FILLED WITH TENSIONS AND AMBIGUITIES !S ) 
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HAVE ARGUED IN SOME DETAIL IN #HAPTER /NE TO GLOSS OVER THESE PROBLEMS 
OVERSTATES  BORDERLAND  POTENTIALS  AND  ROMANTICIZES  THE  POWER  OF  CUL
TURAL MEDIATION OVER HETEROGENEITY OF MEANINGNOT TO MENTION THOSE 
MOMENTS WHEN COPRESENCE ONLY LEADS TO MISCOMPREHENSION TO HIDING 
BEHIND ONES OWN DISCURSIVE SPACE AS DISCUSSED IN #HAPTER 4WO
!T THE SAME TIME MY DECISION TO ENACT A PARTICULAR RHETORIC#HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC  IN THIS CASEIS NOT  JUST MY OWN PERSONAL CHOICE SO 
THAT  )  CAN  BREAK  OUT  OF  THIS  CACOPHONY  OVER  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND 
MOVE BEYOND THIS DISCOURSE OF hOTHERINGv 2ATHER MY DECISION IS VERY 
MUCH GROUNDED IN MY OWN DESIRE TO ALIGN MYSELF WITH MY OWN #HINESE 
AND  #HINESE  !MERICAN	  COMMUNITY  TO  SECURE  ITS  APPROVAL  AND  ITS 
BLESSINGS &URTHER  ) KNOW MY DISCURSIVE ALIGNMENT OR  RHETORICAL  hFOOT
INGSvTO BORROW A TERM FROM 'OFFMAN &RAME !NALYSIS	CAN NEVER BE 
TOTALLY DIVORCED  FROM %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS  FROM  ITS CULTURE 
AND FROM ITS OVERWHELMING COOPTING POWER /NCE AGAIN ) FIND MYSELF 
TO BE CULTIVATING SOMETHING OF AN INBETWEEN SUBJECTIVITY THAT NEGOTIATES 
BETWEEN  THE  SUBJECT  POSITION  OF  THE  EXILE  AND  THAT  OF  THE  IMMIGRANT 
4HOSE CONFLICTING IDEOLOGIES ARE FOREVER IMPLICATED IN AND CONTINUOUSLY 
IMPRESS THEMSELVES UPON MY RHETORICAL INVENTIONS UPON MY YEARNINGS 
TO  BRING ON BOARD BOTH #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
DIRECTNESS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS
!GAIN TO BRING OUT THESE CONTEXTUAL UNDERPINNINGS INFORMING EACH 
STYLE OF COMMUNICATION IS NOT AS ONE MIGHT EXPECT  TO ENGINEER SOME 
SORT OF HARMONY BETWEEN THEM BECAUSE THERE IS REALLY NONE TO BE HAD 
.OR  AM  )  ADVOCATING  IN DOING  SO  A  RELATIVITY  OF  VALUES  BECAUSE  EACH 
STYLE CONSTITUTES A DISTINCT METHOD OF INVESTIGATION AND SIGNIFIES A DISTINCT 
ASPECT OF CULTURAL REALITY 7HILE NO ASSIMILATION SHOULD BE ATTEMPTED IN 
THIS KIND OF ENCOUNTER THE KINDS OF REFLECTIONS ) AM ARTICULATING HERE ARE 
MOBILIZED THROUGH HETEROGENEOUS RESONANCE THROUGH TOGETHERNESSIN
DIFFERENCE 4HAT IS TO SAY THEY EMBODY HOW WE MAY BE ABLE TO PARTICIPATE 
IN  hEVENTSv WHILE  STILL  BEING  COGNIZANT  OF  THE  CONTEXT  OF  hTHINGSv  AND 
THEY REVEAL HOW WE CAN GET TO THE BOTTOM OF hTHINGSv WITH THE REALIZATION 
THAT OTHER CONDITIONS AND OTHER EVENTS MAY EVENTUALLY TURN THE BOTTOM 
INTO THE TOP AGAIN 3EEN IN THIS LIGHT #HINESE INDIRECTION DOES NOT HAVE 
TO BE VIEWED AS THE UNDESIRABLE OPPOSITE OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECT
NESS  /N  THE  CONTRARY  IT  SHOULD  BE  SEEN  AS  A  NECESSARY  EQUAL  TO  THE 
LATTERSINCE AFTER ALL INDIRECTION AND DIRECTNESS LIKE hYINv AND hYANGv 
LIKE THE NOBLE AND THE HUMBLE OR HIGH AND LOW AS APTLY ILLUSTRATED IN THE 
FIRST OF THE TWO EPIGRAPHS FOR THIS CHAPTER ARE NEVER NOT FLUID AND FLUCTU
ATING AND THE VALUE OF ONE IS ALWAYS PARASITIC UPON THAT OF THE OTHER AND 
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VICE  VERSA /R  TO PARAPHRASE "AKHTIN QUOTED  IN  THE  SECOND EPIGRAPH 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS CAN ONLY BE UNDERSTOOD IN THE DIALOGIC 
CONTEXT OF INDIRECTION OR IT CAN ONLY EXIST IN CONJUNCTION WITH IT
7HAT NOW  ) WILL  FOR  THE  REMAINDER OF  THIS  CHAPTER  FURTHER  ILLUMI
NATE THIS INTERLOCKING TENSION AS #HINESE INDIRECTION ENGAGES %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN DIRECTNESS ) FIRST DISCUSS -IN:HAN ,US WORK AGAIN FOLLOWED 
BY  A  READING  OF  +INGSTONS 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR  THROUGH  THE  LENSES  OF 
BOTH  INDIRECTION AND DIRECTNESS  )N  SO DOING  ) WANT  TO HIGHLIGHT HOW 
SUCH TENSION CAN YIELD A NEW WAY OF COMMUNICATING OF REFERENCING THE 
WORLD  AND  HOW  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN  DIRECT
NESS CAN hJOIN HANDSv  TO REALIZE TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE ) CLOSE THIS 
CHAPTER WITH A PERSONAL STORY OF MINE WHICH SHOWS ONCE AGAIN BOTH THE 
PROMISE AND PERIL OF PRACTICING #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
3O  LET ME BEGIN WITH -IN:HAN ,US WORK  TURNING MY ATTENTION TO 
3HANGHAI 1UARTET /NCE AGAIN IT PROVIDES SOME TELLING EXAMPLES OF HOW 
#HINESE INDIRECTION AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS ARE ENTANGLED 
IN COMPLEX WAYS AND HOW THEIR ENTANGLEMENTS HELP ILLUSTRATE THE MAK
ING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
/NE OF  THE STORIES  SHE  TELLS US  IN  THE MEMOIR  IS CENTERED UPON HER 
COFFEEDRINKING  EXPERIENCE  0EOPLE  REGULARLY  ASK  ,U  WHEN  SHE  EITHER 
ACCEPTS OR DECLINES COFFEE WHEN GREEN TEA IS ALSO BEING OFFERED h$O THE 
#HINESE DRINK COFFEEv 	 #ONFRONTED WITH SUCH A  STRAIGHTFORWARD 
QUESTION ,U FEELS THE NEED TO BE DIRECT TO GIVE A hYESv OR hNOv ANSWER 
TO THIS QUESTION AND TO PRESENT hA SINGLE ALLENCOMPASSING STORYv 	 
"UT SHE CANT BECAUSE hTASTE AND DISTASTE FOR COFFEE ARE OFTEN AS MUCH 
MATTERS  OF  ECONOMICS  AND  POLITICS  AS  OF  PALATE  OR  HABITv  	  AND 
BECAUSE NO SINGLE STORY CAN GET TO THE BOTTOM OF THINGS &OR HER THERE
FORE ANY DIRECT ANSWER TO SUCH QUESTION HAS TO START FROM hTHE SEEMINGLY 
INSIGNIFICANT  INCIDENTS OF EVERY DAY  LIFEv AND  FROM hVARIATIONS AND COL
LAGES OF LITTLE STORIESv 	 &OR HER !MERICAN AUDIENCE HOWEVER THIS 
KIND OF ANSWER MAY BECOME A BIT TOO hINDIRECTv IF NOT TOO INSCRUTABLE
'ROWING UP IN AN UPPERCLASS HOUSEHOLD WHERE COFFEE WAS SERVED ON 
ALL OCCASIONS INVOLVING HER SURGEON FATHER ,U COVETED THE TASTE OF COFFEE 
EARLY ON THOUGH SHE HAD TO WAIT UNTIL AGE TEN BEFORE SHE WAS GRANTED A 
FEW DROPS "Y  SHE WAS OLD ENOUGH TO DRINK COFFEE AND SHE QUICKLY 
FORMED  THE  HABIT  OF  MIXING  IT  WITH  MILK  AND  THREE  LUMPS  OF  SUGAR 
THOUGH BOTH MILK AND SUGAR WERE RATIONED IN THOSE YEARS IN #HINA 3HE 
ONLY BEGAN TO REALIZE HER PRIVILEGED POSITION WHEN HER NANNYS TWOYEAR
OLD  ADOPTED GRANDSON ASKED  FOR  hA BOWL OF  LIFESAVING  SUGAR WATERv  TO 
FIGHT OFF HIS DIZZINESS 	 .OW SHE TAKES HER COFFEE STRAIGHT BECAUSE 
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SHE DISCOVERED SOON AFTER COMING TO !MERICA THAT THE DISHWATER VARIETY 
SERVED AT MOST PLACES COULD NOT HAVE BEEN TAKEN ANY OTHER WAY 9ET TO 
REJECT  SUGAR  AND  MILK  WHEN  OFFERED  WITH  COFFEE  REMAINS  EMOTIONALLY 
CHALLENGING BECAUSE THEY CONJURE UP SO MANY PAST MEMORIES ABOUT HER 
GROWING UP IN 3HANGHAI ABOUT HER TRIPS WITH HER hFOREIGNER HUSBANDv 
TO A LOCAL 6IETNAMESE RESTAURANT hWHERE COFFEE WAS STILL SERVED OUR WAYv 
 EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
4HESE MEMORIES OR THESE FELT EXPERIENCES MAKE IT ONLY FITTING FOR ,U 
TO PROVIDE A  FULL  RANGE OF CONDITIONS AND TO SET UP A NECESSARY  FRAME 
OF  REFERENCE  IN  ORDER  TO  ANSWER  OR  TO  TALK  ABOUT  WHETHER  OR  NOT  THE 
#HINESE  DRINK  COFFEE  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  AN  OTHERWISE  ALLENCOM
PASSING  RESPONSE  WOULD  NECESSARILY  BECOME  QUITE  INCOMPLETE  OR  TOO 
ABSTRACTNO MATTER HOW hDIRECTv IT MIGHT BE (ER OWN ACUTE AWARENESS 
OF THE INADEQUACY EVIDENCED IN THIS hDIRECTv APPROACH MAKES THE TELLING 
OF  HER  STORY  ALL  THE MORE  APPROPRIATE  AND  QUITE  DIRECT  TO  HER	 NO 
MATTER HOW  hINDIRECTv  IT MIGHT  APPEAR  TO HER !MERICAN  INTERLOCUTORS 
4HE USE OF SUCH A STORY AND HER REFLECTIVE EFFORTS TO TALK ABOUT h$O THE 
#HINESE DRINK COFFEEv ARE THEREFORE IMBUED WITH BOTH #HINESE INDIREC
TION AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS AND THEY CONSTITUTE A SITUATED 
EXAMPLE OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
-IN:HANG ,US DECISION TO SELECT A PARTICULAR EPISODE FROM THE PAST 
TO ADDRESS AND TO INFORM THE PRESENT RESONATES WITH OR CONJURES UP AN 
AFFINITY  TO  +ENNETH  "URKES  CONCEPT  OF  hREPRESENTATIVE  ANECDOTEv  ! 
'RAMMAR n	 AND TO HIS OVERALL INSIGHT THAT LANGUAGE BOTH REFLECTS 
AND  DEFLECTS  REALITY  ,ANGUAGE  	  &OR  "URKE  A  hREPRESENTATIVE  ANEC
DOTEv  IS A DRAMATISTIC CONCEPTION THAT  IS hSUPPLE AND COMPLEX ENOUGH 
TO BE REPRESENTATIVE OF  THE SUBJECTMATTERv  IT  IS CHOSEN TO REPRESENT OR 
INFORM ! 'RAMMAR 	 "ECAUSE  IT  CONTAINS  THE  TERMINOLOGICAL  STRUC
TURE  A  hREPRESENTATIVE  ANECDOTEv DEVELOPS  hA  SYSTEMATIC  TERMINOLOGYv 
OUT  OF  WHICH  hANOTHER  KIND  OF  SUMMATION  LOOMS  UPv  n	  "URKE 
CALLS THIS SUMMATION THE hPARADIGMv OR hPROTOTYPEv 	 /F COURSE BE 
IT A hREPRESENTATIVE ANECDOTEv OR THE hPARADIGMv ANY DISCURSIVE EFFORT TO 
REFLECT REALITY ALSO NECESSARILY FUNCTIONS AS A DEFLECTION OF REALITY AS A hTER
MINISTIC SCREENv THAT DIRECTS OUR ATTENTION TO A PARTICULAR SLICE OF REALITY 
THAT THE ANECDOTE OR THE PARADIGM IS DESIGNED TO REFLECT AND TO SYMBOL
IZE IN THE FIRST PLACEIN THE SAME WAY THAT DIFFERENT COLOR FILTERS CAN GIVE 
US SOME VERY DIFFERENT PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SAME OBJECTS ,ANGUAGE 	
,US  STORY  ABOUT  HER  OWN  CHILDHOOD  COFFEEDRINKING  EXPERIENCE 
IN  THE MIDST  OF  SOCIAL  POLITICAL  UPHEAVAL MAY  INDEED BE  VIEWED  AS  AN 
EXAMPLE  OF  hREPRESENTATIVE  ANECDOTEv  BECAUSE  IT  IS  CHOSEN  TO  ANSWER 
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MOST DIRECTLY h$O THE #HINESE DRINK COFFEEv THUS REFLECTING THE KIND OF 
REALITY THAT SHE WANTS HER %UROPEAN !MERICAN INTERLOCUTORS TO SEE AND 
TO BELIEVE "UT THERE IS A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE THIS STORY BECOMES RHE
TORICALLY APPROPRIATE AND EFFECTIVE BECAUSE IT GROWS OUT OF A CRITICAL AND 
INVENTIVE ENGAGEMENT AS #HINESE  INDIRECTION GRAPPLES WITH %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  DIRECTNESS  .OT  ONLY  DOES  THE  DANGER  EXIST  OF  HAVING  SUCH 
A  STORY MISHEARD OR NOT HAVING  IT HEARD AT  ALL BUT ALSO  ITS MEANING  IS 
ALWAYS IN FLUX CONTINGENT UPON SPECIFIC ENCOUNTERS UPON SPECIFIC CON
TEXTUAL VARIATIONS !ND THERE IS SIMPLY NO hPARADIGMv OR hPROTOTYPEv TO 
BE HAD AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS )N A WORD STORIES OF THIS KIND REMAIN 
STUBBORNLY LOCAL BECAUSE THEIR MEANINGS NEED TO BE RENEGOTIATED AND 
REARTICULATED EVERY TIME THESE STORIES GET TOLD AND GET HEARD 4HEY ARE IN 
A WORD PART OF OUR REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS PART OF THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS
)N MY WRITING CLASSES ) REGULARLY TEACH +INGSTONS 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR 
TO  ILLUSTRATE  FOR  MY  MAINSTREAM  !MERICAN  STUDENTS  HOW  #HINESE 
!MERICANS  LIKE  +INGSTON  ARE  NEGOTIATING  BETWEEN  TWO  POWERFUL  CUL
TURAL  TRADITIONS  AND  HOW  MEMORIES  DREAMS  AND  hTALKSTORIESv  SHAPE 
AND INFLUENCE THEIR EXPERIENCES AND THEIR SENSE OF WHO THEY ARE -ORE 
IMPORTANTLY ) WANT TO USE THESE TEACHING MOMENTS TO DEMONSTRATE HOW 
#HINESE INDIRECTION ACQUIRES ITS NEW FORM AND CONTENT AT RHETORICAL BOR
DERLANDS AS IT GRAPPLES WITH THE LOGIC OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS 
)N SHORT ) WANT TO ARTICULATE BOTH FOR MY STUDENTS AND FOR MYSELF THE 
MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC 7HILE  THEY  ARE  REAL  AND DIRECT 
MOST OF THE TIME ) KNOW IN THE BACK OF MY MIND SOME OF THESE TEACHING 
MOMENTS CAN BE  JUST AS  IMAGINED  JUST AS  INFORMED BY MY OWN PRIVATE 
LONGINGS FOR #HINESE INDIRECTNESS AND FOR A DISCOURSE THAT IS NOT ABOUT 
hOTHERINGv ON EITHER  SIDE OF  THE 0ACIFIC BUT ABOUT PRODUCTIVE ENGAGE
MENT AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS /NCE AGAIN ) FEEL THE TUG OF BOTH THE 
EXILE AND THE IMMIGRANT
4HE  hGENERALv  !MERICAN  READERS  ACCORDING  TO  6  #HEN  VIEW  4HE 
7OMAN 7ARRIOR  AS  BOTH  INTERESTING  AND  CONFUSING  AND  THEY  THINK  THAT 
h+INGSTON DOES NOT WRITE CLEARLYv BECAUSE hIT IS DIFFICULT TO TELL WHERE HER 
FANTASIES END AND REALITY BEGINSv 	 2EFLECTING THE MOOD OF THE hGENERALv 
!MERICAN READERS CRITICS HAVE MEASURED THE BOOK hAGAINST THE STEREOTYPE 
OF THE EXOTIC  INSCRUTABLE MYSTERIOUS ORIENTAL +INGSTON h#ULTURAL -IS
READINGSv 	 ! GOOD NUMBER OF MY STUDENTS SHARE A SIMILAR READING 
EXPERIENCE WHILE THEY ALL ENJOYED READING THE BOOK THEY WERE PUZZLED BY 
ITS RECURRENT USE OF #HINESE MYTHS AND FAIRY TALES IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
+INGSTONS PERSONAL JOURNEY 4O USE MY TERMS THIS INABILITY TO APPRECIATE 
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THE  BLURRING  THE  BORDERCROSSING  REFLECTS  TO  A  LARGE  EXTENT  THE  TEN
DENCY TO READ THE #HINESE hEVENTSv THROUGH THE FRAMEWORK OF %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  hTHINGSvTHAT  IS  THEY  WERE  EXPECTING  A  TRANSPARENT  CAUSAL 
PROGRESSION FROM A TEXT THAT THRIVES UPON MEANING INTERDEPENDENCE AND 
UPON PRODUCTIVE VAGUENESS 4HE FAILURE OF THEIR EXPECTATION CONVENIENTLY 
MATCHES  AND PERHAPS  REINFORCES  THEIR  CULTURALLYCONDITIONED  IMAGE OF 
THE #HINESE AS THE EXOTIC AS  THE INSCRUTABLE &OR ME THEN  IT BECOMES 
CRUCIAL  TO MOVE BEYOND DISCOURSES  THAT  SIMPLY DUB 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR 
AN EXAMPLE OF hFICTIONAL AUTOBIOGRAPHYv AND THAT QUICKLY CONDEMN hTHE 
GHOSTLY  OTHERNESSv  IN  +INGSTONS  #HINESE  !MERICAN  EXPERIENCE  TO  THE 
EXOTIC  /RIENT  +INGSTON  h#ULTURAL  -ISREADINGSv  	  )NSTEAD  )  MUST 
DEVELOP DISCOURSES THAT CAN AS +IM SUGGESTS STAKE OUR CLAIM ON !MERICA 
WITHOUT RELINQUISHING hOUR MARGINALITYv 	 AND THAT CAN TO DRAW ON 
MY PRECEDING DISCUSSIONS  CLAIM  hTHE GHOSTLY OTHERNESSv  AS PART OF  THIS 
TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS
4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR SHOULD BE READ ) TELL MY STUDENTS IN NO UNCERTAIN 
TERMS  AS  A  STORY  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTNESS  IN  CONTEXTS  THAT  CUT  ACROSS 
DIFFERENT  TIMES  SPACES  AND  CULTURES 4HROUGHOUT  THE  BOOK +INGSTON 
WEAVES  THE  PERSONAL  WITH  hTALKSTORIESv  TO  YIELD  A  COMPLEX  TALE  OF  HER 
EXPERIENCE GROWING UP AS A #HINESE !MERICAN 4HE BOOK BEGINS WITH A 
STORY OF h.O .AME 7OMANv +INGSTONS AUNT WHO DROWNED HERSELF  IN 
THE FAMILY WELL WITH HER JUSTBORN INFANT BECAUSE SHE BECAME PREGNANT 
WHILE HER HUSBAND WAS ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE 0ACIFIC "ECAUSE OF THIS 
DISGRACEFUL ACT AND THE SHAME IT CREATED THE FAMILY DIDNT WANT TO EVEN 
ACKNOWLEDGE THAT SHE HAD EVER EXISTED AND HER MOTHER WARNED +INGSTON 
NOT TO TELL THE STORY TO ANYONE ELSE  	 "UT FOR +INGSTON THIS STORY 
HAS  TO BE  TOLD  FIRST  	 BECAUSE DOING  SO NOT ONLY  REBELS AGAINST HER 
MOTHERS  INJUNCTION NOT TO TELL BUT ALSO TRANSFORMS AN ABSENCE OF FIFTY 
YEARS 	  INTO A HAUNTING PRESENCEBOTH OF WHICH ARE NECESSARY  FOR 
HER OWN ACCOUNT TO COME OUT LATER (ER .O .AME !UNT HAD TO COMMIT 
SUICIDE SO AS TO REPAIR hTHE BREAK SHE HAD MADE IN THE @ROUNDNESSv 	 
OF THE PATRIARCHAL TRADITION TO MAKE THE FAMILY WHOLE AGAIN BY REMOVING 
HERSELF AND HER ILLEGITIMATE CHILDBOTH OF WHOM PROVED TO BE hMALIG
NANT GROWTHv THAT HAD TO BE FIXED +INGSTON HAS TO TELL AND TELL ON HER 
AUNTS STORY AS A NECESSARY INTRODUCTION TO HER OWN STORYWHERE GHOSTS 
HAVE TO BE hTALKEDSTORYv AND EXPERIENCES OF GROWING UP IN !MERICA HAVE 
TO BE RECOUNTED IN THE SPIRIT OF A #HINESE WOMAN WARRIOR 	 4O THE 
EXTENT THAT .O .AME 7OMAN SERVES AS A HAUNTING ANALOGY TO +INGSTONS 
OWN STRUGGLE TO BREAK FREE FROM OLD TRADITIONS THE FIRST CHAPTER BECOMES 
A  GOOD  EXAMPLE  OF  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  AND  OF  CREATING  PART  OF  AN 
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AMBIGUOUS CYCLICAL WORLDA WORLD  THAT +INGSTON  INHERITS AND TRIES  TO 
MOLD IN HER OWN WAY
)N  THE  SECOND CHAPTER  h7HITE 4IGERSv +INGSTON MIXES HISTORY WITH 
MYTH TO TELL A STORY OF A #HINESE WOMAN WARRIOR WHO AGAINST ALL ODDS 
LED AN UPRISING AND EVENTUALLY OVERTHREW A DYNASTYONLY TO COME HOME 
TO  BE  A  FILIAL  DAUGHTER  AND  DAUGHTERINLAW  n	  TO  COMPLETE  THE 
CYCLE THAT WAS BROKEN TEMPORARILY WHEN SHE LEFT HOME FOLLOWING THE CALL 
OF A BIRD  INTO THE MOUNTAINS AT  THE AGE OF  SEVEN TO BECOME hA  FEMALE 
AVENGERv  	 ,IKE THE STORY OF .O .AME 7OMAN THE CREATION OF 
THIS  WOMAN  WARRIOR  BECOMES  +INGSTONS  WAY  OF  ANTICIPATING  HER  OWN 
STRUGGLE WHILE GROWING UP WITH #HINESE VALUES AND TRADITIONSSUCH AS 
LYING TO BE POLITE 	 FEELING LOVED ON .EW 9EARS MORNING BY RECEIVING 
RED MONEY IN HER POCKETS 	 REJECTING THE CONSTANT DRUMMING THAT 
hGIRLS ARE MAGGOTS IN THE RICEv 	 AND DEALING WITH THE FACT THAT hEVEN 
NOW #HINA WRAPS DOUBLE BINDS AROUND MY FEETv 	 !GAIN THE WOMAN 
WARRIOR SERVES AS A COMPELLING hTOPICvONE THAT IS ABOUT A MYTHICAL PAST 
AND  ONE  THAT  FULLY  PREPARES  FOR  TO  USE  +INGSTONS  WORD  hTHE  CLIMAXv 
h#ULTURAL -ISREADINGSv 	 OR TO USE MINE THE COMMENT IN THE FINAL 
CHAPTER h! 3ONG FOR A "ARBARIAN 2EED 0IPEv
-Y STUDENTS SO FAR ARE NOT QUITE CONVINCED 7HILE THEY REMAIN INTER
ESTED IN THE PLOT OF THE STORY AND IN THE #HINESE MYTHS AND TRADITIONS 
THEY  KEEP  ASKING  h7HY  DOESNT  +INGSTON  START  TELLING  US MORE  ABOUT 
HER OWN GROWINGUP EXPERIENCESv  h(OW CAN WE  TELL  FOR  SURE WHICH  IS 
REAL AND WHICH IS MYTHv )T IS CLEAR THAT THEY ARE GETTING IMPATIENT WHEN 
CONFRONTED WITH THE FLOW OF hEVENTSv BECAUSE THEY HAVE YET TO RECAST THE 
FRAME OF THEIR OWN DIRECTNESS NORM WITH THE DISCURSIVE TENDENCY TO LAY 
OUT THE hTOPICSv FIRST
4HINGS  ARE  NOT  GOING  TO  GET  ANY  MORE  DIRECT  FOR  MY  STUDENTS  FOR 
NOWTHOUGH IN MY WORLD OF INDIRECTNESS THEY ARE JUST EVENTS HOLDING 
OUT FOR MORE EVENTS MORE RELATIONS 4HEREFORE THE NEXT TWO CHAPTERS
h3HAMANv  AND  h!T  THE 7ESTERN  0ALACEvARE  STILL  NOT  DIRECTLY  FOCUSED 
ON +INGSTON HERSELF 4HEY ARE MORE ABOUT HER MOTHER h3HAMANv	 AND 
ABOUT HER AUNT -OON /RCHID h!T THE 7ESTERN 0ALACEv	 ,IKE +INGSTON 
WE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO TELL IN THESE TWO CHAPTERS hWHERE THE STORIES LEFT 
OFF AND THE DREAMS BEGANv 	 "UT WITH THESE TWO CHAPTERS +INSTON 
HAS UNFOLDED TWO MORE SETS OF CONDITIONS OR TOPICS THAT ARE NECESSARY FOR 
HER OWN MEMORY AND FOR HER OWN SELFREALIZATION 3INCE THEY REVEAL HOW 
HER MOTHER AND HER AUNT MEET AND GRAPPLE WITH THE OTHER !MERICAN	 
CULTURE THESE TOPICS HAVE TO BE SPELLED OUT FIRST SO TO SPEAK BEFORE HER 
OWN CLIMAX CAN BE REACHED OR THE FINAL COMMENT OFFERED
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)T  IS  NOT  UNTIL  THE  LAST  CHAPTER  THAT  +INGSTON  BEGINS  TO  DEAL  WITH 
HER  OWN MEMORY  DIRECTLY  OF  GROWING  UP  AS  A  #HINESE  !MERICAN  WHO 
STRUGGLES FOR EXAMPLE BETWEEN HER PARENTS INJUNCTION TO HIDE SECRETS 
FROM ALL KINDS OF GHOSTS IN !MERICA n	 AND HER OWN NEED TO TALK 
TO  EXPLAIN  THINGS  SO  THAT  SHE  CAN  REMAIN  SANE  	  )N  THE  PROCESS 
+INGSTON BEGINS TO CONNECT ALL THE hPRECEDING TOPICSv TO REACH FOR THE 
CLIMAX &OR EXAMPLE UNLIKE HER .O .AME !UNT WHO COULD ONLY REPAIR 
THE  hROUNDNESSv  SHE HAD BROKEN BY COMMITTING  SUICIDE +INGSTON CAN 
NOW REPAIR THE hROUNDNESSv BY TRYING TO SORT OUT WHAT IS REAL AND WHAT IS 
IMAGINARY 	 WITHOUT HAVING TO YELL OUT TO HER MOTHER hTHE HARDEST 
TEN OR TWELVE THINGS ON MY LIST ALL  IN ONE OUTBURSTv 	 "UT LIKE THE 
WOMAN WARRIOR +INGSTON HAS  TO  LEAVE HOME  TOO  hIN ORDER  TO  SEE  THE 
WORLD LOGICALLYv 	ONLY TO COME BACK TO TELL HER MOM THAT SHE NOW 
ALSO hTALKSSTORYv 	 !ND FINALLY SHE COMPLETES THOUGH WITH A TELLING 
TWIST  THE  STORY  THAT HER MOTHER BEGAN 	THUS  SIGNIFYING  THAT  THE 
FAMILY  TRADITION  IS  NOW BEING PASSED DOWN 4HE  STORY  IS  BASED ON  THE 
CYCLE OF POEMS KNOWN AS h%IGHTEEN 3ONGS OF A .OMAD &LUTEv CREDITED TO 
#AI 9AN 4SAI 9EN Қᠻ	 THE DAUGHTER OF THE EMINENT POET AND STATES
MAN #AI 9ONG n	 4HESE EIGHTEEN POETIC COMPOSITIONS IN SOME 
MOST DIRECT MOST PASSIONATE EXPRESSIONS PORTRAY HOW #AI 9AN WAS CAP
TURED BY A 3OUTHERN 8IONGNU (SIUNGNU ྫ୳	 CHIEFTAIN OF HOW SHE 
SPENT THE NEXT TWELVE YEARS AMONG THE BARBARIANS WITH A GRIEVING HEART 
AND OF HOW SHE HAD TO BREAK HER HEART AGAIN WHEN SHE HAD TO ABANDON 
HER TWO .OMAD SONS TO RETURN TO HER ANCESTRAL HOME
!S +INGSTON IS ABOUT TO CONCLUDE THE CLIMAX THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN 
THE  REAL  AND  THE  IMAGINED  CONTINUES  TO  BE  BLURRED  AND  TO  BE  CRISS
CROSSED 7HILE #AI 9AN DID RETURN TO HER HOMELAND TO BE REMARRIED SO 
THAT HER DECEASED FATHER COULD HAVE (AN DESCENDANTS HER RETURN WAS 
NOT WITHOUT HARDSHIPS NOT WITHOUT ULTIMATE SACRIFICES ON HER PART SHE 
HAD  TO  LEAVE  FOREVER BEHIND HER 8IONGNU HUSBAND AND HER  TWO  SONS 
4HIS  PAIN  OF  LOSING  HOME  TWICE  PERMEATES  THE  ENTIRE  EIGHTEEN  SONGS 
9ET +INGSTON CHOOSES TO FOCUS ON #AI 9ANS PAIN OF LOSING HER ANCESTRAL 
HOME WHEN SHE WAS ABDUCTED BY THE 8IONGNU TRIBE AND ON HER LONGING 
FOR RETURN AFTER SHE BECAME A MOTHER OF TWO SONS IN THE HARSH AND ALIEN 
LAND /N THE OTHER HAND SHE CHOOSES TO EDIT OUT #AI 9ANS ANGUISH AND 
GRIEF AT GIVING UP HER SECOND BARBARIAN	 HOMEA KEY CONDITION FOR HER 
RANSOMED RELEASE FROM THE TRIBE
+INSTONS OMISSION HERE IN THE CREATION OF #AI 9AN IS DELIBERATE AND 
REVEALING ) TELL MY STUDENTS .AMELY +INGSTON MAY NEED #AI 9ANS SAFE 
AND UNCOMPLICATED RETURN TO HER ANCESTRAL HOME TO SHORE UP HER OWN 
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REUNION WITH HER  FAMILY  TO HELP HER  SEARCH  FOR NEW POSSIBILITIES  FROM 
THIS  WORLD  WITH  BLURRED  BOUNDARIES  AND  SHIFTING  PARADOXES  6  #HEN 
	 A SEARCH THAT IS FRAUGHT WITH AMBIVALENCES AND AMBIGUITIES 7HILE 
HER MOTHERS STORY MAY HAVE BEGUN WITH A TRAGIC DEVELOPMENT THE LOSS 
OF  A DAUGHTER  TO  A BARBARIAN  TRIBE	 +INGSTON CREATES  FOR  IT  A HAPPIER 
MORE SETTLED ENDINGWHERE #AI 9AN WAS RESCUED AND REUNITED WITH HER 
ANCESTRAL FAMILY AND WHERE NO MENTION WAS MADE OF HER GUTWRENCHING 
LOSS OF HER  LOVED ONES 3UCH AN ENDING PERHAPS HELPS +INGSTON BETTER 
PREPARE FOR HER OWN ONGOING CROSSINGSCROSSINGS THAT HAVE TAKEN HER 
THROUGH A CULTURE THAT IS MYTHICAL AND AMBIGUOUS TO A CULTURE THAT COM
MANDS A DIFFERENT LOGIC OR AS SHE PUT IT hTHE NEW WAY OF SEEINGv 	 
&OR +INGSTON BOTH CULTURES WILL CONTINUE TO VEX IF NOT ANTAGONIZE EACH 
OTHER BECAUSE THEY ARE FOREVER ENTANGLED IN !MERICA WHERE THEY hMEET 
CLASH AND GRAPPLE WITH EACH OTHERv 0RATT h#ONTACT :ONEv 	 7HILE 
NO HARMONY IS IN SIGHT THEIR ENTANGLEMENT MAKES IT POSSIBLE FOR THEM 
TO  COEXIST WITH  THEIR  DIFFERENCES  AND  IT  IS  THIS  COEXISTENCE  THAT  LEADS 
+INGSTON TO ALLOW BOTH CULTURES TO WRAP DOUBLE BINDS AROUND HER FEET 
	 3UCH NARRATIVE IN TURN GIVES ME HOPE THAT +INGSTON MAY EVENTU
ALLY BE ABLE  TO DRAW POSITIVE ENERGY  FOR EXAMPLE  FROM HER CHILDHOOD 
AGONY AND TRAUMA OF SPEAKING %NGLISH FROM THE HAUNTING PRESENCE OF 
HER .O .AME AUNT AND FROM HER STRUGGLES IN NAVIGATING THESE CULTURAL 
CROSSCURRENTS !T THE SAME TIME ) CANNOT HELP WONDERING )S SHE GOING 
TO hTALKSTORYv TO HER OWN CHILDREN IN THE SAME WAY THAT HER MOTHER DID 
TO HER 7HAT WOULD SHE DO  IF  THEY SHOULD ACCUSE HER OF hLYINGv AS SHE 
DID TO HER MOTHER !ND WILL THIS CRISSCROSSING BETWEEN THE REAL AND THE 
IMAGINED CONTINUE TO DOMINATE HER LIFE
-Y STUDENTS ) CAN TELL MAY NOT BE PARTICULARLY THRILLED BY THESE KINDS 
OF OPENENDED QUESTIONS OR BY THE WAY ) HAVE BEEN READING +INGSTON "UT 
) WANT TO USE THEIR DISCOMFORT TO HELP THEM REALIZE THAT THEIR CLASSROOM IS 
PART OF RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS WHERE THEY MUST LEARN TO RECOGNIZE THEIR 
OWN  RHETORICAL  TENDENCIES  AND  WHERE  THEY MUST  PREPARE  TO  NEGOTIATE 
WITH OTHER PERSPECTIVES WITH OTHER WAYS OF READING AND WRITING &OR ME 
ON THE OTHER HAND TO READ 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR AS AN EXAMPLE OF #HINESE 
INDIRECTION  IS  IN  LARGE  PART  TO  CLAIM  AS  DIRECTLY  AS  )  CAN  hTHE  GHOSTLY 
OTHERNESSv READ AS h#HINESE TRADITIONv	 THAT !MERICAN REVIEWERS HAVE 
TRIED  SO  HARD  TO  EXORCISE  +INGSTON  h#ULTURAL -ISREADINGSv	 .O  LESS 
REAL IS MY DESIRE TO ENTER A DIALOGUE THAT WILL ALSO ALLOW ME TO START WHERE 
MY STUDENTS ARE TO IMAGINE HOW A DIRECTNESS APPROACH CAN BE RECAST SO 
THAT WE  CAN  READ 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR WITHOUT MEASURING  IT  AGAINST  THE 
STEREOTYPE  OF  THE #HINESE  AS MYTHICAL  OR  EXOTIC  !FTER  ALL  INDIRECTION 
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AND DIRECTNESS SHOULD NOT BE VIEWED NECESSARILY AS AN EXAMPLE OF OPPOS
ING POLARITY !S ) HAVE ARGUED ABOVE THEY ARE A PAIR OF COMPLEMENTARY 
OPPOSITES WHOSE VALUES OR MEANINGFULNESS COULD CHANGE AT ANY TIME IN 
RELATION TO CHANGES IN THE CONTEXT OF OTHER COMPLEMENTARY OPPOSITES )T 
IS THIS KIND OF DISCOURSE THAT CAN ENGAGE BOTH STYLES OF COMMUNICATION 
WITHOUT EITHER  FEMINIZING ONE OR  IDEALIZING  THE OTHER !ND BY PRACTIC
ING TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE THIS KIND OF DISCOURSE BECOMES PART AND 
PARCEL OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORICA RHETORIC  THAT  )  IMAGINE BOTH 
+INGSTONS MOTHER AND HER CHILDREN MAY VERY WELL APPRECIATE AND COME 
TO EMBRACE
3INCE ) CAME TO !MERICA IN THE MIDS PEOPLE FROM ALL WALKS OF 
LIFE HAVE ASKED ME COUNTLESS TIMES THE QUESTION h7HERE ARE YOU FROMv 
) AM CERTAINLY NOT ALONE IN ENCOUNTERING THIS QUESTION AS MANY OF MY 
FELLOW  BORDER  RESIDENTS WOULD  BE  ABLE  TO  TESTIFY  )  OFTEN  FEEL  TORN  BY 
THE QUESTION IN SPITE OF ITS APPARENT DIRECTNESS AND SIMPLICITY 4HE FACT 
THAT ) AM NOW A NATURALIZED #HINESE !MERICAN DOES NOT MAKE THE JOB 
OF ANSWERING THIS QUESTION ANY EASIER )N FACT MY ANSWER MAY VERY WELL 
HAVE BEEN COMPLICATED BY MY LEGAL	 STATUS AND BY MY DISCURSIVE	  IN
BETWEEN SUBJECT POSITION .OT BECAUSE ) DONT KNOW THE ANSWER TO THE 
QUESTION BUT BECAUSE ) DONT KNOW WHICH OF THE TWO ANSWERS ) SHOULD 
GIVE AND AT WHAT COST ) REALLY DONT QUESTION IN GENERAL THE SINCERITY OF 
MY INTERLOCUTORS INTEREST IN THE ORIGIN OF MY IDENTITYPERHAPS DUE TO 
THE FACT THAT MY FACE AND MY DEMEANOR HAVE EITHER PIQUED THEIR GENERAL 
CURIOSITY ABOUT OTHERNESS OR REMINDED THEM OF A SIMILAR MIGRATION STORY 
(OWEVER ) HAVE ALSO DISCERNED ON RARE OCCASIONS A SENSE OF SUPERIORITY 
ON  THE PART OF  A  VERY  FEW  INTERLOCUTORS  AS  IF  TO  TELL ME HOWEVER  INDI
RECTLY  THAT h7E ARE NATIVE AND YOU ARE NOTv 2EGARDLESS )  FUMBLE WITH 
MY ANSWERS AND ) THINK OFTEN OF THE REASONS FOR MY FUMBLING AND FOR MY 
DISCURSIVE INDECISION (ERE IS WHY
/N THE ONE HAND ) KNOW WHAT MY INTERLOCUTORS WOULD LIKE TO HEAR 
4HEY  WOULD  LIKE  TO  HEAR  AN  ANSWER  TO  WHERE  )  AM  REALLY  OR  ORIGINALLY 
FROMRATHER THAN AN ANSWER THAT ENCOMPASSES ALL THE STOPS )VE MADE 
IN BETWEEN "UT LIKE MY FELLOW BORDER RESIDENTS ) OFTEN FEEL INCAPABLE 
OF PROVIDING  SUCH AN ANSWER BECAUSE  ) DONT WANT  TO ADMIT  TO MYSELF 
AND TO MY INTERLOCUTORS THAT ) HAVE YET TO BE COMPLETELY ASSIMILATED INTO 
THE hMELTING POTv IN SPITE OF MY GENUINE EFFORTS TO ASSIMILATE MYSELF FOR 
TWENTY YEARS NOW ) CANT BEAR THE THOUGHT THAT h) AM STILL BEING @RECOG
NIZEDv .OR DO ) WANT TO SURRENDER TO THE NOTION THAT hWHERE YOU ARE 
ORIGINALLY FROMv WILL NECESSARILY MARK YOU OFF AS DIFFERENT IF NOT DEVIANT 
FROM THE NORMAL FROM THE hNATIVEv
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/N THE OTHER HAND ) KNOW WHAT KIND OF ANSWER ) WANT TO GIVE ) WANT 
TO TELL MY INTERLOCUTORS ALL THE PLACES ) HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH FROM 
WHERE  )  WAS  BORN  TO  WHERE  )  AM  AT  )  WANT  TO  TELL  THEM  THAT  EACH  OF 
THESE STOPS THAT ) HAVE MADE ALONG THE WAY INFORMS WHERE ) AM AT AND 
INDEED MAY PREDICT WHERE ) WILL BE &OR ME THIS IS A MORE APPROPRIATE 
MORE DIRECT ANSWER TO THE QUESTION h7HERE ARE YOU FROMv !ND IN FACT 
THIS IS THE ONLY ANSWER ) FEEL COMFORTABLE GIVING 3O FAR ) HAVENT QUITE 
SUCCEEDED IN DOING THAT ON A CONSISTENT BASIS .OT INFREQUENTLY AS ) AM 
ABOUT TO BEGIN WITH THE LAST PLACE ) WAS AT -INNEAPOLIS THAT IS	 THEN 
GRADUALLY  TRACING  ALL  THE  WAY  BACK  TO  MY  BIRTHPLACE  3HANGHAI  )  GET 
INTERRUPTED BY SOMETHING LIKE h"UT NO WHERE ARE YOU REALLY FROMv &OR 
MY INTERLOCUTORS MY ANSWER APPEARS TOO INDIRECTHENCE THOSE FRIENDLY 
INTERRUPTIONSBECAUSE THEY WANT TO hGET TO THE BOTTOM OF THINGSv AND 
hTO CALL A SPADE A SPADEv &OR ME WHAT THEY WANT IS NOT DIRECT ENOUGH IN 
THE SENSE THAT THE hPREFERREDv ANSWERh) AM FROM 3HANGHAIvDOES NOT 
DIRECTLY ADDRESS HOW THE CULTURAL CONTEXT OF WHERE ) AM AT HAS BEEN CON
STITUTED BY AND IN TURN HELPS REARTICULATE THE MEANINGS OF WHERE ) HAVE 
BEEN !NG 	 4O GIVE IN TO THE hPREFERREDv ANSWER ALMOST BECOMES TAN
TAMOUNT TO ADMITTING THAT THE ORIGIN OF WHERE ) AM FROM MAY CONTINU
OUSLY OVERSHADOW THE REALITY OF WHERE ) AM AT 7HICH ) LOATHE TO ADMIT 
AND WHICH ) SO VERY MUCH WANT TO REJECT
)  AM  FAR  FROM GIVING  UP  TRYING MY DIRECT  ANSWER /N  THE  CONTRARY 
) HAVE  LATELY BEEN MORE  INSISTENT ON GIVING MY  ANSWER  TO  THE QUESTION 
h7HERE  ARE  YOU  FROMv  IN  SPITE  OF  REPEATED  INTERRUPTIONS  AND  AT  THE 
RISK OF VEXING PERHAPS EVEN ALIENATING SOME OF MY  INTERLOCUTORS .OT 
ONLY DO ) WANT TO DIRECT THE ATTENTION OF MY INTERLOCUTORS TO A NEW REAL
ITY TO A NEW AWARENESS OF WHAT EACH OF US WANTS FROM THE OTHER BUT ALSO 
) WANT TO PRACTICE #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORICA WAY OF COMMUNICATING 
THAT CRITICALLY ENGAGES BOTH TRADITIONS AND THAT CALLS FORTH BOTH #HINESE 
INDIRECTION AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS  TO  TALK ABOUT OUR OWN 
hORIGINv  STORY  TO  REJECT  CULTURAL  STEREOTYPES  AND  TO  CULTIVATE  A  MUCH 
NEEDED SENSE OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE
!S ) AM ABOUT TO CLOSE THIS CHAPTER AND TO END THIS NARRATIVE ) MUST 
CONFESS  THAT  MY  DIRECT  ANSWER  HERE  IS  NOT  QUITE  COMPLETE  OR  DIRECT 
ENOUGH BECAUSE IT HAS LEFT BEHIND ANOTHER NO LESS IMPORTANT SUBTEXT 
THAT HAS NEVER FAILED TO LURK BEHIND THIS COMMUNICATIVE EVENT .AMELY 
AS ) PRESS ON WITH THIS DIRECT ANSWER OF MINE THESE DAYS ) OFTEN ASK MYSELF 
IN THE BACK OF MY MIND h7HAT WOULD ) THINK IF THIS QUESTION@7HERE 
ARE  YOU  FROMHAS  NEVER  BEEN  ASKED  OF ME  AT  ALLv  )N  OTHER  WORDS 
HOW WOULD ) REACT IF MY INTERLOCUTORS DECIDED TO SAY NOTHING AT ALL ABOUT 
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THEIR CURIOSITY CONCERNING	 MY ORIGIN #OULD ) THEN TAKE THEIR SILENCE 
OR  THEIR  LACK  OF  CURIOSITY  TO MEAN  THAT  )  AM  NO  LONGER  hRECOGNIZEDv 
/R  TO BE MORE  REALISTIC  IS  IT MORE OF  AN  INDICATION  THAT  THEY  ARE  JUST 
NOT INTERESTED IN MY DIFFERENCE !ND WORSE STILL WOULD ) CONSIDER THEIR 
SILENCE AS A hDIRECT AFFRONTv TO MY #HINESE FACE TO MY #HINESE !MERICAN 
IDENTITY ) BEGIN TO GROPE FOR ANSWERS !ND THERE IS MORE 7HAT WOULD 
) DO IF ) WERE IN MY INTERLOCUTORS POSITION 7OULD ) ASK THE SAME QUES
TION  OR  WOULD  )  CHOOSE  TO  SAY  NOTHING  7HAT  DOES  EITHER  DISCURSIVE 
MOVE REALLY MEAN TO ME ACTING NOW AS MY INTERLOCUTORS ) BEGIN TO FEEL 
AMBIVALENT  AGAIN  /NCE  AGAIN  )  SEE  THE  COMPLEXITIES  AND  CHALLENGES 
THAT BOTH SIDES TO THIS INTERACTION IN FACT FACE AND SHARE !ND ) REALIZE 
TOO  THAT  THE PROMISE AND PERIL  THAT  THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC PRESENTS AFFECT US BORDER RESIDENTS AND OUR %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
INTERLOCUTORS  ALIKEANOTHER  EXAMPLE  OF  COMPLICATED  AND  PRODUCTIVE 
ENTANGLEMENT WHEN BOTH PRACTICES ARE BROUGHT INTO SIMULTANEOUS AND 
INTERCONNECTED VIEW
 
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4O BE MOST FULLY AND PERFECTLY A HUMAN BEING TO BE A PERSON IS INHER
ENTLY TO LIVE CERTAIN HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PERSONS    v
&INGARETTE h4HE -USIC OF (UMANITYv 	
4RUST THYSELF EVERY HEART VIBRATES TO THAT IRON STRING 
%MERSON 	
)  HAVE  LONG  NOTICEDWITH  A  CERTAIN  DEGREE  OF  AMBIVALENCETHAT  THE 
%NGLISH WORD hINDIVIDUALISMv HAS BECOME A NECESSARY PART OF MY COM
MUNICATIVE REPERTOIRE ) USE IT OFTEN IN MY CLASSROOM AND IN MY OWN WRIT
INGS TO CHARACTERIZE CERTAIN DISCURSIVE BEHAVIORS .OT THAT ) HAVE COME 
TO EMBRACE ITS UNDERLYING IDEOLOGY BUT THAT ) OFTEN FEEL COMPELLED TO 
INVOKE IT EITHER TO HELP DESCRIBE BOTH FOR MY STUDENTS AND FOR MYSELF 
%UROPEAN  !MERICAN  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  OR  TO  HELP  DRAW  DISTINCTIONS 
FROM #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES (OWEVER EVERY TIME ) PERFORM THESE 
ACTS ) FEEL A SENSE OF INADEQUACY BECAUSE INDIVIDUALISM ENTAILS ITS OWN 
IDEOLOGY AND ITS OWN CONCEPTUAL CLUSTER BOTH OF WHICH MAY NOT NECES
SARILY EXIST IN A #HINESE CONTEXT AND BOTH OF WHICH ARE BEING ENACTED 
IN COMPLEX WAYS AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS !S ) EMPLOY INDIVIDUALISM TO 
NAVIGATE THROUGH THESE DIFFERENT SITUATIONS ) CANNOT HELP BUT THINK OF 
THE #HINESE WORD hඝv hSHUv	 WHICH CAN BE TRANSLATED AS hRECIPROCITYv 
OR AS hPUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS PLACEv ) CANNOT HELP BUT THINK OF 
HOW ඝ  CAN CONTRIBUTE  TO A DISCOURSE OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  TO 
THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 4HE MORE ) REFLECT UPON WHAT 
INDIVIDUALISM AND ඝ EACH STAND FOR IN THEIR OWN HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL 
MILIEU THE MORE ENGAGED ) FEEL AS ) BRING THESE TWO WORDS INTO A DIRECT 
DIALOGUE WITHIN THE BORDERLAND CONTEXT )N THE PROCESS ) HAVE NOT ONLY 
GROWN TO BE MORE ACUTELY AWARE OF MY OWN PLACE AND MY OWN IDENTITY 
BUT ) HAVE ALSO BECOME EAGER TO EMBRACE THE PROCESSUAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THESE REFLECTIONS 4HESE REFLECTIONS AND THEIR ENSUING PRACTICES ARE ) 
ARGUE AGAIN PRODUCTS OF RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS AND LIVING EXAMPLES OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC ) START WITH A FEW PRELIMINARY REMARKS
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#HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES HAVE OFTEN BEEN CHARACTERIZED IN VARIOUS 
WAYS  AS  DISCOURAGING  OR  IMPEDING  INDIVIDUAL  EXPRESSION  OR  DEVELOP
MENT  AS  RESTRICTING  OR  DISAPPROVING  ORIGINALITY  AND  INVENTIVENESS  3O 
IN ANCIENT #HINA TO QUOTE 2OBERT /LIVER AUTHOR OF #OMMUNICATION AND 
#ULTURE  IN !NCIENT )NDIA AND #HINA hINDIVIDUALITY WAS SUPPRESSED RATHER 
THAN ENCOURAGEDv AND THE ANCIENT #HINESE GUIDED THEIR DAILY LIVES hLESS 
BY PERSONAL PREFERENCE THAN BY AN INTRICATE SYSTEM OF PRESCRIBED RITUALv 
 ALSO SEE   	 &OR /LIVER ONE OF THE DEFINING CHARACTER
ISTICS ABOUT ANCIENT #HINESE  RHETORIC OR ABOUT !SIAN  RHETORIC  FOR  THAT 
MATTER IS THAT ITS PRIMARY FUNCTION hIS NOT TO ENHANCE THE WELFARE OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL SPEAKER OR LISTENER BUT TO PROMOTE HARMONYv 	 7HAT IS 
LURKING BEHIND THESE DESCRIPTIONS  TO MY MIND  IS  THE CONCEPT OF  INDI
VIDUALISM OR MORE PRECISELY ITS ABSENCE IN ANCIENT #HINA
)N MODERN #HINA ACCORDING TO -ATALENE WHO TAUGHT %NGLISH WRITING 
THERE  IN  THE  S  THE  PRIMARY  FUNCTION  OF  #HINESE  RHETORIC  IS  NOT  SO 
MUCH IN EMPHASIZING ORIGINALITY AND INDIVIDUALISM AS IN PRESERVING AND 
PROMOTING  COMMUNAL  HARMONY  AND  COHESION  h#ONTRASTIVE  2HETORICv 
	  7HILE  TRYING  TO  TEASE  OUT  THE  CHARACTERISTICS  OF  CONTEMPORARY 
#HINESE EXPOSITORY WRITING STYLE * 'REGG PREDICATES HER ANALYSIS UPON AN 
ASSUMPTION THAT THE INDIVIDUALS EXPRESSIVE NEEDS WITHIN THE #HINESE VALUE 
SYSTEM ARE SUBORDINATED IN ORDER TO PROMOTE THE WELFARE OF THE COMMUNI
TY n	 3IMILARLY WHEN ATTEMPTING TO ANALYZE SOCIAL CULTURAL OR WHAT 
HE CALLS hETHNOLOGICv INFLUENCES ON #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES n	 
*OLLIFFE NOTES THAT hTHE IDEAL #HINESE WRITER IS A COOPERATIVE MEMBER OF A 
COLLECTIVE NOT  A NOVEL  INDEPENDENT  INDIVIDUALv  	 (E  FURTHER  SUG
GESTS  THAT  hTHIS  SUBORDINATION OF  THE  INDIVIDUAL  TO  THE GROUP MOREOVER 
LEADS  THE  IDEAL  #HINESE  WRITER  TO  EMPLOY  A  CHARACTERISTIC  RECOGNIZABLE 
MODE OF REASONINGv THAT IS CHARACTERIZED BY THE REPEATED USE OF MAXIMS 
ANALOGIES AND AUTHORITATIVE STATEMENTS 	 -ORE BLUNTLY PUT IT IS THE 
LACK  OF 7ESTERN  INDIVIDUALISM  THAT  HAS  CONTRIBUTED  TO  THEIR  COMPOSING 
BEHAVIOR /R IT IS SELFLESSNESS AND SUBMISSION TO CENTRAL AUTHORITY THAT ARE 
EMPHASIZED FOR hACHIEVING UNITY AND HARMONY BETWEEN MAN AND NATURE 
AS THE PRINCIPAL GOAL OF COMMUNICATIONv #USHMAN AND +INCAID 	
"Y CITING THESE STUDIES ) DO NOT INTEND TO REJECT THEIR WORK OR IGNORE 
THEIR PLACES AND SIGNIFICANCES IN THEIR OWN TIME /LIVERS STUDY OF )NDIAN 
AND #HINESE RHETORICAL TRADITION WAS CERTAINLY GROUNDBREAKING AT A TIME 
WHEN THERE WAS HARDLY ANY STUDY CONCENTRATING ON NON7ESTERN RHETORI
CAL TRADITIONS ON THEIR OWN TERMS /LIVER   ALSO SEE -AO h2EFLECTIVE 
%NCOUNTERSv	 !ND AS -ATELENE HAS POINTED OUT HER WORK h#ONTRASTIVE 
2HETORICv	 IN SPITE OF THE CRITICISMS IT HAS RECEIVED 9 ,IU h4O #APTURE 
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THE %SSENCEv	 REFLECTS HER GENUINE MOTIVE TO hUNDERSTAND AND ELUCIDATE 
AND  DIGNIFY  THE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  OF  #HINESE  CULTURE  A  CULTURE  OF 
EXTRAORDINARY  TEXTUAL COMPLEXITY AND RICHNESS AS WELL AS OF UNEQUALED 
CONTINUITYv h%AST AND 7ESTv 	 3UCH A MOTIVE IS DEFINITELY SOMETHING 
TO BE APPLAUDED -Y JOB HERE THOUGH IS TO IDENTIFY AN UNDERLYING METH
ODOLOGICAL BIAS THAT RELIES ON 7ESTERN CONCEPTS LIKE hINDIVIDUALISMv	 TO 
HELP UNDERSTAND #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES 4HIS BIAS IF TRUTH BE TOLD 
OUGHT NOT TO SURPRISE ANYBODY TO STUDY ANOTHER RHETORICAL TRADITION FOR 
COMPARISON OR FOR UNDERSTANDING WE MUST START SOMEWHERE -ORE OFTEN 
THAN NOT WE BEGIN WITH PRINCIPLES OR CONCEPTS THAT ARE MOST FAMILIAR TO 
OUR OWN SENSIBILITIES AND TO OUR OWN COMMON SENSE (OWEVER WHAT IS 
SURPRISING AND WHAT BECOMES HIGHLY PROBLEMATIC  IS HOW WE LOSE SIGHT 
OF THIS BIAS AND OF THE LIKELIHOOD TO IMPOSE PERHAPS UNKNOWINGLY OUR 
OWN PRINCIPLES OR CONCEPTS ON THE OTHER TRADITION CREATING IN ITS WAKE 
A DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR A DISCOURSE OF FORCED FIT .OT TO MENTION OF 
COURSE THE FACT THAT SUCH AN IMPOSITION HAS OFTEN BEEN UNIDIRECTIONAL 
FROM 7EST TO %AST IN MODERN TIMES FOSTERING A RHETORICAL AND CULTURAL 
HIERARCHY WITH FARREACHING CONSEQUENCES
(OW  CAN WE  THEN MOVE  BEYOND  SUCH  BIAS (OW  CAN WE  INITIATE  A 
DIFFERENT  KIND  OF  DISCOURSE  WHERE  OTHER  VOICES  CAN  BE  HEARD  AND  LIS
TENED TO AND WHERE TERMS LIKE hDEFICIENCYv hABSENCEv OR hLACKv CAN BE 
REPLACED BY AN INSISTENCE TO SEARCH FOR hEXPERIENCENEARv CATEGORIES OR 
WAYS  OF  SPEAKING (OW  CAN  WE  FINALLY  PRACTICE  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFER
ENCE  IN  OUR  CLASSROOM  AND  BEYOND  WITH  A  RHETORIC  THAT  RECONFIGURES 
TERMS OF CONTACT WITH A CAREFUL EXAMINATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE HISTORIES 
AND PRECEDENTS AND THAT ENGAGES THIS COPRESENCE 0RATT )MPERIAL %YES 	 
WITHOUT MINIMIZING THE SENSE OF AMBIVALENCE AND VULNERABILITY
4O RESPOND TO THESE QUESTIONS ) FIRST UNPACK THE IDEOLOGY THAT UNDER
PINS  hINDIVIDUALISMvAN  IDEOLOGY  THAT  HAS  BECOME  NATURALIZED  AND 
THUS INVISIBLE ) SUGGEST THAT IT IS THIS UNDERLYING IDEOLOGY THAT MAKES THE 
TERM  hINDIVIDUALISMv  ILLSUITED  FOR  DESCRIBING  #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRAC
TICES 3HOULD ONE INSIST ON SUCH AN ALLIANCE DISSONANCE AND DISCONNECT 
ARE BOUND TO MATERIALIZE 3ECOND TO ILLUSTRATE HOW WE CAN UNDERSTAND 
#HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES ON THEIR OWN TERMS AND IN THEIR OWN CON
TEXT ) USE THE #HINESE TERM ඝ AND ) PROPOSE THAT WHAT ඝ REPRESENTS 
AND ENTAILS  SHOULD OFFER A MORE APPROPRIATE MORE COMPELLING  FRAME
WORK FOR THIS UNDERTAKING 4HIRD ) ARTICULATE THE COMINGSTOBE WHEN ඝ 
ON THE ONE HAND AND INDIVIDUALISM AND hETHOSv ON THE OTHER ARE IN DIA
LOGUE WITH EACH OTHER AND WHEN THEIR DIALOGUE IS ENABLED BOTH BY THE 
PROXIMITY OF TOGETHERNESS AND BY A SENSE OF TENSION AND ASYMMETRY
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"EFORE ) GO ON A DISCLAIMER OF SORTS IS WARRANTED .AMELY MY FOCUS 
HERE IS TO IDENTIFY THOSE KEY INGREDIENTS THAT HAVE COME TO CONSTITUTE THE 
IDEOLOGY OF INDIVIDUALISM )N DOING SO ) AM NOT PREPARED TO SUGGEST THAT 
THOSE INGREDIENTS ARE FIXED OR UNCHANGINGBECAUSE VALUES BELIEFS OR 
ASSUMPTIONS DO CHANGE OVER TIME AND THEY DO ADJUST AND EVEN MORPH 
RELATIVE TO THE CHANGING TIMES OR TO THE EVOLVING INTERESTS OF THE RULING 
CLASS  IN  SOCIETY 4HIS MUCH HOWEVER  IS WHAT  ) WANT  TO  SUGGEST 4O  THE 
EXTENT THAT THE IDEOLOGY OF 7ESTERN INDIVIDUALISM HAS BECOME A DOMI
NANT FORCE OVER THE LAST TWO CENTURIES OR SO THOSE UNDERLYING INGREDIENTS 
HAVE BEEN  STABILIZED OR  ABSTRACTED  TO  SERVE  THE  INTERESTS  OF  THE  RULING 
CLASS AND TO CREATE THEIR OWN SOCIAL AND DISCURSIVE REALITY .OT THAT THE 
INGREDIENTS IDENTIFIED BELOW ARE BY NATURE ADVERSE TO CHANGE BUT THEY 
HAVE BEEN HELD CONSTANT IN ORDER TO SERVE THE INTERESTS OF THE PEOPLE IN 
POWER  )N  SHORT  )  AM MOST  INTERESTED  IN  UNCOVERING  THEIR  UNDERLYING 
POINTS OF COMMONALITYWITH THE FULL REALIZATION THAT GENERALIZATIONS OF 
THIS KIND MIGHT POTENTIALLY END UP OBSCURING THE DIVERSITY WITHIN 7ESTERN 
TRADITION BECAUSE THE IDEOLOGY OF INDIVIDUALISM LIKE ANY OTHER IDEOLOGY 
IS ALWAYS BEING REALIZED AND EXPERIENCED ACROSS TIME AND SPACE IN DIF
FERENT SITUATIONS AND THROUGH SPECIFIC DISCURSIVE PRACTICES
3O WHAT IS THE IDEOLOGY INFORMING 7ESTERN INDIVIDUALISM &IRST INDI
VIDUALISM INVOKES A RELATIVELY MODERN BELIEF IN 7ESTERN CULTURE THANKS 
IN  LARGE  PART  TO  THE  2OMANTICS  AND  THE  %NLIGHTENMENT  4HIS  BELIEF 
EMPHASIZES  THAT  THERE  IS  AN  INHERENT  SEPARATENESS  OF  DISTINCT  PERSONS 
AND THAT ITS NORMATIVE IMPERATIVE IS TO BECOME INDEPENDENT FROM OTH
ERS  AND  TO  DISCOVER  AND  EXPRESS  ONES  DISTINCT  ATTRIBUTES  -ARKUS  AND 
+ITAYAMA 	  )T CONCEIVES OF AN  INDIVIDUAL AS A BOUNDED DISTINCTIVE 
AND  INDEPENDENT  WHOLE  WHICH  IS  SET  BOTH  AGAINST  OTHER  SUCH  WHOLES 
AND AGAINST ITS OWN SOCIAL AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND 'EERTZ 	 -Y OWN 
CLASSROOM  PRACTICES  EMBODY  THIS  BELIEF  IN  WAYS  BIG  AND  SMALL  AND  AT 
TIMES ) HAVE TO SERVE AS ITS LOYAL SPOKESPERSON AS ITS EFFECTIVE CONDUIT
&OR EXAMPLE  ) EMPHASIZE  THE  IMPORTANCE OF ORIGINALITY OF CREATIVE 
EXPRESSION AND ) UNDERSCORE THE NEED FOR MY STUDENTS TO ACKNOWLEDGE 
IN THEIR WRITING OTHER PEOPLES IDEAS !ND ) NEVER FAIL TO EXCORIATE THOSE 
WHO FAIL TO COMPLY WITH THIS NEED BY WAVING IN FRONT OF THEIR VERY OWN 
EYES  THE  hDANGLING  SWORDv  OF  A  PLAGIARISM  CHARGE  4HESE  PRACTICES  OF 
MINE  AND  MY  STUDENTS  SUBSEQUENT  RESPONSES  MANIFEST  A  COLLECTIVE 
EFFORT TO ESTABLISH AN INDEPENDENT UNIQUE SELF 3IMILARLY IN CLASS DISCUS
SIONS ) MAKE SURE THAT MY STUDENTS LISTEN TO EACH OTHER WITHOUT UNNEC
ESSARY  INTERRUPTION AND  THAT  THEIR VERBAL CONTRIBUTIONS PROCEED  IN AN 
ORDERLY FASHION 4O REGULATE THEIR TURNTAKING IS ONCE AGAIN AN ATTEMPT 
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TO HONOR THE INDIVIDUAL AS A BOUNDED SELF THAT IS ENTITLED TO AUTONOMY 
AND TO THE RIGHT TO SPEAK UNINTERRUPTED
/F COURSE OTHER 7ESTERN BELIEFS OR CONCEPTS HAVE SURFACED IN MODERN 
TIMES TO COMPETE WITH THIS DISCREET BOUNDED SELF &OR EXAMPLE INDIVIDU
ALS HAVE ALSO BEEN CONCEIVED OF AS SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED BEINGS OR AS AN 
INTEGRAL PART OF A LARGER WHOLE 4HE SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGIST 'EORGE (ERBERT 
-EAD REPRESENTS THIS SOCIAL TURN IN THE CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE INDIVIDU
AL &OR HIM IT IS THE SOCIAL PROCESS OR hTHE GENERALIZED OTHERv THAT ENTERS 
INTO hTHE EXPERIENCE OF ANY ONE OF THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF IT ;A SOCIAL 
GROUP=v 	 -EAD DEFINES hTHE GENERALIZED OTHERv AS hTHE ORGANIZED 
COMMUNITY OR SOCIAL GROUP WHICH GIVES TO THE INDIVIDUAL HIS UNITY OF SELFv 
	 !S HE EXPLAINS hTHE INDIVIDUAL POSSESSES A SELF ONLY IN RELATION TO 
THE SELVES OF  THE OTHER MEMBERS OF HIS  SOCIAL GROUPv AND hTHE PROCESS 
OUT OF WHICH THE SELF ARISES IS A SOCIAL PROCESS WHICH IMPLIES INTERACTION 
OF INDIVIDUALS IN THE GROUPv 	 3UCH A CONCEPTION IN FACT CONTINUES 
TO VIE FOR ATTENTION AND REPRESENTATION IN OUR ONGOING DIALOGUE ABOUT 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS AND THEIR COMMUNITIES
-EADS  hSOCIAL  TURNv  IS  FURTHER  POWERED  BY  HIS  DISTINCTION  BETWEEN 
h)v  AND  hMEv &OR -EAD  SELF  IS NOT  JUST  THE  INDIVIDUAL  COMBINED WITH 
THE SOCIAL ATTITUDES OF OTHERS IT IS CONSTITUTED BY BOTH AN h)v AND A hMEv 
h4HE @) REACTS TO THE SELF WHICH ARISES THROUGH THE TAKING OF THE ATTITUDES 
OF OTHERS 4HROUGH TAKING THOSE ATTITUDES WE HAVE INTRODUCED THE @ME 
AND WE  REACT  TO  IT  AS  AN  @)v  -EAD  	 /THERWISE  STATED  THE  h)v  IS 
WITHIN  THE EXPERIENCE OF  THE  INDIVIDUAL WHEREAS  THE hMEv hREPRESENTS 
A DEFINITE ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMUNITY THERE IN OUR ATTITUDES CALLING 
FOR A RESPONSEv 	 4AKEN TOGETHER THEY CONSTITUTE A SELF AS IT PRESENTS 
ITSELF IN SOME ORGANIZED FORM IN SOCIAL EXPERIENCE 	
)N SPITE OF THIS SOCIAL TURN THE BINARY BIAS EVIDENCED IN -EADS hSELF
ASSUBJECTv h)v	 AND hSELFASOBJECTv hMEv	 IS UNMISTAKABLE &URTHER THIS 
hSELFASSUBJECTv IN FACT BECOMES ANOTHER VERSION OF THE INNER SELF WHICH 
REMAINS hAS THE EPICENTER OF CONSCIOUSNESSv AND WHICH hRELATES OUTWARD 
ACROSS  THE BOUNDARY OF  INTERPERSONAL  SELF  INTO  THE ARENA OF RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH  OTHER  SELVES  AND  THE  PHYSICAL  ENVIRONMENTv  *OHNSON  n 
EMPHASIS  ORIGINAL	  )T  SEEMS  THEREFORE  THAT  THIS  hSELFASSUBJECTv  h)v	 
COMPORTS WELL WITH  INDIVIDUALISMS PERSISTENT EMPHASIS ON A  SELFDEFIN
ING SELFINITIATING INDIVIDUAL 3UCH AN EMPHASIS DIFFERS SHARPLY FROM THE 
DISCOURSE OF ඝ THAT CONSTRUCTS SELF AS IRREDUCIBLY SOCIAL AS FOREVER INTER
TWINED WITH OTHER SELVES AND WITH AN EVEREXPANDING CIRCLE OF RELATIONS 
WITHOUT AT ALL COMMITTING TO THIS BINARY BIAS ) WILL RETURN TO THIS POINT 
IN GREATER DETAIL SHORTLY
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3ECOND INDIVIDUALISM EMBRACES A CORRESPONDING MEANS OF REALIZING 
THIS VERY BELIEF 4HAT IS TO SAY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS BRAND OF  INDIVIDUAL
ISM  IS  AN  EXCLUSIVE  MUCH  REVERED  DEPENDENCE  UPON  AN  INDIVIDUALS 
OWN  INTERNAL  REPERTOIRE  OF  THOUGHTS  FEELINGS  AND  ACTIONS  4HIS  SELF
DEPENDENCE IS CHARACTERIZED BY ITS PERSISTENT APPEAL TO REASON AND RATIO
NALITY  RATHER  THAN  TO  SENTIMENT AND EMOTION 3O  FOR  *OHN ,OCKE  THE 
INDIVIDUALNOT SOCIETY OR TRADITIONASSUMES TOTAL CONTROL OVER MEAN
ING OVER HIS OR HER OWN THOUGHTS "Y INSISTING ON SENSATION AS THE SOLE 
SOURCE OF ALL KNOWLEDGE ,OCKE SEES LANGUAGE AS MERE TOOLS SUBORDINATE 
TO INDIVIDUAL IDEAS AS hPROMISSORY NOTES THAT HAVE NO VALUE UNLESS THEY 
ARE BACKED BY IDEAS ON DEPOSIT IN PEOPLES MINDS 0ETERS 	 )N DOING 
SO ,OCKE hPLACES INDIVIDUALS IN THE CENTER OF THE UNIVERSE AND MARGINAL
IZES COMMITMENT LANGUAGE AND CULTURE AS THE SHAPER AND SUBSTANCE OF 
HUMAN KNOWLEDGEv 0ETERS 	 %MERSON BY DECLARING THAT hNOTHING 
CAN BRING  YOU PEACE BUT  YOURSELFv  IN  h3ELF2ELIANCEv  	  ALSO  LOOKS 
INWARD TO THE SELF FOR TRUTH FREEDOM AND AUTHENTICITY 7HILE ENDOWING 
INDIVIDUALISM WITH A MORAL AND RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE %MERSON APPEALS 
TO  THE  INDIVIDUALS  SOUL  AS  hTHE  FOUNTAIN OF  ACTION AND OF  THOUGHTv  AS 
hTHE LUNGS OF THAT INSPIRATION WHICH GIVETH MAN WISDOM AND WHICH CAN
NOT BE DENIED WITHOUT IMPIETY AND ATHEISMv 	
/NE  CAVEAT  IS  PROBABLY  IN  ORDER  HERE  4HIS  KIND  OF  INWARDLOOKING 
CHARACTERISTIC  DOES  NOT  AUTOMATICALLY  EXCLUDE  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  THE 
INDIVIDUAL BEING RESPONSIVE TO THE EXTERNAL TO hTHE GENERALIZED OTHERv 
-EAD 	 )NDEED AS 2OSKELLY AND 2ONALD HAVE SUGGESTED IT IS INAC
CURATE  TO CHARACTERIZE %MERSON AS  ADVOCATING  SELF  IN EXCLUSIVE OPPOSI
TION TO SOCIETY &OR AS THEY TELL US %MERSON NOT ONLY LOOKS INWARD BUT 
ALSO OUTWARD TO THE WORLD SURROUNDED BY THE SIGNS OF THE .EW %NGLAND 
COMMUNITY  n	  &OR %MERSON  hTHE  KNOWLEDGE OF  SELF  ATTAINED  IN 
THE PROCESS OF SELFEXAMINATION BECOMES A LESSON ON HOW TO BE A SELF IN 
A WORLD POPULATED BY OTHER SELVESv 2OSKELLY AND 2ONALD 	
3UCH A READING OF %MERSON HOWEVER MORE DIALECTIC  IS PERHAPS STILL 
INDEBTED  TO  THIS BINARY BIAS  ONE  THAT  CONTINUES  TO PRESUPPOSE A DIVI
SION  THOUGH  NOT  NECESSARILY  AN  OPPOSITION  BETWEEN  SELF  AND  OTHER 
SELVES )N OTHER WORDS A WORLD POPULATED BY A HIGHER	 SELF AND OTHER 
SELVES  IS  PREDICATED  UPON  A  DUALISTIC  ONTOLOGY  THAT  SITUATES  THE  INDI
VIDUAL  OUTSIDE  OF  OR  INDEPENDENT  OF  THE  SOCIETY  -OREOVER  WHATEVER 
SOCIAL  RESPONSIVENESS  OR  KNOWLEDGE  SUCH  SELFEXAMINATION MAY  INDUCE 
hOFTEN IF NOT ALWAYS DERIVES FROM THE NEED TO STRATEGICALLY DETERMINE THE 
BEST WAY TO EXPRESS OR ASSERT THE INTERNAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE SELFv -ARKUS 
AND +ITAYAMA 	 $IFFERENTLY  STATED ANY OUTWARD  SEARCH  IN ORDER  TO 
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CONNECT TO OTHER SELVES BECOMES ONLY NECESSARY AND USEFUL INSOFAR AS IT 
BENEFITS THE SELF AND INSOFAR AS IT SECURES AND REINFORCES THE SELF AS THE 
POINT OF ORIGINATION
4HIRD  INDIVIDUALISM  BEING  A  PRODUCT  OF  THE  2OMANTICS  AND  THE 
%NLIGHTENMENT ENDORSES A  SENSE OF PROGRESSION AND CELEBRATES A CON
TINUUM OF SELFACTUALIZATION WITH A DEFINABLE OBJECTIVE IN THE END "Y PER
FORMING SPECIFIC ACTS OF SELFACTUALIZATION AN INDIVIDUAL SHAPES A UNITARY 
DISTINCTIVE SPEAKING SELF A SELF THAT IS BEING MADE POSSIBLE BOTH BY HIS OR 
HER OWN PAST EXPERIENCES AND BY FORMULATING RESPONSES IN ANTICIPATION 
OF  THE  FUTURE  )N DOING  SO  THE  INDIVIDUAL ADVANCES  TOWARD A PREDETER
MINED PERFECTION OR TOWARD A HIGHER SELF 3UCH AN ADVANCE INSTANTIATES 
A MOMENT OF ACTUALITY AND ANTICIPATES A  FULL  REALIZATION OF POTENTIALITY 
)N THE WORDS OF *OHNSON IT hIMPLICATES DYNAMIC CHANGE AS WELL AS CON
TINUITYv AND hTRANSCENDS THE EBB AND FLOW OF TRANSITORY ENCOUNTERS AND 
REFLECTIONSv 	 #ONSEQUENTLY INDIVIDUALISM APPEALS TO A TELEOLOGICAL 
MODEL  WHERE  INDIVIDUAL  INITIATIVES  ARE  CALCULATED  TO  ACHIEVE  A  GIVEN 
OBJECTIVE AND WHERE INDIVIDUALS ARE PRIMED TO CARVE OUT THEIR OWN PATHS 
TOWARD A  FINAL  CAUSE  hTOWARD  THE END  FOR WHICH AN  ITEM EXISTS OR WAS 
MADEv (ALL AND !MES !NTICIPATING #HINA  ALSO SEE ,LOYD n	
4HIS DEVELOPMENTAL ORIENTATION IN INDIVIDUALISM DOES REJECT AN AUTO
MATIC CLOSURE WHILE THERE IS A TELOS OR A HIGHER SELF THAT CAN POTENTIALLY 
BE REALIZED SUCH REALIZATION DEPENDS ON EACH AND EVERY INSTANCE OF ACTU
ALITY REGULATED BY RATIONAL MECHANISMS AND AIMED AT AN EVENTUALITY 4HIS 
KIND  OF  CHARACTERISTIC  THUS  TENDS  TO  CELEBRATE  THOSE  SPECIFIC  INSTANCES 
WHERE AN INDIVIDUAL SUCCEEDS THROUGH HIS OR HER OWN ACTIONS IN MOVING 
A STEP CLOSER TO THIS PREDETERMINED PERFECTION 4HIS KIND OF CELEBRATION 
COULD ALSO ENGENDER hAN INVITATION TO A DEFENSIVE NARCISSISTIC SELFINFATU
ATIONv *OHNSON 	 AND TO A DISCOURSE MORE ABOUT SELF MORE ABOUT 
HOW  SELF DISTINGUISHES ONESELF  FROM ALL  OTHER  SELVES "Y  CONTRAST  THERE 
SEEMS TO BE NO SUCH OVERT RECOGNITION OR CELEBRATION OF SELFACTUALIZATION 
IN #HINESE TRADITION NOT ONLY BECAUSE THE IDEAL OF PERFECTION IS ALWAYS IN 
THE MAKING BUT ALSO BECAUSE THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ DOES NOT ALLOW FOR SUCH 
POINTS OF RECOGNITION OR CELEBRATION )NSTEAD IT ENCODES AND CELEBRATES 
A NETWORK OF INTERDEPENDENCE AND INTERRELATEDNESS
/NE POINT IS WORTH REPEATING AT THIS JUNCTURE !S ) HAVE STATED ABOVE 
IN  ARTICULATING  THIS  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  )  AM  NOT  SUGGESTING  OR 
IMPLYING  AT  ALL  THAT  THESE  THREE  INGREDIENTS  REPRESENT  THE  FULL  GAMUT 
OF  SIGNIFICATIONS  ATTRIBUTABLE  TO  INDIVIDUALISM  )N  ADDITION  POSTMOD
ERN  RECONCEPTUALIZATIONS  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  ABOUND  WHICH  ATTEMPT 
TO  FOREGROUND  FOR  EXAMPLE  MULTIPLE  SUBJECT  POSITIONS  OR  MULTIPLE 
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INTERPERSONAL  VOICES  SEE EG /GULNICK	 4HESE  RECONCEPTUALIZATIONS 
OR OTHER COMPETING REPRESENTATIONS NOT ONLY FURTHER HELP ILLUSTRATE THE 
DYNAMIC NATURE  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  BUT  ALSO  POINT  TO  THE  INADEQUACY  OF 
RELYING ON ONE ESSENTIAL CATEGORY LIKE hINDIVIDUALISMv TO CONCEPTUALIZE 
THE  COMPLEX MULTILAYERED PROCESS OF  SELFACTUALIZATION "Y  ALMOST  THE 
SAME TOKEN TO STATE AS ) AM DOING NOW THAT THE IDEOLOGY OF INDIVIDUAL
ISM IS LOCAL AND SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED TO #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES 
DOES  NOT MEAN  THAT  INDIVIDUALISTIC  TRAITS  HAVE  NEVER  EXISTED  IN #HINA 
THEN AND NOW !S DE "ARY HAS ARGUED THE .EO#ONFUCIANS IN THE 3UNG 
$YNASTY  CELEBRATED  CERTAIN  INDIVIDUALISTIC  QUALITIES  SUCH  AS  hSELFCON
SCIOUSNESS  CRITICAL  AWARENESS  CREATIVE  THOUGHT  INDEPENDENT  INITIATIVE 
AND  JUDGMENTv  	 3UCH CELEBRATIONS WERE NEVERTHELESS PREDICATED 
UPON  THE  VIEW  THAT  INDIVIDUALS  FULFILL  THEMSELVES  hTHROUGH  THE  SOCIAL 
PROCESS  AND  A MORAL  AND  SPIRITUAL  COMMUNION WITH  OTHERSv  	  )N 
CONTEMPORARY  MAINLAND  #HINA  DEMANDS  FOR  INDIVIDUAL  EXPRESSIONS 
AND  PERSONAL  FREEDOM  CAN  NOW  BE  HEARD MORE  FREQUENTLY  AND MORE 
PERSISTENTLY  ESPECIALLY  AMONG  THE  YOUNGER  GENERATION  0YE  ALSO  SEE 
8 ,I n	
7HAT ) AM SUGGESTING THEN IS THAT THESE THREE INGREDIENTS OF INDIVID
UALISM SO FAR IDENTIFIED HAVE BEEN REIFIED TO BE SYMPTOMATIC OF A PARTICU
LAR SET OF VALUES AND BELIEFS AND SUBSEQUENTLY CONSTITUTIVE OF A RECURRING 
POINT OF REFERENCE AND ORIGINATION 4HEY CREATE A CULTURAL AND DISCURSIVE 
REALITY  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDSWHERE  CONTACTS  WITH  AND  CRITIQUES 
OF #HINESE  RHETORICAL PRACTICES  ARE BEING MADE AND WHERE KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT THAT TRADITION IS BEING BOTH CREATED AND DISSEMINATED
7HAT  HAPPENS  ONE  IS  BOUND  TO  ASK  WHEN  INDIVIDUALISM  WITH  THIS 
CONCOMITANT  IDEOLOGY  GETS  INVOKED  TO  DESCRIBE  AND  TO  MAKE  SENSE 
OF  #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  7HAT  ARE  THE  GAINS  AND  LOSSES  WHEN 
IT  MOVES  OUT  OF  ITS  OWN  CULTURAL  DOMAIN  AND  ENTERS  INTO  AN  ENTIRELY 
DIFFERENT SPACE
0LAINLY  PUT  THE  USE  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  IN  CHARACTERIZING  #HINESE 
RHETORICAL PRACTICES HAS  LED  TO  A DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE 
.AMELY  EITHER #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  LACK  INDIVIDUALISM  HENCE 
DEFICIENCY	 OR THEIR CONCEPT OF SELF OR PERSONHOOD IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM 
7ESTERN INDIVIDUALISM HENCE DIFFERENCE	 #OMMENTING UPON THE DAN
GERS OF  RELYING ON 7ESTERN  CATEGORIES  LIKE  SELF PERSON  AND  INDIVIDUAL 
TO ACCESS KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE hAUTHENTICv IDENTITY OF ANOTHER CULTURE 
, ,IU POINTS OUT THAT THE KNOWLEDGE SO ACQUIRED hCANNOT BUT BE TAUTO
LOGICAL EITHER NON7ESTERN CULTURES ARE DEFICIENT IN CONCEPTS OF THE SELF 
PERSON  AND  INDIVIDUAL  OR  THEIR  CONCEPTS  ESSENTIALLY  DIFFER  FROM  THEIR 
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7ESTERN COUNTERPARTSv 	 7HETHER #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES SIMPLY 
LACK 7ESTERN INDIVIDUALISM OR WHETHER THEY EMBODY AN ENTIRELY DIFFER
ENT BRAND OF INDIVIDUALISM DEFICIENCY IS NOT MUCH DIFFERENT FROM DIFFER
ENCE AND BOTH DISCOURSES CONTRIBUTE NOTHING POSITIVE TO OUR KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES
4O BE  FAIR  THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE  IN AND OF  ITSELF 
SHOULD NOT NECESSARILY BE  VIEWED AS WANTING WHEN WE ARE ENGAGED  IN 
ANY  EFFORTS  TO  UNDERSTAND  THE  OTHER  TRADITION  OR  WAYS  OF  SPEAKING  AT 
RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS IT IS NOT OUT OF THE ORDINARY TO CHARACTERIZE THAT 
TRADITION OR THOSE WAYS OF SPEAKING AS LACKING SOME PARTICULAR CONCEPT OR 
AS SIMPLY BEING DIFFERENT (OWEVER THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFER
ENCE DOES NOT OPERATE IN A VACUUM IN AN ACONTEXTUAL SPACE 2ATHER IT 
ALWAYS IS LADEN WITH VALUE JUDGMENT AND IT IS ALWAYS IMBUED WITH AN ADJU
DICATING AND OTHERING IMPULSE )TS VERY ENACTMENT AT RHETORICAL BORDER
LANDS FOREGROUNDS QUESTIONS OF POWER AND ISSUES OF USING ONE TRADITION 
AS THE NORM AS THE DE FACTO STANDARD 7E BORDER RESIDENTS MUST ASK /N 
WHOSE BEHALF IS THIS DISCOURSE BEING PERFORMED AND FOR WHAT END /N 
WHOSE TERMS AND IN WHOSE FRAMES ARE DEFICIENCIES OR DIFFERENCES BEING 
DESCRIBED OR INSCRIBED 7HY IS THE BURDEN ALWAYS ON NON7ESTERN RHE
TORICAL TRADITIONS TO EXPLAIN OR TO JUSTIFY THOSE APPARENT DEFICIENCIES OR 
DIFFERENCES 7HY HASNT 7ESTERN RHETORICAL TRADITION DEVELOPED SAY THE 
ARTS OF COMMUNICATION THAT ARE MANIFESTED IN AND REPRESENTED BY NON
7ESTERN RHETORICAL TRADITIONS !ND WHY CANT WE UTILIZE THE DISCOURSE OF 
ඝ TO REFLECT ON AND POSSIBLY TO RECONFIGURE 7ESTERN INDIVIDUALISM
4HE USE OF INDIVIDUALISM IN THIS CONTEXT IS FURTHER COMPLICATED AND 
BECOMES  ALL  THE MORE  PROBLEMATIC  BECAUSE  OF  ITS  OWN  LINGUISTIC  AND 
RHETORICAL PATH 4HE WORD hINDIVIDUALISMv hGEREN ZHUYIv ۸ಭᇽၳ	 TO 
BEGIN WITH IS A NEOLOGISM IN MODERN #HINA IT CAME INTO THE #HINESE 
LANGUAGE VIA THE *APANESE KANJI TRANSLATION hKOJIN SHUGIv OF THE %NGLISH 
hINDIVIDUALISMv AT THE TURN OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY )T WAS PART OF THE 
MASSIVE INFLUX OF NEOLOGISMS INTO #HINESE IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
AND THE FIRST QUARTER OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY , ,IU n	 3INCE ITS 
INTRODUCTION  INTO  #HINESE  THE  WORD  hINDIVIDUALISMv  HAS  UNDERGONE 
SOME DRASTIC TRANSFORMATIONS !CCORDING TO , ,IU hGEREN ZHUYIv DIDNT 
QUITE  BECOME  RADICALIZED  INITIALLY  .OT  UNTIL  AROUND  THE .EW #ULTURE 
-OVEMENT  IN   DID  hGEREN  ZHUYIv  FIRST  BECOME  THE POLAR  OPPOSITE 
OF #ONFUCIANISM 4HE IDEA OF hGEREN ZHUYIv THEN BEGAN TO BE USED AS A 
POWERFUL WEAPON TO ATTACK #HINESE TRADITION TO CURE #HINAS ILLNESS AND 
TO TRANSFORM THE STATUS QUO 4HEN THERE WAS AN ABOUTFACE ON INDIVIDU
ALISM DURING THE #OMMUNIST REVOLUTION IN THE S WHEN IT ACQUIRED 
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THE NEGATIVE STATUS OF BOURGEOIS IDEOLOGY AND WHEN IT WAS VIEWED AS THE 
OPPOSITE OF SOCIALISM , ,IU n	 4HIS NEGATIVE BOURGEOIS IDEOLOGY 
STATUS OF INDIVIDUALISM BECAME SOLIDIFIED AFTER THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 
0EOPLES 2EPUBLIC OF #HINA IN  )NDIVIDUALISM BEGAN TO BE SEEN AS 
NOTHING MORE  THAN  SELFCENTEREDNESS  AS  ILLICIT  SELFISH  BEHAVIOR  DRIVEN 
BY  THE DOCTRINE OF  SPONTANEOUS  LICENSE hZIYOU ZHUYIv ሸႵᇽၳ	 AND 
AS hUN#HINESE WITH THE CONSEQUENCES THAT THE IDEA BECOMES A SYNECDO
CHE FOR A NEGATIVE 7ESTv , ,IU  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	 4HE ECONOMIC 
AND POLITICAL REFORM IN THE LAST TWENTYFIVE YEARS IN #HINA HAS GRADUALLY 
hREHABILITATEDv INDIVIDUALISM TO THE EXTENT THAT #HINESE INDIVIDUALS ARE 
INCREASINGLY SHAPING THEIR OWN IDENTITIES IN TERMS OF THE BROAD STRATA OF 
SOCIETY SUCH AS ENTREPRENEURS INTELLECTUALS WORKERS MIGRANTS STUDENTS 
AND THE LIKE 0YE 	 !T THE SAME TIME THE BASIC CONFLICT BETWEEN CON
FORMING AND SELFASSERTION PERSISTS 0YE n	 AND IT CONTINUES TO CAST 
A SHADOW ON THE RISE OF INDIVIDUALISM IN CONTEMPORARY #HINA
4HEREFORE  ANY  CHARACTERIZATION  OF  #HINESE  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  AS 
LACKING  INDIVIDUALISM  WITHOUT  ATTENDING  TO  THE  LATTERS  LINGUISTIC  AND 
RHETORICAL HISTORY IN MODERN #HINA NEGLECTS AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE 
CONTEXT  THAT  HAS  SHAPED  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  IN  #HINA 
&URTHER SUCH CHARACTERIZATION RISKS JEOPARDIZING THE CAUSE THAT THE USE 
OF  INDIVIDUALISM MAY  HAVE  BEEN  INTENDED  TO  PROMOTE .AMELY  IF  THE 
CENTRAL OBJECTIVE OF THIS KIND OF CROSSTALK IS TO UNDERSTAND #HINESE RHE
TORICAL PRACTICES ON THEIR OWN TERMS AND TO ACCORD THEM AUTHENTIC AND 
AUTHORITATIVE VOICES THEN THIS DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE PRAC
TICALLY PLACES THESE PRACTICES IN A CONTEXT ENTIRELY NOT THEIR OWN DEPRIV
ING THEM OF THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK THEIR OWN HISTORY TO DEVELOP THEIR 
OWN METADISCOURSE )N THE END WE BORDER RESIDENTS ARE CONFRONTED WITH 
TWO IMPOSSIBLE CHOICES ONE IS TO ALLOW SUCH CHARACTERIZATION TO CONTINUE 
WITH  THE CONSEQUENCE OF MISREPRESENTATION  AND  THE OTHER  IS  TO  REJECT 
SUCH CHARACTERIZATION AT THE RISK OF HAVING NO REPRESENTATION AT ALL
4HERE IS YET ANOTHER RELATED PROBLEM )N h!GAINST 2ELATIVISMv COMPAR
ATIVE PHILOSOPHER 2OSEMONT DEVELOPS AN ARGUMENT TO CHALLENGE MORAL 
RELATIVISM !CCORDING TO HIM MUCH OF THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL EVIDENCE THAT 
VALIDATES MORAL  RELATIVISM  SEEMS  TO BE  SAYING  THAT  A  PARTICULAR HUMAN 
ACTION HAS BEEN LOATHED BY ONE CULTURE BUT TOLERATED IF NOT APPLAUDED 
BY THE OTHER AND THAT SUCH DIVERGENCES IN ATTITUDE AND ACTION THEN CON
STITUTE EXAMPLES OF MORAL RELATIVISM (OWEVER 2OSEMONT SUGGESTS  THAT 
IF SPEAKERS FROM ONE CULTURE HAVE NO TERM CORRESPONDING TO THE TERM 
hMORALv IN THE OTHER CULTURE THEN THEY CANNOT LOGICALLY BE SAID TO HAVE 
ANY MORAL PRINCIPLES )T IS WORTH QUOTING HIM IN EXTENSO HERE
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;7=E  MIGHT  DISAPPROVE  OF  AN  ACTION  THAT  MEMBERS  OF  ANOTHER  CULTURE 
APPROVE  "UT  IF  OUR  DISAPPROVAL  RESTS  ON  CRITERIA  THAT  INVOLVE  CONCEPTS 
TERMS	 ABSENT FROM THEIR CULTURE LANGUAGE	 AND IF THEIR APPROVAL RESTS 
ON  CRITERIA  THAT  INVOLVE  CONCEPTS  TERMS	  ABSENT  FROM OUR  CULTURE  LAN
GUAGE	 THEN IT WOULD SIMPLY BE A QUESTIONBEGGING LOGICAL MISTAKE TO SAY 
THE MEMBERS  OF  THE  TWO  CULTURES WERE  IN BASIC MORAL DISAGREEMENT  THE 
TERM IS OURS NOT THEIRS h!GAINST 2ELATIVISMv n EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
0UT ANOTHER WAY IF TWO GIVEN CULTURES DO NOT SHARE CERTAIN CONCEPTS 
BOTH DENOTATIVELY  AND CONNOTATIVELY  AND  IF WE END UP USING CONCEPTS 
FROM ONE CULTURE TO DESCRIBE AND EVALUATE THE SAME PHENOMENON FROM 
THE  OTHER  CULTURE  WHATEVER  DESCRIPTIONS  AND  EVALUATIONS  THAT  EMERGE 
CANNOT HELP BUT BEING INSTANCES OF NONAPPLICATION AT BEST AND IMPOSI
TIONS SMACKING OF AN ORIENTALIST LOGIC AT WORST
#HINESE HAD NO WORDS THAT CONVEY THE KIND OF IDEOLOGY ESPOUSED BY 
OR  ASSOCIATED WITH  INDIVIDUALISM UNTIL  THE  LATTERS  INTRODUCTION  INTO  ITS 
LEXICON AT THE TURN OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY %VEN AFTER IT BECAME PART OF 
MODERN #HINESE INDIVIDUALISM OR ITS USE HAS HAD A CHECKERED HISTORY AS 
DESCRIBED ABOVE AND ITS UNDERLYING 7ESTERN	 IDEOLOGY HAS NEVER TAKEN 
HOLD IN #HINESE 7HAT HAS TAKEN HOLD IN ITS hHOSTv COUNTRY IS A SET OF 
NEGATIVE  CONNOTATIONS  SUCH  AS  SELFCENTEREDNESS  UNDISCIPLINED  LIBERAL
ISM AND TOTAL DISREGARD FOR COLLECTIVE INTERESTS !ND THESE NEGATIVE CON
NOTATIONS HAVE FURTHER CONTRIBUTED TO THIS GROWING TENSION BETWEEN THE 
NEED TO CONFORM TO THE STATE OR GROUP NEEDS AND THE DESIRE FOR INDEPEN
DENCE AND FOR ONES ACTIONS TO BE UNIMPEDED BY OTHERS #ONSEQUENTLY 
IF THERE IS NO WORD OR CONCEPT THAT CORRESPONDS TO INDIVIDUALISM AND TO 
ITS ATTENDING IDEOLOGY AND IF IT IS YET TO BE SHOWN THAT #HINESE SPEAKERS 
EVALUATE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY BY SUBSCRIBING 
TO THE SAME KIND OF IDEOLOGY EMBODIED IN INDIVIDUALISM IN %NGLISH THEN 
IT  BECOMES  AT  BEST  A  NON  SEQUITUR  TO  SAY  THAT  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  RHETORICAL  PRACTICES  DIFFER  OVER  HOW  TO  CONCEPTUALIZE  AND 
EVALUATE  THE  RELATIONSHIP  BETWEEN  INDIVIDUAL  AND  SOCIETY  ANDOR  THAT 
ONE RHETORICAL PRACTICE LACKS AND DEVALUES INDIVIDUALISM AND THE OTHER 
EMBODIES AND CHAMPIONS INDIVIDUALISM
#HINESE DID NOT HAVE OTHER  RELATED  LEXICAL  TERMSSUCH AS  hRIGHTSv 
hINDEPENDENCEv hPERSONAL PROPERTYv OR hDEMOCRACYvEITHER UNTIL THE 
TURN OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY WHEN THEY TOGETHER WITH hINDIVIDUALISMv 
BECAME  PART  OF  THIS  MASSIVE  LINGUISTIC  INFLUX  INTO  MODERN  #HINESE 
4HESE TERMS ARE CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH AND IN FACT HELP CONSTITUTE THE 
ENTIRE  DISCURSIVE  FIELD  OF  WHICH  %NGLISH	  INDIVIDUALISM  IS  AN  INTEGRAL 
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PART  )N  LIGHT  OF  2OSEMONTS  ARGUMENT  AGAINST  MORAL  RELATIVISM  IT  IS 
IMPORTANT  FOR US  TO RECOGNIZE  THAT  IT  IS NOT ADEQUATE  TO SEEK ONLY ONE 
TERM  IN  #HINESEIF  THERE  WERE  SUCH  A  TERMTHAT  CORRESPONDS  TO 
%NGLISH	  INDIVIDUALISM  IF  WE  ARE  TO  SPEAK  COMPARATIVELY  ABOUT  HOW 
#HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL PRACTICES REPRESENT THE RELA
TIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY 2ATHER A CLUSTER OF SUCH TERMS 
SHOULD EXIST IN BOTH TRADITIONS AND THESE TERMS SHOULD ENJOY AN EQUIVA
LENCE OF MEANING FEATURING AS IT WERE INDIVIDUALISM AS A CORE CONSTITU
ENT AND A HOST OF OTHER RELATED TERMS AS ITS LEXICAL CONSTELLATIONS .OW 
WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF THESE TERMS AND WITHOUT FURTHER ESTABLISHING AN 
EQUIVALENCE OF MEANING BETWEEN THESE  TERMS ANY  TALK ABOUT #HINESE 
RHETORICAL PRACTICES  LACKING OR DISCOURAGING OR  SUPPRESSING  INDIVIDUAL
ISM BECOMES VACUOUS 7ORSE STILL IT REINFORCES A STEREOTYPICAL BINARY THAT 
UNFORTUNATELY PITS ONE AGAINST THE OTHERA KIND OF DISCOURSE THAT THIS 
PROJECT AIMS TO DISCREDIT AND DISPOSE OF
)T WOULD BE INCONCEIVABLE HOWEVER TO CONCLUDE THAT #HINESE A LAN
GUAGE WITH A HISTORY OF OVER THREE THOUSAND YEARS SIMPLY LACKS TERMS OR 
CONCEPTS  THAT DESCRIBE AND CODIFY  THE  RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN  INDIVIDUAL 
AND SOCIETY )T WOULD BE EQUALLY DIFFICULT TO IMAGINE THAT #HINESE THINK
ERS SINCE THE APPEARANCE OF ORACLE BONE SCRIPT OVER THREE THOUSAND YEARS 
AGO HAVE NOT COME TO TERMS WITH SUCH A RELATIONSHIPESPECIALLY IF WE 
TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE OVERWHELMING POWER IMBALANCE IN FEUDAL #HINA 
BETWEEN EMPERORSEMPRESSESPRINCES AND THEIR SUBJECTS AS WELL AS THE 
CATASTROPHIC CONSEQUENCES WHEN ANY DISCURSIVE EFFORTS WERE PERCEIVED TO 
UPSET SUCH A POWER IMBALANCE 3O THE QUESTION BECOMES THIS 7HAT WERE 
THE TERMS AND CONCEPTS USED BY #HINESE THINKERS PRIOR TO THE INTRODUC
TION OF INDIVIDUALISM 7HAT KIND OF KNOWLEDGE HAS BEEN PRODUCED AND 
PASSED OVER THROUGH THE USE OF THESE TERMS )S THERE A DISCURSIVE FIELD 
TOO INHABITED BY SOME CORE TERM AS WELL AS ITS hCOGNATESv OR CLOSE ASSO
CIATES )N SHORT WHY ARE NO SERIOUS EFFORTS BEING MADE TO MOVE BEYOND 
THE LENS OF INDIVIDUALISM AT OUR RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS
-Y  EFFORTS  TO  CALL  ON  MY  FELLOW  RHETORICIANS  TO  CHALLENGE  THE  DIS
COURSE  OF  DEFICIENCY  OR  DIFFERENCE  SHARE  SOME  FAMILY  RESEMBLANCE  TO 
SOME  RECENT  PROJECTS  THAT  LOOK  FOR  AND  DEVELOP  #HINESE  TERMS  AND 
CONCEPTSIN ORDER NOT TO RELY ON SUCH 7ESTERN TERMS AS hRHETORICv AND 
hPERSUASIONv  IN  DISCUSSIONS  OF  #HINESE  COMMUNICATIVE  PRACTICES  &OR 
EXAMPLE 8 ,U ARGUES THAT hMING BIANv Ϗᛂ	LITERALLY hNAMINGv AND 
hDISPUTEv  AS  TWO  SEPARATE  CHARACTERSCOMES  CLOSEST  AS  A  COMPOUND 
TO APPROXIMATING hRHETORICv IN ANCIENT #HINA n "#%	 BECAUSE 
THE COMPOUND FORMULATES hA PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE THEORIES OF LOGIC 
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ARGUMENTATION  PERSUASIVE  SPEECH  BEHAVIOR  AND  ARTISTIC  USE  OF  LAN
GUAGEv 	 3IMILARLY  TO RESPOND TO THE CHARGE OR MYTH THAT #HINESE 
CLASSICAL  TEXTS  LACK  ARGUMENTATION  'ARRETT  FOCUSES  ON  hBIANv  ᛂ 
hDISPUTEv	  hSHUOv  ი  hARGUEv  hEXPLAINv	  AND  hSHUIv  ი  hDISCUSSv 
hPERSUADEv	 AS  REPRESENTING  THREE DISCRETE  SPEECH ACTIVITIES  h#LASSICAL 
#HINESE #ONCEPTIONSv	 (ER CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF EACH OF THESE ACTIVITIES 
OF THEIR RELATION TO EACH OTHER AND OF THEIR CONCOMITANT PHILOSOPHICAL 
AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS ABLY DEMONSTRATES THAT THERE WAS NO LACK OF ARGU
MENTATION IN CLASSICAL #HINA 4OGETHER THEY SERVE TO CONVEY THE KINDS OF 
MEANINGS EVIDENCED IN hPERSUASIONv IN ANCIENT 'REECE 4HESE PROJECTS 
ARE WORTHWHILE BECAUSE OF  THEIR  INSISTENCE ON USING #HINESE  TERMS  TO 
DESCRIBE #HINESE COMMUNICATIVE PRACTICES AND BECAUSE THEY REFUSE TO 
USE 7ESTERN RHETORICAL TERMS AS BOTH THEIR INITIAL AND TERMINAL POINTS OF 
REFERENCE
7HAT HAS MOTIVATED THESE PROJECTS IS THIS DESIRE TO PROVE THAT ANCIENT 
#HINA  DID  DEVELOP  hRHETORICv  Ϗᛂ	  AND  IT  DID  PRACTICE  hPERSUASIONv 
ᛂ ი  AND ი	 AND  THAT  THESE #HINESE hRHETORICALv AND hPERSUASIVEv 
PRACTICES ARE DISCURSIVELY SIMILAR TO THOSE IN ANCIENT 'REECE AND IN THE 
7EST 3UCH A DESIRE SEEMS APPROPRIATE AND EVEN NECESSARY IN LIGHT OF THE 
STAYING POWER OF THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE 3INCE IT MAY 
NOT BE POSSIBLE TO FIND EXACT EQUIVALENCE OF MEANING BETWEEN RHETORICAL 
CONCEPTS FROM THESE TWO TRADITIONS OR FROM ANY GIVEN TWO TRADITIONS FOR 
THAT MATTER SUCH PROJECTS COULD BE SEEN AS TRYING TO DISCOVER WHAT 8 ,U 
CALLS hA LANGUAGE OF AMBIGUOUS SIMILARITYv THAT AIMS TO hBRING TOGETHER 
SIMILAR  OR  SHARED MEANINGS  IN  THE  CONCEPTUALIZATION  OF  RHETORIC  ILLU
MINATING  AMBIGUITY  AND  SUBTLE DIFFERENCES  EMBEDDED  IN  SUCH  SIMILAR
ITYv 	 (OWEVER THIS KIND OF LANGUAGE BECAUSE OF ITS PREDISPOSITION 
TO  SIMILARITY MAY  PROVE  TO  BE  A  BIT  PREMATURE  !FTER  ALL  WE  HAVE  JUST 
BEGUN  TO UNDERSTAND HOW #HINESE  CONCEPTS OR  TERMSSUCH AS  hMING 
BIANvCREATE AND DISSEMINATE DISCURSIVE KNOWLEDGE  IN THEIR OWN CON
TEXTS AND HOW SUCH KNOWLEDGE IS RECEIVED AND CONSUMED IN THE SHAP
ING OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL MEANINGS !BSENT AN INFORMED UNDERSTANDING 
OF  THIS  KNOWLEDGEMAKING  AND  RECEIVING  PROCESS  ANY  DISCUSSIONS  OF 
SIMILARITY MAY BECOME INADEQUATE EITHER YIELDING SUPERFICIAL REDUCTIVE 
COMPARISONS  OR  PRODUCING  VACUOUS  GENERALIZATIONS  )N  LIGHT  OF  THESE 
RESERVATIONS MY ATTEMPT BELOW IS NOT TO DEVELOP A LANGUAGE THAT SEEKS 
TO hBRING TOGETHER SIMILAR OR SHARED MEANINGSv BUT TO FOCUS ON A CLUSTER 
OF #HINESE TERMS THAT ARE CENTRAL TO OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE RELATION
SHIP  BETWEEN  INDIVIDUAL  AND  SOCIETY  IN  #HINESE  CONTEXT  )N  FACT  IT  IS 
THESE TERMS THAT CREATE BY RESONANCE AND COMPLEMENTARITY KNOWLEDGE 
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PIVOTAL TO OVERCOMING THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE AND TO 
NURTURING  A  DISCOURSE  OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  IN  THE  MAKING  OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
4O ACCOMPLISH  THIS  TASK  )  CHIEFLY  FOCUS ON  THE !NALECTS OF #ONFUCIUS 
NOT  ONLY  BECAUSE  h#HINESENESSvWHATEVER WE MIGHT MEAN BY  ITHAS 
OFTEN BEEN  TRACED BACK ALL THE WAY TO THE !NALECTS !MES AND 2OSEMONT 
h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 BUT ALSO BECAUSE IT  IS  IN THE !NALECTS THAT WE EXPERI
ENCE #ONFUCIUS  TEACHINGS  ON  AND  VISIONS  ABOUT  HOW  TO  ESTABLISH  AND 
EXTEND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY !ND HIS TEACH
INGS HAVE SINCE BEEN ESTABLISHED AS THE DOMINANT IDEOLOGY REPRESENTA
TIVE OF #HINESE CULTURAL VALUESIN SPITE OF SHIFTING SOCIAL CONTEXTS AND 
DIFFERING IF NOT NOVEL INTERPRETATIONS OF THIS IDEOLOGY
4HE !NALECTS OR 3AYINGS OF #ONFUCIUS THE ,UN 9à ቈმ	 IS A COLLECTION OF 
TWENTY BOOKS PUT TOGETHER BY #ONFUCIUS DISCIPLES OVER THE SPAN OF THREE 
HUNDRED YEARS AFTER THE -ASTER PASSED AWAY n "#%	 %ACH BOOK 
CONTAINS TWENTY MORE OR LESS	 SHORT CHAPTERS OR PARAGRAPHS !S ONE OF 
THE &OUR "OOKS THE !NALECTS CONTAINS THE MAIN BODY OF #ONFUCIUS PHILO
SOPHICAL TEACHINGS AND THESE TEACHINGS PROVIDE hA SYSTEM OF BASIC BELIEFS 
AND  INCEPTIVE  ORIENTATIONSv  FOR  THE  STUDY  OF  COMMUNICATION  #HENG 
h#HINESE 0HILOSOPHYv 	 !S A MATTER OF FACT THE !NALECTS SHOULD BE SEEN 
AS PART OF A  LARGER BODY OF TEXTS THAT WERE INSTRUMENTAL TO THE DEVELOP
MENT  OF #HINESE  RHETORIC  IN  ANCIENT  OR  PREIMPERIAL  #HINA  n 
"#%	 AND THAT IN THE WORDS OF 9 ,IU hHAD REACHED AN IMPRESSIVE LEVEL 
OF  SOPHISTICATION  IN  WHAT  IS  READILY  RECOGNIZABLE  AS  RHETORICAL  THINKINGv 
h@.OTHING #AN BE !CCOMPLISHEDv  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL ALSO SEE 	 
4O THE EXTENT THAT #ONFUCIUS PHILOSOPHICAL TEACHINGS DEAL WITH THE USE OF 
DISCURSIVE PRACTICES BOTH IN RESPONSE TO AND IN THE SHAPING OF SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL GOINGSON IN ANCIENT #HINA THEY BECOME IRREDUCIBLY RHETORICAL 
AND THEIR SYMBOLIC AND TRANSFORMATIVE SIGNIFICANCES BECOME MORE ACCEN
TUATED WHEN THEY ARE VIEWED THROUGH A RHETORICAL PERFORMATIVE LENS
#OMPARATIVE  PHILOSOPHERS  $AVID  (ALL  AND  2OGER  !MES  HAVE  CON
SISTENTLY  ANALYZED  THE  !NALECTS  WITH  A  PHILOSOPHICAL  POINT  OF  VIEW 
!MONG  THE  INSIGHTS  THAT  APPEAL  TO  ME  THE  MOST  IS  THEIR  RECOGNITION 
THAT  7ESTERN	  DUALISMA  RADICAL  SEPARATION  BETWEEN  THE  TRANSCEN
DENT AND THE DEPENDENTDID NOT EXIST IN PREIMPERIAL #HINA )NSTEAD 
THEY PROPOSE THAT IT WAS POLARITYhA RELATIONSHIP OF TWO EVENTS EACH OF 
WHICH REQUIRES THE OTHER AS A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR BEING WHAT IT ISv 
4HINKING  4HROUGH  #ONFUCIUS  	THAT  UNDERPINNED MUCH  OF  ANCIENT 
#HINESE  DISCURSIVE  PRACTICES  INCLUDING  THE  !NALECTS  )RONICALLY  IT  IS 
DUALISM RATHER THAN POLARITY THAT SEEMS TO HAVE GUIDED THEIR OCCASIONAL 
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DISCUSSIONS OF  RHETORIC  IN PREIMPERIAL #HINA  RESULTING AS A MATTER OF 
FACT  IN  THEIR  FLAWED UNDERSTANDING OF  RHETORIC  9 ,IU  h@.OTHING #AN 
"E !CCOMPLISHEDv n	
-ORE SPECIFICALLY THEY DISTINGUISH RHETORIC FROM LOGIC BECAUSE RHETO
RIC APPEALS TO hETHOS AND PATHOSBASED ARGUMENTSv AND IT OVERRIDES hTHE 
DISCIPLINE OF LOGICAL FORMSv TO WHICH LOGIC APPEALS 4HINKING FROM THE (AN 
	 7HILE  THEY  ACKNOWLEDGE  THAT  RHETORIC WAS  hTHE PRIVILEGED MODE 
OF  COMMUNICATIONv  IN  CLASSICAL  #HINA  	  THEIR  CURIOUS  ASSOCIATION 
OF  RHETORIC  ONLY  WITH  ETHICAL  AND  PATHETIC  APPEALS  HAS  HANDICAPPED 
THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF HOW RHETORIC ACTUALLY FUNCTIONED IN PREIMPERIAL 
#HINA AND BEYOND -OREOVER  IF  THE ANCIENT #HINESE ONLY USED THEIR 
VERSION OF	 RHETORIC ARENT THEY LOOKING AT #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES 
THROUGH THE  LENS OF DUALISM !RENT  THEY  IN OTHER WORDS DENYING THE 
MUTUALLYENTAILING  CHARACTERISTIC  THEY  HAVE  RIGHTLY  ACCORDED  #HINESE 
TRADITION "Y EXTRACTING  LOGIC  FROM RHETORIC  AND  THEN BY PINNING  THIS 
VERSION OF RHETORIC ONTO  THE ANCIENT #HINESE  THEY HAVE DIVIDED SOME
THINGRHETORICWHICH SHOULD NOT HAVE BEEN DIVIDED BECAUSE RHETORIC 
AND LOGIC ARE MUTUALLY ENTAILING OF EACH OTHER IN #HINESE CONTEXT )N SO 
DOING THEY HAVE PERHAPS INADVERTENTLY COME BACK TO THE DISCOURSE OF 
DUALISM FROM WHICH THEY HAVE SHOWN EVERY INTENTION TO MOVE AWAY
-Y ANALYSIS BELOW OF THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ IS INTENDED TO BE RHETORICAL 
AND IT IS DEEPLY INFORMED BY WHERE ) AM AT AND WHERE ) HAVE BEEN AND 
BY HOW ) POSITION MYSELF FROM THE OTHERS PERSPECTIVE READ AS MY UNDER
STANDING OF INDIVIDUALISM	 .OT ONLY DO ) NOT WANT TO SEPARATE RHETORIC 
FROM LOGIC OR PHILOSOPHY BUT ALSO ) WANT TO ZERO IN ON HOW A GROUP OF 
RELATED TERMS CLUSTER AROUND TO FIND RESONANCE IN EACH OTHER AND DEFINE 
AND  DISSEMINATE  THE  DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  AND  ON  HOW  PERSONALIZED  AND 
SITUATED ACTIONS ENABLE AND ACCORD SYMBOLIC POWER TO SUCH DISCOURSE 
&URTHER ) WANT TO SUGGEST TOO THAT THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ IN FACT INDEXES 
PART OF A LARGER SOCIALCULTURAL PRACTICE THAT RESPONDS TO SOCIAL EXIGENCIES 
AND YIELDS NEW DISCURSIVE ALIGNMENTS AND CONFIGURATIONS
3O  IF  IT  IS  INCONCEIVABLE  FOR  THE  #HINESE  LANGUAGE  NOT  TO  POSSESS 
TERMS OR  CONCEPTS DESCRIBING AND CODIFYING  THE  RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 
INDIVIDUALS AND BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS AND SOCIETY WHAT TERMS OR CONCEPTS 
DOES #ONFUCIUS USE AND DEVELOP IN THE !NALECTS 4HEY ARE ) SUGGEST ඝ 
AND ITS CONCEPTUAL hSIBLINGSv OR hCOGNATESv AND THEY TOGETHER CONSTITUTE 
WHAT ) CALL hTHE DISCOURSE OF ඝv
)N  PARAGRAPH    OF  BOOK    HIS  STUDENT  :IGONG  ASKS  #ONFUCIUS 
IF  THERE  IS  ONE  EXPRESSION  THAT  CAN  SERVE  AS  A  GUIDE  TO  ONES  CONDUCT 
THROUGHOUT ONES LIFE #ONFUCIUS REPLIES AS FOLLOWS
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h)T  IS  PERHAPS  THE  WORD  @SHU  ඝ	  $O  NOT  IMPOSE  ON  OTHERS  WHAT  YOU 
YOURSELF DO NOT WANTv 	
/FTEN TRANSLATED AS hRECIPROCITYv OR AS hPUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS 
PLACEv ඝ  IS  INTERPERSONAL  IN NATURE 4HE CHARACTER ඝ  CONSISTS OF  TWO 
PARTS THE TOP ೉ hRUv	 AND THE BOTTOM ྖ hXINv	 ೉ MEANS hCOMPAREv 
௏ hBIv	 OR hBE LIKEv ཥ hXIANGv	 AND ྖ STANDS FOR hHEARTANDMINDv 
)N VIEW OF ITS SEMANTIC MAKEUP THE PRACTICE OF ඝ CAN BE LITERALLY GLOSSED 
AS COMPARING WITH OTHERS BY USING ONES OWN HEARTANDMIND 4HIS INTER
PRETATIONWHICH SHOULD CLEAR #ONFUCIUS OF ANY hCOMPLICITYv IN DENYING 
THE EXISTENCE OF SELFMAY CALL FOR SOME EXPLANATION
4HE  USE  OF  ONES  OWN  HEARTANDMIND  FOR  COMPARISON  WITH  OTHERS 
COULD LEAD ONE ASTRAY IF ONES HEARTANDMIND IS EITHER TOO SELFCENTERED 
OR  NOT  IN  THE  RIGHT  PLACE  3UCH  A  SCENARIO  IS  EASILY  AVERTED  HOWEVER 
BECAUSE ඝ REQUIRES THAT ONE IN THE PROCESS OF PERFORMING ௏ COMPAR
ING	 SHOULD NOT IMPOSE ONES OWN NEEDS OR DESIRES ON OTHERS 2ATHER IT 
IS THROUGH THE OTHER PERSONS POINTS OF VIEW THAT ONE BEGINS THIS PROCESS 
OF ௏ COMPARING	 BY ENGAGING ONES OWN HEARTANDMIND ඝ TO QUOTE 
&INGARETTE IS hTO GRASP ANALOGY WITH THE OTHER PERSON AND IN THAT LIGHT 
TO  TREAT HIM AS  YOU WOULD BE  TREATEDv  h&OLLOWING  THE  @/NE 4HREADv 
	 AND IT AMOUNTS TO hANALOGIZ;ING= MYSELF TO YOUv AND hBEING YOUR )v 
 EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	 4HEREFORE  THE ANALOGY  INITIATED BY ඝ  IS  THE 
USE OF ONES OWN HEARTANDMIND SITUATED WITHIN AND FILTERED THROUGH 
THE OTHER PERSONS PERSPECTIVES OR THROUGH THE OTHER )S )N THE WORDS 
OF (ALL  AND  !MES ඝ  EVOKES  AN  ANALOGY  hBETWEEN  ONESELF  AND  OTHER 
PEOPLEv OR hWITHIN THE FIELD OF THE RELATIONSHIP CONSTITUTED BY SELF AND 
OTHERv 4HINKING 4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS 	
4HE IMPORTANCE OF ඝ IN #ONFUCIUS THINKING IS EVIDENT BECAUSE THE 
CONCEPT IS REPEATED ON SEVERAL OTHER OCCASIONS IN THE !NALECTS &OR EXAM
PLE WHEN :HONGGONG ONE OF #ONFUCIUS  FAVORITE STUDENTS ASKS ABOUT 
HUMANENESS hRENv ಬ	 THE -ASTER SAYS h$O NOT IMPOSE UPON OTHERS 
WHAT YOU YOURSELF DO NOT WANT AND YOU WILL NOT BE SUBJECT TO ILL WILL AT 
THE STATE OR FAMILY LEVELv  BK  PAR 	 !ND SINCE THE CONDUCT OF 
ඝ  IS HIGHLY DEMANDING NOT EVERYBODY CAN PRACTICE  IT 7HEN ANOTHER 
STUDENT :IGONG INDICATES THAT HE WANTS TO FOLLOW ඝ THE -ASTER REPLIES 
h:IGONG THIS IS QUITE BEYOND YOUR CAPABILITYv  BK  PAR 	
ඝ HAS ALSO FOUND ITS WAY INTO OTHER #ONFUCIAN TEXTS )N THE :HONGYONG 
ONE OF THE &OUR "OOKS THERE IS ONE PARTICULAR PASSAGE THAT MAKES A DIRECT 
REFERENCE TO ඝ !FTER EXPLAINING THAT THE WAY ֨ hDAOv	 SHOULD NOT BE 
FAR FROM PEOPLE #ONFUCIUS HAS THIS TO SAY
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4HUS  THE  EXEMPLARY  PERSON  ;hJUNZIv ळሷ=  RELIES  ON  PEOPLE  TO  GUIDE 
OTHER PEOPLE AND HE OR SHE DOES NO MORE AFTER SUCCEEDING IN DOING THAT 
$OING ONES UTMOST AND PUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS PLACE DO NOT STRAY 
FROM  THE  WAY  ;ᇘඝົ֨҉ᄀ=  $O  NOT  TREAT  OTHERS  YOU  YOURSELF  DO  NOT 
WANT &OUR "OOKS 	
#ONFUCIUS  COMMENT  ON ඝ  IN  THE :HONGYONG  IS  ALMOST  IDENTICAL  TO 
WHAT HE SAYS ABOUT ඝ IN THE !NALECTS BK  PAR  BK  PAR 	 AND 
THE PRACTICE OF ඝ IS EXPLICITLY ASSOCIATED IN BOTH TEXTS WITH THE PROCESS 
OF BECOMING HUMANE
)N THE -ENCIUS WE AGAIN FIND THE LINK BETWEEN THE PRACTICE OF ඝ AND 
THE ATTAINMENT OF HUMANENESS
-ENCIUS SAID h!LL THE TEN THOUSAND THINGS RESIDE IN ME 4HERE IS NO GREAT
ER JOY THAN TO LEARN UPON SELFEXAMINATION THAT ) AM TRUE TO MYSELF 4RY 
YOUR UTMOST TO PUT YOURSELF IN THE OTHERS PLACE ృඝؾྡྷ	 AND YOU WILL 
FIND THAT HUMANENESS CANNOT BE TOO FAR AWAY FROM YOU &OUR "OOKS 	
3UFFICE IT TO SAY THEN THAT THIS LEVEL OF ATTENTION GIVEN TO ඝ IN THESE 
TEXTS PROVIDES A GOOD INDICATION OF ITS IMPORTANCE AND CURRENCY IN THE 
LARGER SOCIALCULTURAL DISCOURSE IN PREIMPERIAL #HINA
(ERE NOW IS THE QUESTION (OW DOES ONE ACTUALLY PUT ඝ INTO PRACTICE 
!ND WHERE DOES ONE DEVELOP AND ACQUIRE  THIS ABILITY  SINCE NOT EVERY
ONE ACCORDING TO #ONFUCIUS IS CAPABLE OF DOING THAT CF &OUR "OOKS  
BK  PAR 	 4O ANSWER  THIS QUESTION WE HAVE  TO MOVE BEYOND  THE 
SEMANTIC  BOUNDARY  OF ඝ  AND WE HAVE  TO  EXAMINE HOW ඝ  IS  ALIGNED 
WITH OTHER RELATED TERMS AND HOW ITS MEANING IS JOINED WITH AND INDEED 
MADE ACTIONABLE BY THESE OTHER RELATED MEANINGS OR VALUES )N A WORD 
THE RHETORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ඝ CANNOT BE FULLY MAPPED OUT IF WE DONT 
STEP OUTSIDE THE SEMANTIC CONFINES OF ඝBOTH BECAUSE ITS IMPLEMENTA
TION HAS TO BE TAKEN UP BY INDIVIDUALS AND BECAUSE ITS UPTAKE HAS TO BE 
EXPERIENCED AND ACTED UPON IN SITUATED PRACTICES !FTER ALL FOR ඝ TO BE 
APPROPRIATELY REALIZED ONES HEARTANDMIND HAS TO BE IN THE RIGHT PLACE 
AND AT THE RIGHT TIME IN THE PRESENCE OF OTHERS
)N "OOK &OUR OF THE !NALECTS #ONFUCIUS ONCE AGAIN ADDRESSES ඝ AND 
ITS CENTRAL IMPORTANCE TO HIS PURSUIT OF hDAOv ֨ hWAYv	 (E STATES THAT 
HIS hDAOv IS BOUND TOGETHER WITH ONE SINGLE OR CONTINUOUS STRAND WHICH 
HIS DISCIPLE :ENGZI EXPLAINS AS hZHONG SHUv ᇘඝ	  PAR 	 (ERE 
ඝ IS BEING JOINED WITH ᇘA SIGNIFICANT ADDITION !CCORDING TO :HU 8I 
ᇘ ZHONG	 IS DEFINED AS hDOING ONES UTMOST FOR THE OTHERS INTERESTSv 
AND ඝ AS hUSING ONESELF TO INFER THE OTHERS NEEDSv 	 7ITH ᇘ LITERALLY 
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AT ITS SIDE ඝ IS NOW SUPPORTED BY AN INDIVIDUALS MAXIMUM EFFORT THUS 
ACQUIRING A MORE WELLDEFINED AGENCY 7HAT IS ALSO REVEALING IS THAT BOTH 
ᇘ  AND ඝ  SHARE  THE  SAME  RADICAL ྖ  hHEARTANDMINDv	  SUGGESTING A 
DISCURSIVE KINSHIP  THAT UNDERSCORES  THE SELFS DISPOSITION TO CALL ON HIS 
OR HER OWN hHEARTANDMINDv TO PRACTICE ඝ TO EXERT HIS OR HER UTMOST 
TO INFER AND SERVE THE OTHERS INTERESTS
#OUPLED  WITH ᇘ  THE  PRACTICE  OF ඝ  BECOMES  MORE  INTERPERSONAL 
AND MORE  OTHERORIENTED  (OWEVER  THE  CONTENT  OF  THIS  INTERPERSONAL 
RELATIONSHIP IS YET TO BE FULLY DEFINED !ND THE SOCIAL CULTURAL CONTEXT IN 
WHICH THE PRACTICE OF ඝ GETS ENACTED REMAINS TOO GENERAL 4HIS APPAR
ENT GAP CAN BE CLOSED IF WE TURN OUR ATTENTION TO #ONFUCIUS DISCUSSIONS 
IN THE !NALECTS OF hRENv ಬ hHUMANENESSv	 AND hLIv ᔩ hRITUAL ACTIONv 
OR hRITUALIZED LIVINGv	
4HE CLOSE ALMOST MUTUALLYENTAILING RELATION BETWEEN ඝ AND ಬ CAN 
BE EASILY IDENTIFIED IN THE !NALECTS BECAUSE ඝ IS OFTEN DEFINED IN TERMS 
OF ಬ &OR EXAMPLE WHEN ASKED ABOUT THE CRITERIA ONE CAN RELY UPON TO 
CHARACTERIZE A HUMANE PERSON #ONFUCIUS RESPONDS THIS WAY
(UMANE PERSONS ESTABLISH OTHERS BY SEEKING TO ESTABLISH THEMSELVES AND 
ENLIGHTEN OTHERS BY SEEKING TO ENLIGHTEN THEMSELVES 4HE ABILITY TO TAKE AS 
ANALOGY WHAT IS NEAR AT HAND ;SELF= CAN BE CALLED THE METHOD OF BECOMING 
A HUMANE PERSON  BK  PAR 	
(ERE THE PRACTICE OF ඝ NO LONGER JUST REGULATES HOW SELF SHOULD CON
DUCT ONESELF IN THE COMPANY OF OTHERS )NSOFAR AS IT IS THE METHOD WITH 
WHICH  ONE  CAN  TRANSFORM ONESELF  INTO  A  HUMANE PERSON ඝ  BECOMES 
CONSTITUTIVEIN THE SENSE THAT THE PRACTICE OF ඝ IS THE PROCESS OF BECOM
ING !S ONE PRACTICES ඝ  ONE  IS  ON ONES WAY  TO BECOMING  A HUMANE 
PERSON AND  TO BECOMING CONNECTED  TO OTHERS  IN  THIS  LIFELONG PROJECT 
OF PERSONMAKING AND RELATIONSHIPBUILDING #OMMENTING ON THIS PARA
GRAPH :HU 8I CHARACTERIZES THIS METHOD OF ATTAINING HUMANENESS AS THE 
ABILITY TO DRAW UPON ONES OWN NEEDS OR DESIRES TO INFER AND CONNECT TO 
THOSE OF OTHERS 	 4O STATE THE MATTER ANOTHER WAY AS THE PRACTICE OF	 
ඝ YIELDS ಬ ITS INTERPERSONAL CONTENT IS NOW MORE FOCUSED MORE CLEARLY 
ARTICULATED !CCORDING  TO  THE 3HUOWENJIEZI  THE WORD ಬ  CONSISTS OF  TWO 
PARTS hRENv ಭ hPERSONv	 AND hERv ل hTWOv	 3O TO BECOME ಬ BY WAY 
OF ඝ ONE HAS TO BE RELATED TO AND CONSTITUTED BY SOME OTHER INDIVIDUAL 
OR INDIVIDUALS $ESCRIBING #ONFUCIUS VIEW OF WHAT CONSTITUTES A PERSON 
&INGARETTE  PUTS  IT  THIS  WAY  h4O  BE MOST  FULLY  AND  PERFECTLY  A  HUMAN 
BEING TO BE A PERSON IS INHERENTLY TO LIVE CERTAIN HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH  OTHER  PERSONS      v  h4HE -USIC  OF  (UMANITYv  	  !ND  WHEN 
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ANOTHER DISCIPLE ASKS ABOUT HUMANE CONDUCT #ONFUCIUS SIMPLY REPLIES 
h,OVE OTHERSv  BK  PAR 	 /R IN THE WORDS OF ANOTHER STUDENT 
hRELY ON FRIENDS IN SUPPORT OF HUMANENESSv  BK  PAR 	 /NCE 
AGAIN  IT  IS BY WAY OF ALIGNING ONESELF WITH OTHERS ඝ	 EITHER  THROUGH 
LOVE OR THROUGH FRIENDSHIP THAT ONE REALIZES HUMANENESS
3INCE  THE  PRACTICE  OF ඝ  CANNOT  PROCEED  IN  A  CONTEXTFREE  ENVIRON
MENT WHAT ABOUT THE SOCIAL CULTURAL CONTEXT THAT INFLUENCES AND IS IN 
TURN BEING ENRICHED BY THIS PRACTICE &OR #ONFUCIUS THE PRACTICE OF ඝ 
IS IMBUED WITH hTHE TOTAL SPECTRUM OF SOCIAL NORMS CUSTOMS AND MORES 
COVERING INCREASINGLY COMPLICATED RELATIONSHIPS AND INSTITUTIONSv (ALL 
AND !MES 4HINKING 4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS 	 )T PARTICIPATES IN A TRADITION 
OF INSTITUTIONALIZED HUMAN ACTIONS AND PROCEDURESTHAT IS IN hLIv ᔩ 
hRITUAL ACTIONv hRITUALIZED LIVINGv OR hOBSERVING RITUAL ACTIONv	 "ECAUSE 
THERE  IS NO  SEPARATING CONSIDERATION OF	  TRADITION OR  INSTITUTIONALIZED 
RELATIONSHIPS FROM PUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME 
AND  FOR  THE  RIGHT PURPOSE ᔩ BECOMES  INHERENTLY  TIED  TO  THE PRACTICE 
OF ඝ
7HEN  9AN  (UI  HIS  FAVORITE  STUDENT  ASKS  ABOUT  HUMANENESS  ಬ	 
#ONFUCIUS  REPLIES  h/NE BECOMES HUMANE  THROUGH  SELFDISCIPLINE  AND 
RITUALIZED LIVINGv  BK  PAR 	 %LSEWHERE #ONFUCIUS ASKS RHETORI
CALLY  h(OW CAN ANYONE WHO  IS NOT HUMANE OBSERVE  RITUALIZED  LIVINGv 
 BK  PAR 	 )T IS CLEAR THAT ᔩ INVOLVES CONNECTING TO AND INTERNAL
IZING  SPECIFIC  AND  WELLDEFINED  VALUES  ROLES  AND  RELATIONSHIPS  WITHIN 
ONES CULTURAL MILIEU 4HE PROCESS OF PUTTING ONESELF IN THE OTHERS PLACE 
IN  THIS  CONTEXT  IS  TANTAMOUNT  TO HOW WELL ONE CAN ENACT  THESE  VALUES 
ROLES  AND  RELATIONSHIPS  WHICH  ARE  FILLED  WITH  hECHOES  AND  REVERBERA
TIONSv "AKHTIN h3PEECH 'ENRESv 	 OF THE TRADITION AND WHICH IN TURN 
RESPOND TO AND PROMOTE THIS TRADITION WITHIN THE ONGOING CONTEXTS OF 
SPEECH EVENTS 4O THE EXTENT THAT ONE SUCCEEDS IN DOING SO ᔩ EMBODIES 
A PERSONALIZING AND THUS CREATIVE PROCESS !S ONE SHAPES AND MEASURES 
ONES  CONDUCT  APPROPRIATE  TO  THIS  TRADITION  THE  INDIVIDUAL  ALSO  LEARNS 
TO DIALOGUE WITH THE TRADITION TO CULTIVATE PERSONAL EXPRESSION AND TO 
DEVELOP  ONES  OWN  COURSE  OF  ACTION  )N  THE  END  THESE  PERFORMANCES 
ENHANCE  AND  ENRICH  THE  VERY  TRADITION  THAT MAKES  THE  PRACTICE  OF ඝ 
BOTH POSSIBLE AND POTENTIALLY TRANSFORMATIVE
/NE CAN STILL ASK 7HAT EXACTLY ARE THESE hWELLDEFINED ROLES VALUES 
AND RELATIONSHIPSv WITH WHICH THE PRACTICE OF ඝ IS ASSOCIATED !ND WHAT 
EXACTLY DOES #ONFUCIUS  SAY ABOUT  THE ROLE OF  SPEECH  IN  THE REALIZATION 
OF ඝESPECIALLY  CONSIDERING  THAT #ONFUCIUS  IS  SAID  TO  BE  THINKING  OF 
GIVING UP SPEAKING IN THE !NALECTS  BK  PAR 	 4HE DISCOURSE 
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OF ඝ IS NOT COMPLETE THEREFORE WITHOUT SOME CAREFUL CONSIDERATION OF 
THREE MORE RELATED TERMS 4HEY ARE hXIAOv ུ hFILIAL PIETYv	 hYANv င 
hSPEECHv	 AND hXINv ྗ hMAKING GOOD ON WHAT ONE SAYSv	
7HATEVER ROLES VALUES AND RELATIONSHIPS ONE ENACTS BY ඝ WILL NOT BE 
SUFFICIENTLY  GROUNDED UNTIL  AND UNLESS  THEY  ARE  BEING MANIFESTED  AND 
EXPERIENCED WITHIN THE IMMEDIATE DOMAIN OF THE FAMILY &OR #ONFUCIUS 
THEY CAN ONLY BE DEFINED AND EXPLICATED IN TERMS OF FIVE CARDINAL RELA
TIONS OR hWULUNv ˉࡼ	 4HESE FIVE RELATIONSHIPS ARE BETWEEN PARENT AND 
CHILD BETWEEN RULER AND SUBJECT BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFE BETWEEN 
OLD AND YOUNG AND BETWEEN FRIENDS +ING 	 /F THESE FIVE RELATIONS 
THREE ARE  FAMILIAL  IN NATURE  AND  THE OTHER  TWO ARE MODELED AFTER  THE 
FAMILIAL 3O THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RULER AND SUBJECT IS CONCEIVED IN 
TERMS OF EMPEROR AS FATHER hJUNFUv ळں	 AND SUBJECT AS SON hZIMINv 
ሷ૽	 AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRIENDS IS UNDERSTOOD IN TERMS OF 
ELDER BROTHER  hWUXIONGv ໷ྨ	  AND  YOUNGER BROTHER  hWUDIv ໷ׄ	 
&URTHER THIS FAMILY MODEL  IN TERMS OF COMPLEMENTARY OBLIGATION HAS 
BEEN EXTENDED TO EXPLAIN NATURE AND THE WORLD AT LARGENO WONDER THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN #HINESE hTIANv ๆ	 OR hQIANv ర	 AS hHEAVENv AND 
hDIv ׀	 OR hKUNv খ	 AS hTHE EARTHv IS DEFINED AS A hFATHER AND MOTHERv 
RELATIONSHIP OF FAMILIAL OBLIGATION -UNRO h&AMILY .ETWORKv n	
#ENTRAL TO THIS FAMILIAL SYSTEM OF RELATIONS ARE THE FATHERSON RELATION
SHIPOFTEN  CHARACTERIZED  AS  hFILIAL  PIETYv  ུ  hXIAOv	AND  THE  ELDER 
BROTHERYOUNGER BROTHER RELATIONSHIP KNOWN AS hFRATERNAL RESPONSIBILITYv 
ᙰ hDIv	 #ONFUCIUS SEES THE REALIZATION OF	 THESE RELATIONSHIPS AS CON
STITUTING THE ROOT OF HUMANE CONDUCT  BK  PAR 	 AND AS INSTRU
MENTAL TO EFFECTING GOOD GOVERNMENT  BK  PAR   BK  PAR 
	 )F THE FAMILY AS A DISCURSIVE MODEL IS FUNDAMENTAL AND CAN BE FELT AT 
BOTH THE MICRO FAMILY	 AND MACRO STATE	 LEVEL THE ROLES VALUES AND 
RELATIONSHIPS CANNOT BUT BE FAMILIAL AND THEY CANNOT BUT BE HIERARCHI
CAL RECIPROCAL AND ALWAYS IN NEED OF ADJUSTMENT AND MODIFICATION )T IS 
THIS  FAMILIAL MODEL  THAT  SERVES AS  THE  IMMEDIATE  INDISPENSABLE  FRAME
WORK DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATENESS AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PRACTICE 
OF ඝ AND OF THE ENACTED ROLES VALUES AND RELATIONSHIPS !S A RESULT ONE 
CAN PUT ONESELF IN THE OTHERS PLACE IN TERMS OF FILIAL PIETY AND FRATERNAL 
RESPONSIBILITY AND ONE CAN ESTABLISH AND SUSTAIN AN INTERPERSONAL RELA
TIONSHIP AS PART OF AN ONGOING PROCESS OF BECOMING HUMANE
4HE PRACTICE OF ඝ ALSO NEEDS င hYANv SPEECH	 AND ྗ hXINv MAK
ING GOOD ON WHAT ONE SAYS	 #ONTRARY TO SOME ACCOUNTS THAT HAVE POR
TRAYED #ONFUCIUS AS SOMEONE WHO FAVORS SILENCE OVER ELOQUENCE WHAT 
THE -ASTER OBJECTS TO IS SPEECH THAT HAS NO CHANCE OF BEING hMADE GOODv 
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THAT IS ྗ	 7HEN SPEAKERS CANNOT LIVE UP TO WHAT THEY SAY THEIR SPEECH 
BECOMES hGLIB TALKv hQIAOYANv ్င	 AND SHAMEFUL  BK  PAR 	 
3UCH SPEECH FAILS TO COMPORT WITH HUMANE CONDUCT  BK  PAR 	 
AND MAKES INDIVIDUALS UNFIT AS HUMANE PERSONS  BK  PAR 	 "Y 
CONTRAST #ONFUCIUS VALUES င INSOFAR AS IT DOES NOT SUPERSEDE ACTION  
BK  PAR 	 AND HE SEES THIS KIND OF LANGUAGE USE AS ONLY BEFITTING 
THE HUMANE PERSON  BK  PAR 	 4HE -ASTER HAS ALSO MADE IT QUITE 
CLEAR  THAT  TO UNDERSTAND OTHERSAN  INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF PRACTICING 
ඝDEPENDS ON AN UNDERSTANDING OF င  BK  PAR 	 AS LONG AS 
ONE PERFORMS င WITH ONES UTMOST EFFORT OR AS LONG AS ONE LIVES UP TO 
ONES င  BK  PAR 	 !ND TO BE ABLE TO LIVE UP TO ONES င IS ྗA 
CHARACTER THAT CONSISTS OF hPERSONv ಭ hRENv	 AND hSPEECHv င hYANv	 
4HE  SUCCESS OF ඝ  THEN DEPENDS ON ྗ  TO UNDERSTAND  TO  CONNECT  TO 
AND TO EARN THE TRUST OF OTHERS ONE HAS TO BE SINCERE IN WHAT ONE SAYS 
TO OTHERS AND ONES င HAS TO BE SUBSTANTIATED BY CONCRETE ACTIONS AND 
EVALUATED WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF SHIFTING COMPLEMENTARY RELATIONS
)T SHOULD BE CLEAR BY NOW THAT THE PRACTICE OF ඝ SEEKS TO ESTABLISH A 
LIVING  OR  INDIVIDUALIZED  RELATIONSHIP  OF  INTERCONNECTEDNESS  AND  INTER
DEPENDENCE  THAT  ECHOES  AND  RESONATES WITH  A  TRADITION OF  OTHER  SUCH 
PRACTICES 4HIS RELATIONSHIP IS TO BE CULTIVATED BY ᇘ DOING ONES UTMOST 
FOR  THE OTHERS  INTERESTS	  THROUGH ᔩ  RITUALIZED  LIVING	  AND WITH  THE 
HELP  OF င  SPEECH	  AND ྗ  MAKING  GOOD  ON  WHAT  ONE  SAYS	  /NCE 
ESTABLISHED  IT REALIZES ಬ HUMANENESS	 &URTHER  THE ESTABLISHMENT OF 
THIS RELATIONSHIP IS GROUNDED ON FAMILIAL TERMS ON ུ FILIAL PIETY	 AND 
ᙰ FRATERNAL RESPONSIBILITY	 $IFFERENTLY STATED IF THE FOCAL MEANING OF 
ඝ  IS  THE ABILITY  TO  INFER AND CONNECT TO OTHERS SO AS NOT TO  IMPOSE ON 
THEM WHAT YOU YOURSELF DO NOT WANT ONES UNDERSTANDING OF HOW THIS 
ABILITY CAN ACTUALLY BE PUT TO ACTION DEPENDS ON ᇘ ಬ ᔩ ུ ᙰ င AND 
ྗ "OTH ඝ  AND  THESE OTHER  hSIBLINGSv  FORM A  CONCEPTUAL  CLUSTER  AND 
TOGETHER THEY GIVE MEANING AND SUBSTANCE TO WHAT ) CALL hTHE DISCOURSE 
OF ඝv AND TO HOW INDIVIDUALS POSITION THEMSELVES TO REALIZE AND EXTEND 
THESE RECIPROCAL RITUALIZED AND HUMANE RELATIONSHIPS
)F WHAT ) HAVE BEEN DEVELOPING HERE HAS MERIT IT BECOMES ONLY APPRO
PRIATE TO SUGGEST THAT THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ BE USED IN PLACE OF THE DISCOURSE 
OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE AND THAT  ITS FOCUS ON INTERDEPENDENCE AND 
RECIPROCITY FRAMED WITHIN THE #HINESE FAMILIAL MILIEU BE DULY RECOGNIZED 
-ORE SPECIFICALLY THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ SHOULD BE CALLED UPON TO ASSIST IN 
THESE WELLMEANING EFFORTS  TO  TALK ABOUT AND ANALYZE HOW #HINESE AND 
#HINESE !MERICANS  COMPOSE  THEMSELVES  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS -Y 
BASIC CLAIM IS SIMPLY THIS SUCH DISCOURSE AS WILL BE MADE CLEARER BELOW 
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NOT ONLY ENABLES US TO OVERCOME THE IDEOLOGY OF INDIVIDUALISM WHICH HAS 
UNDERPINNED MUCH OF OUR BORDERLAND CONVERSATION BUT ALSO POINTS TO A 
DIFFERENT SPACE WHERE SELF AND OTHER ARE IRREDUCIBLY LINKED TO EACH OTHER 
IN AN EVERCHANGING EVERY SHIFTING CIRCLE OF RELATIONS AND WHERE THE PRO
CESS OF BECOMING IS VALUED OVER THE PRODUCT OF BEING
) AM CERTAINLY NOT SURPRISED AT ALL THAT #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES DO 
NOT DISPLAY OR ESPOUSE THE IDEOLOGY OF INDIVIDUALISM ) AM OFTEN AT A LOSS 
THOUGH WHEN ITS NONEXISTENCE IN #HINESE CULTURE HAS CONTRIBUTED TO A 
VIEW  THAT  THE  LATTER  IS  SOMEHOW DEFICIENT AND  THAT BECAUSE OF  ITS NON
EXISTENCE THE LATTER IS NECESSARILY IN WANT OF SOMETHING FUNDAMENTAL ) 
WONDER WHY ITS NONEXISTENCE IN #HINESE CULTURE HAS NOT INSPIRED PEOPLE 
TO LOOK FOR OTHER DISCOURSES THAT CONVEY A DIFFERENT BODY OF KNOWLEDGE 
MORE SUITED TO ACCOUNT FOR #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES IN WAYS NOT CON
STRAINED OR HANDICAPPED BY THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE ) 
AM NO LESS PUZZLED BY THIS APPARENT RELUCTANCEESPECIALLY IN OUR FIELD 
OF RHETORIC AND COMPOSITIONTO LOOK TO #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY FOR A POS
SIBLE HEURISTICONE THAT CAN HELP US NEGOTIATE BETWEEN THESE KINDS OF 
ABSENCES ANDOR DIFFERENCES
4HE LONGEVITY OF #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY IS CAUSE ENOUGH FOR US TO REFLECT 
ON ITS RELEVANCE TO OUR OWN TIME *UST  THINK FOR A MOMENT OF THE KINDS 
OF CHALLENGES AND ATTACKS #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY HAS ENDURED RANGING FROM 
THE (UNDRED 3CHOOLS OF 4HOUGHT  AT  ITS  INCEPTION  TO "UDDHISM  IN  THE 
(AN AND 4ANG $YNASTIES TO #HRISTIANITY IN THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH 
CENTURIES TO THE #OMMUNIST 0ARTYS IDEOLOGY IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY TO 
7ESTERN CAPITALISTIC DEMOCRACIES IN THE LAST TWENTYFIVE YEARS 2OSEMONT 
h#LASSICAL #ONFUCIANv 	 4HAT IT CONTINUES TO GENERATE INTENSE RESPONS
ESHIGH PRAISES OR  STINGING  CRITICISMS OR BOTHSHOULD  LEAD US  TO  CON
SIDER hTHAT THERE MIGHT BE MUCH IN THAT TRADITION THAT SPEAKS NOT MERELY TO 
%AST !SIANS BUT PERHAPS TO EVERYONE .OT ONLY IN THE PAST BUT PERHAPS FOR 
ALL TIMEv 2OSEMONT h#LASSICAL #ONFUCIANv 	 )N DOING SO HOWEVER WE 
HAVE TO BE INSISTENT ON THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE LEVEL OF RELEVANCE WE 
WANT TO ATTRIBUTE TO #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY BECAUSE OF OUR PRESENT RHETORICAL 
EXIGENCY AND THE LEVEL OF RELEVANCE THAT ACCRUED TO #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY 
BECAUSE OF ITS OWN CONTEXT AND ITS OWN TERMS
"Y  DEVELOPING  THIS  DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  )  AM  NOT  PROPOSING  THAT  SUCH 
DISCOURSE BE ADOPTED IN ITS ENTIRETY IN ORDER TO INTERVENE IN CASES WHERE 
THE  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  BECOMES  THE  MODUS  OPERANDI  2ATHER 
WHAT ) AM PROPOSING IS FIRST AND FOREMOST TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THERE ARE 
TERMS SUCH AS ඝ AND ITS OTHER hSIBLINGSv THAT ARTICULATE A DYNAMIC RELA
TION OF INTERDEPENDENCE AND RECIPROCITY IN #HINESE CONTEXT 3ECOND 
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IN CALLING ON THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ TO PLAY A VIABLE ROLE AT RHETORICAL BOR
DERLANDS  )  AM  FOCUSING ON  ITS  RELEVANCE NOT  SO MUCH AS  A PROMINENT 
EXAMPLE OF #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY BUT AS A CONSTRUCTIVE VOICE IN OUR OWN 
TIME AND SPACE 4HIRD WHILE #ONFUCIUS MOST LIKELY DIDNT CONCERN HIM
SELF WITH SOME OF THE ISSUES THAT ARE TO FOLLOW IN THE REST OF THIS CHAPTER 
MY EFFORT  IS  TO  FOREGROUND THE RELATIONAL OTHERORIENTED CHARACTERISTIC 
PRESENT  IN  THE  DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  IN  ORDER  TO  PROMOTE  AN  INTERPERSONAL 
PRAXIS THAT NECESSARILY CALLS FOR SELF TO CONNECT TO OTHERS AND TO CREATE 
AND DISCERN MEANING THROUGH THE OTHERS EYES OR h)Sv	
3O FAR ) HAVE BEEN QUITE GENDERCONSCIOUS IN DEVELOPING THE DISCOURSE 
OF ඝ ) HAVE BEEN EITHER GENDERNEUTRAL OR HAVE SO FAR USED MASCULINE 
AND  FEMININE PRONOUNS  TO  INCLUDE BOTH  THE MALE  AND  FEMALE GENDER 
IN MY DISCUSSION AS  IN  FOR EXAMPLE hONES ABILITY GENDERNEUTRAL	 TO 
INFER  AND CONNECT  TO  THE OTHERSv OR  hREALIZING HIS OR HER HUMANENESS 
GENDERSPECIFIC	 THROUGH RITUALIZED LIVINGv )N DOING SO ) AM IN A WAY 
REFLECTING THE SEMANTIC MEANINGS OF THESE #HINESE CHARACTERS SUCH AS 
ඝ ᇘ ಬ ᔩ ུ ᙰ င AND ྗ	 BECAUSE NONE OF THEM MORPHOLOGICALLY 
MARKS GENDER NUMBER OR PERSON -ORE SPECIFICALLY PUT THE PRACTICE OF 
ඝ IS MORPHOLOGICALLY OPEN TO BOTH MALES AND FEMALES AND ITS RECIPROCAL 
PROCESS DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE AGAINST THE FEMALE GENDER 4HE QUESTION 
BECOMES THIS $OES THE PRACTICE OF ඝ LIKE ANY OTHER SOCIALCULTURAL ACTIV
ITY ACTUALLY COMPLY WITH THE MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF THESE CHARACTERS 
!ND DOES MY GENDERSENSITIVE REPRESENTATION HERE FAIRLY REFLECT WHAT WAS 
GOING ON IN #ONFUCIUS TIME $OES IT MEAN THAT BOTH MEN AND WOMEN 
IN TRADITIONAL #HINA WERE EQUALLY CAPABLE OF PRACTICING ඝ AND THAT THEY 
WERE ENJOYING THE SAME KIND OF OPPORTUNITY TO DO SO
-Y ANSWER  IS  TWOFOLD /N THE ONE HAND MY  LINGUISTIC  SENSITIVITY  TO 
GENDER EQUITY SHOWN HERE IS LARGELY MISPLACED BECAUSE THIS APPARENT FIT 
BETWEEN MY PRONOUN CHOICES AND THE MORPHOLOGICAL MEANINGS OF THESE 
CHARACTERS DOES NOT QUITE SQUARE WITH #ONFUCIAN #HINA "Y WAY OF THIS 
hINFELICITOUSv SPEECH ACT ) WANT TO DRAMATIZE A FALSE SENSE OF EQUITY THAT 
IS EMBEDDED  IN  THESE #HINESE CHARACTERS AND  TO HIGHLIGHT A VERY GEN
DERBIASED  OR  SEXIST  CONTEXT#ONFUCIAN  #HINAWHERE  #HINESE  MEN 
WERE NORMALLY  THE  REAL  REFERENTS  AND WHERE  FEMININE PRONOUNS WERE 
LINGUISTIC ANOMALIES AS THEY DID NOT HAVE ANY REAL OR IMMEDIATE REFERENTS 
TO  REFER  TO  )N  OTHER  WORDS  THIS  EVEREXPANDING  RELATION  OF  INTERDE
PENDENCE  AND  RECIPROCITY  WAS  NOT  GENDERNEUTRAL  OR  GENDERINCLUSIVE 
IT EITHER EXCLUDED #HINESE WOMEN OR RELEGATED THEM TO A SUBORDINATE 
POSITION  AND #HINESE WOMEN WERE NOT  AS  FREE  AS  THEIR MALE  COUNTER
PARTS TO PRACTICE ඝ HOWEVER CAPABLE THEY MIGHT BE
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!S 7OLF HAS DEMONSTRATED IT WAS #HINESE BOYS RATHER THAN #HINESE 
GIRLS  THAT WERE  TRADITIONALLY  RECOGNIZED  AS  BEING  AN  INTEGRAL PART  OF  A 
LARGER WHOLE AS BEING IMMEDIATELY CAPABLE OF INFERRING AND CONNECTING 
TO AN EVEREXPANDING CIRCLE OF HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS !S  FUTURE  FATHERS 
GRANDFATHERS  AND  ANCESTORS  IN  #HINAS  PATRILINEAL  SYSTEM  THEY  WERE 
ENDOWED  WITH  A  SENSE  OF  HISTORICAL  CONTINUITY  WHICH  LINKED  THEM  TO 
BOTH THE PAST AND THE FUTURE n	 AND WHICH ENTITLED THEM TO THE 
DISCOURSE OF ඝ AND TO THE RIGHT TO PARTICIPATE IN COMMUNAL DIALOGUES 
)N CONTRAST  SINCE #HINESE GIRLS WERE  TEMPORARY  RESIDENTS  IN  THEIR PAR
ENTS HOME THEY WERE NOT CONSIDERED TO BE A PART OF ANYONES PAST OR 
FUTUREAT  LEAST  NOT  UNTIL  AFTER  THEY  WERE  MARRIED  TO  SOME  UNKNOWN 
FAMILY  IN SOME UNKNOWN PLACE 7OLF n	  )N ORDER EVEN TO BEGIN 
TO  CONTEMPLATE  PRACTICING ඝ  #HINESE  GIRLS  HAD  TO  BE  RELOCATED  AND 
INTEGRATED  INTO  THEIR  FUTURE  HUSBANDS  COMMUNITY  WHERE  THEY  COULD 
BEGIN TO CONSTRUCT AND RECONSTRUCT RELATIONSHIPS 7OLF n	UPON 
WHICH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR SELVES AND THE SUCCESS OF PRACTICING ඝ 
VERY MUCH DEPEND 4HEREFORE ANY DISCUSSION ABOUT THE ABILITY ON THE 
PART OF #HINESE GIRLS TO USE SELF FOR ANALOGY TO INFER AND TO CONNECT IS 
PREMATURE AND SMACKS OF ALMOST BEING FANCIFUL WHEN THERE IS NO SELF TO 
SPEAK OF IN THE FIRST PLACE
)N SHORT THE PRACTICE OF ඝ IN #ONFUCIAN #HINA WAS INEVITABLY IMPLI
CATED BY GENDER 3INCE #HINESE GIRLS WERE EXCLUDED FROM THE COMMUNITY 
THEY WERE BORN INTO THEY WERE DEPRIVED OF THE RIGHT TO BENEFIT FROM THE 
PARTICIPATION  OF  OTHERS  IN  THEIR  PARENTS  COMMUNITY  7HETHER  OR  NOT 
THEY  COULD  BECOME  PART  OF  THEIR  HUSBANDS  COMMUNITY  DEPENDED  ON 
HOW WELL THEY COULD CONSTRUCT THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH THAT COMMUNITY 
AFTER MARRIAGE (ENCE  THE  REALIZATION  OF ඝ  AND ಬ  WAS  AT  BEST  ONCE 
REMOVED  FROM AND AT WORST  FOREVER DENIED  TO #HINESE GIRLS &URTHER 
SUCH REALIZATION IF AND WHEN IT BECAME POSSIBLE WAS FRAUGHT WITH ADDI
TIONAL UNCERTAINTIES AND RISKS ENTAILED BY THEIR BRANDNEW STATUS IN THEIR 
HUSBANDS COMMUNITY AND BY THEIR DOMESTIC AND INFERIOR	 ROLES WITHIN 
THE FAMILIAL MODEL ALSO SEE 7OLF 	
/N THE OTHER HAND MY LINGUISTIC SENSITIVITY TO GENDER EQUITY ALSO AIMS 
TO  SUGGEST  THAT  THE GENDERED PRACTICE OF ඝ MIGHT NOT BE  INHERENT  IN 
#HINESE CULTURE AND THE PRACTICE OF ඝ MIGHT BE ACCESSIBLE TO WOMEN IN 
BOTH 7ARRING 3TATES n "#%	 AND IN THE (AN $YNASTY  "#%
 #%	 BEFORE #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY BECAME DOMINANT AS THE PREVAILING 
SOCIAL PRACTICE !CCORDING TO ,ISA 2APHALS WOMEN IN 7ARRING 3TATES AND 
(AN NARRATIVES WERE REPRESENTED AS POSSESSING THE SAME VIRTUES AS VALUED 
BY MEN THESE VIRTUES INCLUDED hMORAL  INTEGRITY  INTELLECTUAL  JUDGMENT 
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THE ABILITY  TO ADMONISH A  SUPERIOR  COURAGE  AND CHASTITY  IN  THE  SENSE 
OF  SINGLEMINDED  LOYALTYv  h'ENDERED  6IRTUEv  	  4HESE  NARRATIVES 
THOUGH COMPILED AND REDACTED BY MEN SUGGEST THAT VIRTUE WAS NOT GEN
DERED AT ALL TIMES 3UCH NARRATIVES ONLY GAVE WAY TO hACCOUNTS OF FEMALE 
CHASTITY  AND  WIDOW  SUICIDEv  AFTER  #ONFUCIANISM  WAS  ESTABLISHED  AS  A 
HEGEMONIC  IDEOLOGY  FROM  THE ,ATER (AN  n	  THROUGH  THE 1ING 
$YNASTY n	 	 %LSEWHERE 2APHALS ASKS
#AN WE  ASSUME  FOR  EXAMPLE  THAT  THE  READERS WRITERS  AND  AUDIENCE OF 
#HINESE  PHILOSOPHICAL  WORKS  HOWEVER  DEFINED	  AT  ALL  TIMES  WERE  ALL 
MEN  #AN  WE  ASSUME  THAT  REFERENCES  TO  hPEOPLEv  REN ಭ	  INCLUDING  A 
RANGE OF hSAGESv AND hDEVELOPED INDIVIDUALSv INEVITABLY REFERRED TO MEN 
3HARING THE ,IGHT 	
4O  THE  EXTENT  THAT  WOMEN  IN  EARLY  #HINA  WERE  ETHICALLY  VIRTUOUS 
INTELLECTUALLY  ADROIT  AND  RHETORICALLY  SAVVY  THEY  MAY  NOT  HAVE  BEEN 
COMPLETELY DENIED THE OPPORTUNITIES TO PRACTICE ඝHOWEVER LIMITED OR 
CHALLENGING THESE OPPORTUNITIES MAY HAVE BEEN )N A WORD MY LINGUISTIC 
SENSITIVITY IS ALSO GESTURING TOWARD AN EARLIER MOMENT IN TIME WHEN THE 
PRACTICE OF ඝ WAS PERHAPS MORE GENDERNEUTRAL THAN GENDERSPECIFIC
*UST  AS  RECIPROCITY  CAN ONLY  BE  FOUND  IN  SITUATED  ACTIONS WHERE  SELF 
AND OTHERS ARE ENGAGED WITH EACH OTHER THROUGH A LIVING RELATIONSHIP OF 
INTERDEPENDENCE SO THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ CANNOT HELP BUT DIALOGUE WITH 
OTHER VOICES AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS !S A MATTER OF FACT IT REALIZES ITS 
DISCURSIVE POTENTIAL  ONLY WHEN  IT  ENABLES US BORDER  RESIDENTS  TO MOVE 
BEYOND  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  TO  REVISION  #HINESE  RHETORICAL 
PRACTICES AND TO PRACTICE TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE
)T IS PERHAPS WORTH EMPHASIZING HERE THAT THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ IS BOTH 
CONSTRUCTIVE AND LIMITING )T IS CONSTRUCTIVE BECAUSE IT ARTICULATES A RELA
TION  OF  INTERDEPENDENCE  AND  RECIPROCITY  AND  IT  PROMOTES  A  CREATIVE 
UNDERSTANDING OF A SOCIAL  INTERPERSONAL CONTEXT )T  IS  LIMITING BECAUSE 
THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ DOES NOT DISSOLVE OR DIMINISH THE HIGHLY ASYMMETRI
CAL RELATIONS OF POWER AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS 4HEREFORE IN ORDER TO 
HAVE THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ FULLY PARTICIPATE IN THE BORDERLAND DIALOGUE WE 
MUST RECOGNIZE ITS LIMITATIONS !ND IN ORDER TO MAKE THIS DISCOURSE PART 
OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE IN OUR CLASSROOM AND BEYOND WE MUST NOT 
LOSE SIGHT OF ITS #HINESE	 CONTEXT OF FAMILIAL HIERARCHY )N SO DOING WE 
CAN IN FACT FURTHER CULTIVATE THE DIFFERENCES AND DIVERSITY INHERENT IN ANY 
BORDERLAND DIALOGUE
!TTEMPTING TO ILLUSTRATE THE RECIPROCAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DESIRE 
TO ASSERT A UNIFIED	 !SIAN !MERICAN IDENTITY AND THE NEED TO EMBRACE 
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DIVERSITY AND EVEN INTERNAL CONTRADICTIONS WITHIN SUCH AN IDENTITY ,OWE 
WRITES h*UST AS THE ARTICULATION OF THE DESIRE FOR IDENTITY DEPENDS UPON 
THE EXISTENCE OF A FUNDAMENTAL HORIZON OF DIFFERENCES THE ARTICULATION OF 
DIFFERENCES DIALECTICALLY DEPENDS UPON A SOCIALLY CONSTRUCTED AND PRAC
TICED NOTION OF IDENTITYv 	 $RAWING UPON HER INSIGHT ) SUBMIT THAT 
IT  IS  THIS NEWLY ARTICULATED CONTEXT OF RECIPROCITY AND  INTERDEPENDENCE 
AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS THAT ENABLES US DIALECTICALLY TO RECOGNIZE AND 
CULTIVATE OUR TENSIONS AND OUR ASYMMETRIES AND TO BRING ABOUT INSTANCES 
OF HETEROGENEOUS RESONANCE 4O PUT IT MORE SUCCINCTLY THE KNOWLEDGE 
OF OUR  INTERDEPENDENCE PERMITS US  TO ARTICULATE WITH CONFIDENCE AND 
WITH CONNECTEDNESS OUR DIFFERENCES
)N  MY  #OMPARATIVE  2HETORIC  SEMINAR  AT  MY  OWN  SCHOOL  )  SHARE 
WITH MY  STUDENTS #HINESE DISCURSIVE  EXAMPLES WITH  THE  SAME PURPOSE 
OF  DEVELOPING  BORDERLAND  REFLECTIONS  THAT  ENGAGE  BOTH  #HINESE  AND 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL PRACTICES ) DISCUSS AMONG OTHER ISSUES 
ONE CHARACTERISTIC THAT HAS OFTEN BEEN CITED TO DESCRIBE #HINESE RHETORI
CAL PRACTICES .AMELY #HINESE WRITERS TEND TO CONFORM TO AND CONVEY A 
STRONG MORAL MESSAGE AND THEY TEND TO USE WRITING TO CREATE A SENSE OF 
UNITY BETWEEN SELF AND OTHERS AND BETWEEN ONE AND MANY 3UCH PRACTIC
ES ARE SAID hTO PRESERVE THE GENERAL HARMONY AND TO PROMOTE SOCIAL COHE
SIONv -ATALENE h#ONTRASTIVE 2HETORICv 	 /NE FINDS SIMILAR LANGUAGE 
IN  THE CURRENT h'ENERAL 'UIDELINE  FOR (IGH 3CHOOL #HINESE ,ANGUAGE 
%DUCATIONv 4HE GOAL OF #HINESE EDUCATION ACCORDING TO THE 'UIDELINE 
IS TO CULTIVATE IN STUDENTS hHEALTHY AND NOBLE TEMPERAMENTv AND hSOCIALIST 
IDEOLOGY MORAL VALUES AND PATRIOTISMv QTD  IN ,I 	 -ODEL ESSAYS  IN 
HIGH SCHOOL WRITING TEXTBOOKS ARE DIRECTLY INFLUENCED BY THIS LANGUAGE
&OR EXAMPLE THE ESSAY h/N $ILIGENCEv THE FIRST IN THE TEXTBOOK FOR 
THE ND GRADE OF SENIOR HIGH GRADE  HERE	 IN .ANJING OPENS WITH THE 
FOLLOWING TWO PARAGRAPHS
4HERE IS AN OLD #HINESE SAYING h7ITH DILIGENCE NOTHING UNDER THE SUN 
IS TOO HARD TO CRACKv (AN 9U A GREAT MANOFLETTERS IN THE 4ANG $YNASTY 
ONCE SAID h%XCELLENCE IS BORN OUT OF DILIGENCEv WHICH MEANS EXTENSIVE 
KNOWLEDGE AND PROFOUND SCHOLARSHIP COME FROM ASSIDUOUS WORK
$ILIGENCE IS A VIRTUE FOR THOSE WHO ARE EAGER TO LEARN AND EAGER TO MAKE 
PROGRESS "Y DILIGENCE WE MEAN  THAT PEOPLE  SHOULD CHERISH  TIME  STUDY 
DILIGENTLY THINK DILIGENTLY EXPLORE DILIGENTLY PRACTICE DILIGENTLY AND SUM 
UP THE EXPERIENCE DILIGENTLY /N EVERY PAGE OF THE CHRONICLES OF ALL MEN 
WITH GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENT IN THE PAST OR PRESENT IN #HINA OR THE WORLD 
IS THE GIANT CHARACTER GLISTENING WITH SWEAT DILIGENCE QTD IN ,I 	
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4HE SAME ESSAY THEN PROCEEDS TO CITE SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF THESE hGIANT 
CHARACTERSv AND THEIR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
(IGH  SCHOOL  STUDENTS  PRACTICE  THEIR  WRITINGS  ON  THESE MODEL  ESSAYS 
WITH THE SOLE PURPOSE OF SCORING GOOD MARKS ON THE ESSAY PORTION OF THE 
UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 4HEY LEARN HOW TO WRITE A GOOD ESSAY 
OR  GOOD  hYILUWENv  ၷઉ໚  hOPINION  WRITINGv	  ON  AN  ASSIGNED  AND 
MORALLYUPLIFTING	 TOPIC DURING THE EXAMINATION ,I  n	 4HESE 
WRITINGS BE THEY PRACTICE RUNS OR THE REAL DEAL hMUST DISPLAY KNOWLEDGE 
RATHER THAN QUESTION RECEIVED WISDOM AND PRODUCE TEXTS THAT ARE INHER
ENTLY RULE ABIDING AND CONFORMATIVEv ,I 	
4HIS  KIND  OF  CHARACTERISTIC  SO  GOES  THE  DIAGNOSIS  AT  OUR  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS  IS  CREATED  BY  AND  FURTHER  CONTRIBUTES  TO  A  LACK  OF  INDI
VIDUALISM )T PRIVILEGES COLLECTIVE EXPRESSION OVER INDIVIDUAL VOICE AND IT 
ADHERES TO THE #ONFUCIAN TRADITION WHOSE OBJECTIVE IT IS TO ADVANCE THE 
DOMINANT IDEOLOGY OF THE TIME 4HE DISCOURSE OF ඝ HOWEVER MAY PRO
VIDE A DIFFERENT DIAGNOSIS AND IN FACT IT MAY GESTURE TOWARD A DIFFERENT 
UNDERSTANDING OF #HINESE RHETORICAL PRACTICES
4O BEGIN WITH WITH THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ IN PLACE WE CAN NOW VIEW THIS 
KIND OF CHARACTERISTIC AS MOTIVATED BY A TIMEHONORED DISPOSITION TO CON
NECT TO AND NEGOTIATE WITH A TRADITION THAT FEATURES AND CELEBRATES SUCH 
hMORALISTICv WRITINGS &URTHER  THIS KIND OF PRACTICE CAN ALSO BE SEEN AS 
NO MORE THAN TRYING TO DEFINE ONESELF BY WAY OF NURTURING A RELATIONSHIP 
OF INTERDEPENDENCE )F SOCIAL HARMONY OR COHESION DEPENDS ON WHETHER 
OR NOT INDIVIDUALS CAN COEXIST WITH EACH OTHER AND ON WHETHER OR NOT 
THEY CAN ENACT HUMANE RELATIONSHIPS WITH EACH OTHER THE DISCOURSE OF 
ඝ  BECOMES  ITS BIGGEST PROMOTER  AND ENFORCERBECAUSE  IT  FOCUSES ON 
HOW  INDIVIDUALS  CONDUCT  THEMSELVES  THROUGH  SITUATED  PERFORMANCES 
MEDIATED BY SOCIAL NORMS AND BY LOCALIZED REALIGNMENTS
/NE MAY ASK AS HAVE MY STUDENTS h3O IS IT STILL POSSIBLE THAT THE DIS
COURSE OF ඝ MAY HINDER IF NOT STIFLE CREATIVITY IF IT ONLY AIMS TO CHANNEL 
INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSIONS  TO  FIT  IN WITH OR  TO PROMOTE  SOME  LARGER  SOCIAL 
CULTURAL THEMESIN THE SAME WAY THAT THESE IDEOLOGYHEAVY ESSAYS MAY 
HINDER  #HINESE  STUDENTS  CREATIVITYv  !S  )  HAVE  STATED  ABOVE  THE  DIS
COURSE OF ඝ INDEED DOES NOT PROMOTE INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSION AS UNIQUELY 
DISTINCTIVE OR AS POSSESSING THE ULTIMATE VALUE /N THE OTHER HAND WITHIN 
ITS  OWN  CONTEXT  IT  DOES NOT  DENY  THE  EXISTENCE OF  THE  INDIVIDUAL  NOR 
DOES IT NECESSARILY HINDER INDIVIDUAL CREATIVITY
7E  KNOW  BY  NOW  THAT  INDIVIDUAL  EXPRESSION  CAN  BE  CULTIVATED  BY 
APPEALING  TO  THE  INDIVIDUALS  OWN  INTERNAL  REPERTOIRE  OF  THOUGHTS  FEEL
INGS  AND  ACTIONSHENCE  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM 7E  KNOW  TOO 
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THAT INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSION CAN ALSO BE DEVELOPED THROUGH A RELATIONSHIP 
THAT  PUTS  INDIVIDUALS  IN  CONNECTION  WITH  EACH  OTHER  AND  THAT  CALLS  ON 
INDIVIDUALS  TO  SITUATE  THEIR  DISCURSIVE  PERFORMANCES  WITHIN  THE  CONTEXT 
OF  hTHE  TOTAL  SPECTRUM  OF  SOCIAL  NORMS  CUSTOMS  AND  MORES  COVERING 
INCREASINGLY COMPLICATED RELATIONSHIPS AND INSTITUTIONSv (ALL AND !MES 
4HINKING 4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS 	HENCE THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ #ONSEQUENTLY 
INDIVIDUAL  EXPRESSION  CAN  BE  CULTIVATED  AND  EXPERIENCED  THROUGH  A 
HUMANE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELF AND OTHERS BETWEEN ONE AND MANYIN 
WHICH  THERE  IS NO ASSUMED ASSIMILATION OF ONE BY  THE OTHER BUT PLENTY 
OF RECOGNITION THAT ONES VALUE STANDS ONLY  IN RELATION TO THAT OF OTHERS 
3IMILARLY MORAL MESSAGES OR SOCIALLY SANCTIONED CODES OF CONDUCT ARE NO 
MORE  THAN  WHAT  &INGARETTE  CALLS  hHISTORICALLY  PERSISTENT  FORMS  OF  ACTUAL 
CONDUCTv h4HE -USIC OF (UMANITYv 	 THAT ARE BEING EXPERIENCED AND 
REALIZED THROUGH SITUATED PERFORMANCES THROUGH hMAKING GOOD ON WHAT 
ONE SAYSv
)T IS ALSO TEMPTING AS SOME SCHOLARS HAVE DONE TO ATTRIBUTE THIS TEN
DENCY  IN #HINESE WRITING  TO  CONVEY  A MORAL MESSAGE  TO  A PREFERENCE 
IF NOT REVERENCE  FOR ESTABLISHED DISCOURSE PATTERNS OR GENRES !S EARLY 
AS  THE  S  2OBERT  +APLAN  TOLD  US  THAT  ESSAYS  WRITTEN  IN  %NGLISH  BY 
HIS #HINESE STUDENTS SHOWED SUCH A PREFERENCE WITH SOME DISCERNABLE 
TRACES  OF  THE  #HINESE  hEIGHTLEGGED  ESSAYv  hBAGUWENv ϝܩ໚	THE 
LATTER TO WHICH ) WILL RETURN SHORTLY IS KNOWN FOR ITS RIGID STRUCTURE AND 
FLORID  STYLE  !NATOMY n	  0ROFESSOR -ATALENE  HAS  ALSO  TOLD  US  THAT 
HER #HINESE COLLEGE STUDENTS ALMOST INVARIABLY FOLLOW A FIXED OR STANDARD 
PATTERN IN THEIR PERSUASIVE ESSAYS 4HIS STANDARD PATTERN USUALLY CONSISTS 
OF hAN OPENING DESCRIPTION OF A SPECIFIC INCIDENT A LOOK BACK AT THE USU
ALLY UNFORTUNATE HISTORY OF THE ISSUE OR PRACTICE AN EXPLANATION OF THE 
CURRENT MUCH IMPROVED STATE OF AFFAIRS AND A CONCLUDING MORAL EXHOR
TATIONv h#ONTRASTIVE 2HETORICv 	 (ER ANALYSIS AT LEAST LEAVES ME AS 
WELL AS MANY OF MY STUDENTS WITH THE IMPRESSION THAT THERE IS NOT MUCH 
ROOM LEFT FOR HER STUDENTS TO DEVELOP AND CONVEY THEIR OWN VOICES
7ITHOUT A DOUBT THE DANGER ALWAYS REMAINS FOR ANYONE TO FOLLOW THIS 
STANDARD  STRUCTURE  TOO BLINDLY  AT  THE  RISK  OF  SILENCING HIS  OR HER  OWN 
VOICE -EANWHILE IT IS A MISTAKE TO EQUATE THIS DANGER WITH THE CLAIM THAT 
THIS STANDARD STRUCTURE INHERENTLY HAMPERS OR STIFLES INDIVIDUAL CREATIVITY 
!FTER ALL ANY STRUCTURE OR GENRE HAS TO BE ENACTED BY ITS USERS WITHIN A 
PARTICULAR COMMUNICATIVE CONTEXT !ND IT IS NO LESS OF A MISTAKE IN MY 
VIEW TO EQUATE THIS DANGER WITH ANOTHER CLAIM THAT SUCH A STRUCTURE IS 
A TOOL OF IDEOLOGICAL CONTROL TO BE DEPLOYED BY PEOPLE IN STRUCTURES OF 
POWER 2EGARDLESS THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ SHEDS NEW LIGHT ON HOW TO ADDRESS 
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THIS  DANGER  ON  HOW  TO  NEGOTIATE  THIS  TENSION  BETWEEN  CONSTRAINING	 
CONVENTIONS AND THE CREATIVE SPACE SUCH CONVENTIONS ACCORD
! PRODUCTIVE ANALOGY CAN BE DRAWN BETWEEN THIS PREFERENCE FOR THE 
STANDARD STRUCTURE AND THE CARRYING OUT OF THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ !S ) HAVE 
NOTED ABOVE  THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ  TO  THE EXTENT  THAT  IT  IS  IMBUED WITH 
TRADITION WITH ᔩ hLIv	CONSTITUTED CONDUCT HAS A NORMALIZING AND THUS 
POTENTIALLY CONSTRAINING EFFECT ON ITS PRACTITIONERS 4HE SAME CAN BE SAID 
OF THE STANDARD STRUCTURE REPORTED BY -ATALENE OR THE GENRE OF hOPINION 
WRITINGv REPORTED BY ,I EITHER FORM CAN PRODUCE A CONSTRAINING EFFECT 
!T THE SAME TIME THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ ALSO IMBEDS A SOCIAL AND CREATIVE 
DIMENSION BECAUSE IT NURTURES A RELATIONSHIP OF INTERDEPENDENCE AND 
BECAUSE  IT  IS  PREDICATED  UPON  SIGNIFICATIONS  ORIGINATING  FROM  OR  PRO
DUCED BY  INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SELF AND OTHERS AT  THE POINT OF CONTACT 
)N THIS REGARD PRACTICING THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ CAN ENTAIL A CREATIVE UNDER
STANDING  OF  THIS  INTERPERSONAL  SOCIAL  CONTEXT  3IMILARLY  THE  FOURPART 
STANDARD  STRUCTURE  OR  THE  GENRE OF  hOPINION WRITINGv  IS  NO  LESS  SOCIAL 
.OT ONLY BECAUSE ANY FORM WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL CREATIVITY OR SITUATEDNESS IS 
DEVOID OF MEANING BUT ALSO BECAUSE ANY hPREFERREDv STRUCTURE OR GENRE 
GROWS OUT OF THE LIVED EXPERIENCES OF OTHER WRITERS AND IT IS A LINK IN THE 
CHAIN OF OTHER STRUCTURES OR GENRES WITH ITS CHARACTER BEING DETERMINED 
BY THEIR MUTUAL REFLECTIONS "AHKTIN h0ROBLEMv 	 &INALLY JUST AS THE 
DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  PROVIDES  ITS  PRACTITIONERS  WITH  A  LIFELONG  HEURISTIC  FOR 
THEIR DAILY CULTIVATION OF HUMANE RELATIONSHIPS  SO  THE KNOWLEDGE OF A 
hPREFERREDv STRUCTURE OR GENRE ALLOWS INDIVIDUALS TO RESPOND TO AND CON
STRUCT RECURRING SITUATIONS $EVITT  	
4HIS  STANDARD  STRUCTURE REPORTED BY -ATALENE  IS  IN  FACT WELL KNOWN 
AND  IT  HAS  BEEN  ENCODED  INTO  FOUR #HINESE  CHARACTERS  hQIv  hCHENGv 
hZHUANv AND hHEv ৹؀ᕢϐ	 ALMOST FORMING A SET PHRASE (SIUNG  
4SAO 	 %ACH CHARACTER IN THIS PHRASE STANDS FOR A GIVEN SUBSTRUCTURE 
OR  FUNCTION  AND  EACH  SUBSTRUCTURE  IS  RELATED  TO  THE  OTHERS  WITHIN  THE 
OVERALL STRUCTURE 3O hQIv MEANS hOPENv OR hBEGINv SIGNIFYING AN OPEN
ING  OF  AN  ARGUMENT  OR  DISCOURSE  hCHENGv  CAN  LITERALLY  BE  TRANSLATED 
AS  hSUPPORT  WITH  ONES  PALMv  OR  hBEARv  AND  IT MARKS  AND  EMPHASIZES 
A  TRANSITION  FROM  INTRODUCTION  hQIv	  TO  EXPLANATION  hZHUANv  CONVEYS 
THE MEANING OF hTURNv AND SUBSEQUENTLY OF hTURN TO ANOTHER VIEWPOINT 
OR  PERSPECTIVEv  AND  hHEv MEANS  hCLOSEv  OR  hASSEMBLEv  LEADING  TO  THE 
MEANING OF hTO CONCLUDEv OR hTO PULL EVERYTHING TOGETHERv #IHAI	 4HIS 
FOURCHARACTER  ORGANIZATIONAL  STRUCTURE  FINDS  ITS  EARLIEST  EXPRESSION  IN 
hJUEJUv मच	 ! PARTICULAR TYPE OF CLASSICAL #HINESE POETRY hJUEJUv CON
SISTS OF FOUR FIVECHARACTER OR SEVENCHARACTER LINES AND EACH LINE TENDS 
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TO CORRESPOND TO EACH OF THE FOUR SUBSTRUCTURES ENCODED IN THESE FOUR 
CHARACTERS 4SAO 	
3EEN THROUGH THE LENS OF hQI CHENG ZHUAN AND HEv ৹؀ᕢϐ	 THIS 
STANDARD STRUCTURE CAN THEN BE CHARACTERIZED AS EMBODYING A MUTUALLY 
RESPONSIVE AND MUTUALLY ENTAILING RELATIONSHIP h:HUANv ᕢ	 THE THIRD 
CHARACTER CAN FURTHER PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL WRITERS WITH AN IMPORTANT CRE
ATIVE POTENTIAL )N MOST CASES  THE hZHUANv SUBSTRUCTURE HAS TO DO WITH 
CHANGE OR  TRANSFORMATION  RANGING  FROM A CHANGE OF MOOD  TO  THAT OF 
PLACE TIME VIEWPOINT TONE OR TOPIC 4SAO 	 4O BRING ABOUT SUCH 
A CHANGE ONE IS LIKELY TO MAKE CERTAIN CHOICES RELATIVE TO SPECIFIC SITUA
TIONS BY FOR EXAMPLE RELATING THE PAST HISTORY	 TO THE PRESENT CURRENT 
STATE OF AFFAIRS	 OLD INFORMATION TO THE NEW AND THE PERSONAL OPINIONS	 
TO THE SOCIAL MORAL JUDGMENT	 /NE NOT ONLY RESPONDS TO THE IMMEDI
ATE SITUATION BUT ALSO ENTERS INTO A DIALOGUE WITH OTHER WRITINGS THAT USE 
THE SAME FOURCHARACTER STRUCTURE AND THAT DEAL WITH SIMILAR THEMES OR 
ISSUES )N THE PROCESS THE WRITER PERSONALIZES AND GIVES NEW MEANING TO 
THE STRUCTURE PROVING THAT HE OR SHE HAS THE SKILLS FOR VARIATION MANIPU
LATION  AND  TRANSFORMATIONWITHOUT  NECESSARILY  HAVING  TO  VIOLATE  ANY
THING ALSO SEE $EVITT 	
! WORD OF CAUTION HAS TO BE ENTERED HERE 4HE DISCOURSE OF ඝ DOES 
NOT IN AND OF ITSELF PROVIDE ANY GUARANTEE FOR A LIFELONG RELATIONSHIP OF 
COMPLEMENTARY RECIPROCITY BECAUSE IT HAS TO BE REALIZED BY INDIVIDUALS 
WHO ARE WILLING TO ENTER  THIS RELATIONSHIP ,IKEWISE  THE hZHUANv STRUC
TURE  IS NOT  A  SURE  TICKET  TO  INDIVIDUAL  VARIATION  OR  INNOVATION !NYONE 
COULD VERY WELL MISUSE THIS hZHUANv SUBSTRUCTURE OR THE ENTIRE FOURCHAR
ACTER STRUCTURE EITHER BECAUSE OF  INEXPERIENCE OR ZEALOUSNESS 3HOULD 
ONE DECIDE TO IMITATE TO A FAULT THOSE hZHUANv SUBSTRUCTURES EMBODIED 
IN ANCIENT #HINESE TEXTS ONE IS LIKELY TO SECURE A FORMAL STYLISH hCHANGEv 
hZHUANv ᕢ	 WITHOUT SUBSTANCE 4HESE KINDS OF IMITATIONS COULD THEN 
BE EASILY TURNED INTO SOME RIGID CONTENTLESS WRITINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv
!N hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv ACCORDING TO THE #IHAI CONSISTS OF EIGHT PARTS 
	 hPO TIv hBREAKING OPEN THE TOPICv WITH ONLY TWO SENTENCES ௬฼	 	 
hCHENG TIv hCONTINUING THE TOPICv Ӽ฼	 	 hQI JIANGv hINITIATING THE 
EXPLANATIONv ఖࢊ	 	 hRU SHOUv hTRANSITIONING FROM PRELIMINARY TO 
FORMAL EXPLANATIONv ್൴	 	 hQI GUv hINITIAL LEGv ఖܩ	 	 hZHONG 
GUv hCENTER LEGv ᇖܩ	 	 hHOU GUv hREAR LEGv ޱܩ	 AND 	 hSHU 
GUv  hMOPUP  LEGv ඖܩ	 4HE  FIRST  FOUR  PARTS  REPRESENT  AN  ELABORATE 
BEGINNING %ACH OF THE FOUR LEGS IN THE NEXT FOUR PARTS INCLUDES TWO PAR
ALLEL  STATEMENTS OR PARAGRAPHS BOTH  IN  RHYME AND  IN MEANINGSINCE 
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hGUv ܩ	 IN #HINESE MEANS hPARALLELv 4HERE IS A TOTAL OF EIGHT LEGS OR 
PARALLELS IN THE ESSAYHENCE THE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv
4HE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv HAS OFTEN BEEN  SINGLED OUT AS  THE QUINTES
SENTIAL EXAMPLE OF A STRUCTURE OR A FORM RUN AMOK BECAUSE OF ITS ASSO
CIATION WITH  THOSE  RIGID  STEREOTYPED ESSAYS  IN #HINESE  LITERARY HISTORY 
)N OUR RUSH TO CRITIQUE TO CONDEMN THIS FORM SEVERAL POINTS OFTEN GET 
OVERLOOKED &IRST AS 4U HAS DEMONSTRATED THERE WERE IN #HINESE LITER
ARY HISTORY PLENTY OF hEIGHTLEGGEDv ESSAYS  THAT WERE NOT RIGID AND DID 
NOT  LACK  IMAGINATION OR ORIGINALITY  n	  3ECOND NOT MUCH  REC
OGNITION HAS BEEN GIVEN TO THE FACT THAT THE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv UNDER
WENT  SEVERAL  CHANGES  ITSELF  SINCE  IT  BECAME  THE  STANDARD  EXAMINATION 
FORM IN THE -ING $YNASTY n	 AFTER THE )MPERIAL #IVIL 3ERVANT 
%XAMINATION WAS PERMANENTLY  ESTABLISHED  IN    4U 	 4HE  FACT 
THAT IT DID CHANGE SUGGESTS THAT THE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv ALMOST LIKE ANY 
OTHER GENRE WAS ADAPTIVE AND REFLECTIVE OF THE CHANGING TIMES 4HIRD 
WHILE  THE  hEIGHTLEGGED  ESSAYv  IF  FOLLOWED  SLAVISHLY  COULD  DEGENERATE 
INTO A  RIGID OR EVEN AN OPPRESSIVE GENRE WE  SHOULD RESIST  THE  TEMPTA
TION  TO EXAGGERATE  THE NORMALIZING AND CONSTRAINING EFFECT OF  A GIVEN 
STRUCTURE ON ITS USERS AND TO ASSUME THAT INDIVIDUAL WRITERS CAN BE FREE 
AND  CREATIVE  ONLY  BY  BREAKING  OUT  OFINSTEAD  OF  WORKING  CREATIVELY 
WITHINSUCH A GENERIC STRUCTURE $EVITT 	
) BEGAN THIS CHAPTER IN AN EFFORT TO UNCOVER AN UNDERLYING IDEOLOGY 
AND TO DEVELOP A DISCOURSE THAT CHALLENGES AND MOVES AWAY FROM POLAR
IZING DISPOSITIONS ) INTENDED TO USE THIS NEW	 DISCOURSE TO RECUPERATE 
A  #HINESE	  DISCURSIVE  TENDENCY  THAT  ESPOUSES MORAL MESSAGES  WITH  A 
CORRESPONDING PREFERENCE  FOR  A  STANDARD  STRUCTURE .OW  THAT  )  HAVE 
COMPLETED THESE TASKS ) REALIZE THAT THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ ALSO RESONATES 
IN A VARIETY OF WAYS WITH hETHOSv IN %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADI
TIONA TOPIC THAT ) NOW TURN TO FOR THE REMAINDER OF THIS CHAPTER
-ODERN  RESEARCH  ABOUNDS  ON  ETHOS  A  CONCEPT  THAT  IS  MOST  OFTEN 
ATTRIBUTED  TO !RISTOTLE AND COMMONLY DEFINED AS  A MEANS  hPISTISv	 OF 
PERSUASION EMPLOYED BY A SPEAKER ABOUT HOW TO CREATE THE MOST CRED
IBLE  IMPRESSION  OR  CHARACTER  OF  HIM  OR  HERSELF  !  RECENT  EXAMPLE  IS 
"AUMLIN AND "AUMLINS %THOS .EW %SSAYS IN 2HETORICAL AND #RITICAL 4HEORY 
ALSO SEE THEIR SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY n	 0ART OF  THIS  FASCINATION 
WITH  ETHOS  IN MY  VIEW  COMES  FROM  THE  ETYMOLOGICAL  INTERPLAY  ENCAP
SULATED  IN  THE 'REEK  WORD  hETHOSv  ABOUT  CONCEPTIONS  OF  SELF  )T  IS  AN 
INTERPLAY BETWEEN 'REEK hEgQO6v ETHOS	 AS hHABITv hCUSTOMv hINSTITUTEv 
AND  'REEK  hH}QO6v  EETHOS	  AS  hCHARACTERv  OR  hDISPOSITIONv  AS  WELL  AS 
hAN ACCUSTOMED PLACEv ! -ILLER n	 )F THE EMPHASIS IS ON hHABITv 
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OR  hCUSTOMv  ETHOS  EgQO6	  SEEMS  TO  BE  DESCRIBING  A  SOCIAL  PUBLIC  SELF 
CONSTRUCTED  ON  THE  BASIS  OF  PARTICIPATION  IN  REALIZING  CULTURAL  NORMS 
AND SHARED VALUES )F THE FOCUS IS ON hCHARACTERv OR hDISPOSITIONv ETHOS 
OR EETHOS H}QO6	 APPEALS TO A SINGULAR PRIVATE SELF WHOSE ATTRIBUTES ARE 
GROUNDED IN THE RHETORS ACTUAL CHARACTER )NCIDENTALLY THIS INTERPLAY IS 
REMINISCENT OF A SIMILAR SEMANTIC INTERMINGLING EMBEDDED IN THE WORD 
hPERSONAv BETWEEN A MASK AS AN EXTERNAL THEATRICAL PROP AND AN INDI
VIDUAL WHO IS PERFORMING BEHIND THAT VERY MASK ,IDDELL AND 3COTT	 )N 
THE WORDS OF -AUSS IT IS AN INTERPLAY BETWEEN hTHE SENSE OF WHAT IS THE 
INNERMOST NATURE OF THIS @PERSON PERSONNE	 AND THE SENSE OF WHAT IS THE 
@ROLEPLAYER PERSONNAGE	v 	
)N A SERIES OF ESSAYS SPANNING ALMOST THREE DECADES (ALLORAN  
    	  CHARACTERIZES  ETHOS  IN 7ESTERN  CLASSICAL  RHETORIC  AS 
THE LIVING EMBODIMENT OF THE CULTURAL HERITAGE h%ND OF 2HETORICv 	 
AS THE VOICE OF CULTURAL CONTINUITY h4RADITION AND 4HEORYv 	 OR AS 
hMANIFEST;ING= THE VIRTUES MOST VALUED BY THE CULTURE TO AND FOR WHICH 
ONE  SPEAKSv h!RISTOTLES #ONCEPTv 	 5NDER  THESE DEFINITIONS ETHOS 
COMES TO REPRESENT COMMUNAL WISDOM RATHER THAN SINGULAR ATTRIBUTES IT 
EPITOMIZES AN IDEAL ORATOR WHO INTERNALIZES ALL THAT IS BEST IN THE TRADITION 
IN THE SHARED WORLD OF SPEAKER AND AUDIENCE h%ND OF 2HETORICv 	 
4HIS  CONSTRUCTION  OF  ETHOS  IS  BASED  ON  PREVIOUSLY  ESTABLISHED  SHARED 
KNOWLEDGE AS A  FOUNDATION  FOR  RHETORICAL  TRANSACTIONS AS A METHOD OF 
DECIDING QUESTIONS OF JUDGMENT OR POLICY h&URTHER 4HOUGHTSv 	
"Y  ASSOCIATING  ETHOS  WITH  THE  PUBLIC  RATHER  THAN  THE  PRIVATE  THE 
CONVENTIONAL  RATHER  THAN  THE  SINGULAR  (ALLORAN  HAS  IDENTIFIED  AND 
THUS SIDED WITH THE COMMUNAL CHARACTERISTIC EVIDENCED IN ETHOS OR IN 
EgQO6	 3UCH A CHARACTERISTIC IS PERHAPS A WELCOME CORRECTIVE TO A POPULAR 
OVER	DEPENDENCE UPON !RISTOTLES CHARACTERIZATION IN THE EARLY PART OF 
THE 2HETORIC OF ETHOS AS A PERSUASIVE MEANS OF APPEAL GROWING OUT OF THE 
CHARACTER OF THE RHETOR AS ARTISTICALLY CREATED IN A SPEECH n BK  
CH  PAR n	THOUGH !RISTOTLE CHARACTERIZES ETHOS MOST OF THE TIME 
IN THE 2HETORIC AS hMORAL CHARACTERv THAT IS DELIBERATELY CREATED THROUGH 
SPEECH AND DEVELOPED INTO A HABIT OF MIND )T FURTHER CALLS OUR ATTENTION 
TO A NECESSARY LINK BETWEEN THE CULTIVATION OF	 CHARACTER AND THE IMPOR
TANCE  OF	  HABIT  )T  IS  CLEAR  THAT (ALLORAN WANTS  TO  REMIND  US  THROUGH 
THESE  DISCUSSIONS  OF  THE  NECESSARY  INFLUENCE  OF  A  HABITUAL  GATHERING 
PLACE ON THE SHAPING OF A GIVEN CHARACTER h!RISTOTLES #ONCEPTv 	
4HE  INFLUENCE  OF  EgQO6  UPON  H}QO6  OR  THE  SIGNIFICANCE  OF  LOCATION 
IN RELATION  TO  THE SHAPING OF CHARACTER  IS NOT  LOST ON  FEMINIST  RHETORI
CIANS 2EYNOLDS *ARRATT AND 2EYNOLDS	 WHO HAVE ALSO DRAWN UPON THIS 
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ETYMOLOGICAL  INTERPLAY  TO DEMONSTRATE HOW CHARACTER  IS BEING  FORMED 
BOTH  IN  SOPHISTIC  RHETORIC  AND  IN  POSTMODERN  FEMINISMS  THROUGH 
SPEAKING TO THE INTERESTS OF THE COMMUNITY FROM A PARTICULAR PLACE IN A 
PARTICULAR SOCIAL STRUCTURE &OR *ARRATT AND 2EYNOLDS ETHOSBUILDING IN 
SOPHISTIC RHETORIC PRESUMES NOT SO MUCH SHARED CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE AS 
COMMON  INTEREST  IN  hKAIROSv  IN  DISCOVERING  PROVISIONAL  AND  PROBABLE 
TRUTHS )T FOCUSES ON HEURISTIC PROCESSES WHERE INDIVIDUAL RHETORS ADJUST 
TO DIFFERENT STANDARDS OF THE COMMUNITY AND WHERE THEY LEARN TO hIDEN
TIFY CONTRADICTORY PROPOSITIONS PERTAINING TO THE CASE AT HAND AND WORK 
OUT ARGUMENTS FOR EACHv 	 4HROUGH DEMONSTRATING HOW PARTICULAR 
SPACES  CONTRIBUTE  TO  THE  FORMATION  OF  SELF  OR  CHARACTER  *ARRATT  AND 
2EYNOLDS SUCCEED IN FOREGROUNDING THE hKAIROSv IN THE SHAPING OF CHAR
ACTER AND IN OPENING UP NEW SPACES FOR THEORIZING GENDERED SUBJECTS
/RIGINATING  IN  #ONFUCIAN  IDEOLOGY  AND  MADE  VIABLE  AT  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ PROVIDES A NEW PERSPECTIVE FOR THIS ON
GOING DIALOGUE OVER ETHOS "Y FOCUSING ON THE PUBLIC AND THE HABITUAL 
(ALLORAN SEES ETHOSBUILDING AS BASED ON SHARED KNOWLEDGE OR  SHARED 
CULTURAL  HERITAGE  TO  BE  EXCHANGED  IN  A  HABITUAL  GATHERING  PLACE  )N 
FACT  THIS  HABITUAL  GATHERING  PLACE  HAS  BECOME  FOR  (ALLORAN  BOTH  A 
UNIFIED  AND  UNIFYING  WORLD  TO  BE  ARTICULATED  AND  REINFORCED  OR  hA 
COMMON GROUND THAT  IS BOTH  ITS  STARTING POINT AND  ITS GOALv h&URTHER 
4HOUGHTSv 	 4HIS KIND OF CHARACTERIZATION TO BEGIN WITH IS AT LEAST 
A  SIMPLIFICATION  OR  AN  IDEALIZATIONTO  WHICH  (ALLORAN  HAS  ADMITTED 
h&URTHER  4HOUGHTSv  	  &URTHER  )  SENSE  A  SUBTLE  IRONY  EMANATING 
FROM (ALLORANS PROJECTAN IRONY THAT HAS BECOME MORE PALPABLE WITH 
THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ NOW AT ITS SIDE (ERE IS HOW
7ITH  AN  EMPHASIS  NOW  BEING  PLACED  ON  THE  PREEXISTING  VALUES  OR 
NORMS IN THE SHAPING OF CHARACTER SELF HAS BECOME QUITE INVISIBLE IF NOT 
COMPLETELY  LOST  )T  IS ALMOST OVERWHELMED BY  THIS NEED TO CONFORM  TO 
BE PART OF THESE VALUES OR NORMS %MBEDDED IN (ALLORANS ARGUMENT IS 
THIS IMPLICIT THOUGH PERHAPS UNINTENDED ANXIETY TO EXORCISE THE GHOST 
OF THE IDEOLOGY OF INDIVIDUALISM A MOVE THAT ) APPLAUD 5NFORTUNATELY 
THOUGH THIS ANXIETY HAS PERHAPS BEGOTTEN ANOTHER &OR FEAR OF NOT BEING 
hRIGHTv (ALLORAN MAY HAVE hHYPERCORRECTEDv HIMSELFIN THE SENSE THAT 
THE NECESSARY  RECOGNITION OF OR  APPEAL  TO  SHARED CULTURAL  VALUES  AND 
NORMS HAS TURNED INTO A FULLSCALE CELEBRATION IF NOT REIFICATION AT THE 
EXPENSE  OF  SELF  OR  THE  ROLE  SELF MAY  PLAY  IN  THE  SHAPING  OF  CHARACTER 
"Y COMPARISON  THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ DOES NOT MAKE SELF DISAPPEAR NOR 
DOES IT MAKE SELF STAND OVER AND ABOVE THE SURROUNDING SOCIAL CULTURAL 
FORCES 2ATHER  IT ALLOWS BOTH SELF AND OTHERS TO CULTIVATE A RELATIONSHIP 
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OF  INTERDEPENDENCE  JOINTLY  )N  THIS  COLLABORATIVE  PROCESS  THE  EMPHA
SIS  IS  NOT  SO  MUCH  ON  ALIGNING  ONESELF  HABITUALLY  OR  OTHERWISE  WITH 
PREEXISTING VALUES OR NORMS AS ON  TAKING CUES  FROM THEM TO DEVELOP 
THIS RELATIONSHIP AT EVERY POINT OF CONTACT  IN ORDER TO NURTURE A SENSE 
OF  COMPLEMENTARY  RECIPROCITY  APPROPRIATE  TO  ONGOING  SITUATIONS  AND 
UNFOLDING SPEECH EVENTS
!NY PRIORITY GIVEN TO ETHOS EgQO6	 AS hHABITv MAY ALSO HAVE BETRAYED A 
DESIRE TO LOCATE ETHOS IN A SAFE FAMILIAR SPACE WHERE TENSIONS OR DIFFER
ENCES ARE MINIMIZED AND WHERE  SHARED  CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE AND NORMS 
ARE  EXCHANGED  SAFELY  AND  WITHOUT MUCH  CONFLICT  3UCH  SPACE MAKES 
IT POSSIBLE FOR (ALLORAN TO POSTULATE THIS HIS	 STABLE UNIFIED AND THUS 
IDEALIZED WORLD IN 7ESTERN CLASSICAL RHETORICAND ONES HABITUAL VIRTU
OUS PERFORMANCE IN THE SHAPING OF CHARACTER CERTAINLY REINFORCES SUCH A 
WORLD *ARRATT AND 2EYNOLDS AS EXPECTED DO NOT SUBSCRIBE TO THIS STABLE 
HABITUAL SPACE (ALLORAN HAS ENVISIONED &OR THEM ETHOS AS THE SUBJECT 
IS ALWAYS CREATED AT A PARTICULAR POINT IN TIME FRAUGHT WITH THE CONTIN
GENCIES OF HISTORY AND IMBUED WITH A MULTITUDE OF POSITIONS *ARRATT AND 
2EYNOLDS  n	 4HEY NO LONGER EMPHASIZE THIS CULTURAL COMMONAL
ITY BECAUSE hÐTHOS IS THE ADMISSION OF A STANDPOINT WITH THE UNDERSTAND
ING THAT OTHER STANDPOINTS EXIST AND THAT THEY CHANGE OVER TIMEv 	
4HE DISCOURSE OF ඝ FINDS AN AFFINITY TO THIS SOPHISTIC FEMINIST RECON
FIGURING OF ETHOS 4HE REASON IS OBVIOUS 4HE DISCOURSE OF ඝ STRESSES A 
PROCESS  IN  WHICH  THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THIS  RELATIONSHIP  OF  INTERDEPEN
DENCE  DOES  NOT  REVOLVE  AROUND  A  STABLE  SELF  THAT  HABITUATES  A  PUBLIC 
PLACE WITH THE SOLE INTENTION OF  IMMERSEING ONESELF  IN SHARED CULTURAL 
VALUES  OR  NORMS  !ND  THIS  RELATIONSHIP  OF  INTERDEPENDENCE  IS  NOT  AN 
ABSTRACTION  MUCH  LESS  A  TRANSCENDENCE  DIVORCED  FROM  THE  DISCURSIVE 
PRACTICES THAT PRODUCE ITS PARTICULAR FORMS OR MANIFESTATIONS $IFFERENTLY 
STATED THIS RELATIONSHIP IS INHERENTLY SITUATED IN EACH AND EVERY SPEECH 
EVENT AND IT REACTS ADJUSTS AND MORPHS IN DIRECT RELATION TO THE KINDS OF 
PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED AND TO THE KINDS OF PARTICIPATIONS INSPIRED
2EFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS OF  THIS  KIND AT  RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS WILL  IN 
TURN RECONTEXTUALIZE THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ AND THEY WILL BROADEN ITS DIS
CURSIVE  SPHERE WHERE NEW MEANINGS AND NEW ALIGNMENTS EMERGE &OR 
EXAMPLE ANY EFFORT TO REALIZE THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ SHOULD NOW RECOGNIZE 
THAT THIS RELATIONSHIP OF INTERDEPENDENCE OR RECIPROCITY DOES NOT MAKE 
INTERPERSONAL  DIFFERENCES  GO  AWAY -ORE  IMPORTANTLY  THE  SAME  EFFORT 
SHOULD  TAKE  INTO  ACCOUNT  HOW  THESE  DIFFERENCES  BEYOND  THE  FAMILIAL 
MILIEU AFFECT THE PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PARTICULAR MANIFESTA
TIONS OF THIS RELATIONSHIP !LTHOUGH #ONFUCIUS RECOGNIZES INTERPERSONAL 
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DIFFERENCES HE CONCEPTUALIZES  THEM ONLY  IN  TERMS OF A  FAMILIAL HIERAR
CHYTHAT  IS  IN  TERMS OF PARENT AND CHILD HUSBAND AND WIFE AND OLD 
AND  YOUNG /NCE  FRAMED OR  CONTAINED WITHIN  SUCH  A HIERARCHY  THESE 
DIFFERENCES BECOME PREDICTABLE AND EASILY MANAGEABLE THUS PRESERVING 
THE  STATUS QUO AND PROTECTING  THE POWER  IMBALANCE !T OUR  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS DIFFERENCES CANNOT BE CONTAINED WITHIN THE FAMILY OR THE 
COMMUNITY  THEY ARE NECESSARILY SPREAD OUT AND LOCATED IN THE FLOW OF 
SPEECH EVENTS AND IN THE ENCOUNTERS OF CULTURES )NSCRIBED IN EACH AND 
EVERY  SPEECH  EVENT  THEY  ARE  IMPLICATED  IN  THE  POSITIONS  SELF  ASSUMES 
AS  HE  OR  SHE  PUTS  FORTH  THE  UTMOST  TO  CONNECT  WITH  OTHERS  4O  ALLOW 
DIFFERENCES TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE THUS CREATES SPACE TO FOREGROUND CON
TINGENCIES OVER HABITUATION AND TO FACE UP TO THE COMPLEX HISTORICALLY 
DETERMINED RELATIONS OF POWER WHOSE TENSIONS AND CONTESTATIONS FURTHER 
COMPLICATE  AND PROBLEMATIZE  THE DISCOURSE  OF ඝ /UT  OF  THIS  PROCESS 
THUS  EMERGE MULTIPLE  ACTS  OF  SIGNIFICATION  BE  THEY  INTERVENING  TRANS
FORMING OR CONFLICTING
"Y ENGAGING THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ AND ETHOS IN THIS BORDERLAND CONTEXT 
) HAVE NO INTENTION OF DISCOVERING OR ARGUING FOR POINTS OF COMMONAL
ITY &OR EXAMPLE ) DO NOT SEEK TO ENGINEER SOME SORT OF RAPPROCHEMENT 
BETWEEN hEgQO6v AS hHABITv AND hH}QO6v AS hCHARACTERv .OR DO ) WANT  TO 
CREATE A HARMONIOUS FUSION BETWEEN A FEMINIST RECONFIGURING OF ETHOS 
AND A ඝORIENTED CONSTRUCTION OF SELF )N SPITE OF SUCH DISCLAIMERS THAT ) 
OFFER HERE AND ELSEWHERE IN THIS CHAPTER ) STILL HARBOR CERTAIN FEARS AND 
) STILL NURSE A SENSE OF INSECURITY )N MY HEART OF HEARTS ) WONDER IF OTH
ERS WOULD STILL SEE THIS EFFORT OF MINE AS NO MORE THAN A BORDER RESIDENT 
ROMANTICIZING #ONFUCIAN  IDEOLOGY ASCRIBING SOME IMAGINARY POWER TO 
AN EXOTIC DISCOURSE /R WOULD OTHERS ACCUSE ME OF COMMITTING TO BOR
ROW A TERM FROM (ALL AND !MES hCROSSCULTURAL ANACHRONISMv 4HINKING 
4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS 	 4HAT  IS  TO SAY  THE DEVELOPMENT OF  THE DISCOURSE 
OF ඝ  IS MADE POSSIBLE BY AN ONGOING PRESENTDAY DEBATE ORIGINATING 
WITHIN 7ESTERN  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONA DEBATE  THAT #ONFUCIUS MAY NOT 
HAVE ENTERTAINED AT ALL IN HIS OWN TIME /R COULD MY EFFORT SIMPLY SUFFER 
THE NORMAL PERILS OF COMMUNICATING AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS SUCH AS 
MISCOMPREHENSION OR INCOMPREHENSION
!BSENT ANY IMMEDIATE RESOLUTION OF THESE MISGIVINGS ) WANT TO PLOW 
AHEAD .OT ONLY BECAUSE THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ HELPS RECUPERATE #HINESE 
RHETORICAL PRACTICES AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS BUT ALSO BECAUSE IT ENABLES 
ME  TO  ARRIVE  AT  A MORE  COMPLEX UNDERSTANDING OF  SELF  AND OTHERS  OF 
PLACE AND CHARACTER AND OF THE STABLE AND THE CONTINGENT !S ) USE THE 
DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  TO  INTERROGATE  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  TO MOVE 
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AWAY FROM THE DISCOURSE OF DEFICIENCY OR DIFFERENCE AND TO ENTER A DIA
LOGUE WITH ETHOS ) FEEL ENERGIZEDBECAUSE THE KNOWLEDGE THAT HAS BEEN 
CREATED OUT OF THESE ENCOUNTERS HAS EMPOWERED ME TO MOVE IN AND OUT 
OF  THESE  SITUATED HETEROGENEOUS  SPACES WITH CONFIDENCE AND HUMILITY 
WITH  A  DISCOURSE  THAT  CREATIVELY  ENGAGES  BOTH  #HINESE  AND  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITIONS AND THAT EXEMPLIFIES TOGETHERNESSINDIF
FERENCE THROUGH PARTICULAR INSTANCES OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTION
 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7HAT SPEAKS IS NOT THE UTTERANCE THE LANGUAGE BUT THE WHOLE 
SOCIAL PERSON    4HE RAISON DÐTRE OF A DISCOURSE IS NEVER TO BE 
FOUND ENTIRELY IN THE SPEAKERS SPECIFICALLY LINGUISTIC COMPE
TENCE IT IS TO BE FOUND IN THE SOCIALLY DEFINED SITE FROM WHICH IT 
IS UTTERED    
"OURDIEU h%CONOMICSv  	
!T SOME POINT ON OUR WAY TO A NEW CONSCIOUSNESS WE WILL HAVE 
TO LEAVE THE OPPOSITE BANK THE SPLIT BETWEEN THE TWO MORTAL 
COMBATANTS SOMEHOW HEALED SO THAT WE ARE ON BOTH SHORES AT 
ONCE AND AT ONCE SEE THROUGH SERPENT AND EAGLE EYES 
!NZALDÞA 	
4HUS  FAR  THE MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  HAS  LARGELY  BEEN 
MOTIVATED AND MOBILIZED BY MY CLASSROOM PRACTICES AND BY MY OWN EXPE
RIENCES  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  !S  )  CONTINUE  TO  ARTICULATE #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC AND AS ) CONTINUE TO REFLECT UPON WHAT IT MEANS TO 
PROMOTE AN INBETWEEN SUBJECT POSITION OF COMINGSTOBE MY THOUGHTS 
OFTEN TURN TO MY FELLOW BORDER RESIDENTS ) WONDER HOW THEY DEAL WITH 
CONSCIOUSLY  OR  SUBCONSCIOUSLY  THIS  TENSION  BETWEEN  THE  hSTRUCTURAL 
NOSTALGIAv  FOR  THE hANCESTRAL CULTUREv *AN-OHAMED 	 AND  THE REAL 
DESIRE  TO BE ACCEPTED AS PART OF  THE !MERICAN  STORYNOT  AS  hINNATELY 
AND IRREVERSIBLY DIFFERENT FROM THEIR FELLOW !MERICANSv #HANG 	 ) 
CANNOT HELP ASKING MYSELF (OW DO MY FELLOW BORDER RESIDENTS NEGOTI
ATETHROUGH  THEIR  USE  OF  LANGUAGEBETWEEN #HINESE  AND %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  (OW  DO  THEY  APPROPRIATE  BOTH  TRADI
TIONS  IN  THEIR  EFFORTS  TO  RESPOND  TO  SOCIAL  EXIGENCIES  TO  ASSEMBLE  THE 
ILLOCUTIONARY FORCE OF THE WHOLE SOCIAL PERSON AND TO BRING ABOUT POSI
TIVE CHANGES IN THE COMMUNITIES 4O PUT IT ANOTHER WAY ) WANT TO FIND 
OUT HOW #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS BEING BORN AND EXPERIENCED ON 
THE GROUND AND THROUGH THE MOUTHS AND PENS OF MY FELLOW BORDER RESI
DENTS ) WANT TO KNOW IN WHAT WAYS THEIR USE OF LANGUAGE BEGINS TO ACCORD 
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THEM A SENSE OF A NEW IDENTITY AND IN WHAT WAYS IT BEGINS TO VALIDATE AND 
EXEMPLIFY THE RHETORIC OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE -OST DIRECTLY PUT 
) AM ANXIOUS TO TAKE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC  TO THE 
STREET
/N  /CTOBER  #ITY"EAT  A #INCINNATI NEWS AND ENTERTAINMENT 
WEEKLY  PUBLISHED  AN  ARTICLETITLED  h/42  #ONSULTANT  .O  #HINESE 
!LLOWEDvTHAT BOTH ANGERED AND GALVANIZED THE LOCAL #HINESE !MERICAN 
COMMUNITY  !CCORDING  TO  THIS  ARTICLE  *OHN  %LKINGTON  THE  -EMPHIS 
REDEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT HAD TOLD A GROUP OF LOCAL POLITICAL AND BUSI
NESS  LEADERS AT  AN EARLIER /VERTHE2HINE #HAMBER OF #OMMERCE  LUN
CHEON THAT HIS YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN DEVELOPMENT HAD TAUGHT HIM hTO 
NEVER RENT TO A #HINESE RESTAURANTv $UNLAP h.O #HINESEv	 !CCORDING 
TO  THE  SAME  ARTICLE  WHILE HE  LATER  CHARACTERIZED HIS  OWN  COMMENT  AS 
hA JOKEv -R %LKINGTON ALSO STATED EXPLICITLY THAT IT WAS HIS POLICY NOT TO 
RENT TO #HINESE RESTAURANTS BECAUSE h#HINESE BUSINESSMEN ARE HAGGLERSv 
AND hTHEY USE DIFFERENT MATHv $UNLAP h.O #HINESEv	 -R %LKINGTON 
HAD BEEN BROUGHT IN BY #INCINNATI AS A CONSULTANT AS PART OF ITS EFFORTS 
TO  REVIVE  AND  BRING  DIVERSITY  TO  /VERTHE2HINE  h/42v  FOR  SHORT	
#INCINNATIS HISTORICAL DISTRICT WHICH HAD BEEN MIRED BY RACIAL TENSIONS 
AND  SHUNNED BY  INVESTORS AND BUSINESS OWNERS !ND  THE CITY WAS  THEN 
CONSIDERING AWARDING HIM A WHOPPING  CONTRACT
4HESE  RACIST  REMARKS  ARE  BLATANTLY  OFFENSIVE  AND  DEEPLY  TROUBLING 
.OT ONLY BECAUSE  THESE  REMARKS  ARE  AIMED AT OPENLY DISPARAGING  AND 
DEGRADING ONE PARTICULAR ETHNIC GROUP BUT ALSO BECAUSE THEY CAME FROM 
SOMEONE WHO WAS SUPPOSED TO BE DOING JUST THE OPPOSITE TO HELP EASE 
THE RACIAL TENSIONS AND REPAIR #INCINNATIS IMAGE WHICH WAS SEVERELY IF 
NOT IRREPARABLY DAMAGED BY THE THREEDAY RACE RIOTS IN /VERTHE2HINE 
AND  OTHER  AREAS  IN  THE  CITY  IN  !PRIL    !FTER  THESE  RACIST  REMARKS 
CAME TO LIGHT THANKS TO #ITY"EAT THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY IN 
'REATER #INCINNATI RALLIED SWIFTLY AND FORCEFULLY IN DIRECT CONTRAST TO THE 
CITY LEADERSHIPS CONSPICUOUS SILENCE AND NONCOMMITTAL STANCE
&IRST  THE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  COMMUNITY  GOT  TOGETHER  AND  QUICK
LY  DECIDED  TO  FORM  AN  AD  HOC  COMMITTEETHE  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
#OUNCILTHAT CONSISTED OF SEVEN LOCAL #HINESE !MERICAN ORGANIZATIONS 
4HIS  COMMITTEE WAS  THEN CHARGED WITH COORDINATING ALL  THE  RESPONSES 
AND  COMMUNICATING  WITH  FELLOW  #HINESE  !MERICANS  IN  THE  AREA  4HE 
COMMITTEE ALSO MADE A CONSCIENTIOUS EFFORT TO CONNECT TO OTHER ETHNIC 
MINORITY COMMUNITIES IN THE CITY SUCH AS *EWISH !MERICAN AND !FRICAN 
!MERICAN COMMUNITIESBECAUSE SUCH OFFENSIVE REMARKS AS THEY RIGHTLY 
CONCLUDED  SHOULD  NOT  BE  VIEWED  AS  ISOLATED  BUT  AS  PART  OF  A  LARGER 
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DISCOURSE  THAT PERSISTENTLY  CONSTRUCTS  THE  ETHNIC OTHER  AS  hDEVIANTv  AS 
hUNDESIRABLEv  )N  PURSUING  THESE  ACTIONS  THE #HINESE !MERICAN  COM
MUNITY WAS  IN  FACT  APPROPRIATING  A  RHETORICAL  STRATEGY USED  FREQUENTLY 
BY  THE DOMINANT CULTURETHAT  IS ORGANIZING AND NETWORKING  THROUGH 
GRASSROOTS ACTIONS
3ECOND  THEY WROTE  TO -AYOR #HARLIE ,UKEN  AND OTHER  CITY  LEADERS 
TO  EXPRESS  THEIR  OUTRAGE  AND  TO  DEMAND  THAT  -R  %LKINGTONS  RACIST 
REMARKS BE UNEQUIVOCALLY CONDEMNED AND THAT HE NOT BE HIRED BY THE 
CITY 4HEY ALSO WROTE  TO #ITY"EAT AND  THE #INCINNATI  )NQUIRERTHE  LATTER 
ENJOYS THE LARGEST CIRCULATION IN THE AREATO EXPRESS THEIR ANGER AND TO 
MOBILIZE THE GENERAL PUBLIC IN SUPPORT OF THEIR CAUSE 4HIRD MORE THAN 
 #HINESE !MERICANS WENT TO THE #ITY #OUNCIL MEETING ON THE AFTER
NOON OF  /CTOBER  AND A GOOD NUMBER OF #HINESE !MERICANS 
SPOKE TO THE ENTIRE #OUNCIL PRIOR TO THEIR BUSINESS MEETING DENOUNCING 
-R %LKINGTONS RACIST REMARKS AND DEMANDING IMMEDIATE ACTIONS FROM 
THE #ITY #OUNCIL
4HESE COLLECTIVE ACTIONS LED THE #ITY #OUNCIL TO ADOPT A RESOLUTION AT 
THE MEETING 4HE RESOLUTION AMONG OTHER THINGS CONDEMNS %LKINGTONS 
REMARKS BECAUSE THEY WERE hINSENSITIVE WITHOUT SUBSTANCE AND TOTALLY 
UNACCEPTABLE TO THIS COMMUNITY NOW OR AT ANY TIMEv EXPRESSES REGRETS 
TO  THOSE  CITIZENS WHO WERE OFFENDED BY  THESE  REMARKS  RECOGNIZES  THE 
EXTRAORDINARY CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY 
TO LIFE IN #INCINNATI AND AGREES TO FORMALLY ACKNOWLEDGE THE CELEBRATION 
OF #HINESE .EW 9EAR THE WEEK OF *ANUARY   SEE THE ENTIRE RESOLU
TION AT THE END OF THIS CHAPTER	 4HE FOLLOWING DAY  /CTOBER 	 
THE #INCINNATI )NQUIRER PUBLISHED h#ITY (ALL !SSAILED /VER #HINESE 3LURv 
WHICH SUMMARIZED WHAT WENT ON INSIDE #ITY (ALL AND PRIOR TO THE #ITY 
#OUNCILS BUSINESS MEETING THE DAY BEFORE +ORTE	
.OT BY ACCIDENT THESE COLLECTIVE ACTIONS ENACTED BY MY FELLOW #HINESE 
!MERICANS BRING UP A DISCURSIVE AFFINITY TO THE RHETORIC OF PROTEST OR PRO
TEST RHETORIC 0ROTEST RHETORIC TRADITIONALLY DEFINED AS RHETORIC hDESIGNED 
TO  EFFECT  CHANGE  IN  THE  STATUS  QUO  THROUGH  PUBLIC  CONFRONTATIONv 
7ILLIAMS 	 BECAME OPENLY EVIDENCED BEGINNING IN THE S IN THE 
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH MEMBERS OF VARIOUS MINORITY GROUPS 
*ENSEN 	 !CCORDING TO 2 'REGG PROTEST RHETORIC IS SELFDIRECTED IN 
THE SENSE THAT IT PRIMARILY APPEALS TO THE PROTESTORS THEMSELVES hWHO FEEL 
THE NEED FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL REFURBISHING AND AFFIRMATIONv 	 AND WHO 
THUS FULFILL WHAT HE CALLS hAN EGOFUNCTIONv 	 -ORE SPECIFICALLY PROTEST 
RHETORIC  TAKES  THREE RELATED POSTURES  TO REALIZE THIS EGOFUNCTION &IRST 
IT RECOGNIZES AND MAKES PUBLIC THAT hONES EGO IS SOMEHOW IGNORED OR 
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DAMAGED  OR  DISENFRANCHISEDv  3ECOND  IT  DESCRIBES  AND  EXTOLS  hTHE 
STRENGTHS  AND  VIRTUES  OF  THE  EGO  SOUGHT  AFTERv  4HIRD  IT  hDECRIES  AND 
ATTACKS THE IGNORANCE OR MALICIOUS QUALITIES OF AN ENEMY A FOREIGN EGO 
WHICH STANDS IN DISLOGISTIC JUXTAPOSITION TO THE DESIRED EGOv 	
  7HAT  MY  FELLOW  #HINESE  !MERICANS  DID  IN  THE  AFTERMATH  OF  -R 
%LKINGTONS RACIST REMARKS MANIFESTS TO SOME EXTENT THIS EGOFUNCTION 
&OR  EXAMPLE  THEY HAVE POINTED OUT UNEQUIVOCALLY  THAT  SUCH  REMARKS 
WHICH PORTRAY THEM AS hDEVIANTv OR hIRRATIONALv HAVE MARGINALIZED AND 
DISENFRANCHISED  THEM  4HEY  HAVE  DENOUNCED  %LKINGTON  OR  WHAT  HE 
STANDS FOR BECAUSE HE REPRESENTS hA FOREIGN EGOv WHICH STANDS IN STARK 
CONTRAST TO AND INDEED THREATENS THE VALUES AND ASPIRATIONS ENSHRINED 
IN OUR #ONSTITUTION !T THE SAME TIME MY FELLOW #HINESE !MERICANS HAVE 
ALSO PERFORMED SOMETHING DIFFERENT !S ) WILL BE DEMONSTRATING SHORTLY 
THEY HAVE ALSO DEPLOYED A RHETORIC THAT PRONOMINALLY BOTH EXCLUDES AND 
INCLUDES THE OTHERTHAT IS THE #ITY #OUNCIL AND THE -AYORAND THAT 
DISCURSIVELY  STRADDLES  STINGING  CRITICISM  AND  CONSTRUCTIVE  ENGAGEMENT 
)N THE PROCESS  THEY NOT ONLY HAVE AFFIRMED THEIR COLLECTIVE IDENTITY AS 
'REGG HAS SUGGESTED FOR PROTEST RHETORIC BUT ALSO REDEFINED THE EXISTING 
RELATIONS OF POWER CONTRIBUTING AS A RESULT TO THE EMERGENCE OF AN IN
BETWEEN SUBJECT POSITION
)N WHAT FOLLOWS ) WILL DISCUSS HOW MY FELLOW #HINESE !MERICANS USED 
LANGUAGE  TO  RESPOND  TO  THIS  PARTICULAR  SPEECH  EVENT  TO  RECLAIM  THEIR 
AGENCY AND TO REDEFINE THE EXISTING RELATIONSHIP OF POWER IN A PLACE OF 
CLASHING CULTURES AND CONFLICTING IDEOLOGIES "UT BEFORE ) PROCEED IT IS 
PERHAPS NECESSARY FOR ME TO EXAMINE FIRST MY OWN ALLEGIANCES TO DISCUSS 
HOW MY OWN IDEOLOGY GUIDES AND INFORMS MY ANALYSIS OF THEIR DISCURSIVE 
BEHAVIORS
&ROM  THE  PUBLICATION  OF  $UNLAPS  h.O  #HINESE  !LLOWEDv  ON   
/CTOBER  TO THAT OF +ORTES h#ITY (ALL !SSAILED /VER #HINESE 3LURv 
ON  /CTOBER  ) FOUND MYSELF NEGOTIATING BETWEEN TWO POSITIONS 
/N THE ONE HAND AS ) FOLLOWED THIS UNFOLDING SITUATION CLOSELY ) FELT ) 
WAS ALIGNING MYSELF EVER MORE CLOSELY WITH MY #HINESE !MERICAN COM
MUNITY WITH A SHARED SENSE OF MISSION TO COMBAT RACISM AND TO CHANGE 
OUR CITY FOR THE BETTER ) QUICKLY BECAME A PARTICIPANT AND ) WAS ANXIOUS 
TO  SEE  THAT  OUR  COMMUNITY  BE  ACCEPTED  AND  INCLUDED  NOW  OR  AT  ANY 
OTHER TIME IN THE FUTURE /N THE OTHER HAND ) ALSO WANTED TO STUDY MY 
FELLOW  #HINESE  !MERICANS  RHETORICAL  PERFORMANCES  AND  )  WANTED  TO 
INVESTIGATE IF THESE ACTIONS ARE EXAMPLES OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 
AND IF THEY REPRESENT THE RHETORIC OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE $URING 
THIS ENTIRE TIME ) ALSO THOUGHT AND ACTED LIKE A RESEARCHER
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3INCE THERE WAS NO WALL SEPARATING ONE POSITION FROM THE OTHER THESE 
TWO POSITIONS  QUICKLY  COLLAPSED  INTO  ONE .EVERTHELESS  )  FELT  PERHAPS 
PARADOXICALLY A SENSE OF FREEDOM AND A RUSH OF ENERGY ) REALIZED THAT IT 
WAS NOW IRRELEVANT IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE FOR ME TO CLAIM A STANCE OF ABSOLUTE 
OBJECTIVITYONE THAT ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND ETHNOGRAPHERS USED TO CHER
ISH AND THAT SOME OF THEM MAY STILL BE UNWILLING TO ABANDON COMPLETELY 
7HAT  )  DID  WANT  TO  CLAIM  WAS  THAT MEANINGS  ARE  ALWAYS  IMBUED  WITH 
THEIR OWN HISTORICAL PRECEDENTS AND WITH  THEIR OWN SITUATIONAL DYNAM
ICS AND THAT TO APPROPRIATE "OURDIEU WHAT SPEAKS IS hTHE WHOLE SOCIAL 
PERSONv hIN THE SOCIALLY DEFINED SITE FROM WHICH IT ;DISCOURSE= IS UTTEREDv 
h%CONOMICSv    	 4O PUT  IT MORE  SUCCINCTLY MEANINGS BECOME 
OPERATIVE BECAUSE OF THE OCCASION OF USE THROUGH BOTH SITUATED PRODUC
TION AND CONSUMPTION &URTHER hGOING NATIVEv  TOOK ON NEW MEANINGS 
FOR ME  IN  THIS  CASE  IT MEANT  PARTICIPATING  IN  A  DISCOURSE  THAT  REJECTS 
RACIAL AND RHETORICAL STEREOTYPES AND THAT FOSTERS REFLECTION AND MUTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING #ONSEQUENTLY ) FOUND NEW RELEVANCE AND INSPIRATION IN 
THE KIND OF RHETORIC  ) AM ARTICULATING  IN  THIS CHAPTER AND  THROUGHOUT 
THIS BOOK
7HAT  ARE  THEN  SOME  OF  THE  CHARACTERISTICS  THAT  CAN  BE  DISCERNED 
AND ASSEMBLED FROM THE DISCURSIVE PERFORMANCES OF MY FELLOW #HINESE 
!MERICANS -ORE SPECIFICALLY IN WHAT WAYS DO THESE PRACTICES HELP THEM 
NEGOTIATE BETWEEN #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE BETWEEN INDI
RECTION AND DIRECTNESS AND BETWEEN THEIR OWN COMMUNITY AND THE CITY 
LEADERSHIP AND GOOD PEOPLE OF #INCINNATI
!FTER  THE NEWS ABOUT -R %LKINGTONS  REMARKS BROKE OUT  THE  SEVEN 
LOCAL  #HINESE  !MERICAN  ORGANIZATIONS  WROTE  AN  OPEN  LETTER  TO -AYOR 
,UKEN  AND  #OUNCILMAN  *OHN  #RANLEY  &ROM  THE  OUTSET  THE  AUTHORS 
OF  THE  LETTER MAKE A DIRECT  EFFORT  TO  SITUATE %LKINGTONS  RACIST  REMARKS 
WITHIN A HISTORICAL CONTEXT AND  TO MAKE  THE PAST AN  IMPORTANT PART OF 
THIS  UNFOLDING  SPEECH  EVENT  !FTER  EXPRESSING  THE  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
COMMUNITYS OUTRAGE AT THESE RACIST REMARKS IN THE FIRST PARAGRAPH THE 
AUTHORS USE THE SECOND PARAGRAPH TO LINK THESE REMARKS TO A PARTICULAR 
PAST IN !MERICAN HISTORY
)T IS INCREDIBLE THAT #INCINNATI IS CONSIDERING HIRING A DEVELOPMENT CON
SULTANT WHO STILL AVOWS SUCH DISGRACEFUL EXCLUSIONARY POLICIES WHICH PERSE
CUTED #HINESE !MERICANS DURING THE S AND S
4HIS IS A PAST THAT SAW WIDESPREAD ACTS OF VIOLENCE AND INJUSTICE VISITED 
UPON THE #HINESE CULMINATING IN THE PASSAGE OF THE #HINESE %XCLUSION 
!CT OF  WHICH WAS NOT REPEALED UNTIL  "Y ESTABLISHING THIS LINK 
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THE AUTHORS MAKE IT QUITE CLEAR THAT THESE REMARKS CANNOT BE TAKEN IN 
ISOLATION AND  THAT  THEY MUST BE  SEEN AS PART OF A  LARGER  SOCIALCULTURAL 
PRACTICE  INFORMED BY RACIAL HOSTILITY AND BY  THE ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS 
OF  POWER  &OR #HINESE !MERICANS  IN  PARTICULAR  THESE  REMARKS  CANNOT 
ESCAPE  ALL  THE  OTHER MEANINGS  WITH  WHICH  THEY  HAVE  BEEN  HISTORICALLY 
AFFILIATED )N A WAY THEY HAVE ALREADY BEEN FRAMED OR INFECTED BY THEM 
!S DISCOURSE ANALYST 'EE RIGHTLY POINTS OUT
7ORDS  HAVE  HISTORIES 4HEY  HAVE  BEEN  IN  OTHER  PEOPLES MOUTHS  AND  ON 
OTHER PEOPLES PENS 4HEY HAVE CIRCULATED THROUGH OTHER $ISCOURSES AND 
WITHIN OTHER INSTITUTIONS 4HEY HAVE BEEN PART OF SPECIFIC HISTORICAL EVENTS 
AND EPISODES 7ORDS BRING WITH THEM AS POTENTIAL SITUATED MEANINGS ALL THE 
SITUATED MEANINGS THEY HAVE PICKED UP IN HISTORY AND IN OTHER SETTINGS AND 
$ISCOURSES $ISCOURSE !NALYSIS  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
4HEREFORE  TO DESCRIBE #HINESE RESTAURANT OWNERS AS  hHAGGLERSv NOT 
ONLY CONVEYS THE USUAL	 MEANING ABOUT SOMEONE WHO MAKES IT DIFFICULT 
TO COME TO TERMS WITH AN AGREEMENT TO THE POINT OF MANGLING IT BUT ALSO 
CONJURES  UP  THE  HISTORICAL  DEROGATORY  IMAGE  OF  THE #HINESE  AS  hDEVI
ANTv  AS  hUNASSSIMILABLEv  3IMILARLY  BY  STATING  THAT  #HINESE !MERICANS 
hUSE  DIFFERENT MATHv -R  %LKINGTON  CONTRADICTS  OUR  BASIC  ASSUMPTION 
ABOUT MATHTHAT IS TO SAY MATHEMATICAL RULES AND PRINCIPLES APPLY TO 
EVERYONE IRRESPECTIVE OF CULTURE RACE OR BORDER 4O SUGGEST THEN THAT 
#HINESE RESTAURANT OWNERS FOLLOW THEIR OWN MATH AMOUNTS TO ACCUSING 
THEM OF NOT PLAYING BY THE SAME RULES !ND INDIVIDUALS WHO DO NOT PLAY 
BY THE SAME RULES ARE AT LEAST hDEVIANTv IF NOT hINSCRUTABLEv AND THEY MUST 
THEREFORE BE RULED OUT OF ORDERMUCH LESS RENTING RESTAURANT SPACE TO 
THEM 4O  CLAIM  AS DID -R %LKINGTON  THAT  THESE  REMARKS WERE MEANT 
AS  hA  JOKEv  EITHER  REVEALS HIS OWN CHUTZPAH  THAT HE  CAN GET  AWAY WITH 
UTTERING SUCH REMARKS IN PUBLIC OR SPEAKS TO THE SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES 
WE BORDER RESIDENTS FACE AS WE TRY TO PROMOTE COPRESENCE AND MUTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING THROUGH THE DISCOURSE OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE
.OT ONLY IS THE HISTORICAL PAST HIGHLY RELEVANT TO OUR UNDERSTANDING OF 
THESE REMARKS BUT THE PRESENT CONTEXT IS EQUALLY IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT IS 
THE PRESENT THAT THESE OFFENSIVE REMARKS ARE INTENDED TO IMPACT AND INFLU
ENCE )N THE THIRD PARAGRAPH THE AUTHORS FRAME THE PRESENT THIS WAY
-R %LKINGTONS OPENLY RACIST REMARKS STAND IN STARK CONTRAST TO THE OBJEC
TIVES OF DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION PROMISED FOR THE PROPOSED /VERTHE2HINE 
DEVELOPMENT  PROJECT  'IVEN  THE  RECENT  RACIAL  TENSION  IN  THE  #ITY  OF 
#INCINNATI -R %LKINGTONS OPENLY ANTI#HINESE COMMENTS ARE AN  INSULT 
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TO THE PROGRESSIVE DESIRES OF THE PEOPLE OF #INCINNATI AND THE LOCAL BUSI
NESS COMMUNITY
!S  ONE  CAN  SEE  THIS  PARAGRAPH  PRESENTS  AN  UNMISTAKABLE  CONTRAST 
BETWEEN  -R  %LKINGTONS  REMARKS  ON  THE  ONE  HAND  AND  THE  STATED 
POLICIES OF DIVERSITY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE /VERTHE2HINE HISTORI
CAL DISTRICT AND THE PEOPLES DESIRES FOR A RACIALLY  INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY 
ON THE OTHER 3UCH CONTRAST MAKES HIS DEROGATORY REMARKS ALL THE MORE 
INSULTING  AND  DOWNRIGHT  UNACCEPTABLE  TO  BOTH  THE #HINESE  !MERICAN 
COMMUNITY AND  THE PEOPLE OF #INCINNATI  )N  SO DOING  THIS PARAGRAPH 
THE PRESENT	 JOINS THE PRECEDING PARAGRAPH THE PAST	 TO FURTHER SITUATE 
THESE REMARKS THEY ARE ANYTHING BUT A JOKE
4HE COUPLING OF THE PAST WITH THE PRESENT IN TURN YIELDS A NEW CON
TEXT FOR THE FUTURE ONE THAT WOULD BE VERY BLEAK IF SUCH REMARKS WERE 
ALLOWED  TO  GO  UNCHALLENGED  4HE  NEXT  PARAGRAPH  OFFERS  US  A  PRECISE 
GLIMPSE OF SUCH A FUTURE
)F -R  %LKINGTONS  POLICY  OF  EXCLUDING  #HINESE  BUSINESSES  IS  ALLOWED  TO 
STAND IT WILL WORSEN THE DIVIDED RACIAL CLIMATE HERE )T WILL BE DETRIMENTAL 
TO  THE ECONOMIC  SUCCESS OF  THE -AIN 3TREET PROJECT  AND /VERTHE2HINE 
BUSINESSES )T WILL RECONFIRM THE NEGATIVE NATIONAL IMAGE OF #INCINNATI AS 
A CITY THAT ISNT OPEN AND WELCOMING TO ALL ETHNIC GROUPS
3INCE NONE OF THESE FUTURE CONSEQUENCES IS ACCEPTABLE TO OR COMPAT
IBLE  WITH  THE  HOPES  AND  ASPIRATIONS  OF  THE  PEOPLE  OF  #INCINNATI  -R 
%LKINGTONS REMARKS MUST BE CATEGORICALLY DENOUNCED AND REJECTED AND 
REDRESSIVE ACTIONS MUST BE TAKEN RIGHT AWAY TO HEAL THE WOUNDS INFLICTED 
BY THESE REMARKS
4HE MOVE HERE TO APPEAL TO THE PAST AND THE PRESENT BEARS A STRONG 
AFFINITY TO THE #HINESE APPLICANTS STATEMENT OF PURPOSE THAT ) HAVE DIS
CUSSED IN SOME DETAIL IN #HAPTER 4WO .AMELY IN THE CASE OF THE #HINESE 
APPLICANT  THE  PAST  IS  INTIMATELY  WOVEN  WITH  THE  PRESENT  AND  THEY 
TOGETHER  HELP  PRESENT  A  CONFIDENT ਃ  hLIANv	  AND  A  PRESENTABLE ૲ሷ 
hMIANZIv	 BOTH OF WHICH ARE NECESSARY TO ENSURE A PROMISING FUTURE FOR 
THE APPLICANT &OR THE #HINESE APPLICANT THEREFORE TO BRING UP HER PAST 
IS TO HELP ESTABLISH HER ਃ AND ૲ሷ AND EVENTUALLY HER PERSONHOOD
&OR THE AUTHORS OF THE LETTER REPRESENTING THE LOCAL #HINESE !MERICAN 
COMMUNITY  TO BRING UP  THIS PARTICULAR HISTORICAL PAST  IS  TO EXPOSE  THE 
PERNICIOUS NATURE OF THESE REMARKS AND TO ENSURE THAT SUCH A PAST WILL 
NEITHER BE FORGOTTEN NOR BE REPEATED AGAIN )T IS THIS PAST OF EXCLUSION 
AND  DISCRIMINATION  THAT  HAS  DENIED  SO  MANY  #HINESE  !MERICANS  THE 
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OPPORTUNITY TO ESTABLISH THEIR PROPER ਃ AND ૲ሷ IN THEIR ADOPTED LAND 
AND THAT HAS PREVENTED THEIR BORDERLAND EXPERIENCES FROM BEING ACCEPT
ED AS PART OF THE !MERICAN STORY $IFFERENTLY PUT ONLY BY REJECTING SUCH 
A PAST CAN THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY BEGIN TO REASSERT THEIR ਃ 
AND ૲ሷ TO ARTICULATE A DIFFERENT MOMENT OF RELATIONSHIP CHARACTERIZED 
NOT BY BIGOTRY AND BIAS BUT BY INCLUSION AND EQUALITY
"UT UNLIKE  THE #HINESE APPLICANT  THE AUTHORS OF  THE  LETTER BECOME 
QUITE DIRECT WHEN THE TIME COMES FOR THEM TO CONVEY THEIR DEMANDS TO 
THE #ITY #OUNCIL $RAWING UPON WHAT ) HAVE BEEN SUGGESTING IN THE PRE
VIOUS CHAPTERS  ) CHARACTERIZE  THEIR APPEAL  TO  THE PAST AND THE PRESENT 
AS AN INDIRECT CRITICISM OF THE CITY LEADERSHIPS FAILURE TO SPEAK OUT FORCE
FULLY AND OF THEIR BLINDNESS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PAST AN INDIRECT 
CRITICISM MINIMIZES THE THREAT TO THE CITY LEADERSHIPS POSITIVE FACEITS 
WANT TO BE LIKED AND TO BE APPROVED OF /N THE OTHER HAND THE WAYS IN 
WHICH THE AUTHORS MAKE THEIR DEMANDS KNOWN ARE ANYTHING BUT INDIRECT 
THEY USE A RHETORICAL STRATEGY OF DIRECTNESS	 THAT IS PERHAPS MOST FAMIL
IAR TO THEIR INTENDED AUDIENCE )N THE PROCESS THEY HELP TO SECURE AND 
ENHANCE A CONFIDENT ਃ AND ૲ሷ FOR THEMSELVES AND FOR THEIR COMMU
NITY 4HIS DIRECT ASSERTIVE APPROACH IS ON FULL DISPLAY IN THE REMAINDER OF 
THE LETTER AS THE AUTHORS MOVE TO ARTICULATE THEIR DEMANDS
9OU NEED  TO  IMMEDIATELY  DENOUNCE -R %LKINGTONS  DIVISIVE  INSULTS  AND 
SEPARATE  YOURSELVES  FROM HIS POLICIES AND  FROM HIM 7E ASK  YOU  TO  TAKE 
THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS
  -AKE A CLEAR PUBLIC STATEMENT AGAINST -R %LKINGTONS RACIST ANTI
#HINESE POLICY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE !S LEADERS OF THE #ITY OF #INCINNATI 
YOU SHOULD NOT ALLOW HIM TO FURTHER DIVIDE OUR CITY
  $EMAND THAT -R %LKINGTON MAKE A CLEAR PUBLIC APOLOGY TO THE 
#INCINNATIAREA #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY FOR HIS RACIALLY DIVISIVE 
COMMENTS
  $O NOT USE -R %LKINGTONS CONSULTING SERVICE !FTER SUCH SELFCONFESSED 
BIAS AND LONGTIME PRACTICE OF EXCLUDING #HINESE BUSINESSES HE SHOULD 
NOT EVEN BE CONSIDERED FOR A DEVELOPMENT PROJECT THAT PROFESSES TO BE 
ETHNICALLY INCLUSIVE
4HE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  #OMMUNITY  APPRECIATES  YOUR  LEADERSHIP  TO 
DATE IN TRYING TO CREATE A RACIALLY INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY IN #INCINNATI WHERE 
EVERY HARDWORKING !MERICAN  CAN BE  SUCCESSFUL  0LEASE DO NOT  COMPRO
MISE YOURSELVES IN THIS FLAGRANT CASE OF BIAS
4O BEGIN WITH THE THREE NUMBERED DEMANDS AS WELL AS THE LAST SEN
TENCE USE THE IMPERATIVE MODE AND THEY EACH ALSO EMPLOY A TRANSITIVE 
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VERB OF ACTION THUS LEAVING NO DOUBT AS TO WHAT ACTIONS NEED TO BE TAKEN 
RIGHT AWAY 4HE USE OF MODAL VERBS SUCH AS hNEED TOv AND hSHOULDv CRE
ATES WHAT &AIRCLOUGH CALLS A hRELATIONAL MODALITYv IN WHICH THE AUTHORITY 
OF ONE PARTICIPANT IS EXPRESSED AND ASSERTED IN RELATION TO OTHERS 	 
)N THIS REGARD hNEED TOv AND hSHOULDv SIGNAL OBLIGATION ON THE PART OF 
THE SUBJECT IN QUESTION &URTHER hSHOULDvHERE USED WITH A hNOTv AS IN 
hYOU SHOULD NOT    v AND hHE SHOULD NOT    vEXPRESSES THE AUTHORS 
DETERMINATION TO PREVENT THE CITY FROM BEING FURTHER DIVIDED AND -R 
%LKINGTON FROM BEING CONSIDERED FOR THE REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT &INALLY 
THE USE OF SPEECH ACT VERBS SUCH AS hALLOWv hDEMANDv AND hASKv ACTUALLY 
PRODUCES SUCH ACTIONPACKED SPEECH ACTS AS GRANTING PERMISSION ISSUING 
A DEMAND ASKING A QUESTION OR THEIR NEGATIVE COUNTERPARTS 4OGETHER 
THE  IMPERATIVE MOOD AND  THE MODAL  AND  SPEECH ACT  VERBS  ENABLE  THE 
AUTHORS TO CLAIM A SENSE OF MORAL AUTHORITY AND DISCURSIVE AGENCY OVER 
THEIR ADDRESSEES IN SPITE OF THE UNEQUAL RELATIONSHIP OF POWER THAT EXISTS 
BETWEEN THEM !S A MATTER OF FACT INSOFAR AS THEY ARE SUCCESSFUL IN PER
FORMING THESE SPEECH ACTS THEY HAVE REDEFINED AT LEAST DISCURSIVELY THIS 
RELATIONSHIP
4O SUGGEST AS ) AM DOING NOW THAT THE AUTHORS HAVE DEPLOYED A STRAT
EGY OF DIRECTNESS  IN  THIS OPEN  LETTER  IS NOT  TO  APPEAL  TO  A HIERARCHICAL 
BINARY THAT PITS DIRECTNESS AGAINST INDIRECTION AND THAT PRIVILEGES THE FOR
MER OVER THE LATTER !S ) HAVE ARGUED EXTENSIVELY IN #HAPTER 4HREE THE 
VALUE OF DIRECTNESS IS PARASITIC UPON THAT OF INDIRECTION AND VICE VERSA 
"OTH DIRECTNESS  AND  INDIRECTION ALWAYS  ALIGN  THEMSELVES  IN  RELATION  TO 
EACH AND EVERY SITUATED ENCOUNTER AND BOTH CONTRIBUTE TO AN EVERSHIFT
ING RELATION OF INTERDEPENDENCE -OREOVER THE VALUES OF DIRECTNESS AND 
INDIRECTION  ARE  ONLY MADE  CONSEQUENTIAL  BY  THOSE  WHO  PARTICIPATE  IN 
SUCH ENCOUNTERS AND BY THOSE WHO ARE IN A POSITION TO BRING THEIR OWN 
DISCURSIVE IDEOLOGIES TO BEAR ON THE PROCESS OF CONSUMPTION
#ONSEQUENTLY THE CITY LEADERSHIP COULD VIEW THE DIRECT ASSERTIVE STYLE 
EVIDENCED IN THIS OPEN LETTER AS TOO DIRECT AND THUS TOO THREATENING TO 
THEIR NEGATIVE FACEITS WANT TO BE LEFT ALONE !ND THE PENULTIMATE SEN
TENCE  INTENDED  TO  SOOTHE  THE CITY  LEADERSHIPS POSITIVE  FACE WOULD BE 
SEEN AS TOO LITTLE  TOO LATE /N THE OTHER HAND MANY ENRAGED #HINESE 
!MERICANS COULD VIEW THE SAME APPROACH AS NOT DIRECT ENOUGH FOR THE 
CITY LEADERSHIP AS NOT HOLDING THEIR FEET CLOSE ENOUGH TO THE FIRE !ND 
THE SAME PENULTIMATE SENTENCE WOULD BE SEEN AS UNNECESSARY AS GIVING 
CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS NOT DUE 4HESE RESPECTIVE POSITIONS ARE ONCE AGAIN 
INFORMED BY  THE DIFFERENT  SOCIALCULTURAL POSITIONS  THEY OCCUPY AND BY 
THE KINDS OF SOCIAL TRANSFORMATIONS OR NONTRANSFORMATIONS THEY DESIRE
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4HIS  DISCURSIVE  TENDENCY  TO  ENGAGE  THE  PASTEITHER  TO  EMBRACE 
IT  IN THE CASE OF  THE #HINESE APPLICANT OR TO CRITIQUE IT AS  IS SEEN IN 
THE  OPEN  LETTERRESONATES  WITH  .ATIVE  !MERICAN  PROTEST  RHETORIC  OR 
2ED 0OWER  RHETORIC  &OR  EXAMPLE  THE PAST  IS  EQUALLY  EVER PRESENT  IN 
.ATIVE !MERICAN PROTEST RHETORIC NOT ONLY BECAUSE THE PAST CAN NEVER 
BE  SEPARATED  FROM  THE  PRESENT  BUT  ALSO  BECAUSE  THE  PAST  OR  NATIVE 
hHISTORYv  IS ALWAYS PART OF hAN ONGOING TALE OF  INJUSTICEv EXPERIENCED 
BY MANY .ATIVE !MERICANS  ,AKE  h"ETWEEN -YTH AND (ISTORYv 	 
4HIS  TENDENCY  TO  ENGAGE  THE  PAST  EVIDENCED  IN  .ATIVE  !MERICAN 
PROTEST  RHETORIC  IS  ALSO MOTIVATED BY A PARTICULAR  RHETORICAL EXIGENCY 
!CCORDING  TO  ,AKE  h"ETWEEN  -YTH  AND  (ISTORYv	  THE  EVOLUTIONARY 
OR %URAMERICAN NARRATIVE BY GROUNDING  ITSELF  IN  THE  LINEAR METAPHOR 
OF  hTIMES ARROWv 	  SEVERS  THE  LINK BETWEEN  THE .ATIVE !MERICAN 
PAST AND CONTEMPORARY LIFE THUS hDISSOCIATING HISTORICAL INJUSTICES FROM 
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS AND PROTESTSv 	 .ATIVE !MERICAN PROTEST 
RHETORIC  GROUNDED  IN  THE  CIRCULAR METAPHOR  OF  hTIMES  CYCLEv  	 
DIRECTLY CHALLENGES THIS NARRATIVE SO AS  TO hRENEW THE TIES BETWEEN THE 
PAST AND THE PRESENT AND THEREBY TO ENACT A FUTURE BY CHARACTERIZING 
2ED 0OWER AS THE REBIRTH OF TRADITIONAL TRIBAL LIFEv 	 )N SHORT THE 
PAST  BECOMES  CONSTITUTIVE  OF  CONTEMPORARY  .ATIVE  !MERICAN  PROTEST 
RHETORIC AS  IT  CONNECTS  TO  THE PRESENT AND  TO  THE  INEVITABLE  VICTORY  IN 
THE FUTURE 	
/N THE OTHER HAND THIS DISCURSIVE TENDENCY TO BRING THE PAST TO THE 
FOREFRONT STANDS IN MARKED CONTRAST TO THE  /CTOBER  EDITORIAL IN 
THE #INCINNATI )NQUIRER 4ITLED h)NCLUSIVE $EVELOPMENT /42 #ONSULTANT 
#HINESE!MERICANSv  THE  EDITORIAL  SEEMS  TO  BE  TAKING  THE  POSITION  OF 
CRITICIZING -R %LKINGTONS REMARKS AND PROMOTING AN INCLUSIVE ENVIRON
MENT  BUT  IT  OFTEN  ENDS  UP  EQUIVOCATING  OR  SITTING  ON  THE  FENCE  &OR 
EXAMPLE THE EDITORIAL CHARACTERIZES -R %LKINGTONS REMARKS AS hINEPT AT 
BESTv AND hOFFENSIVEv AT WORST BUT IT FAILS TO TELL ITS READERS WHAT IT REALLY 
THINKS 4HE READERS ARE LEFT WONDERING IF THESE REMARKS ARE INEPT OFFEN
SIVE OR SOMETHING IN BETWEEN 3IMILARLY THE EDITORIAL STATES THAT hSUCH 
STEREOTYPING IS CONTEMPTIBLEv BUT THIS STATEMENT IS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWED 
BY %LKINTONS DENIAL hBUT %LKINGTON DENIES THE QUOTEv !ND THE EDITORIAL 
FURTHER QUOTES %LKINGTON AS SAYING h) WOULD NEVER SAY DISPARAGING THINGS 
ABOUT ANY RACIAL GROUPv 4HIS KIND OF  JUXTAPOSITION WHICH IS PERHAPS 
IN THE NAME OF BEING hFAIR AND BALANCEDv ALMOST CLEARS %LKINGTON OF THE 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR HAVING MADE THESE INFLAMMATORY REMARKS "Y CONTRAST 
THERE IS NO #HINESE !MERICAN REPRESENTATIVE SPEAKING IN THE EDITORIAL 
AND NONE IS OFFERED ANY SPACE TO REFUTE %LKINGTONS DENIAL 4HE READERS 
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ARE LEFT IN THE DARK AS TO WHAT #HINESE !MERICANS ACTUALLY THINK OF -R 
%LKINGTONS RACIST REMARKS AND OF HIS DENIAL
7HAT IS MOST NOTEWORTHY IS THE FACT THAT THE EDITORIAL MAKES NO REFER
ENCE  AT  ALL  TO  THE  HISTORICAL  CONTEXT  WITHIN WHICH  THESE  REMARKS MUST 
BE SITUATED )TS SILENCE ABOUT THE PAST OR ITS FAILURE TO ENGAGE THE PAST 
EITHER BETRAYS ITS BLINDNESS OR SPEAKS TO ITS OWN UNDERLYING IDEOLOGY THAT 
CHOOSES  TO  CONTAIN  THESE  REMARKS WITHIN  THE  FRAMEWORK  OF  A MISFIRED 
JOKE OR PERSONAL INEPTNESS %ITHER WAY BY IGNORING IF NOT ERASING A PAST 
THAT HAS SILENCED THE HOPES AND DREAMS OF SO MANY #HINESE !MERICANS 
THE EDITORIAL MINIMIZES THE SERIOUSNESS OF THESE RACIST REMARKS AND SENDS 
A DISTURBING SIGNAL TO BOTH THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY AND ALL THE 
MINORITY  COMMUNITIES  IN  THE  CITY /NCE  AGAIN WORDS  AND UTTERANCES 
SECURE THEIR UPTAKE NOT NECESSARILY BECAUSE OF HOW THEIR USERS HAVE CHAR
ACTERIZED THEM BUT BECAUSE OF THE SITUATIONAL CONTEXT THEY ARE IN AND 
BECAUSE OF hALL THE SITUATED MEANINGS THEY HAVE PICKED UP IN HISTORY AND 
IN OTHER SETTINGS AND $ISCOURSESv 'EE $ISCOURSE !NALYSIS 	
/N  /CTOBER   MORE  THAN   #HINESE !MERICANS  TOGETHER 
WITH OTHER CONCERNED CITIZENS INCLUDING !FRICAN !MERICANS AND *EWISH 
!MERICANS WENT  TO #ITY (ALL  TO  VOICE  THEIR ANGER AND  FRUSTRATION AND 
TO DEMAND ACTION FROM THE CITY LEADERSHIP ! GOOD NUMBER OF #HINESE 
!MERICANS  SPOKE  BEFORE  THE  #ITY  #OUNCIL  !CCORDING  TO  #ITY  #OUNCIL 
RULES  SPEECHES  BEFORE  THE #OUNCIL MUST  BE  KEPT  WITHIN  TWO MINUTES 
4HE  FOLLOWING  IS  THE  FIRST  SPEECH DELIVERED BEFORE  THE #ITY #OUNCIL BY 
SOMEONE REPRESENTING THE #HINESE !MERICAN #OUNCIL
$EAR 6ICE -AYOR 2EECE AND (ONORABLE -EMBERS OF THE #OUNCIL
'OOD AFTERNOON -Y NAME IS *ACK 3HENG ) AM HERE TO REPRESENT THE 
#HINESE !MERICAN #OUNCIL WHICH IS THE ORGANIZATION IN #INCINNATI REPRE
SENTING MORE THAN FIVE THOUSAND #HINESE !MERICAN FAMILIES
7E ARE  TRULY OFFENDED AND OUTRAGED BY  THE RECENT RACIST AND DIVISIVE 
REMARKS  BY  -R  *OHN  %LKINGTON  AS  REPORTED  BY  #ITY"EAT  LAST  WEEK  -R 
%LKINGTONS  DEROGATORY  REMARKS  ARE  NOT  ONLY  AN  INSULT  TO  THE  #HINESE 
!MERICAN  COMMUNITY  BUT  ALSO  TO  THE  GREAT  PEOPLE  OF  THIS  GREAT  CITY  AT 
LARGE 7E  BELIEVE  HIS  REMARKS  ARE  TOTALLY  INCONSISTENT  WITH  THE  DIVERSITY 
OBJECTIVES OF THE /42 PROJECT AND WE BELIEVE ALSO IT IS TOTALLY INCONSISTENT 
WITH THE DEDICATION YOU HAVE PUT TO THIS GREAT CITY FOR DIVERSITY AND ALSO FOR 
RACIAL  TOLERANCE 7E AS  A  COMMUNITY  RESPECTFULLY PUT  THREE ACTION  ITEMS 
FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION
  7E URGE -R *OHN %LKINGTON TO PUBLICLY APOLOGIZE TO THE #HINESE 
!MERICAN COMMUNITY AND ALSO TO THE GREAT PEOPLE OF #INCINNATI AT LARGE 
FOR HIS RACIST AND DIVISIVE COMMENTS
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  7E URGE THIS (ONORABLE #OUNCIL NOT TO HIRE -R %LKINGTON FOR THE /42 
PROJECT
  7E ALSO URGE THIS #OUNCIL TO PASS A RESOLUTION TO CELEBRATE #HINESE CUL
TURE IN THE WEEK OF THE #HINESE .EW 9EAR
4HANK YOU
)T IS CLEAR THAT OUR SPEAKER IS QUITE UNEQUIVOCAL IN CONVEYING THE ANGER 
AND OUTRAGE EXPERIENCED BY THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY TOWARD 
%LKINGTONS REMARKS !T THE SAME TIME HE IS CAREFUL NOT TO CRITICIZE OPEN
LY THE #ITY #OUNCIL FOR ITS FAILURE TO SPEAK OUT AGAINST THESE REMARKS IN A 
CLEAR TIMELY FASHION !S A MATTER OF FACT THERE IS NOT A SINGLE HARSH WORD 
OR UTTERANCE DIRECTED AT THE #ITY #OUNCIL IN THIS SPEECH AND THE SPEECH 
IS MEASURED AND POLITE AS CAN BE SEEN IN THE USE OF THE HONORIFIC hHON
ORABLEv AND IN h7E AS A COMMUNITY RESPECTFULLY PUT THREE ACTION ITEMS 
FOR  YOUR  CONSIDERATIONv  )N  SO  DOING  HE  SUCCEEDS  IN  NOT  THREATENING 
THEIR POSITIVE FACE WANT TOO MUCH IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT HIS REQUESTS 
BE SATISFIED IMMEDIATELY 4O THE EXTENT THAT THE #ITY #OUNCIL DOES SATISFY 
THESE REQUESTS THE SPEAKER WILL HAVE BOOSTED HIS OWN ਃ AND ૲ሷ AND 
THAT OF THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY HE REPRESENTS
!ND  THE  SPEAKER DOES MORE (E  REACHES OUT  AND  CONNECTS  TO BOTH 
THE PEOPLE OF #INCINNATI AND THE #ITY #OUNCIL BY TRYING TO PUT HIMSELF 
IN  THEIR  POSITION  4HEY  ARE  FOR  NOW  ALMOST  JUST  AS MUCH  A  VICTIM  TO 
%LKINGTONS  RACIST  REMARKS  AS  ARE  #HINESE  !MERICANS  BECAUSE  THESE 
REMARKS  ARE  hTOTALLY  INCONSISTENT  WITHv  WHAT  THEY  HAVE  BUILT  ON  AND 
WHAT  THEY  ARE  ASPIRING  TO  4HE  USE  OF  hYOUv  IN  THE  SECOND  PARAGRAPH 
IS  REVEALING  )T  SHOWS  A  VISIBLE  ATTEMPT  ON  THE  PART  OF  THE  SPEAKER  TO 
BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN hYOUv THE #ITY #OUNCIL	 AND hWEv THE #HINESE 
!MERICAN COMMUNITY	 "ECAUSE OF THE DEDICATION THE #ITY #OUNCIL THAT 
IS hYOUv	 HAS SHOWN SO FAR THEY THAT IS hYOUv AND hWEv	 ARE NOW IN THIS 
FIGHT TOGETHERHENCE hWE URGE THIS (ONORABLE #OUNCILv TO TAKE THESE 
ACTIONS !S A RESULT A RELATION OF INTERDEPENDENCE EMERGES WHERE hWEv 
AND  hYOUv  BECOME  CONNECTED  AND  WHERE  #HINESE ਃ  AND  %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN POSITIVE FACE CAN BEGIN TO LOOK AT EACH OTHER NOT WITH RECRIMI
NATION BUT WITH MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING #ONSEQUENTLY THE TWO DIRECTIVES 
AIMED AT THE #OUNCILIN THE FORM OF h7E URGE   vNO LONGER SEEM 
AS  THREATENING  TO  THE #ITY #OUNCILS  NEGATIVE  FACE WANT  AS  THEY MIGHT 
OTHERWISE BE
4HIS KIND OF DISCURSIVE NEGOTIATION CAN ALSO BE FOUND IN THE FOLLOWING 
SPEECH DELIVERED BEFORE THE #ITY #OUNCIL
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$EAR #INCINNATI #ITY #OUNCIL
-Y  NAME  IS  #HRIS  :HANG  )  REPRESENT  THE  #INCINNATI  #ONTEMPORARY 
#HINESE  3CHOOL  A  SCHOOL  WITH  ABOUT    REGISTERED  STUDENTS  AND MORE 
THAN  HOUSEHOLDS
-R %LKINGTONS RACIST REMARKS NOT ONLY OFFENDED THE #HINESE !MERICAN 
COMMUNITY AND ALL  CONSCIENCE CITIZENS BUT ALSO  SHED A HUGE  SHADOW  IN 
OUR  CHILDRENS  HEART  4HEY  ARE  DEEPLY  HURT  BY  SUCH  OPENLY  RACIST  COM
MENTS /UR CHILDREN HAVE WRITTEN  TO  THEIR  TEACHERS AND  TO  THE BOARD  TO 
EXPRESS THEIR SADNESS OVER THIS STATEMENT 4HEY ARE ALSO SEVERELY CONFUSED 
WHY ARE THEY STILL JUDGED BY THE COLOR OF THEIR SKIN AND NOT BY THE CONTENT 
OF THEIR CHARACTER /UR CHILDREN NO MATTER WHICH SCHOOL THEY ARE IN THEY 
ARE THE HOPE OF TOMORROW 4HEY ARE THE TOMORROW OF !MERICA OUR COUN
TRY ) CANNOT IMAGINE WHAT OUR COUNTRY WOULD BE IF OUR CHILDREN GROW UP 
UNDER SUCH RACIST CLIMATE )M SCARED 0LEASE -R -AYOR AND THE MEMBERS 
OF COUNCIL STAND UP WITH US TO SAY ./ TO THE RACISM AND PUBLICLY APPEAL 
TO ALL CONSCIENCE CITIZENS OF #INCINNATI TO FIGHT AGAINST ANY FORM OF RACISM 
7E ALL HAVE ONE COMMON DREAM WHICH IS TO MAKE THIS COUNTRY STRONGER 
AND  RICHER  FOR  THE  FAMILIES  AND  THE  PEOPLE  WHO  LIVE  HERE  ,ETS  WORK 
TOGETHER TO KEEP THIS DREAM ALIVE
,IKE  THE  OPEN  LETTER  AND -R  3HENGS  SPEECH  :HANGS  SPEECH  PRO
VIDES  ANOTHER  EXAMPLE  OF  HOW  THESE  #HINESE  !MERICANS  DEPLOY  DIF
FERENT  RHETORICAL  STRATEGIES  TO  NEGOTIATE  SOME  COMPLEX  HISTORICALLY 
DETERMINED  RELATIONS  OF  POWER  AND  TO  CREATE  A  CONFIDENT  RESPECTABLE 
ਃ FOR THEMSELVES AND FOR THE COMMUNITY 7HILE :HANG MUST CONFRONT 
AND DENOUNCE RACISM AS DIRECTLY AS HE CAN HE MUST NOT ANTAGONIZE HIS 
INTENDED  AUDIENCETHE  #ITY  #OUNCILTOO  DIRECTLY  AND  HE MUST  NOT 
MAKE THEM FEEL THAT THEIR POSITIVE FACE IS BEING UNFAIRLY PRESSURED
!FTER  A  QUICK  SELFINTRODUCTION  IN  THE  FIRST  PARAGRAPH  -R  :HANG 
WASTES NO TIME IN EXPRESSING THE COMMUNITYS OUTRAGE 7HAT IS TELLING 
THOUGH IS THAT HE CHOOSES IN THE SECOND AND MAIN PARAGRAPH TO FOCUS 
ON  THE  DAMNING  CONSEQUENCES  OF  %LKINGTONS  REMARKS  ON  HOW  THEY 
HAVE TRAUMATIZED THE CHILDREN AT THE #HINESE ,ANGUAGE 3CHOOL .AMELY 
THESE  CHILDREN  ARE  DEEPLY  HURT  AND  CONFUSED  BECAUSE  SUCH  OFFENSIVE 
REMARKS BELIE  THE KIND OF !MERICA  THEY HAVE BEEN  TAUGHT  TO  LOVE AND 
TO CHERISH AND BECAUSE THEY HAVE LEARNED THAT THEY SHOULD BE JUDGED 
INVOKING $R -ARTIN ,UTHER +ING *R NOT BY THE COLOR OF THEIR SKIN BUT 
BY THE CONTENT OF THEIR CHARACTER
&URTHER  SIMILAR  TO  WHAT  WE  HAVE  SEEN  IN  THE  OTHER  TWO  EXAMPLES 
:HANG IS ALSO QUITE DIRECT IN APPEALING TO THE ENTIRE #ITY #OUNCILONCE 
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AGAIN  USING  THE  IMPERATIVE  MOODTO  STAND  UP  WITH  THE  #HINESE 
!MERICAN  COMMUNITY  TO  DENOUNCE %LKINGTONS  REMARKS  AND  SAY  h.Ov 
TO RACISM "Y STATING THAT THE CHILDREN AT THE #INCINNATI #ONTEMPORARY 
#HINESE 3CHOOL hARE  THE HOPE OF  TOMORROWv AND hARE  THE TOMORROW OF 
!MERICAv  EMPHASIS  ADDED	  OUR  SPEAKER  IN  FACT  ISSUES  TWO  ASSERTIVES 
WHICH hCOMMIT THE SPEAKER IN VARYING DEGREES	 TO SOMETHINGS BEING 
THE CASE TO THE TRUTH OF THE EXPRESSED PROPOSITIONv 3EARLE 	 4HE USE 
OF THE SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE FORM hAREv FURTHER REINFORCES THE SPEAKERS 
COMMITMENT TO THE REPRESENTATION OF REALITY AS CATEGORICALLY TRUE AS THE 
VERB hTO BEv IN ITS PRESENT TENSE FORM CONVEYS WHAT &AIRCLOUGH CALLS hA CAT
EGORICAL COMMITMENTv TO THE TRUTH OF THE PROPOSITION 	 -OREOVER 
SUCH  STATEMENTS  COME QUITE  CLOSE  TO  ASSUMING  THE  FORCE  OF  A  DECLARA
TION WHOSE SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE hBRINGS ABOUT THE CORRESPONDENCE 
BETWEEN THE PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT AND REALITYv OR hGUARANTEES THAT THE 
PROPOSITIONAL CONTENT CORRESPONDS TO THE WORLDv 3EARLE n	 4HAT 
IS TO SAY :HANG BY SUCCESSFULLY PERFORMING THESE TWO SPEECH ACTS IS NOT 
ONLY COMMITTING HIMSELF TO THE TRUTH OF THE EXPRESSED PROPOSITION BUT 
ALSO DOING SO IN A MANNER THAT ALMOST ACCORDS HIM THE DISCURSIVE FORCE 
OF BRINGING ABOUT AN INSTANTANEOUS FIT BETWEEN THE WORD AND THE WORLD 
4HE ABILITY TO EFFECT SUCH A FIT YIELDS A SENSE OF AUTHORITY AND AUTHENTICITY 
BOTH OF WHICH LEND ਃ AND AGENCY TO THE SPEAKER AND TO THE COMMUNITY 
HE REPRESENTS
4HE DIRECT  APPROACH ADOPTED HERE BY :HANG  IS  ALSO PUNCTUATED BY 
SOME  INDIRECT  CRITICISMS  IN  THE  SPEECH /N  THE ONE HAND  THERE  IS NO 
DIRECT  CRITICISM  IN  THIS  PARAGRAPH OR  IN HIS  ENTIRE  SPEECH  OF  THE #ITY 
#OUNCIL IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT THE #OUNCIL AS A COLLECTIVE BODY HAS YET 
TO DENOUNCE -R %LKINGTONS REMARKS OPENLY AND IT HAS YET TO RULE OUT 
UNEQUIVOCALLY ANY POSSIBILITY OF GIVING %LKINGTON A CITY CONTRACT !ND 
THE USE  OF  hPLEASEv  IN  THE ONLY  IMPERATIVE  SENTENCE  IN  THIS  PARAGRAPH 
ENCODES  A  DEFERENTIAL  GESTURE  THAT  WILL  NOT  BE  LOST  ON  HIS  AUDIENCE 
BECAUSE  IT  LESSENS  THE  IMPOSITION PLACED ON  THEIR NEGATIVE  FACE BY HIS 
DIRECT APPEAL
/N THE OTHER HAND BY STATING THAT h7E ALL HAVE A COMMON DREAMv 
OUR SPEAKER IS ALSO REMINDING HIS AUDIENCE INDIRECTLY THAT THIS COMMON 
DREAM IS NOT QUITE BEING SHARED BY ALL YET FOR THEN THEY WOULD NOT NEED 
TO GATHER HERE AT ALL !ND BY URGING THEM TO WORK WITH #HINESE !MERICAN 
AND  OTHER  MINORITY  COMMUNITIESh,ETS  WORK  TOGETHER  TO  KEEP  THIS 
DREAM ALIVEv :HANG IS GUIDING HIS AUDIENCE TO ANOTHER UNSPOKEN YET 
UNMISTAKEN REALITY THEY HAVE YET TO WORK TOGETHER TO ADDRESS TROUBLED 
RACE RELATIONSHIPS IN THE CITY AND TO BUILD A TRULY INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY 
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)N FACT BECAUSE THEY HAVE NOT WORKED TOGETHER THE CITY NOW HAS TO FACE 
UP  TO -R %LKINGTONS  RACIST  REMARKS WHILE  STILL  TRYING  TO DEAL WITH  THE 
REPERCUSSIONS CAUSED BY THE THREEDAY RACE RIOTS IN !PRIL 
4HERE IS MORE 4HE USE OF hOURv hWEv AND hUSvAS IN h) CANNOT IMAG
INE WHAT OUR COUNTRY WOULD BE IF OUR CHILDREN GROW UP UNDER SUCH RACIST 
CLIMATEv  h7E  ALL HAVE ONE COMMON DREAMv AND  h,ETS WORK  TOGETHER 
TO KEEP  THIS DREAM ALIVEv  EMPHASIS  ADDED	IS  INCLUSIVE  IN MEANING 
CREATING  A  SENSE  OF  TOGETHERNESS  AND  UNITY  BETWEEN  THE  TWO  SIDES  !T 
THE  SAME  TIME  THIS  KIND OF  INCLUSIVE USE  ALSO  CHALLENGES  THE OTHER  SIDE 
TO hTAKE POSSESSIONv OF  THESE CHILDREN AND TO MEET  ITS RESPONSIBILITY  TO 
PROTECT THEM FROM GETTING FURTHER HURT AND CONFUSED !ND SINCE THE TWO 
SIDES ARE NOW UNITED BY OUR CHILDREN BY OUR COMMON DREAM AND BY OUR 
WORKING  TOGETHER  THE OTHER  SIDE HAS NO OTHER OPTION BUT  TO  STAND UP 
WITH #HINESE !MERICAN AND OTHER MINORITY COMMUNITIES  TO DENOUNCE 
%LKINGTONS REMARKS AND TO REJECT HIM AS A CANDIDATE FOR THE REDEVELOP
MENT JOB
"Y  ARGUING  FROM  CONSEQUENCES  AND  BY  APPEALING  DIRECTLY  TO  THE 
#ITY #OUNCIL FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION OUR SPEAKER ALIGNS HIMSELF WITH THE 
!RISTOTELIAN hDIRECTNESSv PARADIGM "Y RESTRAINING FROM FAULTING OR CRITI
CIZING HIS AUDIENCE DIRECTLY OUR SPEAKER PROJECTS A SUBJECT POSITION THAT 
IS INDIRECT AND IMPOSITIONCONSCIOUS 4HIS MIXING OF DIRECTNESS AND INDI
RECTION ENABLES HIM TO NEGOTIATE SUCCESSFULLY BETWEEN #HINESE	 ਃ AND 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN	 POSITIVE  FACE (IS USE OF  THE  INCLUSIVE  hWEv  AND 
OF ITS hCOGNATESv BEGINS TO ESTABLISH A COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIP WHICH IS 
BEING ENHANCED BY THE IMAGE OF hCHILDRENvAN IMAGE THAT AS A SYNEC
DOCHE  INVOKES A  SERIES OF OTHER  IMAGES  SUCH AS  INNOCENCE HOPE AND 
THE  FUTURE OF !MERICA !S OUR  SPEAKERS  RHETORICAL PERFORMANCES HELP 
DIRECT  HIS  AUDIENCE  TO  A  PARTICULAR  COURSE  OF  ACTION  IN  THE  IMMEDIATE 
FUTURE THEY HELP HIM NURTURE AND CONVEY A NEW SENSE OF IDENTITYONE 
THAT  IS CONSTITUTED NOT SO MUCH BY  INTERNAL RHETORICAL COHERENCE AS BY 
DISCURSIVE PRACTICES THAT IMPLICATE BOTH TRADITIONS AND THAT AIM TO SUB
VERT THE EXISTING STRUCTURES OF POWER
)T  WOULD  MISS  THE  POINT  ALTOGETHER  FOR  ANYONE  TO  THINK  THAT  THESE 
#HINESE !MERICANS ARE NOT CAPABLE OF DIRECTLY CRITICIZING THE CITY LEADER
SHIP FOR THEIR FAILURE TO DENOUNCE %LKINGTONS REMARKS SWIFTLY AND TO CRE
ATE A MORE RACIALLY INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY IN #INCINNATI !S A MATTER OF FACT 
A NUMBER OF #HINESE !MERICANS WERE QUITE BLUNT IN THEIR SPEECHES LAYING 
THE BLAME DIRECTLY AT THE FEET OF THE CITY LEADERSHIP AND THE LOCAL BUSINESS 
LEADERS 4HE FOLLOWING SPEECH BY A REPRESENTATIVE OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
!SSOCIATION OF #INCINNATI IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF THIS DIRECTNESS
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$EAR #INCINNATI #ITY #OUNCIL
-R %LKINGTONS RACIST REMARKS OBVIOUSLY OFFENDED THE #HINESE COMMU
NITY AND ALL CITIZENS WITH A CONSCIENCE 7E ARE ALSO VERY DISAPPOINTED WITH 
THE CLIMATE OF #INCINNATI  TOWARDS DIVERSITY %LKINGTON WAS  INVITED BY  THE 
CITY OFFICIALS AND DELIVERED HIS INSENSITIVE REMARKS AND EXCLUSIVE POLICY AT 
AN /42 #HAMBER OF #OMMERCE LUNCHEON WHERE MANY LOCAL POLITICAL AND 
BUSINESS LEADERS WERE PRESENT BUT NONE OF THEM STOOD UP AND DENOUNCED 
THE  ACT  )  HOPE  NONE  OF  YOU  WERE  THERE  (OW  BACKWARD  THIS  IS  $ID  IT 
NEVER OCCUR  TO YOU AND ALL  THE  LEADERS  THERE  THAT  THIS WAS WRONG )T HAS 
TO  TAKE A  LONELY  SMALL NEWSPAPER REPORTER WITH GREAT COURAGE TO EXPOSE 
THE REMARKS AND CONFRONT THE RACISM )F THESE REMARKS WERE MADE AGAINST 
OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS THE AUDIENCE MAY HAVE RESPONDED DIFFERENTLY 4HIS IS 
WHY WE THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GREATER #INCINNATI #HINESE COMMUNITY 
ARE HERE 7E CANNOT BE  IGNORED ANY MORE %NOUGH IS ENOUGH 9OU MAY 
THINK US DURING THE ELECTION TIME BUT ) WANT YOU TO THINK US ALL THE TIME 
ALL THE YEAR 7E WANT TO RAISE THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF CULTURE DIVERSITY IN OUR 
CITY AND WE WANT OUR LEADERS INCLUDING ALL COUNCILMEN AND COUNCILWOMEN 
HERE TO LEAD US FOR CREATING A TRULY INCLUSIVE CLIMATE FOR OUR PEOPLE TO LIVE 
AND WORK HERE
)N  COMPARISON  WITH  OUR  FIRST  TWO  SPEAKERS  THIS  SPEAKER  COMES  OUT 
MINCING  NO  WORDS  &OR  EXAMPLE  HE  TELLS  THE  #ITY  #OUNCIL  THAT  THE 
#HINESE !MERICAN  COMMUNITY  IS  VERY  DISAPPOINTED  AT  THE  CITYS  RACIAL 
CLIMATE NOT ONLY BECAUSE IT WAS THE CITY OFFICIALS WHO BROUGHT %LKINGTON 
TO THE CITY BUT ALSO BECAUSE THOSE POLITICAL AND BUSINESS  LEADERS AT THE 
LUNCHEON  FAILED  TO  STAND  UP  AND  TO  DENOUNCE  %LKINGTONS  REMARKS 
4HEIR  hBACKWARDv  CONDUCT  SHARPLY  CONTRASTS WITH  THE #ITY"EAT  REPORTER 
WHO BROKE THE STORY AND BROUGHT ATTENTION TO THESE RACIST REMARKS (IS 
RHETORICAL QUESTIONh$ID IT NEVER OCCUR TO YOU AND ALL THE LEADERS THERE 
THAT  THIS WAS WRONGvIS  TINGED WITH  SARCASM AND  IT  FURTHER  SHARPENS 
HIS  CRITICAL  STANCE  TOWARD  THE CITY  LEADERSHIP .AMELY  IF  THE ANSWER  TO 
THIS QUESTION IS AFFIRMATIVE THEN OUR CITY LEADERSHIP IS REALLY hBACKWARDv 
BECAUSE OF THEIR  IGNORANCE ANDOR BIAS !ND IF  THE ANSWER IS NEGATIVE 
THEN IT DID OCCUR TO THEM THAT THESE REMARKS WERE WRONG )T  IS EQUALLY 
hBACKWARDv IF NOT WORSE FOR THEM NOT TO SPEAK OUT ON THE SPOT NOT TO 
CONDEMN THESE REMARKS OPENLY AND UNEQUIVOCALLY
(IS DIRECT INYOURFACE STYLE CULMINATES IN THESE TWO SHORT STATEMENTS 
h7E CANNOT BE IGNORED ANY MORE %NOUGH IS ENOUGHv 4HE USE OF hANY 
MOREv  PRESUPPOSES  THAT  THE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  COMMUNITY  HAS  BEEN 
IGNORED  IN  THE  PAST  AND  THE  TAUTOLOGICAL  EXPRESSION  SIGNALS  THAT  THE 
#HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY WONT PUT UP WITH THIS KIND OF TREATMENT 
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ANY LONGER AND THAT THEY WILL SPEAK OUT AGAINST RACISM AND EXCLUSION ON 
THEIR OWN IN THE FUTURE IF THEY HAVE TO !ND STATEMENTS LIKE THESE TWO ARE 
AS ) HAVE POINTED OUT IN MY DISCUSSION OF -R :HANGS SPEECH ASSERTIVES 
WITH THE FORCE OF A DECLARATIVE 4HAT IS TO SAY THESE STATEMENTS NOT ONLY 
COMMIT OUR SPEAKER TO THE TRUTH OF THE EXPRESSED PROPOSITION BUT ALSO 
ENABLE  HIM  TO  REALIZE  AN  INSTANTANEOUS  FIT  BETWEEN  THE WORD  AND  THE 
WORLD )N THE PROCESS OUR SPEAKER EXERCISES BOTH FOR HIMSELF AND FOR THE 
COMMUNITY HE  REPRESENTS DISCURSIVE AUTHORITY OVER HIS AUDIENCE !ND 
THE USE OF THE MODEL VERB hCANv AS IN h7E CANNOT BE IGNORED ANY MOREv 
CONVEYS A RELATIONAL MODALITY FURTHER SOLIDIFYING :HANGS AUTHORITY CLAIM 
AND ENHANCING HIS CONFIDENT ਃ
4HE PALPABLE TENSION BETWEEN hYOUv THE #ITY #OUNCIL	 AND hWEv THE 
SPEAKER AND THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY	 IS EVIDENT FROM THE GET
GO AS hWEv BECOMES INCREASINGLY CRITICAL OF hYOUv 3UCH TENSION IS CERTAIN
LY LESS VISIBLE TO SAY THE LEAST IN THE PREVIOUS TWO SPEECHES !T THE SAME 
TIME THIS TENSION OR THIS RELATIONSHIP UNDERGOES SOME SUBTLE CHANGES AS 
THE MEANINGS OF THESE PRONOUNS SHIFT  IN THE SPEECH &OR EXAMPLE THE 
INITIAL USE OF hYOUvAS IN h) HOPE NONE OF YOU     v AND h$ID IT NEVER 
OCCUR TO YOU   vCLEARLY ASSOCIATES THE #ITY #OUNCIL WITH THE OTHER SIDE 
WITH THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN CONSPICUOUSLY SILENT OVER %LKINGTONS REMARKS 
!ND THE USE OF THE EXCLUSIVE hWEv FURTHER HEIGHTENS THIS TENSION BECAUSE 
IT HAS BECOME CLEAR THAT hYOUvTHE #ITY #OUNCILHAS FAILED TO REPRE
SENT AND SPEAK FOR hWEv THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY
(OWEVER TOWARD THE END OF THE SPEECH OUR SPEAKER INITIATES A PRO
NOMINAL SHIFT .AMELY THE USE OF hOURv IN THE LAST SENTENCE CONVEYS AN 
INCLUSIVE MEANING BECAUSE hOUR CITYv BELONGS TO BOTH hYOUv AND hWEv )N 
ADDITION  THE  SPEAKER NOW  CHARACTERIZES  THE #ITY #OUNCIL MEMBERS  AS 
hOUR LEADERSv WHO ARE NOW BEING INVITED TO hLEAD USv FOR hOUR PEOPLEv 
(ERE hUSv AND hOUR PEOPLEv COULD ALSO BE INCLUSIVE REFERRING TO BOTH 
THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY AND hALL CITIZENS WITH A CONSCIENCEv 
4HIS  EMERGENT  SENSE  OF  INCLUSIVENESS  SIGNIFIES  A  SHIFTING  OF  POSITIONS 
4HAT IS TO SAY BY USING THE INCLUSIVE hOURv THE SPEAKER IS TRYING TO BRING 
THE #HINESE !MERICAN COMMUNITY AND  THE #ITY #OUNCIL  TOGETHER  INTO 
A NEW RELATIONSHIP WHERE  THE DISCOURSE OF MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING AND 
RECIPROCITY CAN OVERCOME THE DISCOURSE OF OTHERING AND BIAS
4HE JUXTAPOSITION OF hYOUv WITH hOUR LEADERSv WITHIN THE SAME SPEECH 
REVEALS IN A WAY OUR SPEAKERS OWN AMBIVALENCE AND HIS OWN UNSETTLED 
ASSOCIATION  HE  IS  BOTH  HIGHLY  CRITICAL  OF  hYOUv  AND WANTS  TO  TRANSFORM 
hYOUv INTO hUSv INTO hOUR LEADERSv )NDEED THIS KIND OF DISCURSIVE STRAD
DLING  SERVES  AS  AN  UNDERCURRENT  FOR  THE  OTHER  THREE  TEXTS  THE  OPEN 
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LETTER AND THE OTHER TWO SPEECHES	 UNDER DISCUSSION AS WELL )T IS A CHAR
ACTERISTIC THAT IS INDICATIVE OF THE DISCOURSE OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE 
AND OF THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICA RHETORIC )T IS A SUBJECT POSITION 
THAT MOVES BETWEEN THE EXILE AND THE  IMMIGRANT AND THAT ATTEMPTS  TO 
USE A MAJORITY LANGUAGE THAT IS %NGLISH	 TO PRESENT A MINORITY PERSPEC
TIVE  AIMING  TO  BREAK  DOWN  IN  THE  PROCESS  THE  BINARY  BARRIERS  OF  ALL 
KINDS AND TO CONJURE UP HOPE AND ASPIRATION FOR OUR CHILDREN FOR OUR 
FUTURE
,IMITED ANDOR LIMITING AS IT MIGHT BE MY ANALYSIS THUS FAR AIMS TO 
ILLUSTRATE HOW MY FELLOW #HINESE !MERICANS USE LANGUAGE TO RESPOND TO A 
PARTICULAR SPEECH EVENT AND HOW THEIR USE OF LANGUAGE DRAWS UPON AND 
IMPLICATES BOTH #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITIONS 
!S ) ASSEMBLE AND ACTIVATE THE MEANINGS OF THEIR SITUATED SPEECH ACTS IT 
BECOMES ABUNDANTLY CLEAR TO ME THAT THEIR COMMUNICATIVE ACTIONS ENTAIL 
BOTH SYMBOLIC AND MATERIAL CONSEQUENCESSYMBOLIC BECAUSE THEY SERVE 
TO EXEMPLIFY THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC ON THE GROUND 
AND MATERIAL BECAUSE THEY COMBAT RACISM AND PUSH FOR POSITIVE CHANGES 
IN  OUR  COMMUNITIES  )N  THE  PROCESS  THESE  RHETORICAL  PERFORMANCES 
COME TO RESEMBLE UP TO A POINT PROTEST RHETORIC IN GENERAL AND .ATIVE 
!MERICAN  PROTEST  RHETORIC  IN  PARTICULAR 7HILE  )  HAVE  NO  INTENTION  OF 
CLAIMING UNIQUENESSQUACOHERENCE FOR THESE RHETORICAL PERFORMANCES 
) HAVE BECOME MORE ENCOURAGED BY THE OPPORTUNITIES RHETORICAL BORDER
LANDS PRESENT AND BY THE POSITIVE TRANSFORMATIONS WE BORDER RESIDENTS 
MAY BE ABLE TO EFFECT WITH OUR CREATIVEAMBIGUOUS VOICES WITH OUR EMER
GENTAMBIVALENT POSITIONS
&OR MY  FELLOW #HINESE !MERICANS AS  THEY CONFRONT -R %LKINGTONS 
RACIST REMARKS AND AS THEY URGE THE CITY LEADERSHIP TO JOIN THEM TO TAKE 
DECISIVE  ACTIONS  AGAINST  BIGOTRY  AND  RACIAL  HATRED  THEY  NURTURE  AND 
DEVELOP  A  RHETORIC  THAT  GROWS  OUT  OF  TWO  COMPETING  OFTEN  CLASHING 
RHETORICSRHETORICS  THAT HAVE  CIRCULATED  IN DIFFERENT  TIMES AND PLACES 
AND  THAT  HAVE  PICKED  UP  DIFFERENT  DISCURSIVE  SITUATIONAL  VALUES  ALONG 
THE WAY 4HIS IS A RHETORIC THAT SITUATED IN AND IN DIRECT RESPONSE TO A 
PARTICULAR SPEECH EVENT JUXTAPOSES #HINESE ਃ AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
POSITIVE  FACE BLENDS  INDIRECTION WITH DIRECTNESS NOT  AS  A PAIR OF HIER
ARCHICAL OPPOSITES BUT AS  TWO  INTERDEPENDENT STRATEGIES AND PRACTICES 
THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ hSHUv	 BY CONNECTING TO THE CITY LEADERSHIP TO THE 
PEOPLE OF #INCINNATI
4O THE EXTENT THAT THEY ARE SUCCESSFUL  IN PERSUADING THE CITY  LEADER
SHIP TO DENOUNCE %LKINGTONS REMARKS AND TO MOVE TOWARD PROMOTING 
CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING AND EXCHANGE THEY WILL BEGIN TO CULTIVATE A NEW 
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CONSCIOUSNESS  ONE  THAT  REJECTS  THE  BINARY  DISCOURSE  SEVERING  THE  PAST 
FROM THE PRESENT AND THAT INITIATES hA CHANGE IN THE WAY WE PERCEIVE REAL
ITY THE WAY WE SEE OURSELVES AND THE WAYS WE BEHAVEv !NZALDÞA 	 
4HEY WILL ALSO BEGIN TO BRING ABOUTTHANKS TO THEIR ASSERTIVES WITH THE 
FORCE OF A DECLARATIVEA DIFFERENT KIND OF REALITY WHERE RACISM IN ANY 
SHAPE  OR  FORM WILL  NOT  BE  TOLERATED  AND WHERE  DIFFERENT  CULTURES  WILL 
BE ABLE TO SPEAK TO EACH OTHER WITH UNDERSTANDING AND REFLECTION BUT 
WITHOUT THE FEAR OF BEING EXOTICIZED OR SILENCED
!  CAVEAT  THOUGH !S  ) HAVE  ARGUED  IN PREVIOUS  CHAPTERS WHILE  THE 
MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  IS  A  PHENOMENON OF  RHETORICAL 
BORDERLANDS IT IS NOT A GUARANTEED PHENOMENON "ECAUSE IT IS ALWAYS TIED 
TO PARTICULARIZING CONTEXTS AND TO UNEQUAL RELATIONS OF POWER #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC COULD BE EASILY MISUNDERSTOOD OR NOT UNDERSTOOD AT 
ALL /R IT COULD BE QUICKLY APPROPRIATED BY THE DOMINANT CULTURE AS hTHE 
NEW KID ON THE BLOCKv %ITHER OUTCOME FAILS #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC 
MISERABLY 4HEN THERE ARE THESE INSTANCES OF AMBIGUITY AND AMBIVALENCE 
THAT WE BORDER  RESIDENTS EXPERIENCE AS WE PRACTICE #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC AND AS WE TRY TO BE TO QUOTE !NZALDÞA AGAIN hON BOTH SHORES 
AT ONCE AND AT ONCE SEE THROUGH SERPENT AND EAGLE EYESv 	
7HAT THEN DOES ALL THIS MEAN (OW CAN WE BEST REPRESENT OURSELVES 
BETWEEN MOMENTS OF ARTICULATED RELATIONSHIPS AND MOMENTS OF UNCER
TAINTY AND UNSETTLED FEELINGS !ND HOW CAN WE BEST PURSUE THE RHETORIC 
OF  TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE  AS WE MOVE  FORWARD  TO  COMMUNICATE  TO 
PERSUADE AND TO ADJUST
&IRST AS WE TRY TO ASSERT OUR AGENCY AND TO ESTABLISH OUR RESIDENCY IN 
A SPACE INHABITED BY COMPETING RHETORICAL TRADITIONS AND DOMINATED BY 
UNEQUAL RELATIONS OF POWER WE CONSCIOUSLY OR SUBCONSCIOUSLY ENGENDER 
A DISCOURSE  THAT  IMPLICATES #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL 
TRADITIONS  3INCE  OUR  DISCURSIVE  EXPERIENCES  WILL  NOT  BE  AUTOMATICALLY 
UNDERSTOOD  AND  EMBRACED  ON  THEIR  OWN  TERMS  WE  HAVE  TO  SPEAK  OUT 
MORE OPENLY ABOUT THESE EXPERIENCES ABOUT THESE REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS 
7E SHOULD DO SO NOT BY TOUTING UNIQUENESS OR INCOMMENSURABILITY BUT BY 
HIGHLIGHTING HOW OUR OWN SUBJECT POSITIONS CALL FOR AND ENACT THE RHETORIC 
OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE IN SITUATED CONTEXTS AND HOW SUCH RHETORIC 
IN TURN HELPS RENAME AND TRANSFORM OUR CULTURAL AND DISCURSIVE REALITY
3ECOND  AS  WE  PRACTICE  AND  PROMOTE  THIS  RHETORIC  OF  TOGETHERNESS
INDIFFERENCE  WE  NEED  TO  LEARN  HOW  TO  PLACE  OURSELVES  IN  THE  OTHERS 
POSITION AND HOW TO hWORDv THE WORLD THROUGH THE OTHERS EYES OR h)Sv 
&OR EXAMPLE WHEN WE CONTEMPLATE ENHANCING ਃ AND ૲ሷ WE SHOULD 
LEARN TO THINK ABOUT HOW IT CAN UNSETTLE AND RECAST POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE 
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FACE 7HEN WE CHARACTERIZE CERTAIN DISCURSIVE EXPERIENCES AS EXAMPLES 
OF INDIRECTION OR DIRECTNESS WE SHOULD CALL UPON OURSELVES TO REMEMBER 
THAT THEY ARE PART OF AN EVERSHIFTING CIRCLE OF COMPLEMENTARY CONTRASTS 
WHERE THE VALUE OF ONE IS NEVER COMPLETE WITHOUT THAT OF THE OTHER !ND 
WHEN WE PRACTICE THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ hSHUv	 WE HAVE TO TEACH OURSELVES 
AND OUR  INTERLOCUTORS  THAT OUR MISSION  IS NOT  TO BANISH OR  IMPOVERISH 
SELF BUT TO INCORPORATE BOTH SELF AND OTHER INTO A RELATIONSHIP OF INTER
DEPENDENCE AND INTERCONNECTEDNESS
4HIRD  PART  OF  OUR  CHALLENGE  IN  THE  MAKING  OF  #HINESE  !MERICAN 
RHETORIC LIES IN HOW WE BORDER RESIDENTS CAN BEST RECONNECT TO OUR OWN 
RHETORICAL  HISTORY  AND  IN  HOW  WE  CAN  BEST  REPRESENT  IT  OR  TRANSFORM 
THE  OTHERS  REPRESENTATIONS  OF  IT  4O  DO  SOIT  CANNOT  BE  EMPHASIZED 
ENOUGHIS NOT TO GET BOGGED DOWN BY SUCH HISTORY BUT TO USE IT TO LAY 
CLAIM TO THE PRESENT AND TO RECLAIM OUR AGENCY AND OUR IDENTITYNOT 
ONLY  BECAUSE  SUCH  HISTORY  INEVITABLY  INFLUENCES  OR  IMPLICATES  OUR  ON
GOING PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC BUT 
ALSO BECAUSE IT ENABLES US TO RESIST BOTH THE DISCOURSE OF ASSIMILATION AND 
THE  DISCOURSE  OF  DEFICIENCY  OR  DIFFERENCE -OREOVER  THIS  TURN  TOWARD 
HISTORY GIVES US ANOTHER REASON TO INITIATE AND ASSEMBLE A DIFFERENT WAY 
OF SPEAKING IT INJECTS NEW MEANINGS INTO OUR UNDERSTANDING OF #HINESE 
AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  AND  IT  FURTHER  RECONFIG
URES  THE  RELATIONSHIP  THAT  BOTH  TRADITIONS  CANNOT  HELP  BUT  ENTER  AND 
SHAREA RELATIONSHIP WHOSE COMPLICATED ENTANGLEMENT IS BOTH INDICA
TIVE  OF  A  HYBRID  RHETORIC  AT  RHETORICAL  BORDERLANDS  AND  GENERATIVE  OF 
HOPE AND POTENTIAL FOR THE FUTURE
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%N UNAS POCAS CENTURIAS THE FUTURE WILL BELONG TO THE MESTIZA 
"ECAUSE THE FUTURE DEPENDS ON THE BREAKING DOWN OF PARADIGMS IT 
DEPENDS ON THE STRADDLING OF TWO OR MORE CULTURES
!NZALDÞA 	
!S THE TITLE OF THIS CONCLUDING CHAPTER INDICATES ) AM NOW COMING TO A 
CLOSE AND ) WILL BE USING THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE AGAIN AS MY CEN
TRAL  TOPIC  IN  THIS  CHAPTER  )N  SO DOING  ) NOT ONLY WANT  TO  SIGNAL  THAT  ) 
HAVE NOW COME FULL CIRCLE BUT ) ALSO WANT TO USE THIS NIFTY IMAGE OF THE 
#HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE TO EXTEND WHAT ) HAVE DEVELOPED SO FAR AND TO 
FLUSH OUT FURTHER THE SIGNIFICANCES AND IMPLICATIONS OF THIS PROJECT
3TRUCTURALLY SPEAKING ) SEE THIS CHAPTER AS A FITTING CONCLUSION TOO 
!S  ONE  MAY  RECALL  IN  #HAPTER  4HREE  )  DISCUSSED  THE  TOPICCOMMENT 
STRUCTURE IN THE #HINESE LANGUAGE IN ORDER TO ILLUSTRATE THIS LANGUAGES 
STRUCTURAL DISPOSITION TOWARD DISCURSIVE INTERDEPENDENCE AS PART OF MY 
EFFORT TO RECONCEPTUALIZE #HINESE INDIRECTION AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN 
DIRECTNESS .OW ) WANT TO COMPARE MY ENTIRE PROJECT TO THIS TOPICCOM
MENT STRUCTURE IMAGINING IT AS ONE SINGLE #HINESE UTTERANCE INFORMED 
BY  THIS  STRUCTURE  BY  THIS  RELATIONAL  FOCUS -ORE  PLAINLY  PUT  )  SEE MY 
)NTRODUCTION AND MY FIRST FIVE CHAPTERS AS CONSISTING OF A SERIES OF hTOP
ICSv  WHICH  RANGES  FROM MY MUSINGS  OVER  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIES  AT 
RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS TO FACE DYNAMICS TO THE YINYANG OF INDIRECTION 
AND DIRECTNESS TO RECIPROCITY AND INDIVIDUALISM TO THE RHETORICAL PERFOR
MANCES OF MY FELLOW #HINESE !MERICANS
4HESE TOPICS INTERCONNECTED AND WIDERANGING AIM TO PRESENT SEVERAL 
CLUSTERS OF CONTINGENT CONDITIONS AND INTERDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIPS AND 
THEY SEEK TO CONSTITUTE AN ELABORATE BUT NO LESS SITUATED CONTEXT FILLED 
WITH LOCAL HISTORIES PRESENTDAY FACETOFACE ENCOUNTERS AND REFLECTIONS 
NOT OF HARMONY BUT OF TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE )N A WAY  THESE TOP
ICSALMOST LIKE THE hYINWEIv ႀເ hBECAUSEv	 PART IN THE #HINESE CON
NECTIVE PAIR hYINWEI xx SUOYI xxv ႀເ xx෵ၢ xx hBECAUSE x 
SO xv	ESTABLISH A hCAUSALv FRAMEWORK NECESSARY FOR THIS CHAPTERTHE 
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COMMENTLIKE  hSUOYIv  hSOv	  PARTTO  EMERGE  TO  COMPLETE  THE  hUTTER
ANCEv  READ AS  THIS PROJECT	  STARTED BY  THESE  hTOPICSv  )N OTHER WORDS 
THIS CHAPTER FILLS IN THE SECOND PART OF THIS TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE AS 
IT REPRESENTS A NECESSARY OUTCOME OR hSOv ෵ၢ	 EMERGING OUT OF THESE 
hCAUSESv  OR  hBECAUSESv ႀເ	  .EITHER  hDELAYEDv  NOR  hDISPREFERREDv 
THIS CHAPTER IN PARTICULAR SEEKS TO SPOTLIGHT THOSE HIDDEN DISSIMILARITIES 
BETWEEN  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  AND  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC 
AND TO OPEN UP MORE OPPORTUNITIES MORE MOMENTS OF ARTICULATION AS ) 
PRESS FORWARD TO CONTINUE PRACTICING #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
0RODUCTIVE VAGUENESS IS PARTICULARLY AT WORK WHEN ONE USES ANALOGIES 
OR METAPHORS TO DEVELOP CONNECTIONS BETWEEN EVENTS ANDOR THINGS THAT 
OTHERWISE MAY NOT EMBODY ANY SHARED ESSENCE OR IDENTITY -Y EFFORT IN 
THIS BOOK TO USE THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE AS A GENERATIVE ANALOGY TO 
ARTICULATE THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS NO EXCEPTION )T 
IS ONLY FITTING THAT ) NOW COME BACK TO THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE  TO 
TEASE  OUT  THESE  INSTANCES  OF  PRODUCTIVE  VAGUENESS  AND  TO  BRING  THESE 
INTERCONNECTED CONDITIONS AND RELATIONSHIPS INTO A SHARPER FOCUS  INTO 
ANOTHER RELATED hTOPICvSO THAT MY FELLOW BORDER RESIDENTS AS WELL AS 
MY %UROPEAN !MERICAN INTERLOCUTORS CAN DEVELOP THEIR OWN COMMENTS 
ON THIS TOPIC AND COMPLETE FROM THEIR PERSPECTIVES THIS hYETTOBECOM
PLETEDv UTTERANCE OF MINE
"ORN OF TWO COMPETING TRADITIONS AND MADE VIABLE IN A BORDER ZONE 
THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE IS REAL AND IDENTIFIABLE /N THE OTHER HAND 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS ) HAVE SO FAR DEVELOPED IT MAY NOT BE AS 
EASILY IDENTIFIABLE AND IT MAY NOT BE AS QUICKLY REDUCIBLE TO A LIST OF TRAITS 
OR FEATURES (OW DO ) THEN ACCOUNT FOR THIS APPARENT DIFFERENCE
&IRST LIKE THE #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS A 
HYBRID TOO IT IS BORN OF TWO COMPETING TRADITIONS AT RHETORICAL BORDER
LANDS (OWEVER  IT BECOMES VISIBLE AND VIABLE NOT BY SECURING A LOGICAL 
OR UNIFIED ORDER BUT BY PARTICIPATING IN A PROCESS OF BECOMING WHERE 
MEANINGS ARE DISTRIBUTED IN A FLOW OF EVENTS ANDOR THINGS AND WHERE 
SIGNIFICATIONS ARE PREDICATED UPON EACH AND EVERY PARTICULAR EXPERIENCE 
)N THIS PROCESS OF BECOMING #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS NOT TO BE HAD 
EITHER BY ABSTRACTION OR BY ANYONE SEARCHING FOR FIXED FEATURES 2ATHER 
THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC LIES IN REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS 
AND  IT  FINDS  ITS  MARKINGS  OR  MOORINGS  THROUGH  REVISIONED  HISTORIES 
EMERGENT ALIGNMENTS  AND EVEN UNSETTLED ASSOCIATIONS /THERWISE  STAT
ED IN A LAND OF BORDER ZONES MEANINGS ARE NOT NECESSARILY TO BE CALCU
LATED IN TERMS OF ORDERS PATTERNS OR EXPECTED OUTCOMES )NSTEAD THEY 
ARE DEFINED AND DETERMINED IN TERMS OF OUR DISTRIBUTED EXPERIENCES AND 
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OUR NEGOTIATED POSITIONS !S A RESULT THERE MAY NOT BE ANY GENERALIZABLE 
PATTERNS TO THE KINDS OF REFLECTIVE ENCOUNTERS ) PRESENT IN THIS BOOK
&OR EXAMPLE ) MAY NOT BE ABLE TO ASCRIBE MY CLASSROOM EXPERIENCES 
AND MY REFLECTIONS OF #HINESE PRACTICES  LINEARLY AND UNEQUIVOCALLY  TO 
THE CALLING OF hLIANv ਃ	 AND hMIANZIv ૲ሷ	 AND MY STUDENTS EXPE
RIENCES  AND  REFLECTIONS  TO  THAT  OF  POSITIVE  AND  NEGATIVE  FACE .OR  CAN 
-IN:HAN  ,U  TIE  HER  CRAVINGS  FOR  A  CUP  OF  GOOD  COFFEE  TO  HER  BEING 
#HINESE TO HER BEING #HINESE !MERICAN OR TO HER BEING AN !MERICAN 
#HINESE IMMIGRANT 3HANGHAI 1UARTET 	 !ND NOR CAN ) REALLY POINT TO 
ANY RECURRING PATTERN BEHIND THE RHETORICAL PERFORMANCES OF MY FELLOW 
#HINESE !MERICANS AND SAY h4HATS IT 4HATS #HINESE !MERICAN RHETO
RIC RIGHT THEREv 7HAT HAS COLLECTIVELY EMERGED OUT OF THESE ENCOUNTERS 
HOWEVER IS A HYBRID RHETORIC MARKED BY AN INBETWEEN SUBJECT POSITION 
AND REALIZED THROUGH PARTICULARIZING INSTANCES OF COMMUNICATIVE ACTIV
ITY !T TIMES AMBIVALENT AND UNSETTLING THESE KINDS OF ENCOUNTERS CAN BE 
NO LESS ENABLING AND ENERGIZING
4HEREFORE BOTH MY STUDENTS AND ) BEGIN TO SEE WHAT LIES BEYOND OUR 
OWN  FACE NEEDS  AND  TO  LEARN HOW  TO NEGOTIATE  TENSIONS  AND  CONFLICTS 
EACH TIME WE FACE UP IN THE CLASSROOM AND AT OUR LIFES CROSSINGS 7E DO 
SO BY DEPLOYING A RHETORIC THAT REJECTS DUALISM AND THAT ENGAGES BOTH 
#HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL TRADITIONS 3IMILARLY BECAUSE 
OF SUCH ENCOUNTERS ,U CAN BEGIN FIGURING OUT hNEW WAYS OF SEEING AND 
TALKING ABOUTv  THE QUESTION  h$O  THE #HINESE DRINK COFFEEv  3HANGHAI 
1UARTET 	 7ITH GROWING CONFIDENCE ) CAN RESPOND TO h7HERE ARE YOU 
FROMv WITH AN ANSWER THAT NOT ONLY hMESSES UPv THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN 
INDIRECTION  AND DIRECTNESS  BUT  ALSO  ENABLES USMY  INTERLOCUTORS  AND 
MYSELFTO  SEE  WHAT  EACH  WANTS  FROM  THE  OTHER  AND  TO  ENVISION  WHAT 
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES AWAIT BOTH OF US )N THIS REGARD THE MAK
ING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC BECOMES QUITE SPECIFICTO THE EXTENT 
THAT EACH AND EVERY ONE OF OUR ENCOUNTERS IS INFORMED AND MARKED BY 
THESE REFLECTIONS AND BY THESE NEGOTIATIONS TO THE EXTENT THAT EACH AND 
EVERY ONE OF THESE ENCOUNTERS ENRICHES THIS WEB OF INTERDEPENDENCE IN 
SPITE OF OUR OWN AMBIVALENCES AND APPREHENSIONS
3ECOND FOR BOTH BORDER RESIDENTS AND %UROPEAN !MERICANS READING 
FORTUNES AND EATING FORTUNE COOKIES HAVE PROBABLY BECOME A WELCOME 
INDULGENCE AT THE END OF EVERY #HINESE MEAL HERE IN !MERICA 7E SHARE 
OUR FORTUNES WITH COMFORTING LAUGHS OR LOUD PROTESTATIONS OR BOTH AND 
WE THEN GO ON WITH OUR LIVES WITHOUT NECESSARILY THINKING ABOUT THE NEED 
TO  MODIFY  OUR  BEHAVIOR  IN  RELATION  TO  THE  PREDICTIONS  OR  INJUNCTIONS 
CONVEYED IN THOSE FORTUNES )N OTHER WORDS WHILE THERE MAY BE A LOT OF 
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ILLOCUTION OR UPTAKE  IN  SUCH  AN  EVENT  THERE  IS MOST  LIKELY  NOT MUCH 
PERLOCUTION AS A RESULT OF IT !USTIN (OW TO $O 4HINGS n	 4HAT IS TO 
SAY WHATEVER hAUSPICIOUSv READINGS WE LIKE TO CLAIM OR EMBRACE FROM OUR 
FORTUNES IN SPITE OF THE SNEAKING SUSPICION TO THE CONTRARY WE HARDLY ACT 
ON SUCH READINGS BEYOND THE CONFINES OF THE RESTAURANT
/N THE OTHER HAND WHEN #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORICAL 
TRADITIONS COME IN CONTACT FACE TO FACE AND WHEN WE ARE ENGAGED IN NUR
TURING TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE BOTH ILLOCUTION AND PERLOCUTION ARE A 
MUST .AMELY OUR EXPERIENCES AT RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS WILL INEVITABLY 
CALL FOR AND LEAD TO CHANGES IN OUR BEHAVIOR IN OUR VIEWS ABOUT OURSELVES 
AND THE OTHER AND IN OUR VISIONS FOR THE FUTURECHANGES THAT !NZALDÞA 
REFERS  TO  AS  hA NEW MYTHOSv  	  &OR US BORDER  RESIDENTS  THEN  THIS 
NEW MYTHOS IS NOT JUST CENTERED UPON ILLUMINATING OUR OWN ਃ AND ૲ሷ 
UPON MAKING  INDIRECTION MEAN MORE  THAN  INNUENDOS OR ALLUSIONS OR 
UPON MOVING  AWAY  FROM  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  AS  OUR MODUS 
OPERANDI 2ATHER IT HAS TO BE ENRICHED AND CONSTITUTED BY OUR ONGOING 
EXPERIENCES IN WHICH WE BORDER RESIDENTS ENGAGE THE OTHER NOT TO APPLY 
A hREVERSE ORIENTALISTv LOGIC BUT TO DEVELOP A DIFFERENT DISCOURSE AND TO 
EFFECT POSITIVE CHANGES IN HOW WE TALK ABOUT THE WORLD AS WELL AS ABOUT 
OURSELVES !ND AS THESE EXPERIENCES COMMAND THEIR OWN CONTEXT AND AS 
THEY BRING ABOUT THEIR OWN WEB OF INTERDEPENDENCE THEY CREATE FOR US A 
NEW SENSE OF IDENTITY AND AUTHORITYONE THAT CAN BE INDETERMINATE OR 
AMBIGUOUS BUT ONE THAT CAN NEVER BE NOT INTENSELY RICH IN ASSOCIATIONS 
AND SIGNIFICATIONS
4HIRD  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  TO  ALL  INTENTS  AND  PURPOSES 
HAS BECOME A NATURAL PART OF EATING A #HINESE MEAL  IN !MERICA EVEN 
THOUGH AS ) HAVE SUGGESTED IN #HAPTER /NE  IT COULD BE CONSIDERED A 
GASTRONOMICAL  CONTRADICTION  PAR  EXCELLENCE  )N  COMPARISON  THERE  IS 
NOTHING NATURAL AT ALL ABOUT ARTICULATING AND PRACTICING THE MAKING OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC 7HILE  IT  IS  A  FACT OF  LIFE  THAT #HINESE  AND 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN CULTURES ARE NOW FOREVER ENTANGLED WE BORDER RESI
DENTS DO FACE SEVERAL CHOICES
7E #HINESE AND #HINESE !MERICANS CAN REJECT OR SILENCE OUR hAUTHEN
TICv  SELVES  IN  ORDER  TO  BE  hA  FULLFLEDGED  SUBJECT  OF  THE  NEW  SOCIETYv 
*AN-OHAMED  	  AND  IN  ORDER  TO  WRITE  DIRECT  TRANSPARENT  %NGLISH 
EQUIPPED WITH  SUBHEADINGS  AND OTHER  TRANSITIONAL PHRASESALMOST  IN 
THE SAME WAY AS 3HEN DID SOON AFTER HE CAME TO !MERICA n	 /R WE 
COULD REMAIN ON THE MARGIN LIKE THE EXILE NURSING THIS LONGING FOR OUR 
ANCESTRAL CULTURE WHILE FOREVER SWITCHING BETWEEN ਃ AND ૲ሷ AND POSI
TIVE AND NEGATIVE FACE BETWEEN INDIRECTION AND DIRECTNESS AND BETWEEN 
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THE  DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  AND  THE  IDEOLOGY  OF  INDIVIDUALISM  3UCH PRACTICES 
REMIND US OF HOW ,U JUGGLED BETWEEN HER 7ESTERN HUMANISTIC	 HOME 
DISCOURSE AND HER -ARXIST	 SCHOOL DISCOURSE AS SHE WAS GROWING UP IN 
3HANGHAI h&ROM 3ILENCE TO 7ORDSv  3HANGHAI 1UARTET n	 /R 
WE COULD PRACTICE A HYBRID RHETORIC BY ENGAGING THE REPRESENTATION BY 
THE DOMINANT OF OURSELVES  READ  AS OUR ਃ  AND ૲ሷ  OUR  INDIRECTION 
AND OUR LACK OF INDIVIDUALISM	 BY NEGOTIATING OUR BORDERLAND RESIDENCY 
BETWEEN THE EXILE AND THE IMMIGRANT AND BY CLAIMING BOTH hTHE GHOSTLY 
OTHERNESSv AND !MERICA AT THE SAME TIMEEVEN THOUGH THE LATTER IS hSO 
THICK WITH GHOSTSv TOO +INGSTON 4HE 7OMAN 7ARRIOR 	
.OT ONLY DOES EACH CHOICE ENTAIL ITS OWN COMMUNICATIVE AND MATERIAL 
CONSEQUENCES BUT MORE IMPORTANTLY EACH CHOICE REVEALS AN INDIVIDU
ALS SHIFTING ALLEGIANCES	 AND IT BESPEAKS AN INDIVIDUALS DESIRE TO USE 
LANGUAGE TO REPRESENT HIS OR HER BORDERLAND EXPERIENCES 3PEAKING FOR 
MYSELF THE DECISION TO NURTURE AND ENACT #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IS 
VERY MUCH GROUNDED IN MY OWN DESIRE TO CHALLENGE BINARY PARADIGMS 
TO  NURTURE  AN  INBETWEEN  SUBJECT  POSITION  AND  TO  SEEK  RESONANCES 
NOT ONLY WITH MY ANCESTRAL  CULTURE BUT ALSO WITH OTHER  RHETORICS WITH 
OTHER  EMERGING  VOICES  $IFFERENTLY  STATED  MY  ONGOING  ALIGNMENTS  AT 
RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS ARE NEVER DIVORCED FROM THESE VOICES WHICH ARE 
FOREVER  IMPLICATED  IN  AND  CONTINUOUSLY  IMPRESS  THEMSELVES  UPON MY 
COMMUNICATIVE  ACTIONS  AND  MY  RHETORICAL  CHOICES  4HEREFORE  UNLESS 
)  TAKE  THE  TIME  TO OPEN UP  AS  ) HAVE DONE  IN  THIS BOOK  THE #HINESE 
FORTUNE  COOKIE  IT  WILL MOST  LIKELY  REMAIN  A  hHARMONIOUSv  CONSTITUENT 
OF A #HINESE MEAL ON  THIS  SIDE OF  THE 0ACIFIC "Y CONTRAST UNLESS  ) GET 
TO THE BOTTOM OF THINGS AND UNLESS ) CALL A SPADE A SPADE THE MAKING 
OF #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC WILL  PROBABLY  BE  SEEN  AS  INCOHERENT  AS 
UNNATURAL OR AS UNSPECIFIC
&INALLY THERE SEEMS TO BE AN EQUILIBRIUM BORN OF THE #HINESE FORTUNE 
COOKIE 7ITHOUT EXCEPTION SINCE ITS INCEPTION EACH AND EVERY FORTUNE 
COOKIE CONTINUES TO REPRESENT BOTH TRADITIONS WELLONE TRADITION USES 
MESSAGESTUFFED  PASTRY  AS  A  MEANS  OF  COMMUNICATION  AND  THE  OTHER 
SERVES DESERT AT THE END OF A MEAL ) AM AFRAID THERE IS NO EQUILIBRIUM 
YET IN THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC
&OR ONE THING IT IS STILL %NGLISHNOT #HINESE OR SOME OTHER THIRD LAN
GUAGETHAT SERVES AS THE MEANS OF REPRESENTATION 4HE USE OF %NGLISH 
IN  THIS  ENDEAVOR  OF MINE  OBVIOUSLY  HAS  CONSEQUENCES  4O  BE  BRUTALLY 
DIRECTTHOUGH WITH FEAR OF INJURING MY FACE PERHAPS BEYOND REDEMP
TION IT FAVORS %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC BECAUSE IT HELPS %UROPEAN 
!MERICAN  RHETORIC  STAY AS  THE UNMARKED OR  hEXNOMINATEDv NORM /N 
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THE OTHER HAND #HINESE RHETORICAL TRADITION MAY CONTINUE TO BE SEEN AS 
MARKED AND ON THE OUTSIDE LOOKING IN 5NTIL THERE IS IDEALLY A DIFFERENT 
LANGUAGEA RHETORICAL CREOLE OF SORTSEMERGING TO SERVE AS  THE CODE 
FOR #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC WE BORDER RESIDENTS WILL HAVE TO ACKNOWL
EDGE AND DEAL WITH THIS PHENOMENON HERE AND NOW 4HAT IS TO SAY WE 
NEED TO ASK OURSELVES (OW CAN WE USE %NGLISH IN SUCH A WAY THAT PRO
MOTES OTHER VOICES AND THAT INCORPORATES OTHER MODES OF DOING THINGS 
WITH WORDS -ORE SPECIFICALLY PUT HOW CAN WE REPRESENT #HINESE FACE 
INDIRECTNESS AND PERSONHOOD IN A DISCOURSE WHOSE UNDERGIRDING IDEOL
OGY ESPOUSES SOMETHING VERY DIFFERENT AND WHOSE DISCURSIVE AUTHORITY 
IS ALMOST BEING CHALLENGED BY SUCH REPRESENTATIONS /R HOW CAN WE TO 
USE %OYANGS WORDS hEMBODY IN A MAJORITY LANGUAGE THE STRANGENESS OF 
A MINORITY CULTURE AND MANAGE TO MAKE THAT STRANGENESS ACCESSIBLE TO 
THE READERv 	 AND ) MIGHT ADD TO THE USER
&OR ANOTHER THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC ON THIS SIDE OF 
THE 0ACIFIC WILL BE INFLECTED FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE AT LEAST BY THESE 
HISTORICALLY COMPLEX HIGHLY IMBALANCED RELATIONSHIPS OF POWER THAT HAVE 
DEPENDED ON %UROPEAN !MERICAN WAYS OF SPEAKING FOR REPRESENTATION 
AND FOR CONSOLIDATION 4O CHALLENGE THESE RELATIONSHIPS AND TO REDRESS 
THIS IMBALANCE WE BORDER RESIDENTS HAVE TO INTERROGATE AND BRING TO THE 
FORE THOSE CONDITIONS OR FORCES THAT HAVE HELPED MAKE THE REPRESENTA
TION OF THESE RELATIONSHIPS SO DOMINATING AND CONTROLLING WITHOUT THEM 
HAVING TO JUSTIFY THEMSELVES )N SO DOING WE CAN BEGIN TO BLUR THE BOUND
ARIES TO FOSTER DIFFERING VOICES AND TO CULTIVATE RESONANCES AS WE ENGAGE 
REFLECT AND PERSUADE 7ITHOUT SUCH INTERROGATIONS ON THE OTHER HAND 
WE MAY END UP EITHER GENERATING AN OPPOSITIONAL DISCOURSE ON THE MAR
GIN OR CONSTRUCTING #HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC IN WAYS THAT ARE REMINIS
CENT OF THE DOMINANT PARADIGMS AND THEIR UNMARKED MODALITIES
!ND  THERE  IS  ANOTHER  CHALLENGE  FACING  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC 
/N  THE  ONE  HAND  #HINESE  !MERICAN  RHETORIC  BECAUSE  OF  ITS  NEWLY 
EMERGENT CHARACTERISTICS RISKS BEING PUT ON DISPLAY ANDOR BEING APPRO
PRIATED BY DOMINANT	 %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC 4HE MORE  IT GETS 
APPROPRIATED THE MORE LIKELY IT  IS THAT IT WILL BEGIN TO LOSE ITS CREATIVE 
TRANSFORMATIVE  POTENTIAL  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  FUTURE  PRACTITIONERS  OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORICFOR EXAMPLE YOUNG #HINESE AND #HINESE 
!MERICANSMAY CHOOSE EITHER TO FURTHER MIX THEIR #HINESE !MERICAN 
WAYS OF SPEAKING AND WRITING WITH THE RHETORICAL REPERTOIRE OF ANOTHER 
GROUP  OF  COLOR  OR  TO  SPEAK  LIKE  MAINSTREAM  %UROPEAN  !MERICANS 
IN  SOME  SPECIFIC  SITUATIONAL  CONTEXTS  #ONSEQUENTLY  TOGETHERNESSIN
DIFFERENCE WILL TAKE ON A DIFFERENT SET OF ASSOCIATIONS AND SIGNIFICANCES
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4HE  RESPONSE  TO  THIS  KIND  OF  CHALLENGE  WILL  BE  CONTINGENT  UPON  A 
NUMBER  OF  FORCES  &OR  EXAMPLE  TO  WHAT  EXTENT  WILL  ORIENTALIST  LOGIC 
CONTINUE TO EXERT ITS SUBTLE INFLUENCE UPON WHAT WE SAY AND HOW WE SAY 
IT 7ILL YOUNG #HINESE AND #HINESE !MERICANS FEEL SO ACCEPTED BY THEIR 
%UROPEAN !MERICAN COUNTERPARTS  THAT  THERE WILL BE NO NEED FOR THEM 
TO DEPLOY THIS HYBRID RHETORIC IN ORDER TO SPEAK OUT THEIR RHETORICAL AND 
CULTURAL  IDENTITY /R  WILL  THEY  CONTINUE  TO  FEEL  hRECOGNIZEDv  AND  WILL 
THEY WANT  TO  APPEAL  TO  OTHER  ETHNIC  RHETORICS  TO  EMPOWER  THEMSELVES 
AND TO ENHANCE THEIR RHETORICAL EXPRESSIVENESS 7ILL #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC THEN BEGIN TO SIGNIFY A TOGETHERNESSINDIFFERENCE THAT EMBRACES 
#HINESE RHETORIC %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC AND OTHER RHETORICS OF 
COLOR
"ECAUSE OF THESE UNEQUAL RELATIONSHIPS AND BECAUSE OF THESE UNCER
TAIN  DISCURSIVE  DYNAMICS  )  COULD  VERY  WELL  GET  DISCOURAGED  OR  EVEN 
SILENCED  AS  )  CONTINUE  TO PRACTICE #HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  3HOULD 
THIS EVER COME TO PASS ) WOULD STOP AT MY FAVORITE LOCAL #HINESE RESTAU
RANT TO ORDER A #HINESE MEAL WITH A BOWL AND A PAIR OF CHOPSTICKS AND 
TO WAIT  TO ENJOY A #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE AT  THE END OF THE MEAL .OT 
THAT ) NECESSARILY TRUST THE HEALING POWER OF THE hGOOD FORTUNEv IN ANY 
FORTUNE COOKIE BUT BECAUSE ) CAN USE THE OCCASION TO REFLECT UPON THE 
MEANING  OF  THE  #HINESE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  AGAIN  AND  TO  REMIND MYSELF 
AND MY INTERLOCUTORS THAT IT IS VIABLE AND VITAL TO PRACTICE AND PROMOTE 
#HINESE !MERICAN  RHETORIC  JUST  AS  IT  IS  NOW  COMMONPLACE  TO  ENJOY  A 
FORTUNE COOKIE AT THE END OF EVERY #HINESE MEAL IN !MERICAUNCERTAIN
TIES AND AMBIVALENCES NOTWITHSTANDING !FTER ALL IF ) CAN ECHO !NZALDÞA 
QUOTED IN MY EPIGRAPH FOR THIS CHAPTER THE FUTURE BELONGS TO US BORDER 
RESIDENTS STRADDLING TWO OR MORE CULTURES  TO  THOSE OF US WHO  LEARN TO 
CULTIVATE AND SPEAK OUT OUR INBETWEEN SUBJECT POSITIONS AND WHO LEARN 
TO PRACTICE  THE DISCOURSE OF HYBRIDITY  THROUGH  THE MAKING OF #HINESE 
!MERICAN RHETORIC ANDOR OTHER ETHNIC RHETORICS )N A WORD IT BELONGS 
TO THOSE OF US WHO LEARN TO READ A #HINESE FORTUNE COOKIE WITH A SENSE 
OF HISTORY AND WITH A DISPOSITION  TOWARD NURTURING  TOGETHERNESSINDIF
FERENCE AT EVERY SITUATEDDISTRIBUTIVE TURN IMAGINABLE
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  -C,UHAN IN 4HE 'UTENBERG 'ALAXY RETURNS TO THE METAPHOR OF hGLOBAL VILLAGEv (E 
WRITES h"UT CERTAINLY THE ELECTROMAGNETIC DISCOVERIES HAVE RECREATED THE SIMULTANE
OUS @FIELD IN ALL HUMAN AFFAIRS SO THAT THE HUMAN FAMILY NOW EXISTS UNDER CONDI
TIONS OF A @GLOBAL VILLAGEv 	 4HE TERM hGLOBAL VILLAGEv AS 3USAN (ERRING APTLY 
POINTS OUT IS AN APPEALING EXAMPLE OF AN OXYMORON A VILLAGE IS TYPICALLY OF A SMALL 
SIZE WHEREAS THE GLOBE IS VAST VII	 !ND IN THE WORDS OF THE .EW 9ORK 4IMES COLUM
NIST 4HOMAS &RIEDMAN GLOBALIZATION HAS MADE OUR WORLD hFLATv
  4HE USE OF THE WORD hRESONANCEv ALSO AIMS TO EVOKE A WAY OF  THINKING WHERE DIF
FERENT PHENOMENA OR THINGS COME TO INTERACT WITH AND INFLUENCE EACH OTHER NOT 
NECESSARILY BY SOME SHARED ESSENCE BUT BY ASSOCIATION BY COMPLEMENTARY OPPOSI
TION &OR EXAMPLE DRAWING UPON $ONALD -UNROS WORK 4HE #ONCEPT OF -AN	 SOCIAL 
PSYCHOLOGIST 2ICHARD .ISBETT ARGUES THAT THE ANCIENT #HINESE CLASSIFIED THINGS NOT 
NECESSARILY  ACCORDING  TO  THEIR  SHARED ATTRIBUTES 2ATHER  THINGS WERE PUT  INTO DIF
FERENT CLASSES BASED ON WHETHER OR NOT  THEY COULD  INFLUENCE EACH OTHER  THROUGH 
RESONANCE  ALSO SEE n AND NOTE  OF #HAPTER /NE	
  )  AM BORROWING  THIS  PHRASE  FROM (ALL  AND !MES  !NTICIPATING  #HINA XXII	  4HEY 
USE THIS PHRASE TO CHARACTERIZE ONE OF THE TENDENCIES IN THE 7EST TO RATIONALIZE THE 
IMPERFECTION OF  THE	  CIRCLE  TO  RENDER  IT  hIN  SOME  FORMULAIC MANNER  THAT MORE 
CLOSELY APPROXIMATES THE DEMANDS OF EXACTNESS AND CERTITUDEv XXII	
  4HE TEXT THAT BEARS HIS NAME AND IS ATTRIBUTED TO HIM IS GENERALLY REGARDED AS ONE 
OF THE CLASSIC $AOIST TEXTS IN #HINESE HISTORY .OT MUCH IS KNOWN ABOUT :HUANGZI 
AND ABOUT HIS BACKGROUND 4HEREFORE THE USE OF	 :HUANGZI REPRESENTS FOR MANY 
LESS OF A SPECIFIC INDIVIDUAL KNOWN TO US THROUGH HISTORY THAN OF THE MIND OR MINDS 
EMBODIED IN THE TEXT CALLED :HUANGZI 7ATSON h)NTRODUCTIONv  #OMBS n	 ) 
AM HERE USING 7ATSONS TRANSLATION 4HROUGHOUT THIS BOOK ) WILL BE USING THE PINYIN 
SYSTEM FOR THE ROMANIZATION OF #HINESE CHARACTERS AND ) WILL INCLUDE IF CALLED FOR 
THE 7ADE'ILES SYSTEM IN PARENTHESES
  4HIS  IS EXACTLY WHAT (UMPTY $UMPTY DOES  IN ,EWIS #ARROLLS 4HROUGH  THE ,OOKING
'LASS !S WE ALL PROBABLY REMEMBER (UMPTY $UMPTY CHOOSES TO USE hAN UNBIRTH
DAY PRESENTv TO MEAN hA PRESENT GIVEN WHEN IT ISNT YOUR BIRTHDAYv 	 AND hGLORYv 
TO MEAN hTHERES A NICE KNOCKDOWN ARGUMENT FOR YOUv 	 3UCH PRACTICES UTTERLY 
CONFUSE !LICE DRAWING REPEATED OBJECTIONS FROM HER
  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  THE  COLONIALIST  AND  THE  ANTHROPOLOGIST  hAPPREHEND  THE  NEW 
CULTURE NOT AS A FIELD OF SUBJECTIVITY BUT RATHER AS AN OBJECT OF AND FOR THEIR GAZEv 
	 &OR  THE  COLONIALIST HIS  SUCCESS  LIES  IN NOT  hGOING NATIVEv NOT GETTING  CON
TAMINATED BY THE NEW CULTURE !ND FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGIST WHO MAY BE OBLIGED TO 
LEARN THE NATIVE  LANGUAGE AND CULTURE HE OR SHE CANNOT AFFORD TO hGO NATIVEv ALL 
THE WAYTO DO SO WOULD MEAN hTHE LOSS OF AN @OBJECTIVITY ESSENTIAL TO PROFESSIONAL 
STATUSv 	 )N SHORT THE MAIN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO IS THAT THE GAZE OF THE 
COLONIALIST IS hMILITARY ADMINISTRATIVE AND ECONOMICv WHEREAS THE GAZE OF THE TRA
DITIONAL	 ANTHROPOLOGIST IS hEPISTEMOLOGICAL AND ORGANIZATIONALv 	
  &OR "AKHTIN SUCH UNDERSTANDING CAN BE ACHIEVED ONLY IF THE PERSON hUNDERSTANDS 
TO  BE  LOCATED  OUTSIDE  THE  OBJECT  OF  HIS  OR  HER  CREATIVE  UNDERSTANDINGIN  TIME  IN 
SPACE IN CULTUREv h2ESPONSEv  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
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  +ENNEDYS  WORK  ON  COMPARATIVE  RHETORIC  IS  A  GOOD  EXAMPLEWHERE  +ENNEDY 
ANCHORS  HIS  DISCUSSIONS  OF  OTHER  CULTURES  RHETORICAL  TRADITIONS  QUITE  EXPLICITLY 
WITHIN  THE 7ESTERN  RHETORICAL  PARADIGM OF  LOGOS  ETHOS  AND PATHOS !S  A  RESULT 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC CAN BECOME MORE VISIBLE MORE VIABLE INSOFAR AS IT CAN 
MEASURE UP TO THE UNMARKED NORM OF THIS DOMINANT TRADITION
  4HE TERM hORDER OF DISCOURSEv  IS EVIDENTLY -ICHEL &OUCAULTS  )T  REFERS  TO A  SOCIAL 
SPACE STRUCTURED AND  INDEED CONSTITUTED BY DIFFERENT  TYPES OF DISCOURSE AND  IT  IS 
WHERE KNOWLEDGE IS FORMED AND PRODUCED "ECAUSE DISCURSIVE RULES AND CATEGORIES 
ARE BOTH CONSTITUTIVE OF DISCOURSE AND KNOWLEDGE AND CONTROLLED BY EXCLUSIONARY 
PROHIBITIVE PROCEDURES THEY REMAIN INVISIBLE AND THUS NATURAL MAKING IT VIRTUALLY 
IMPOSSIBLE TO THINK INDEPENDENTLY OF THEM
  3EE FOR EXAMPLE 3CHROEDER ET AL AND 'ILYARD AND .UNLEY
  )  AM  APPROPRIATING  0IERRE  "OURDIEU  HERE  LARGELY  TO  HIGHLIGHT  WITH  THE  USE  OF 
hCULTURAL CAPITALv HOW CULTURAL ACQUISITIONS INCLUDING KNOWLEDGE SKILLS AND OTHER 
RESOURCES IMPOSE THEMSELVES WITH AUTHORITY AND IN AN UNEQUAL FASHION &OR MORE 
ON THIS CONCEPT AND ON ITS LINK TO OTHER FORMS OF CAPITAL SUCH AS SYMBOLIC CAPITAL 
SEE "OURDIEU h&ORMSv /UTLINE n	
  &OR A RELATED POINT SEE MY DISCUSSION OF MULTICULTURAL RHETORICS TOWARD THE END OF 
THIS CHAPTER
  4HE TERM hDISTRIBUTEDv WAS INITIALLY USED BY 2OY 0EA AND $AVID 0ERKINS TO DESCRIBE 
HOW A PERSONS KNOWLEDGE IS NOT JUST BANKED IN ONES HEAD BUT hIN THE NOTES THAT 
ONE HAS PUT INTO ACCESSIBLE NOTEBOOKS  IN THE BOOKS WITH UNDERLINED PASSAGES ON 
ONES SHELVES  IN THE HANDBOOKS ONE HAS  LEARNED HOW TO CONSULT  IN THE  INFORMA
TION SOURCES ONE HAS HITCHED UP TO THE COMPUTER IN THE FRIENDS ONE CAN CALL UP TO 
GET A REFERENCE OR A @STEER AND SO ON ALMOST ENDLESSLYv "RUNER 	HENCE THIS 
SITUATEDDISTRIBUTIVE NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE -Y APPROPRIATION OF THEIR TERM HERE AIMS 
TO CLAIM THIS SITUATEDDISTRIBUTIVE PERSPECTIVE FOR THE MAKING OF #HINESE !MERICAN 
RHETORIC
  )N  THE  YEAR    PEASANT  LEADER  :HU  9UANZHANG  WHO  BECAME  THE  FOUNDING 
EMPEROR OF THE -ING $YNASTY n	 HAD HIDDEN INSIDE THE MOONCAKES THE 
MESSAGE ABOUT THE TIME AND PLACE OF THE REBELLION AGAINST THE -ONGOLS OF THE 9UAN 
$YNASTY n	 AND THE MOONCAKES WERE THEN DISTRIBUTED TO THE VILLAGERS ON 
THE DAY OF  THE -ID!UTUMN &ESTIVAL  3TEPANCHUK AND 7ONG  $OROTHY 0ERKINS 
	
  !CCORDING  TO $OROTHY  0ERKINS  THE  FORTUNE  COOKIE WAS  INVENTED  IN  THE  S  BY 
A WORKER  IN  THE +AY (EONG .OODLE &ACTORY  IN 3AN &RANCISCO 	 "UT ANOTHER 
LEGEND  HAS  IT  THAT  THE  FORTUNE  COOKIE  WAS  FIRST  INTRODUCED  AS  A  VARIATION  OF  THE 
*APANESE RICE CRACKER IN THE *APANESE 4EA 'ARDEN IN 3AN &RANCISCOS 'OLDEN 'ATE 
0ARK TO ACCOMPANY THE TEA $RISCOLL	 3TILL ANOTHER LEGEND STATES THAT IT WAS INVENTED 
BETWEEN  AND  IN ,OS !NGELES BY $AVID *UNG FOUNDER OF THE (ONG +ONG 
.OODLE #OMPANY $RISCOLL	 3O THE DISPUTE CONTINUES OVER WHO hOWNSv THE IDEA OF 
CREATING FORTUNE COOKIES ON THIS SIDE OF THE 0ACIFIC
  !NG  ALSO  INVOKES  THE  IMAGE  OF  NYONYA  FOOD  ONE  OF  THE  CULINARY  ATTRACTIONS  IN 
-ALAYSIA DEVELOPED BY PEOPLE OF #HINESE DESCENT OUT OF THEIR ENCOUNTER WITH LOCAL 
-ALAY SPICES AND INGREDIENTS !ND SHE FURTHER RECOUNTS THE EXPERIENCE OF SEEING A 
YOUNG MAN OF #HINESE DESCENT WHO GREW UP IN 3URINAM PERFORMING THE BEST SALSA 
DANCE AT A #ARIBBEAN PARTY IN !MSTERDAM 	
  -ALEA  0OWELL  A  MIXEDBLOOD  OF  )NDIANA  -IAMI  %ASTERN  3HAWNEE  AND  %URO
!MERICAN  ANCESTRY  USES  THE WORD  hSURVIVANCEvA BLEND OF  hSURVIVALv  AND  hRESIS
TANCEvTO  CHARACTERIZE  THE  LANGUAGE  USED  BY  3ARAH 7INNEMUCCA  (OPKINS  AND 
#HARLES !LEXANDER %ASTMAN TWO NINETEENTHCENTURY !MERICAN )NDIAN INTELLECTUALS 
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3HE SUGGESTS THAT IT IS THIS LANGUAGE THAT ALLOWED THEM hTO REIMAGINE AND LITERALLY 
REFIGURE  @THE  )NDIANv  AND  TO  TRANSFORM  hTHEIR  OBJECTSTATUS  WITHIN  COLONIAL  DIS
COURSE INTO A SUBJECTSTATUS A PRESENCE INSTEAD OF AN ABSENCEv 	
  /NE SUCH EXAMPLE 0RATT PROVIDES WAS THE LETTER WHICH WRITTEN IN  IN A MIXTURE 
OF 1UECHUA  AND  UNGRAMMATICAL  3PANISH  BY  !MERICAN  )NDIAN 'UAMAN  0OMA  TO 
+ING 0HILIP ))) OF 3PAIN CONSISTED OF TWELVE HUNDRED PAGES OF BOTH WRITTEN TEXT AND 
ELABORATE LINE DRAWINGS WITH EXPLANATORY CAPTIONS )T WAS DISCOVERED IN  IN THE 
#OPENHAGEN LIBRARY THOUGH NO ONE KNEW HOW IT GOT THERE OR HOW LONG IT HAD BEEN 
THERE AND NO ONE BOTHERED TO READ ITIN PART BECAUSE 1UECHUA WAS NOT KNOWN 
AS A WRITTEN LANGUAGE IN  )T WAS NOT UNTIL THE LATE S THAT 7ESTERN SCHOLARS 
BEGAN  TO  READ  'UAMAN  0OMAS  TEXT  AS  hTHE  EXTRAORDINARY  INTERCULTURAL  TOUR  DE 
FORCEv 0RATT h#ONTACT :ONEv  ALSO SEE HER )MPERIAL %YES n	
  4HE TERM hTRANSCULTURATIONv WAS ORIGINALLY COINED BY #UBAN SOCIOLOGIST &ERNANDO 
/RTIZ  IN  THE S  )T  SEEMS  THOUGH  THAT 0RATT  IS PERHAPS BY OVERSIGHT  FOCUSING 
ONLY ON THE SUBORDINATED GROUPS USE AND APPROPRIATION OF MATERIALS TRANSMITTED 
BY A DOMINANT CULTURE ALSO SEE )MPERIAL %YES 	 WITHOUT STRESSING ENOUGH HOW THIS 
CREATIVE  PROCESS  ALSO  EMBODIES  LOCAL  EXPERIENCES  AND  LOCAL  IDIOMSIN  THE  SAME 
WAY THAT AUTOETHNOGRAPHICAL TEXTS DO /RTIZ WRITES hTHE WORD @TRANSCULTURATION BET
TER EXPRESSES THE DIFFERENT PHASES OF THE PROCESS OF TRANSITION FROM ONE CULTURE TO 
ANOTHER BECAUSE THIS DOES NOT CONSIST MERELY IN ACQUIRING ANOTHER CULTURE WHICH IS 
WHAT THE %NGLISH WORD @ACCULTURATION REALLY IMPLIES BUT THE PROCESS ALSO NECESSAR
ILY INVOLVES THE LOSS OR UPROOTING OF A PREVIOUS CULTURE WHICH COULD BE DEFINED AS 
A DECULTURATION )N ADDITION IT CARRIES THE IDEA OF THE CONSEQUENT CREATION OF NEW 
CULTURAL PHENOMENA WHICH COULD BE CALLED NEOCULTURATIONv 	
  3EE #HAPTER 4HREE FOR A RELATED DISCUSSION
  #ONTACT LANGUAGE THOUGH DOESNT HAVE TO BE IMPROVISED ALL THE TIME )T COULD BE A 
LANGUAGE NATIVE TO ONE GROUP &OR EXAMPLE &RENCH MIGHT BE DESCRIBED AS A CONTACT 
LANGUAGE  FOR  SPEAKERS OF %NGLISH  RIGHT  AFTER  THE .ORMAN #ONQUEST  IN   4HE 
#ONCISE /XFORD $ICTIONARY OF ,INGUISTICS	
  )N  THE  SAME ESSAY (ALL  AND 2OSNER POINT OUT  THAT  THE METAPHOR OF  CONTACT  ZONE 
hTURNS ON A TROUBLING CONTRADICTIONv 4HEY SPECIFICALLY ARGUE THAT WHILE THE IMAGE 
OF  CONTACT  hSUGGESTS  A  BENIGN  OR  EVEN  GENIAL  RELATIONSHIPv  0RATTS  DEFINITION  OF 
CONTACT ZONE ENTAILS VIOLENCE AND BATTLE 	 /BVIOUSLY  THIS  SUGGESTION CHOOSES 
TO IGNORE 0RATTS OWN EXPLANATION ABOUT THE MEANING OF hCONTACTv IN THE METAPHOR 
AND ABOUT WHAT SHE AIMS TO FOREGROUND WITH THE BORROWED TERM )MPERIAL %YES n	 
)N ADDITION  IT  FAILS TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT HOW THE TERM hCONTACT  LANGUAGEv IS USED 
IN LINGUISTICSWHERE BRIEFLY ITS USE CONNOTES NO hBENIGNv OR hGENIALv RELATIONSHIP 
BUT  HALTING  CHAOTIC  THOUGH  NO  LESS  INTERLOCKING  COMMUNICATION  OFTEN  TO  USE 
0RATTS WORDS AGAIN hWITHIN RADICALLY ASYMMETRICAL RELATIONS OF POWERv )MPERIAL %YES 
	 "ROWN  ALSO  SEES  0RATTS  hCONTACT  ZONEv  AS  AN  AGONISTIC  RATHER  THAN  A  BENIGN 
TROPE IN FACT hCONTACTv FOR HIM CONVEYS VIOLENCE IN A VARIETY OF LINGUISTIC CONTEXTS 
n	 (IS CRITIQUE OF 0RATT  IS NOT  THAT HER EXPLICATION OF hCONTACT ZONEv  LACKS 
RELEVANCE TO RESISTANCE PEDAGOGY BUT THAT IT hPROVES MORE AGONISTIC IN THEORY THAN 
IN PRACTICEv 	
  ,ET ME BE MORE SPECIFIC HERE )N )MPERIAL %YES WHICH CAME OUT IN  0RATT CHAR
ACTERIZES hCONTACT ZONEv AS hTHE SPACE IN WHICH PEOPLES GEOGRAPHICALLY AND HISTORI
CALLY SEPARATED COME INTO CONTACT WITH EACH OTHER AND ESTABLISH ONGOING RELATIONS 
USUALLY INVOLVING CONDITIONS OF COERCION RADICAL INEQUALITY AND INTRACTABLE CONFLICTv 
	 4HIS  CHARACTERIZATION  IS NOT MUCH DIFFERENT  FROM WHAT  SHE OFFERS  IN  h!RTS  OF 
THE #ONTACT :ONEv )N h#RITICISM IN THE #ONTACT :ONEv AN ESSAY THAT WAS PUBLISHED 
A YEAR  LATER 	 0RATT PROPOSES A hCONTACT PERSPECTIVEv  IN ORDER  TO EXPOSE THE 
FALLACY OF THE HOMOGENEOUS SPEECH COMMUNITY AND TO FOREGROUND THE SOCIALLY AND 
HISTORICALLY STRUCTURED COPRESENCE OF THOSE MARGINALIZED OR INVISIBLE GROUPS 	 )N 
OTHER WORDS THE EMPHASIS HERE IS NOT SO MUCH ON CONFLICTS CLASHES OR HIERARCHIES
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WHICH  ARE  ASSUMED  AND  VERY MUCH  PRESENTAS  ON  THE  PRESENCE  OF  THE  INVISIBLE 
OTHER 0RATT  FURTHER DEFINES BORDERLANDS AS  hSITES OF ONGOING CRITICAL  AND  INVENTIVE 
INTERACTION  WITH  THE  DOMINANT  CULTURE  AS  PERMEABLE  CONTACT  ZONES  ACROSS  WHICH 
SIGNIFICATIONS MOVE IN MANY DIRECTIONSv h#RITICISMv  EMPHASIS ADDED	 (ALL AND 
2OSNER SEE THE INSERTION OF hINVENTIVE INTERACTIONv IN THE DEFINITION AS EVIDENCE OF 
REVISION ON 0RATTS PART BUT ) SEE THAT AS A REAFFIRMATION OF HOW THE SUBORDINATED 
GROUPS AT CONTACT ZONES ARE NECESSARILY IN DIALOGUE WITH OR SELECT AND INVENT FROM THE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THEM BY THE DOMINANT CULTURE 0RATT h#ONTACT :ONEv  	
  4HIS LINE OF REASONING IS IN PART INFORMED BY %CKERT AND -C#ONNELL'INETS INSIGHT 
THAT  GENDER  AND  LANGUAGE  STUDIES  SUFFER  FROM  hABSTRACTING  GENDER  AND  LANGUAGE 
FROM THE SOCIAL PRACTICES THAT PRODUCE THEIR PARTICULAR FORMS IN GIVEN COMMUNITIESv 
	 &OR THEM OUR UNDERSTANDING OF GENDER AND LANGUAGE HAS TO BE ROOTED hIN 
THE EVERYDAY SOCIAL PRACTICES OF PARTICULAR LOCAL COMMUNITIESv AND IN HOW THEY ARE 
hJOINTLY CONSTRUCTED IN THOSE PRACTICESv 	
  )NCIDENTALLY #HINESE MARTIAL ARTS ARE AN EXAMPLE OF HYBRIDITY THEY ORIGINATED FROM 
THE TEACHINGS OF "ODHIDHARMA AT THE 3HAOLIN 4EMPLE A "UDDHIST MONASTERY	 WHEN 
HE  VISITED #HINA  IN  THE  SIXTHCENTURY  AND  THEY  WERE  FURTHER  ENRICHED  BY  VARIOUS 
#HINESE PHILOSOPHIES AFTER THEY WERE INTRODUCED
  h#OMMON SENSEv ASSUMPTIONS ARE EXAMPLES OF IDEOLOGY INSOFAR AS THEY ARE IN SUP
PORT OF EXISTING POWER STRUCTURESTHOUGH THEY MAY NOT APPEAR TO BE IDEOLOGICAL 
BECAUSE THEY ARE SO hCOMMONSENSICALv NOW &AIRCLOUGH n	 !ND THIS EFFORT TO 
DENATURALIZE WHAT HAS BEEN TAKEN FOR GRANTED OR WHAT HAS BEEN CONSIDERED hCOM
MON SENSEv REMINDS ME OF ORDINARY LANGUAGE PHILOSOPHER * , !USTINS NOT SO ORDI
NARY PLEA AGAINST OUR TENDENCY TO TREAT WORDS AS TRANSPARENT AS FACTS OR THINGS (E 
WRITES hWE NEED THEREFORE TO PRISE THEM ;WORDS= OFF THE WORLD TO HOLD THEM APART 
FROM AND AGAINST IT SO THAT WE CAN REALIZE THEIR INADEQUACIES AND ARBITRARINESS AND 
CAN RELOOK AT THE WORLD WITHOUT BLINKERSv h! 0LEA FOR %XCUSESv 	
  #RITICAL  DISCOURSE  ANALYSIS  IS  NOT  WITHOUT  ITS  CRITICS  &OR  EXAMPLE  4YRWHITT$RAKE 
ARGUES  THAT  MUCH  OF  CRITICAL  DISCOURSE  ANALYSIS  IS  FLAWED  BECAUSE  IT  IS  BASED  ON 
hPARTIAL  DESCRIPTION  AND  POLITICAL  COMMITMENT  RATHER  THAN  ON  RIGOROUS  ANALYSIS 
AND OPENMINDED ENQUIRYv 	 &OR ME THOUGH PARTIALITY EVIDENCED IN CRITICAL 
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS IS NOT DUE TO ANY ABSENCE OF RIGOROUS ANALYSIS BUT DUE TO A SELF
ACKNOWLEDGED PRESENCE OF POLITICAL COMMITMENT &OR A REBUTTAL OF 4YRWHITT$RAKES 
CRITIQUE SEE &LOWERDEW
  &OR  EXAMPLE  EIGHTEENTHCENTURY  "RITAIN  WITNESSED  THE  NEED  TO  STANDARDIZE  TO 
CODIFY %NGLISH TO ENSURE MINIMUM VARIATION IN FORM &URTHER %NGLISH UNIFORMITY 
WAS PROMOTED IN THE  INTERESTS OF  THE NEWLY CREATED UNION READ AS  THE DOMINANT 
CLASS	 &OR MORE ON THIS SEE #ROWLEY
  &AIRCLOUGH  DISTINGUISHES  BETWEEN  THREE  TYPES  OF  VALUE  ANY  LINGUISTIC  FORM  MAY 
EMBODY  hEXPERIENTIALv  hRELATIONALv  AND  hEXPRESSIVEv  %XPERIENTIAL  VALUE  REPRE
SENTS  THE  TEXT  PRODUCERS  EXPERIENCE  OF  THE NATURAL  OR  SOCIAL  WORLD  FOCUSING  ON 
CONTENTS KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEFS 2ELATIONAL VALUE REFERS TO THE SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
ENACTED  IN  THE  TEXT  !ND  EXPRESSIVE  VALUE  REFERS  TO  SUBJECTS  AND  SOCIAL  IDENTITIES 
n	  /BVIOUSLY  &AIRCLOUGHS  CLASSIFICATION  HERE  IS  REMINISCENT  OF  (ALLIDAYS 
SEMANTIC SYSTEM THAT CONSISTS OF IDEATIONAL INTERPERSONAL AND TEXTUAL COMPONENTS 
n	 THOUGH &AIRCLOUGH DOES NOT EXPLICITLY MENTION THIS CONNECTION
  ) WILL HAVE A LOT TO SAY ON THIS POINT IN #HAPTER &OUR WHEN ) ENGAGE INDIVIDUALISM 
AND ඝ #HINESE RECIPROCITY	
  &OR 3AID IT IS A VACILLATION BETWEEN THE 7ESTS hDELIGHT INOR FEAR OFNOVELTYv OF 
)SLAM  AND  ITS  hCONTEMPT  FOR  WHAT  IS  FAMILIARv  	  3UCH  VACILLATION  RESULTS  FROM 
ADOPTING hA METHOD OF CONTROLLING WHAT SEEMS TO BE A THREAT TO SOME ESTABLISHED 
VIEW OF THINGSv 	
  (ALLIDAY  CHARACTERIZES  ONE  TYPE  OF  OPPOSITIONAL  DISCOURSE  AS  hANTILANGUAGEv  !N 
ANTILANGUAGE IS CREATED AS hA CONSCIOUS ALTERNATIVEv TO THE DOMINANT OR ESTABLISHED 
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DISCOURSES	 	 %XAMPLES INCLUDE THE LANGUAGE OF THE CRIMINAL UNDERWORLD OR 
THE CODED LANGUAGE OF THE SLAVES
  ) AM HERE DRAWING UPON 'EES WORK IN LITERACY STUDIES 'EE DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN 
DISCOURSE WHICH REFERS TO hCONNECTED STRETCHES OF LANGUAGE THAT MAKE SENSEv 3OCIAL 
,INGUISTICS 	  AND $ISCOURSE WHICH  IS  hCOMPOSED OF WAYS OF  TALKING  LISTENING 
OFTEN TOO READING AND WRITING	 ACTING INTERACTING BELIEVING VALUING AND USING 
TOOLS AND OBJECTS IN PARTICULAR SETTINGS AT SPECIFIC TIMES SO AS TO DISPLAY AND RECOG
NIZE A PARTICULAR SOCIAL IDENTITYv 	 4HEREFORE A PRIMARY $ISCOURSE CONSTITUTES 
OUR FIRST SOCIAL IDENTITY AND IT SERVES AS A FRAMEWORK FOR HOW WE ARE GOING TO ACQUIRE 
AND LEARN OTHER $ISCOURSES LATER IN LIFE 3OCIAL ,INGUISTICS n	
  !CCORDING TO 'EERTZ THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN hEXPERIENCENEARv AND hEXPERIENCE
DISTANTv  CONCEPTS  WAS  ORIGINALLY  FORMULATED  BY  PSYCHOANALYST  (EINZ  +OHUT  	 
%XPERIENCENEAR CONCEPTS ARE CONCEPTS THAT THE NATIVES MIGHT NATURALLY AND EFFORT
LESSLY USE TO DEFINE WHAT THEY OR THEIR FELLOWS SEE FEEL THINK OR IMAGINE /N THE 
OTHER HAND EXPERIENCEDISTANT CONCEPTS ARE THOSE THAT SPECIALISTS USE TO hFORWARD 
THEIR SCIENTIFIC PHILOSOPHIC OR PRACTICAL AIMSv 	 'EERTZ MAKES IT QUITE CLEAR THAT 
THE DISTINCTION HERE  IS MORE OF A MATTER OF DEGREE  THAN OF POLAR OPPOSITION &OR 
HIM THE REAL QUESTION IS hWHAT ROLES THE TWO SORTS OF CONCEPTS PLAY IN ANTHROPOLOGI
CAL ANALYSISv 	 &OR ME THOUGH THE REAL QUESTION BECOMES THIS 7HAT HAPPENS 
WHEN  EXPERIENCENEAR  AND  EXPERIENCEDISTANT  CONCEPTS  FACE  UP  TO  EACH  OTHER  AT 
RHETORICAL BORDERLANDS !ND WHAT ROLES DO SUCH ENCOUNTERS PLAY IN THE MAKING OF 
#HINESE !MERICAN RHETORIC AS WELL AS IN THE TRANSFORMATION OF THESE TWO DIFFERENT 
SETS OF  CONCEPTSESPECIALLY WHEN EXPERIENCEDISTANT  CONCEPTS HAVE  ALREADY BEEN 
ABSTRACTED FROM THE CONDITIONS OF THE PRESENT
  #OMMENTING ON THE #HINESE LANGUAGE WHICH (ALL AND !MES CHARACTERIZE AS THE 
hLANGUAGE OF DEFERENCEv  THAT  RECOGNIZES  hMUTUAL  RESONANCES  AMONG  INSTANCES OF 
COMMUNICATIVE ACTIVITYv !NTICIPATING #HINA 	 THEY WRITE h4HERE IS NO REFERENC
ING BEYOND  THESE  ACTS OF  COMMUNICATION AS  THEY  RESONATE WITH ONE ANOTHER  AND 
WITH  THE  ENTERTAINED  MEANINGS  OF  THE  MODELS  FROM  THE  TRADITIONv  !NTICIPATING 
#HINA  	 /F  COURSE  SUCH  CHARACTERIZATION  SHOULD  NOT  BE  TAKEN  TO MEAN  THAT 
ACTS OF  COMMUNICATION  IN  SUCH A  LANGUAGE DO NOT  REFER  TO  REALITY  TRUE OR  IMAGI
NARYBECAUSE REALITY IS ALWAYS BEING REFLECTED SELECTED AND DEFLECTED IN THE PRO
CESS "URKE ,ANGUAGE 	 /N THE OTHER HAND ) AM FAR LESS INCLINED TO SUBSCRIBE TO 
THEIR CLAIM THAT THE #HINESE LANGUAGE LAYS NO EMPHASIS ON THE GRAMMAR AND SYNTAX 
THAT ONE FINDS IN THE MORE RATIONALISTIC LANGUAGES OF THE 7EST 	
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  !S A MATTER OF  FACT COMMUNICATION SCHOLAR *IA HAS GONE SO FAR AS  TO SUGGEST  THAT 
FACE hMAY DEFINE THE TRUE NATURE OF #HINESE COMMUNICATION #HINESE CULTURE AND 
THE #HINESE CHARACTER AND MAY INDICATE THE ROUTE TO SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE IN 
#HINAv 	 2ELATED  TO  THE CONCEPT OF  FACE  IS  THE  TERM hRENQINGv ಭ౭  hHUMAN 
FEELINGSv	 WHICH CONNOTES HOW ONE SHOULD CONDUCT ONESELF IN SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
AND WHICH ALSO REFERS  TO OBLIGATIONS OF RECIPROCITY SHAPED BY SOCIAL NETWORKS AND 
EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT &OR MORE ON THE DYNAMICS OF hRENQINGv AND ITS CONNECTION 
TO hGUANXIv ܸ༩ hRELATIONSHIPSv	 SEE 9ANG n	 AND (WANG
  )T IS CLEAR THAT "ROWN AND ,EVINSONS INTENT IS TO OFFER A UNIVERSAL CONCEPT OF FACE 
THAT  CAN  TRANSCEND  SPATIALTEMPORAL  BOUNDARIES  &OR  A  DETAILED  DISCUSSION  OF  THE 
UNTENABLE NATURE OF THEIR CLAIM SEE FOR EXAMPLE -ATSUMOTO
  4HE #HINESE CHARACTER hMIANv ૲	 WAS FIRST FOUND ON ORACLE BONE INSCRIPTIONS hJIAGU
WENv ࡑܧ໚	 IN THE LATE 3HANG $YNASTY CIRCA  "#%	 AND THE CHARACTER hLIANv 
ਃ	 ORIGINATED IN THE 9UAN $YNASTY n	 *IA 	 !ND ACCORDING TO :HONGTIAN 
9I ૲ሷ MAY HAVE COME FROM hMIANJUv ૲क	 MEANING hMASKv OR hFACE TOOLv WHICH 
WAS USED TO COMMUNICATE WITH THE DEITIES OR SPIRITS IN ANCIENT #HINA QTD IN *IA 	
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  )N FACT #HENG FURTHER ARGUES THAT #HINESE FACE BOTH ਃ AND ૲ሷ	 IS DEEPLY ROOTED 
IN OR DIRECTLY BASED UPON THREE PRINCIPLES OF #ONFUCIAN SOCIAL AND MORAL PHILOSO
PHY WHICH AIM  TO ARTICULATE HOW  SELF  SHOULD CULTIVATE HIM OR HERSELF  IN  RELATION 
TO  OTHERS  TO  LARGER  FAMILIAL  SOCIAL  RELATIONSHIPS  &OR MORE  ON  THE  LINK  BETWEEN 
#HINESE FACE AND #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY SEE h4HE #ONCEPT OF &ACEv n	
  /CCASIONALLY hLIANMIANv ਃ૲	 IS USED TO REFER TO EITHER ਃ OR ૲ሷ THOUGH IT IS A 
MORE FORMAL VARIANT
  &OR MORE ON THEIR DYNAMICS AND THEIR CONTEXTUAL DEPENDENCE SEE -AO h"EYOND 
0OLITENESS 4HEORYv	
  4HE  #HINESE  EXPRESSION  hSI  YAO  MIANZI  HUO  SHOUZUIv  ඼း૲ሷࠊൺቓ  hSUFFER 
MIGHTILY TO GAIN ૲ሷv	 VIVIDLY IDENTIFIES THE DANGER OF PURSUING ૲ሷ AT ANY COST 
3HOULD THIS HAPPEN THE AMOUNT OF ૲ሷ ONE GAINS LOSES ITS VALUE AND IN FACT WHAT
EVER ONE GAINS  IS  TAINTED WITH NEGATIVE CONNOTATIONS WITH VANITY AND SHALLOWNESS 
3IMILARLY hDA ZHONG LIAN CHONG PANGZIv ռᇝਃԐஞሷ	 LITERALLY MEANS TO BEAT ONES 
FACE SWOLLEN SO THAT IT MAKES ONE LOOK BIG -ETAPHORICALLY SPEAKING THIS EXPRESSION 
MOCKS AT THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO WOULD PAY ANY PRICE TO GAIN FACE hYAO LIANv းਃ	
  )N  THE  SAME  ESSAY  9UM  TRACES  THIS  DISCURSIVE  TENDENCY  BACK  TO  #ONFUCIAN  IDEOL
OGY TO ITS EMPHASIS ON HUMANENESS AND RECIPROCITY 3EE #HAPTER &OUR FOR A MORE 
DETAILED DISCUSSION ON #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY AND ON THE DISCOURSE OF RECIPROCITY
  3EE NOTE  FROM #HAPTER /NE
  &OR MORE ON THE USE OF CITATIONS BY #HINESE WRITERS AND ON THEIR RHETORICAL AND 
SOCIAL CONTEXTS SEE "LOCH AND #HI
  &OR EXAMPLE DE +ADT SHOWS THAT FACE IN THE :ULU LANGUAGE IS ORIENTED MORE TOWARD 
WHAT IS SOCIALLY CORRECT THAN TOWARD WHAT ONE SHOULD DO FOR ONES OWN NEEDS n
	 3HE ALSO POINTS OUT THAT THE VIEW OF THE GENERALIZED OTHER PLAYS AN IMPORTANT 
ROLE IN THE SHAPING OF SELF IN :ULU CULTURE n	
  )N ARTICULATING THIS CONTRAST BETWEEN #HINESE AND %UROPEAN !MERICAN FACE ) HAVE 
NO  INTENTION WHATSOEVER OF  IDEALIZING #HINESE  FACE !S  ) HAVE  INDICATED ABOVE  IF 
PURSUED  AT  ANY  COST #HINESE  FACE  ਃ  AND ૲ሷ	  COULD  LEAD  TO UNDESIRABLE  CON
SEQUENCES UPSETTING  THIS  RECIPROCAL BALANCE BETWEEN  SELF  AND  THE PUBLIC #HENG 
WRITES h"UT IN SO FAR PERSONAL AMBITION AND SELFINTEREST BECOME THE MOTIVE FORCE 
FOR APPLYING FACE FACE BECOMES A DISGUISE AND COVERUP OF INTRIGUE CONSPIRACY ARBI
TRARINESS WILLFULNESS AND PERSONAL SELFASSERTION AT THE EXPENSE OF PUBLIC GOOD AS 
WELL AS TRUE VIRTUE AND LAWv h4HE #ONCEPT OF &ACEv 	
  ) WILL DRAW ON 3HANGHAI 1UARTET AGAIN IN #HAPTER 4HREE WHEN ) DISCUSS THE COMPLE
MENTARY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIRECTION AND DIRECTNESS
  &OR 2 ,AKOFF TO ISSUE AN APOLOGY IS TO PERFORM AN EMOTIONALLY CHARGED SPEECH ACT 
BECAUSE IT CHANGES hTHE WORLD FOR PARTICIPANTS IN TERMS OF THEIR RELATIVE STATUS AND 
THEIR  FUTURE RELATIONSHIPv 	 3HE FURTHER SUGGESTS  THAT WHAT COUNTS MOST  IS  THE 
FORM OF AN APOLOGY OR SIMPLY THE FACT THAT AN APOLOGY HAS BEEN MADE AND DELIVERED 
RATHER THAN THE SINCERITY OF AN APOLOGY 	
  4HERE ARE MANY LAYERS OF IRONY IN THE FILM RANGING FROM WINNING BECAUSE OF A BRO
KEN RIB NOT BECAUSE OF hBEING KICKED WHERE IT COUNTSv TO DETAINING THE #HIEF ONLY 
AFTER HE HAS SAVED 1IU *US AND HER BABY BOYS LIFE TO THE #HINESE JUSTICE SYSTEM THAT 
FAILS 1IU *U EVEN THOUGH THE PERPETRATOR IS BEING PUNISHED !CCORDING TO 3ILBERGELD 
THE MAIN REASON THAT THE FILM HAS LEFT !MERICAN AUDIENCES AND CRITICS DISAPPOINTED 
HAS  TO DO WITH  THE  FACT  THAT  hTHEY MISSED  THE  IRONIC  TONE  LODGED  IN  SMALL  COMIC 
MOMENTS  THAT ANIMATES  THE  FILMv 	 !NOTHER  REASON WHY  THIS  FILM HAS DISAP
POINTED !MERICAN AUDIENCES WHILE IT WAS VOTED THE (UNDRED &LOWERS MOST POPULAR 
FILM OF THE YEAR INSIDE #HINA 	 IS ITS QUASIDOCUMENTARY STYLE THROUGH WHICH 
EVERYTHING IN THE FILM LOOKS JUST LIKE IT REALLY HAPPENED 3ILBERGELD n	 &OR ME 
THOUGH THEIR DISAPPOINTMENT MAY ALSO HAVE COME FROM THEIR FAILURE TO APPRECIATE 
THE INTRICACIES OF #HINESE FACE TO READ #HINESE FACE ON ITS OWN TERMS
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  ! WORD OR  TWO  SHOULD PERHAPS BE  SAID HERE  ABOUT MY USE OF +AGAN AND +RISTOL 
7HILE +AGAN AND +RISTOL EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE AND BLATANTLY ETHNOCENTRIC MAY 
OR  MAY  NOT  REPRESENT  THE  "USH  ADMINISTRATION  IN  THIS  CROSSCULTURAL  CONFRONTA
TION  THEIR  GENERAL  VIEWS  ABOUT  THE  hIRRATIONALv  FACEOBSESSIVE  BEHAVIOR  BY  THE 
#HINESE LEADERSHIP ARE NOT THAT ATYPICAL &OR EXAMPLE 2ICHARD #OHEN WRITING IN 
THE 7ASHINGTON 0OST  THE DAY AFTER  THIS DIPLOMATIC CRISIS WAS RESOLVED CHARACTERIZES 
"EIJINGS  BEHAVIOR  AS  hIRRATIONALv  hNUTSv  hUNPREDICTABLEv  AND  JUST  PLAN  hWEIRDv 
*OSEPH "OSCO WHO TEACHES AT 'EORGETOWN 5NIVERSITYS 3CHOOL OF &OREIGN 3ERVICE 
WRITING IN THE ,OS !NGELES 4IMES A DAY BEFORE THE RESOLUTION OF THE CRISIS BLAMES THE 
#HINESE  COMMUNIST  LEADERSHIP  FOR  THE  REVIVED  NEGATIVE  IMAGES  OF  #HINA  IN  THE 
!MERICAN PUBLIC (E CHARACTERIZES  ITS BEHAVIOR AS hCUTTING OFF  ITS NOSE TO SPITE  ITS 
FACEvA KIND OF CONDUCT THAT IS ANYTHING BUT RATIONAL 4ITLED h7ORK FOR 3AFEGUARDS 
WITH #HINAv THE EDITORIAL IN THE ,OS !NGELES 4IMES COMMENTING ON THE RESOLUTION 
THE DAY AFTER ALSO CONCLUDES THAT #HINAS HANDLING OF THE INCIDENT IS A BLOW TO THE 
POLITICAL TRUST THAT IS NECESSARY TO MAINTAINING THE ECONOMIC TIES BETWEEN THE TWO 
COUNTRIES /N THE OTHER HAND "UTTERFIELD WRITING IN THE .EW 9ORK 4IMES ATTEMPTS 
TO CONTEXTUALIZE #HINAS DEMAND FOR AN APOLOGY BY TRACING #HINESE FACESAVING CUL
TURE ALL THE WAY BACK TO #ONFUCIAN IDEOLOGY TO ITS VALUE SYSTEM THAT STRESSES CONFOR
MITY OVER INDIVIDUALITY AND COLLECTIVE ETHOS OVER PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY )N A WORD 
THERE SEEMS TO BE A TENDENCY IN THE MAJOR NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS TO CHARACTERIZE THE 
BEHAVIOR OF THE #HINESE LEADERSHIP IN VARYING DEGREES OF INTENSITY AS hIRRATIONALv 
IE THE VERY ANTITHESIS OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN RATIONALITY
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  &OR EXAMPLE !RTHUR 3MITH OBSERVES THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR A FOREIGNER TO TELL WHAT 
A #HINESE MEANS FROM MERELY HEARING WHAT THE SAME INDIVIDUAL SAYS 4HE REASON IS 
THAT hTHE SPEAKER DID NOT EXPRESS WHAT HE HAD IN MIND BUT SOMETHING ELSE MORE OR 
LESS COGNATE TO IT FROM WHICH HE WISHED HIS MEANING OR A PART OF IT TO BE INFERREDv 
	 &OR 3MITHS OBSERVATION OF #HINESE FACE SEE #HAPTER 4WO
  /F COURSE ) SUSPECT THERE ARE PERHAPS AS MANY #HINESE WHO CAN BE JUST AS DIRECT IN 
SITUATIONS SUCH AS IN TAXIS TRAIN TICKET SALES AND BANKS 3COLLON AND 3COLLON SUGGEST 
THAT  THESE hEXCEPTIONSv ARE DUE  TO  THE  FACT  THAT hTHE PARTICIPANTS ARE AND REMAIN 
STRANGERS TO EACH OTHERv h&ACE 0ARAMETERSv 	
  /N  THE  OTHER  HAND  4ANS  NEGOTIATION  DOES  NOT  ENTIRELY  HINGE  UPON  HER  ABILITY 
TO SPEAK ANDOR WRITE  IN #HINESE BECAUSE WHAT  SHE  IS NEGOTIATING CAN SIMPLY BE 
BETWEEN  TWO CULTURAL  RATHER  THAN ONTOLOGICAL  REALITIES  SHAPED AND PROMOTED BY 
OUR DISCOURSES ABOUT ASSERTIVENESS AND ABOUT WISHYWASHINESS  ) HAVE MORE  TO  SAY 
ABOUT THIS POINT SHORTLY
  0ENNYCOOK  REPORTS  A  DIFFERENT  KIND  OF  DISCONNECT  /NE  OF  HIS  #HINESE  STUDENTS 
TOLD HIM THAT SHE ACTUALLY FOUND %NGLISH WRITING TO BE CIRCUITOUS GOING ROUND AND 
ROUND AND ROUND WITH ITS INTRODUCTIONS CONCLUSIONS AND TOPIC SENTENCES "Y CON
TRAST SHE FELT THAT THE OPPOSITE WAS TRUE OF #HINESE AND THAT h#HINESE WAS WRITTEN 
IN A STRAIGHT CLEAR LINEv 	 4O ACCENTUATE HER POINT THE STUDENT DREW THE TWO 
TEXTUAL PATTERNS IN THE AIRPATTERNS THAT WERE 0ENNYCOOK TELLS US SO REMINISCENT 
OF 2OBERT +APLANS  INFLUENTIAL DIAGRAMS OF %NGLISH AND /RIENTAL CULTURAL THOUGHT 
PATTERNS  h#ULTURAL  4HOUGHT  0ATTERNSv	  (OWEVER  THIS  TIME  THE  DIAGRAMS  WERE 
BEING FORMED ALMOST PERFECTLY IN REVERSE 0ENNYCOOK 	
  "Y hREIFYv ) AM REFERRING TO HOW %UROPEAN !MERICAN DIRECTNESS HAS BEEN TREATED 
AS hA FIXED IDEALIZED ENTITY REMOVED FROM THE VAGARIES OF TIME PLACE AND USEvAN 
ENTITY  THOUGH  hTHAT  IS  ALWAYS  IN  PROCESS  LOCATED  IN  AND  SUBJECT  TO  ONGOING  AND 
VARYING MATERIAL PRACTICEv (ORNER AND 4RIMBUR 	
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  3EE #HAPTER /NE FOR A RELATED DISCUSSION OF THE PERCEIVED STABILITY OR HOMOGENEITY 
OF %UROPEAN !MERICAN RHETORIC
  !CCORDING TO (ALL AND !MES THE NOTION OF CORRELATIVE THINKING MAY BE TRACED BACK 
TO -ARCEL 'RANETS ,A PENSÏE CHINOISE WRITTEN IN  WHERE hCORRELATIVITY IS TAKEN 
TO BE A CHARACTERISTIC OF THE @#HINESE MINDv !NTICIPATING #HINA 	 /N THE OTHER 
HAND IN  0ROFESSOR #HANG 4UNGSUN PUBLISHED AN ESSAY IN #HINESE WHICH WAS 
INDEPENDENT OF 'RANETS THESIS AND WHICH LATER WAS TRANSLATED INTO %NGLISH 	 
)N THIS ESSAY #HANG SUGGESTS THAT #HINESE CULTURE IS INFORMED BY WHAT HE CALLS hCOR
RELATION LOGICv 	A LOGIC THAT FOCUSES EXCLUSIVELY ON hTHE CORRELATIONAL IMPLICA
TIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT SIGNSv 	 AND THAT RELIES ON hNONEXCLUSIVE CLASSIFICATION 
ANALOGICAL DEFINITIONv 	
  4HERE ARE DIFFERENT  LEGENDS BEHIND  THE ORIGIN OF  THE  TWELVE ANIMALS OF #HINESE 
ASTROLOGY !CCORDING  TO ONE  LEGEND  THE DYING "UDDHA  ASKED  ALL  THE  ANIMALS  IN 
CREATION  TO VISIT HIM ON .EW 9EARS $AY  TO BID HIM FAREWELL BEFORE HE DEPARTED 
HIS LIFE ON EARTH BUT ONLY TWELVE ANIMALS CAME 4HE "UDDHA THUS REWARDED EACH 
OF THE TWELVE WHO CAME WITH A YEAR BEARING ITS PERSONALITY TRAITS $OROTHY 0ERKINS 
	
  4HE #HINESE  FURTHER ASSOCIATE EACH CYCLE WITH ONE OF  THE &IVE 0ROCESSES7OOD 
&IRE 3OIL -ETAL AND 7ATERTO FORM A SIXTYYEAR CYCLE %ACH OF THE &IVE 0ROCESSES 
IS  THEN  ASSOCIATED WITH  SEVERAL  OTHER  ASPECTS  SUCH  AS  hYINv  AND  hYANGv  'RAHAM 
$ISPUTERS n $OROTHY 0ERKINS 	 )N THIS SENSE THE WORLD ACCORDING TO THE 
#HINESE IS ONE OF CORRELATION BOTH EXPANSIVE AND UNLIMITED
  3O IN A SCHEME OF TWOS THAT FEATURES hKING MENv hLION BEASTSv hKING THRONEv AND 
hCHAIRMAN CHAIRv BY METAPHOR THE LION IS THE KING OF BEASTS AND THE KING IS A LION 
AMONG MEN "Y METONYMY THE MONARCHY IS THE THRONE AND THE CHAIRMANSHIP IS THE 
CHAIR "ODDE 	
  4HIS CHARACTERIZATION IS WIDELY SHARED )N DISCUSSING THE YINYANG SYSTEM 'RAHAM 
STATES THAT h#HINA TENDS TO TREAT OPPOSITES AS COMPLEMENTARY THE 7EST AS CONFLICT
INGv $ISPUTERS 	 3IMILARLY (ALL AND !MES ARGUE THAT THE CORRELATIVE EXPLANATION 
OF VARIOUS PROCESSES IN TERMS OF hCOMPLEMENTARY CONTRASTSv IS hFUNDAMENTAL TO THE 
#HINESE TRADITIONv !NTICIPATING #HINA 	
  4HE  OTHER  FOUR  hQIv  ARE  WIND  RAIN  DARK  AND  LIGHT  2APHALS  3HARING  THE  ,IGHT 
	
  &OR EXAMPLE hYINv IS ASSOCIATED WITH EARTH MOON NORTH BELOW SQUARENESS DARK
NESS COLD WETNESS SOFTNESS QUIESCENCE FEMININITY AND MUCH ELSE WHEREAS hYANGv 
IS ASSOCIATED WITH HEAVEN SUN SOUTH ABOVE ROUNDNESS BRIGHTNESS HEAT DRYNESS 
HARDNESS ACTIVITY MASCULINITY AND MUCH ELSE "ODDE 	
  2OLAND  "ARTHES  DESCRIBES  THE  PROCESSWHERE  THE  DOMINANT  GROUP  IN  SOCIETY 
BECOMES NORMALIZED  AND  THUS  INVISIBLEAS  ONE  OF  hEXNOMINATIONv  AND HE  SEES 
THE BOURGEOISIE AS AN EXNOMINATED GROUP THAT hHAS OBLITERATED ITS NAME IN PASSING 
FROM REALITY TO REPRESENTATIONv QTD IN ,AKOFF 	 !S ,AKOFF EXPLAINS h4HEY JUST 
ARE 4HEIR RULES BECOME THE RULESv  EMPHASIS ORIGINAL	
  /F COURSE #HINESE ALSO HAS A SUBJECTVERB CONSTRUCTION JUST AS %NGLISH HAS A TOPIC
COMMENT CONSTRUCTION WHICH  IS OFTEN MARKED BY hAS  TOv  hIN REGARD  TOv OR hYOU 
KNOWv /N THE OTHER HAND A TOPIC IN #HINESE CAN BE SEPARATED FROM THE COMMENT 
BY A PAUSE OR BY ONE OF THE PAUSE PARTICLES ,I AND 4HOMPSON -ANDARIN #HINESE 
	 !ND REGARDLESS OF HOW TOPICS ARE MARKED IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES TO QUOTE ,I 
AND 4HOMPSON hSOME LANGUAGES CAN BE MORE INSIGHTFULLY DESCRIBED BY TAKING THE 
CONCEPT OF TOPIC TO BE BASIC WHILE OTHERS CAN BE MORE INSIGHTFULLY DESCRIBED BY TAK
ING THE NOTION OF SUBJECT AS BASICv h3UBJECT AND 4OPICv 	
  +IRKPATRICK HAS  ARGUED  THAT -ODERN  3TANDARD #HINESE  SHOULD NOT  BE  CHARACTER
IZED ACROSS THE BOARD AS FOLLOWING THE TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE AND THAT THERE IS A 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN hTOPICv THAT CONCERNS WHAT THE SENTENCE IS ALL ABOUT AND hTOPICv 
THAT  SETS  THE  FRAME  WITHIN  WHICH  THE  SENTENCE  IS  PRESENTED  h4OPIC#OMMENTv 
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	 (E HAS SUGGESTED THEREFORE THAT SENTENCES THAT FOLLOW THE LATTER MEANING OF 
hTOPICv SHOULD BE CHARACTERIZED AS EXAMPLES NOT OF THE TOPICCOMMENT STRUCTURE 
BUT OF THE MODIFIERMODIFIED STRUCTURE h4OPIC#OMMENTv n	 %ITHER CHARAC
TERIZATION  INCIDENTALLY  REINFORCES  THE DISCURSIVE  INTERDEPENDENCE  )  AM  TRYING  TO 
HIGHLIGHT IN THIS PART OF MY DISCUSSION
  &OR  MORE  ON  THESE  CONNECTIVE  PAIRS  SEE  ,I  AND  4HOMPSON  -ANDARIN  #HINESE 
n	
  )NTERESTINGLY  ENOUGH  THE  %NGLISH  WORD  hTHINGv  IS  hDONGXIv  ױ།	  IN  #HINESE 
WHICH  LITERALLY MEANS  hEASTWESTv  AND WHICH EXPRESSES  hA NONSUBSTANTIVE  RELATION
SHIPv !MES AND 2OSEMONT h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 /N THE OTHER HAND THE POPULAR 
NEWS PROGRAM ON .02 .ATIONAL 0UBLIC 2ADIO	 IS CALLED h!LL 4HINGS #ONSIDEREDv 
BUT NOT h!LL %VENTS #ONSIDEREDvA NOTINSIGNIFICANT CHOICE OF WORD IN MY VIEW
  4HIS KIND OF CHARACTERIZATION CERTAINLY QUALIFIES AS ANOTHER MYTH ABOUT #HINESE SEE 
4ONG n FOR OTHER MYTHS ABOUT #HINESE FROM A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE	 "UT THIS MUCH 
NEEDS TO BE SAID HERE "ECKERS CHARACTERIZATION ABOUT #HINESE SHOULD NOT BE MISTAKEN 
FOR SKEPTICISM TOWARD LANGUAGE AS A MEDIUM OF REPRESENTATION IN #HINESE INTELLECTUAL 
TRADITION 4ONG  ALSO SEE THE DISCUSSION TOWARD THE END OF MY )NTRODUCTION	
  !MES  AND 2OSEMONT HAVE  ARGUED  THAT  THE  CLASSICAL WRITTEN #HINESE  IS  A DISTINCT 
VISUALLY ORIENTED MEDIUM OF COMMUNICATION INDEPENDENT OF THE SPOKEN LANGUAGE 
&OR A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THEIR REASONING SEE THEIR 4HE !NALECTS OF #ONFUCIUS n
	 &OR A SIMILAR PERSPECTIVE  SEE 0 #HEN n	 /N THE OTHER HAND 2OBERT 
7ARDY HAS OFFERED A SCATHING CRITIQUE OF SUCH CHARACTERIZATION n	
  4HERE  ARE  OF  COURSE  INSTANCES  WHERE  #HINESE  INDIRECTION  MISFIRES  AND  WHERE 
UNNECESSARY  REPETITIONS  AND  SUPERFLUOUS  APPEALS  GET  AHEAD  OF  EFFECTIVE  PARALLELS 
AND APPROPRIATE INVOCATIONS "UT WE SHOULD NO MORE USE SUCH MISFIRES TO CONDEMN 
#HINESE  INDIRECTION  THAN  WE  SHOULD  USE  SIMILAR  ABUSES  OF  %UROPEAN  !MERICAN 
DIRECTNESS TO REJECT THE LATTER
  !NOTHER  EXAMPLE  OF  THIS  hOTHERINGv  CAN  BE  FOUND  THROUGH  THE MYTHS  ABOUT  THE 
#HINESE  LANGUAGE .AMELY  THE NONPHONETIC  CHARACTER  OF  THE #HINESE  LANGUAGE 
HAS BEEN FREQUENTLY CITED AS AN EXAMPLE OF A CULTURE THAT IS TOTALLY DIFFERENT FROM 
7ESTERN  CULTURE  !ND  FOR  $ERRIDA  IT  EMBODIES  A  hTESTIMONY  OF  POWERFUL  MOVE
MENT OF CIVILIZATION DEVELOPING OUTSIDE OF ALL LOGOCENTRISMv QTD IN 4ONG 	 !S 
A RESULT #HINESE REPRESENTS A SHARP CONTRAST TO LOGOCENTRISM "UT AS 4ONG TELLS US 
SUCH A READING OF #HINESE IS IN FACT A MISREAD BECAUSE IT IS DERIVED FROM GLORIFYING 
IDEOGRAPHIC #HINESE  CHARACTERS  AS  A  hPERFECTv MEDIUM OF  POETIC  REPRESENTATION 
4HEREFORE ANY ASSERTION OF #HINESE AS A DIRECT CHALLENGE TO  LOGOCENTRISM SHOULD 
BE CALLED INTO QUESTION 	
  ) THANK 0ROFESSOR *AN 3WEARINGEN FOR ALERTING ME TO THIS CONNECTIONTHOUGH ) AM 
SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT IS BEING DEVELOPED HERE
  .OT TO MENTION THE FACT THAT &RANK #HIN HER FELLOW !SIAN !MERICAN WRITER ACCUSES 
HER OF FAKING !SIAN LITERATURE AND LORE IN HISTORY AND OF PANDERING TO THE #HRISTIAN 
STEREOTYPES ABOUT !SIANS ABOUT THE #HINESE   	
  ) AM USING THE PINYIN SYSTEM HERE AND IN PARENTHESES IS THE 7ADE'ILES SYSTEM THAT 
+INGSTON USES !LSO SEE NOTE  FROM THE )NTRODUCTION
  &OR A COMPLETE %NGLISH TRANSLATION OF h%IGHTEEN 3ONGS OF A .OMAD &LUTEv AND #AI 
9ANS BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE BOTH BY $ORE ,EVY	 SEE #HANG AND 3AUSSY n	 
) THANK 0ROFESSOR 7ILT )DEMA FOR THE REFERENCE
  4AKE  FOR  EXAMPLE  0ROFESSOR  )EN  !NG  WHO  WAS  BORN  IN  )NDONESIA  OF  #HINESE 
ANCESTRY EDUCATED IN THE .ETHERLANDS AND NOW LIVES AND WORKS IN !USTRALIA 3HE 
WAS OFTEN ASKED WHEN TRAVELING ON HOLIDAY IN 3PAIN )TALY OR 0OLAND h7HERE ARE 
YOU  FROMv  (ER  INTERLOCUTORS  AFTER  HEARING  ALMOST  WITH  DISBELIEF  THAT  SHE  WAS 
FROM (OLLAND WOULD USUALLY FOLLOW WITH THIS h.O WHERE ARE YOU REALLY FROMv (ER 
STANDARD ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IS h) WAS BORN IN )NDONESIA BUT MY ANCESTORS WERE 
FROM #HINAv !NG 	
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  &OSS DEFINES IDEOLOGY AS hA PATTERN OR SET OF IDEAS ASSUMPTIONS BELIEFS VALUES OR 
INTERPRETATIONS OF THE WORLD BY WHICH A CULTURE OR GROUP OPERATESv 	A DEFINI
TION THAT ) AM DRAWING UPON HERE AND ELSEWHERE IN THIS BOOK
  !CCORDING TO THE /XFORD %NGLISH $ICTIONARY ND ED	 THE WORD hINDIVIDUALISMv FIRST 
OCCURRED IN %NGLISH IN  IN THE %NGLISH TRANSLATION BY (ENRY 2EEVE OF !LEXIS DE 
4OCQUEVILLES $EMOCRACY IN !MERICA !ND ITS FIRST USES IN ITS &RENCH FORM hINDIVIDU
ALISMEv GREW OUT OF THE GENERAL %UROPEAN REACTION TO THE &RENCH 2EVOLUTION AND 
THE %NLIGHTENMENT ,UKES 	 /N THE OTHER HAND THE GENESIS OF INDIVIDUALISM CAN 
BE  TRACED BACK  TO PHILOSOPHICAL  ACTIVITIES  CARRIED OUT BY GENERATIONS OF  THINKERS 
INCLUDING (ELLENISTIC TEACHERS 2OSEMONT HAS ALSO OFFERED A SUCCINCT ACCOUNT OF WHY 
INDIVIDUALISM IS CULTURESPECIFIC AND WHY IT IS hTHE IDEOLOGICAL CHILD OF THE !GE OF 
THE %NLIGHTENMENTv h#LASSICAL #ONFUCIANv  n	
  #OLLABORATIVE OVERLAPPING OR BACKCHANNELING  IS NOT  CONSIDERED AN  INTERRUPTION 
THOUGH !ND BY  CONTRAST  IN  *APANESE  CULTURE  CONVERSATION  IS  VIEWED AS  A  COLLEC
TIVE WORK BETWEEN INTERLOCUTORS AND IT IS ACCOMPLISHED BY hRESPONSE WORDSv OR BY 
*APANESE hAIZUCHIv WHICH CONJURES UP THE IMAGE OF TWO SWORDSMITHS HAMMERING ON 
A BLADE IN TURN 7IERZBICKE n	
  4HE  PROMINENT  SOCIOLOGIST  %RVING 'OFFMAN  HAS  ALSO  VIEWED  SELF  AS  A  SOCIAL  CON
STRUCT AS A COMPLEX SCRIPT OF  LEARNED ROLES OR  SOCIALLY ENGINEERED PERFORMANCES 
)N MUCH THE SAME SPIRIT SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONISTS SEE SELF AS hENMESHED IN A NET OF 
OTHERSv WHO ARE COMPLICIT hIN OUR NARRATIVES AND OUR 3ELFCONSTRUCTIONSv "RUNER 
	 "RUNER CHARACTERIZES THIS SHIFT AS THE hNARRATIVE TURNv 	
  !CCORDING TO MAINLAND #HINESE LINGUISTS 'AO -INGKAI AND ,IU :HENGTAN OF  
ONETIME NEOLOGISMS THAT NOW ARE PART OF MODERN #HINESE  COMPOUNDS WERE 
BORROWED  FROM  *APANESE  KANJI  #HINESE  CHARACTERS	  WHICH  WERE  TRANSLATIONS  OF 
%UROPEAN MAINLY %NGLISH WORDS QTD IN , ,IU n 	 4HE REST EITHER CAME 
DIRECTLY FROM THE 7EST OR FROM 2USSIAN &OR A COMPELLING DISCUSSION OF HOW SUCH 
NEOLOGISMS REFLECT LINGUISTIC AND RHETORICAL TENSIONS BETWEEN #HINESE AND %NGLISH 
AND OF THEIR UNPRECEDENTED SCOPE AND INFLUENCE SEE , ,IU n ALSO SEE "ODDE 
n	
  4HIS  KIND  OF  AMBIVALENCE  IS  ALSO  EVIDENT  IN  HOW  CHILDREN  IN  #HINA  ARE  BEING 
BROUGHT  UP  &OR  EXAMPLE  #HINESE  CHILDREN  ARE  BEING  TAUGHT  TO  BE  SELFLESS  AND 
DEFERENTIAL TOWARD SOCIAL NORMS -EANWHILE THEY ARE ALSO EXPECTED TO BRING HONOR 
TO THEMSELVES AND THEIR FAMILY THROUGH INDIVIDUAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS 0YE 	 3UCH 
EDUCATIONAL PRACTICES ONCE AGAIN REVEAL A SIMILAR TENSION BETWEEN THE NEED TO CON
FORM AND THE DESIRE TO ESTABLISH ONES IDENTITY THROUGH ONES OWN ACTION
  /THER TERMS LIKE hAGENCYv hAUTONOMYv hDUTYv AND hOBLIGATIONv DID EXIST IN CLASSICAL 
#HINESE BUT WERE REINTRODUCED INTO MODERN #HINESE AT THE TURN OF THE TWENTIETH 
CENTURY VIA  *APANESE WHICH USED KANJI  #HINESE CHARACTERS	  TO  TRANSLATE MODERN 
%UROPEAN  WORDS  4HESE  LOANWORDS  ARE  CALLED  hRETURN  GRAPHIC  LOANSv  BECAUSE 
THEY ARE CLASSICAL #HINESECHARACTER COMPOUNDS USED BY THE *APANESE TO TRANSLATE 
%UROPEAN  WORDS  AND  THEN  REIMPORTED  BY  THE  #HINESE  )N  THE  PROCESS  THESE 
WORDS ACQUIRED NEW MEANINGS THAT DIDNT EXIST IN CLASSICAL #HINESE , ,IU n 
n	
  4HE ESTABLISHMENT OF EQUIVALENCE OF MEANING REMAINS A COMPLEX ISSUE BECAUSE THE 
HISTORICAL CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH SUCH EQUIVALENCES OF MEANING WERE ESTABLISHED 
AND BECAME NATURALIZED  SAY BETWEEN #HINESE AND %NGLISH ARE CONTINGENT UPON 
WHAT  ,  ,IU  CALLS  hTHE  POLITICS  OF  TRANSLINGUAL  PRACTICEv  	  .OT  TO  MENTION  OF 
COURSE THE DECONSTRUCTIONISTS DESIRE TO PROVE THAT EQUIVALENTS DO NOT EXIST , ,IU 
n	
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  h3HOUv ი	 AND hSHUIv ი	 ARE HOMOGRAPHS IN #HINESE HOMOGRAPHS WERE QUITE 
COMMON IN CLASSICAL #HINESE
  &OR  EXAMPLE (ALL  AND !MES  IN 4HINKING 4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS  VIEW #ONFUCIUS NOT 
MERELY AS A REPOSITORY OF CULTURAL VALUES IN CLASSICAL #HINA BUT AS A POTENTIAL PAR
TICIPANT BECAUSE OF HIS VISION IN PRESENT PHILOSOPHIC CONVERSATION 	 ) MUST ADD 
THOUGH  AS  WILL  BECOME  CLEAR  IN MY  SUBSEQUENT  DISCUSSION  THAT  #ONFUCIUS  IS  NO 
LESS OF A PARTICIPANT IN OUR PRESENTDAY RHETORICAL CONVERSATIONS TOO /N THE OTHER 
HAND  THERE  ARE  CRITICS  OUT  THERE WHO  VIEW #ONFUCIUS  AS  REPRESENTING  A  NEGATIVE 
FORCE IN #HINESE CULTURE AS SOMEONE WHO DEGRADED WOMEN &OUR "OOKS  BK  
PAR 	 AND WHO IMPEDED SOCIAL PROGRESS ,OUIE	
  3EE  !MES  AND  2OSEMONT  FOR  A  MORE  DETAILED  DISCUSSION  OF  ITS  TEXTUAL  HISTORY 
h)NTRODUCTIONv n	
  4HE &OUR "OOKS ARE THE !NALECTS THE 'REAT ,EARNING THE $OCTRINE OF THE -EAN AND THE 
-ENCIUS 4HE 'REAT ,EARNING WAS COMPILED BY :ENGZI ONE OF #ONFUCIUS DISCIPLES 
AND THE $OCTRINE OF THE -EAN WAS ATTRIBUTED TO :ISI :ENGZIS STUDENT AND #ONFUCIUS 
GRANDSON n "#%	 4HESE FOUR BOOKS BECAME FULLY CANONIZED AND KNOWN AS 
THE &OUR "OOKS AFTER THEY WERE COMPLIED AND ANNOTATED BY :HU 8I n #%	 
THE  FAMED  3OUTHERN  3ONG  SCHOLARPHILOSOPHER  WHO  PLAYED  A  PIVOTAL  ROLE  IN  THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF WHAT HAS COME TO BE KNOWN AS NEO#ONFUCIANISM
  4HEIR PROPOSAL FINDS A READY ECHO IN (ANSENS STUDY OF CLASSICAL #HINESE LANGUAGE 
AND LOGIC (ANSEN SUGGESTS THAT CLASSICAL #HINESE NOUNS CONSTITUTE A MORE MASSLIKE 
PARTWHOLE RATHER THAN ONEMANY PICTURE )NSTEAD OF MAKING SOME ABSTRACT REFER
ENCE  TO CLASSES  TO SPECIES AND TO UNIVERSALS  THEY MAKE REFERENCE TO STUFF OR BITS 
OF STUFF SCATTERED IN SPACETIME 	 !S HE PUTS IT h;-=A @HORSE IN TERM POSITION 
MIGHT  REFER  TO  THE  ENTIRE MEREOLOGICAL  OBJECTTHE  CONCRETE  SPECIES  OR  TO  SOME 
PART SPECIFIC HERD TEAM OR AN INDIVIDUAL HORSE DEPENDING ON THE CONTEXTv 	 
)N THIS SENSE PART IS WHOLE AND ONE IS ALL SEE ALSO , 9OUNG 	 7HILE (ARBSMEIER 
CHALLENGES THIS MASS NOUN HYPOTHESIS 'RAHAM OBSERVES THAT IT  IS THIS PARTWHOLE 
INTERPRETATION  RATHER  THAN  SPECIFICALLY  THE  HYPOTHESIS  THAT  CONSTITUTES  (ANSENS 
CONTRIBUTION h2EFLECTIONS AND 2EPLIESv n	
  5NLESS  OTHERWISE  INDICATED  ALL  TRANSLATIONS  HERE  AND  ELSEWHERE  IN  THIS  CHAPTER 
ARE MINE  AND  )  HAVE  BENEFITED  FROM  CONSULTING OTHER  TRANSLATIONS  BY !MES  AND 
2OSEMONT  4HE  !NALECTS  OF  #ONFUCIUS	 $AWSON  #ONFUCIUS  4HE  !NALECTS	  AND ,AU 
#ONFUCIUS 4HE !NALECTS	 !LL THE REFERENCES ARE TO &OUR "OOKS AND &IVE #LASSICS
  7HILE WHAT ) DEVELOP HERE CONCERNING THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ IS IN PART INSPIRED BY (ALL 
AND !MES ANALYSIS OF ඝ n	 ) DO NOT CHARACTERIZE ඝ AS THEY DO AS hA METH
ODOLOGY THAT BRINGS COHERENCE AND MEANING TO HIS PHILOSOPHICAL REFLECTIONSv  
EMPHASIS ADDED	 2ATHER ) SEE ඝ AS WILL BECOME MORE EVIDENT SHORTLY AS A CENTRAL 
CONCEPT WHOSE SIGNIFICATIONS ARE TO BE REALIZED AND MADE COMPLETE BY ITS DISCURSIVE 
SIBLINGS IN THE !NALECTS
  ಬ hRENv	 HAS SEEN MANY %NGLISH TRANSLATIONS INCLUDING hBENEVOLENCEv hHUMAN
ITYv hHUMANHEARTEDNESSv AND hPERFECT VIRTUEv &OR (ALL AND 2OSEMONT THE USE OF 
hBENEVOLENCEv PSYCHOLOGIZES hRENvA PRACTICE THAT DOES NOT COMPORT WELL WITH THE 
#HINESE  TRADITION WHEREAS  hHUMANITYv  SUGGESTS  hA  SHARED  ESSENTIAL  CONDITION OF 
BEING HUMAN OWNED BY ALL MEMBERS OF THE SPECIESvA CONDITION THAT hRENv DOES 
NOT NECESSARILY ABIDE BY h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 4HEY HAVE INSTEAD USED hAUTHORITATIVE 
PERSONv AS THEIR TRANSLATION OF hRENv BECAUSE hRENv REFERS TO ONES ENTIRE PERSON TO 
hONES COGNITIVE AESTHETIC MORAL AND RELIGIOUS SENSIBILITIESv h)NTRODUCTIONv 	 
!ND THE ADJECTIVE hAUTHORITATIVEv CONVEYS hAUTHORITYv WHICH IS THE REWARD OF BECOM
ING  hRENv  OF  hEMBODYING  IN  ONESELF  THE  VALUES  AND  CUSTOMS  OF  ONES  TRADITIONv 
 ALSO SEE (ALL AND !MES 4HINKING 4HROUGH #ONFUCIUS n	 ) HAVE OPTED FOR 
hHUMANENESSv PARTLY BECAUSE IT IS MORE ACCESSIBLE THAN hAUTHORITATIVEv "UT MORE 
IMPORTANTLY  IN  MY  VIEW  hHUMANENESSv  ACCENTUATES  THE  IMPORTANT  LINK  BETWEEN 
THE PRACTICE OF hRENv AND THE PROCESS OF BECOMING A PERSON !FTER ALL hRENv ಬ	 
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IS MADE OF  hPERSONv ಭ	 AND  THE NUMERAL  hTWOv ل	 CONVEYING ETYMOLOGICALLY 
THAT ONE CANNOT BE hRENv WITHOUT THE INVOLVEMENT OF SOME OTHER HUMAN BEING OR 
BEINGS 3IMILARLY hHUMANENESSv IS CHARACTERIZED BY BEHAVIOR TOWARD OTHERS AS BEFITS 
BECOMING A PERSON AND  SUCH BEHAVIOR  ) MIGHT ADD  IS NOT DETERMINED BY ONES 
INNER PSYCHE BUT BY AN ONGOING PROCESS OF APPROXIMATION AND ADJUSTMENT
  )N  THIS  SENSE ඝ  BECOMES  LINKED  TO  hKAIROSv  IT  DEPENDS  ON  hTEMPORALITY  OF  THE 
SITUATIONv AND ON THE hIMPETUS FOR DISCOURSE THE TENSION IN SITUATIONv 0OULAKOS 
n	
  #ONFUCIAN  hDAOv  IS MORE  ABOUT  A WAY OF BECOMING A HUMANE PERSON WITHIN  THE 
CONTEXT OF INTERNALIZING THE GOLDEN TRADITION AND DOING ONES UTMOST AS ONE PRAC
TICES ඝ CARRIES OUT RITUAL ACTION AND CONDUCTS ONESELF IN TERMS OF FAMILIAL RELATIONS 
/N THE OTHER HAND hDAOv IN $AODEJING IS MORE ABOUT A WAY OF BECOMING A HUMANE 
PERSON WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF NATURE AND BY TRANSCENDING CONVENTIONS AND SOCIETAL 
IMPOSITIONS !LSO SEE #OMBS n	
  ᇘ  hZHONGv	  SHOULD  NOT  BE  TRANSLATED  HERE  AS  hLOYALTYv  ,AU  STATES  THAT  SUCH  A 
TRANSLATION FAILS TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE MEANING OF THE WORD AS hLOYALTYv WAS A LATER 
DEVELOPMENT h)NTRODUCTIONv XVI	
  )N  THE -ENCIUS -ENCIUS SEES  THE CENTRALITY OF  SUCH RELATIONSHIPS  TO  TEACHING AND 
NURTURING PEOPLE THEY ARE OF hLOVE BETWEEN FATHER AND SON LOYALTY BETWEEN RULER 
AND SUBJECT DISTINCTION BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIFE DEFERENCE FROM THE YOUNG TO 
THE OLD AND TRUST BETWEEN FRIENDSv &OUR "OOKS  BK ! PAR 	
  !GAIN -ENCIUS IN THE -ENCIUS SEES THE FAMILY AS THE VERY MODEL UPON WHICH THE 
STATE SHOULD BE BASED h-ENCIUS SAID  @4HE ROOT OF THE EMPIRE IS  IN THE STATE  THE 
ROOT OF THE STATE IS IN THE FAMILY AND THE ROOT OF THE FAMILY IS IN THE SELFv &OUR "OOKS 
 BK ! PAR 	
  &OR  EXAMPLE  8U  SUGGESTS  IN  h4HE  5SE  OF  %LOQUENCEv  THAT  #ONFUCIUS  OPPOSES 
ELOQUENCE IN FAVOR OF SILENCEA POSITION THAT IN MY VIEW IS FORMED BY MISTAKENLY 
EQUATING #ONFUCIUS OBJECTION OF ELOQUENCE READ AS hGLIB TALKv	 WITH HIS OBJECTION 
OF SPEECH !GAIN WHAT #ONFUCIUS SHUNS AND OBJECTS TO IS ELOQUENT SPEECH THAT DOES 
NOT DELIVER OR THAT PUTS ITSELF AHEAD OF ACTION &OUR "OOKS  BK  PAR 	
  h3HUv AND ITS FOCAL MEANING OF hPUTTING ONESELF  IN THE OTHERS PLACEv CONTINUE TO 
CIRCULATE  IN CONTEMPORARY #HINESEAS CAN BE  SEEN  IN  SUCH COMPOUNDS AS  hSHU
MIANv ඝ૮ hFORGIVEv OR hPARDONv 	 hSHUSIv ඝම hTHINK IN THE MANNER OF @SHUv	 
AND hSHUCIv ඝՑ WORDS USED TO SEEK FORGIVENESS	 ) THANK 0ROFESSOR 1I &ENG FOR 
PROVIDING THESE EXAMPLES
  4HERE IS A FAMILY RESEMBLANCE BETWEEN THE DISCOURSE OF ඝ AND DE "ARYS h#ONFUCIAN 
PERSONALISMv &OR DE "ARY #ONFUCIAN PERSONALISM SEES hTHE INDIVIDUAL AS FULFILLING 
HIMSELF  THROUGH  THE  SOCIAL  PROCESS  AND  A  MORAL  AND  SPIRITUAL  COMMUNION  WITH 
OTHERSv 	 AND  IT EMPHASIZES  THE  IMPORTANCE OF  THE  INDIVIDUALS PHYSICAL AND 
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT SINCE THE LATTER hSTIMULATES HIM AND DEFINES HIS WORTHv 	 
)N  THE  SAME  ESSAY  THOUGH  DE  "ARY  ARGUES  THAT  THIS  #ONFUCIAN  PERSONALISM  WAS 
REARTICULATED BY .EO#ONFUCIANISM IN THE 3UNG $YNASTY AND IT WAS hMARKED NOW BY 
INDIVIDUALISTIC TENDENCIES TYPICAL OF THE 3UNG PERIODv  ALSO SEE 	 3IMILARLY 
SINCE  THE  DISCOURSE  OF ඝ  IS  PREDICATED  UPON  AN  ONGOING  DIALOGUE  BETWEEN  SELF 
AND OTHERS IT RELATES TO 6YGOTSKYS CONCEPT OF hTHE ZONE OF PROXIMAL DEVELOPMENTv 
WHERE A CHILDS SPONTANEOUS CONCEPTS INTERACT WITH AND ARE ENRICHED BY AN ADULTS 
SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS !ND THIS KIND OF INTERACTION BETWEEN THE CHILD LIKE SELF	 AND 
THE ADULT LIKE OTHER	 EVENTUALLY BECOMES AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE CHILDS OWN REASON
ING  n	
  -Y IRONIC USE OF MASCULINE AND FEMININE PRONOUNS SHOULD CALL OUR ATTENTION TO AN 
ALMOST  IDENTICAL PHENOMENON  IN DISCUSSIONS OF 7ESTERN CLASSICAL  RHETORICWHERE 
MASCULINE PRONOUNS ARE OFTEN USED EVEN THOUGH SOCIAL POSITIONS AND RHETORICAL PRAC
TICES WERE CLEARLY GENDERED 7ITHOUT A DOUBT THERE IS A LACK OF FIT BETWEEN THE WORLD 
WOMEN AND FEMININE ROLES	 AND WORDS MASCULINE PRONOUNS	 IN SUCH A CONTEXT
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  4SAO HAS TRANSLATED hCHENGv LITERALLY AS hHOOK UPv AND DERIVATIONALLY AS hELUCIDATION OF 
TOPICv 	 (SIUNG DEFINES hCHENGv AS hLATERAL ELABORATIONv 	A TRANSLATION THAT 
SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN ADOPTED BY OTHERS %RBAUGH 	 (OWEVER hCHENGv DOES NOT EXACT
LY CONVEY THE MEANING OF hELUCIDATION OF TOPICv DERIVATIONALLY 7HAT IT DOES CONVEY IN 
THIS CONTEXT IS hMOVE FROM INTRODUCTION TO ELUCIDATIONv AND ITS FOCUS IS UPON PROPER 
TRANSITION WHICH LEADS TO PROPER ELUCIDATION OF THE TOPIC , #HEN ON THE OTHER HAND 
ADDS ONE MORE SUBSTRUCTURE hJIEv ࢹ	 WHICH MEANS hENDv OR hCONCLUSIONv BUT HE 
ALSO ACKNOWLEDGES THAT hHEv AND hJIEv MAY BE hONE AND THE SAME THINGv 	
  h*UEJUv WAS FIRST DEVELOPED IN THE 3OUTHERN AND .ORTHERN $YNASTY n	 AND 
IT  CAME  TO  FULL MATURITY  IN  THE 4ANG $YNASTY  n	  #IHAI	 (INDS  IDENTIFIES 
A  SIMILAR  PATTERN  IN  *APANESE  EXPOSITORY  WRITING  KNOWN  AS  hKISHOOTENKETSUv
THOUGH HE DOES NOT  LINK  IT  TO  hJUEJUv  n	 ,  9OUNG ALSO  INDICATES  THAT  THIS 
FOURCHARACTER ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE IS USED IN #HINESE CLASSICAL POETRY 	 &OR 
A SIMILAR DISCUSSION OF  THE  LINK BETWEEN hJUEJUv AND THIS  FOURCHARACTER STRUCTURE 
SEE +IRKPATRICK h#HINESE 4EXT 3TRUCTURESv n	
  )N ADDITION THERE IS STILL DISAGREEMENT OVER WHETHER OR NOT THE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv 
HAS INFLUENCED CONTEMPORARY #HINESE WRITING +IRKPATRICK CITES THREE REASONS WHY 
IT IS UNLIKELY FOR SUCH A FORM TO HAVE AN IMPACT IN CONTEMPORARY #HINA h#HINESE 
4EXT  3TRUCTURESv  n	  8  ,I  THOUGH  ARGUES  JUST  THE  OPPOSITE  BY  ANALYZING 
MODEL ESSAYS IN CONTEMPORARY #HINESE HIGH SCHOOL WRITING TEXTBOOKS AND THE TWO 
STUDENT ESSAYS  SHE CONCLUDES  THAT  THE  INFLUENCE OF  THE hEIGHTLEGGED ESSAYv  IS  FAR 
FROM BEING OVER n	
  %LSEWHERE IN THE SAME ESSAY $EVITT WRITES h7ORKING WITHIN EXISTING GENRES AS WELL 
INDIVIDUALS  CHOOSE AND CREATE  EVEN  THE MOST  RIGID GENRE  REQUIRES  SOME CHOICES 
AND THE MORE COMMON GENRES CONTAIN SUBSTANTIAL FLEXIBILITY WITHIN THEIR BOUNDSv 
	 /N THE OTHER HAND THERE ARE TIMES WHEN INDIVIDUAL WRITERS MAY NOT BE ABLE 
EITHER TO WORK CREATIVELY WITHIN A GIVEN GENRE OR BREAK OUT OF IT BECAUSE THEIR LIVES 
ARE IN THE BALANCE &OR EXAMPLE DURING THE #ULTURAL 2EVOLUTION IN #HINA n
	 DIDACTIC MORALIZING AND MIMICKING OF PARTY LINES PERMEATED LITERARY DISCOURSE 
AND ANY EXPRESSIVE ATTEMPT THAT APPEARED TO DEVIATE IN THE SLIGHTEST FROM THE PARTY 
DOCTRINE WOULD BE COURTING DISASTER
  )N FACT ) ALSO SEE HOW THIS EFFORT OF MINE CAN BE EXTENDED TO DEVELOPING A MORE BAL
ANCED UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONVENTIONAL !MERICAN %NGLISH hFIVEPARAGRAPH ESSAYv 
FORMULA WHILE RECOGNIZING ITS CONSTRAINING AND NORMALIZING EFFECT WE SHOULD NOT 
TURN A BLIND EYE TO ITS EMBEDDED CREATIVE INTERPERSONAL POTENTIAL !S $EVITT POINTS 
OUT hGENRE IS A DYNAMIC RESPONSE TO AND CONSTRUCTION OF RECURRING SITUATION ONE 
THAT CHANGES HISTORICALLY AND IN DIFFERENT SOCIAL GROUPS THAT ADAPTS AND GROWS AS THE 
SOCIAL CONTEXT CHANGESv 	
  )N h!RISTOTLES 2HETORIC ! 'UIDE TO THE 3CHOLARSHIPv 7ALZER ET AL HAVE ALSO PROVIDED 
A HELPFUL SUMMARY OF THE RECENT SCHOLARSHIP ON THE CONCEPT OF ÐTHOS n	
  "RINTON IN h% THOTIC !RGUMENTv EXPLICITLY LEANS ON ETHOS OR ɀɃOS EETHOS	 AS CHAR
ACTER IMBUED WITH MORAL COMMITMENTS "Y CONTRAST ! -ILLER SEES A hBASIC CONSUB
STANTIALITYv BETWEEN ɀɃOS ETHOS	 AS hHABITv AND ɂɃOS EETHOS	 AS hCHARACTERv
  $RAWING ON ,IDDELL AND 3COTT *ARRATT AND 2EYNOLDS FURTHER SUGGEST THAT BOTH ɀɃOS AND 
ɂɃOS ARE RELATED TO hÐTHEAv A PLURAL NOUN MEANING hHAUNTSv OR hHANGOUTSv 	
  )T WOULD BE STRANGE TO SAY THE LEAST IF THE PUBLIC PLACE ONE HABITUATES SHOULD TURN 
OUT TO BE UNSETTLING RIDDLED WITH TENSIONS !CCORDING TO ! -ILLER THE MOST BASIC 
MEANING OF ɂɃOS EETHOS	 IS NOT hCHARACTERv BUT hAN ACCUSTOMED PLACEv 	
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  )N 4HE  #HINESE  IN  !MERICA  ! .ARRATIVE (ISTORY  )RIS  #HANG  CHRONICLES  THE  JOURNEY 
BOTH PAST AND PRESENT OF THE #HINESE IN !MERICA WITH A FERVENT HOPE THAT THE STORY 
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SHE TELLS OF HER PEOPLE IS RECOGNIZED hNOT AS A FOREIGN STORY BUT A QUINTESSENTIALLY 
!MERICAN ONEv  	 0ART OF  THE OBJECTIVE  IN WRITING  THIS  CHAPTER  IS NOT ONLY  TO 
WRITE THE RHETORICAL EXPERIENCES OF MY FELLOW BORDER RESIDENTS INTO THIS !MERICAN 
STORY  BUT  ALSO  TO  SHOW  THAT  THEIR  STORY  OR  OUR  STORY  IS  ONE  OF  SITUATED  HYBRIDITY 
THROUGH WHICH WE OVERCOME SILENCE AND BIGOTRY BOTH TO ESTABLISH OUR ਃ hLIANv	 
AND ૲ሷ  hMIANZIv	  AND  TO  ACHIEVE  OUR  AGENCY  AND  INTERCONNECTEDNESS  WITHIN 
RELATIONSHIPS OF UNEQUAL POWER
  ) AM BORROWING THIS VERB FROM 'EE TO EMPHASIZE THE SITUATEDNESS OR CONTINGENCY OF 
MEANING IN THE SENSE THAT MEANINGS EMERGE hON THE SPOTv AND AS WE SPEAK LISTEN 
CONSUME AND ACT $ISCOURSE !NALYSIS 	 !ND MY USE OF hASSEMBLEv IS ALSO INTENDED 
TO ECHO MY DISCUSSION OF INDIRECTION IN #HAPTER 4HREE OF HOW OUR UTTERANCES ARE 
FILLED WITH MEANING SURPLUS WITH RICHLY VAGUE SIGNIFICANCE
  )N  WRITING  THIS  CHAPTER  )  HAVE  BENEFITED  A  GREAT  DEAL  FROM  #HARLIE  :HANG  AND 
"ARBARA #HIN WHO HAVE KINDLY MADE AVAILABLE MANY DOCUMENTS NECESSARY FOR MY 
RESEARCH )T IS NO EXAGGERATION TO STATE THAT ) WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO WRITE THIS 
CHAPTER WITHOUT THEIR HELP ) AM SOLELY RESPONSIBLE HOWEVER FOR THE ANALYSIS ) PRES
ENT IN THIS CHAPTER
  4HE  THREEDAY  RACE  RIOTS  IN #INCINNATI  BEGAN  SHORTLY  AFTER  THE  POLICE  FATALLY  SHOT 
UNARMED 4IMOTHY 4HOMAS ON  !PRIL   IN /VERTHE2HINE AS HE  TRIED  TO RUN 
AWAY FROM THE POLICE 4HOMAS AN !FRICAN !MERICAN HAD BEEN WANTED FOR A SERIES 
OF MINOR TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS 4HE RIOTS WERE AMONG THE WORST SINCE THE  2ODNEY 
+ING RIOTS IN ,OS !NGELES
  )T  GENERALLY  REFERS  TO  THE  CITY  OF #INCINNATI  ITS  SUBURBS  NORTHERN +ENTUCKY  AND 
SOUTHERN )NDIANA
  4HEY  ARE  #HINESE  !MERICAN  !SSOCIATION  OF  #INCINNATI  #!!#	  #INCINNATI 
#ONTEMPORARY #HINESE 3CHOOL ###3	 'REATER #INCINNATI #HINESE -USIC 3OCIETY 
'##-3	 #INCINNATI #HINESE #ULTURE ,EARNING !SSOCIATION ###,!	 #INCINNATI 
#HINESE  &RIENDSHIP !SSOCIATION  ##&!	 #HINESE !MERICAN "USINESS !SSOCIATION 
#!"!	 AND #HINESE 3ENIOR !SSOCIATION #3!	
  /THER  SPEAKERS  INCLUDED  TWO %UROPEAN !MERICAN MOTHERS  REPRESENTING &AMILIES 
WITH #HILDREN  FROM #HINA  TWO  SPEAKERS  FROM  THE !FRICAN !MERICAN COMMUNITY 
AND ONE SPEAKER FROM THE *EWISH !MERICAN COMMUNITY !FTER THE SPEAKERS FINISHED 
THEIR  TWOMINUTE  SPEECHES  AND  BEFORE  THE  #OUNCIL  STARTED  ITS  BUSINESS  MEETING 
#OUNCILMAN  *OHN  #RANLEY  SPOKE  BRIEFLY  (E  THANKED  THE  SPEAKERS  AND  CON
DEMNED THE STATEMENTS MADE BY -R %LKINGTON AT THE /VERTHE2HINE #HAMBER OF 
#OMMERCE LUNCHEON (E ALSO INDICATED THAT NO CONTRACT FOR %LKINGTON WAS UNDER 
CONSIDERATION BY THE CITY
  7ILLIAMS  CHALLENGES  AND  COMPLICATES  SUCH  A DEFINITION "Y  ANALYZING  THREE QUILTS 
CREATED BY !MERICAN WOMEN TO COMMUNICATE  THEIR DISSATISFACTION WITH  THE  STATUS 
QUO OF THEIR TIMES TWO WERE CREATED IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY AND THE OTHER IN 
THE LATE S	 SHE ARGUES THAT THE EMPHASIS ON CONFRONTATION ENCODED IN SUCH A 
TRADITIONAL DEFINITION OF PROTEST RHETORIC HAS EXCLUDED hALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES OF PRO
TEST INCLUDING NONCONFRONTATIONAL STRATEGIESv 	 $RAWING UPON HER OWN ANALYSIS 
OF THESE THREE QUILTS SHE ADVOCATES A RECONCEPTUALIZATION OF PROTEST RHETORIC BASED 
ON A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE n	
  &OR MORE ON THE STUDY OF SOCIAL PROTEST  FROM A RHETORICAL PERSPECTIVE  SEE -ORRIS 
AND "ROWNE WHO HAVE PUT TOGETHER A VOLUME OF THIRTY PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED ESSAYS 
FROM  THE  RHETORICAL  TRADITION  OF  SOCIAL  PROTEST  AND  SOCIAL MOVEMENT  SCHOLARSHIP 
4HE  VOLUME  IS  DIVIDED  INTO  THREE  SECTIONS  hTHEORETICAL  FOUNDATIONSv  hCOMPET
ING  PERSPECTIVESv  AND  hCRITICAL  TOUCHSTONESv  &OR  A  REVIEW  OF  THIS  COLLECTION  SEE 
3TEINER
  2ANDALL ,AKE CHARACTERIZES .ATIVE !MERICAN PROTEST RHETORIC OR 2ED 0OWER RHETO
RIC AS hA FORM OF RITUAL SELFADDRESSv h%NACTING 2ED 0OWERv 	A CHARACTERIZA
TION THAT CORROBORATES 'REGGS GENERAL THESIS 2IDING ON THE STRENGTH OF HIS ANALYSIS 
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,AKE ALSO POINTS OUT THAT SUCH RHETORIC IS NOT CONFINED ONLY TO THIS NEED hFOR PSY
CHOLOGICAL REFURBISHING AND AFFIRMATIONv 'REGG 	 AND THAT  IT  IS ALSO MOBILIZED 
BY hTHE DEMANDS OF AN ENTIRE WELTANSCHAUUNGv 	  )N  FACT 2ED 0OWER RHETORIC 
BECOMES WHAT 'RESSON CALLS THE hRHETORIC OF CREATIONv QTD IN ,AKE 	
  4HIS IS ALMOST ANOTHER WAY OF SAYING THAT OUR UTTERANCES ALWAYS ENJOY A SURPLUS OF 
MEANING  TO BE  REALIZED BY PARTICIPATING  INTERLOCUTORS WITHIN  SPECIFIC  INSTANCES OF 
COMMUNICATIVE  ACTIVITY  AND  THAT  SUCH  REALIZATIONS  FURTHER  INSTANTIATE  NEW MEAN
INGS  NEW  RICHLY  VAGUE  SIGNIFICANCES  3EE  #HAPTERS /NE  AND  4HREE  FOR  A  RELATED 
DISCUSSION
  h2ELATIONAL MODALITYv  IS  ONE  OF  THE  TWO  DIMENSIONS  TO MODALITY  IN  %NGLISH  4HE 
OTHER IS WHAT &AIRCLOUGH CALLS hEXPRESSIVE MODALITYv WHICH IS hA MATTER OF THE SPEAK
ER OR WRITERS AUTHORITY WITH RESPECT TO THE TRUTH OR PROBABILITY OF A REPRESENTATION 
OF REALITYv 	 3O THE USE OF hMAYv CONVEYS RELATIONAL MODALITY IN h9OU MAY COME 
INv AND EXPRESSIVE MODALITY IN h)T MAY RAIN SOONv
  (IS DENIAL CAME FROM THE LETTER HE WROTE TO -AYOR ,UKEN ON  /CTOBER  )N THE 
LETTER HE STATED THAT HE HAD NEVER MADE ANY SUCH COMMENTS TO #ITY"EAT $UNLAP 
h/CCIDENTAL 3LIPv	
  !ND TO SUGGEST AS DOES THE EDITORIAL THAT %LKINGTONS REMARKS HAVE OFFENDED ONLY 
#HINESE !MERICANS SEEMS TO BE PERPETUATING THIS BINARY DISCOURSE THAT CONTINUES 
TO DEPICT #HINESE !MERICANS AS DIFFERENT AS THE OTHER 4HE REASON IS SIMPLE ONE 
DOESNT HAVE TO BE #HINESE !MERICAN TO BE OFFENDED BY THESE KINDS OF DEROGATORY 
REMARKS
  3PEECHES DELIVERED BEFORE THE #ITY #OUNCIL ARE RECORDED AND KEPT AS PUBLIC RECORD 
!UDIO  TAPES  OF  THESE  SPEECHES  ARE  AVAILABLE  FOR  PURCHASE  WITH  A  NOMINAL  FEE  ) 
WANT TO THANK THE THREE SPEAKERS WHO HAVE ALSO PERSONALLY ALLOWED ME TO USE THEIR 
SPEECHES IN THIS CHAPTER 4O PRESERVE THEIR ANONYMITY ) HAVE SUBSTITUTED FICTITIOUS 
NAMES FOR THEIR REAL NAMES
  !CCORDING TO 3EARLE DIRECTIVES ARE ATTEMPTS IN VARYING DEGREES OF INTENSITY TO GET 
THE INTERLOCUTOR TO DO SOMETHING 	 !ND SUCH ATTEMPTS DIRECTLY INTERFERE WITH HIS 
OR HER WANT TO BE LEFT ALONE
  %XAMPLES OF A DECLARATIVE PROVIDED BY 3EARLE INCLUDE MARRIAGE PRONOUNCEMENT BY 
A MINISTER THE ACT OF DECLARING A STATE OF WAR SAY BY THE #ONGRESS AND THE ISSUING 
OF A SENTENCE BY A JUDGE 	 7HAT MAKES A DECLARATIVE NOTEWORTHY IS NOT SO MUCH 
ABOUT THE INDIVIDUAL WHO ISSUES THE UTTERANCE AS ABOUT THE INSTITUTION THAT CONFERS 
THE POWER AND AUTHORITY UPON THE INDIVIDUAL WHO ALMOST SERVES AS ITS CONDUIT SO TO 
SPEAK
  &OR EXAMPLE -AYOR ,UKEN APPEARED TO BE QUITE NONCOMMITTAL IN HIS PUBLIC STATE
MENTS PRIOR TO THE #ITY #OUNCIL MEETING ON  /CTOBER  /N THE ONE HAND HE 
TOLD $UNLAP THAT IF %LKINGTON SAID THESE DEROGATORY REMARKS HE WOULD BE DISQUALI
FIED FOR THE CITY CONTRACT /N THE OTHER HAND THE -AYOR ALSO SAID THAT HE HAD TOLD 
%LKINGTON THAT HE MUST RETURN TO #INCINNATI TO MEET WITH THE OFFENDED PARTIES AND 
TO ADDRESS  THE  ISSUE OF DIVERSITY $UNLAP h/CCIDENTAL 3LIPv	 %VEN THE RESOLUTION 
PASSED BY THE #ITY #OUNCIL ON  /CTOBER  FAILS TO RULE OUT THIS POSSIBILITY EVEN 
THOUGH NOT HIRING %LKINGTON IS ONE OF THE DEMANDS MADE EXPLICITLY BY THE #HINESE 
!MERICAN COMMUNITY AND BY EVERY SPEAKER BEFORE THE #OUNCIL
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  )N A WAY MY USE OF hUTTERANCEv HERE AND INDEED THROUGHOUT THIS ENTIRE BOOK FINDS 
RESONANCE WITH "AKHTIN WITH HIS INSIGHT THAT UTTERANCES ARE NEVER ISOLATED OR SELF
CONTAINED 5TTERANCE FOR HIM hALWAYS PRESUPPOSES UTTERANCES THAT PRECEDE AND FOL
LOW IT .O ONE UTTERANCE CAN BE EITHER THE FIRST OR THE LAST %ACH IS ONLY A LINK IN THE 
CHAIN AND NONE CAN BE STUDIED OUTSIDE THIS CHAINv h&ROM .OTESv 	 %LSEWHERE 
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IN THE SAME ESSAY HE WRITES h4HEREFORE THERE CAN BE NEITHER A FIRST NOR A LAST MEAN
ING IT ALWAYS EXISTS AMONG OTHER MEANINGS AS A LINK IN THE CHAIN OF MEANING WHICH 
IN ITS TOTALITY IS THE ONLY THING THAT CAN BE REALv 	
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!MES  2OGER  4  AND  $AVID  ,  (ALL  TRANS  $AODEJING  h-AKING  4HIS  ,IFE  3IGNIFICANTv  ! 
0HILOSOPHICAL 4RANSLATION .EW 9ORK "ALLANTINE 
!MES 2OGER 4 AND (ENRY 2OSEMONT *R TRANS 4HE !NALECTS OF #ONFUCIUS ! 0HILOSOPHICAL 
4RANSLATION .EW 9ORK "ALLANTINE 
 )NTRODUCTION !MES AND 2OSEMONT !NALECTS OF #ONFUCIUS n
!NG )EN /N .OT 3PEAKING #HINESE ,IVING BETWEEN !SIA AND THE 7EST ,ONDON 2OUTLEDGE 
!NZALDÞA 'LORIA "ORDERLANDS,A &RONTERA 4HE .EW -ESTIZA ND ED  3AN &RANCISCO !UNT 
,UTE 
!RISTOTLE !RISTOTLE ON 2HETORIC 4RANS 'EORGE ! +ENNEDY .EW 9ORK /XFORD 50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